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More Recent Activity

Dana added Dragon Devouring the Remnant
WITCHES/WIZARDS WEAR THAT POINTY HAT
...
Like · Comment

Dana is now friends with Reyanna Senecal
12 other people.

Dana likes Dr. Karla Turner Videos -...
Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
5 hours ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heB90CQWQbc

★ BeYonCe PoSSeSSed on stage by demons at super bowl halftime 2013 ᴴᴰ

What's on your mind?
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This is real footage of Beyonce being possessed on stage by demons, it could even be satan or Lucifer at the Super Bowl Halftime in 2013. This happens

Like · Comment · Share

Frank Rogers likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPTeuD0Hhfo

BEYONCE ADMITS DEMON POSSESSION ILLUMINATI EXPOSED
www.youtube.com

BEYONCE KNOWLES IS DEMON POSSESSED.BIGGEST EVIDENCE ! OPEN YOUR EYES ! WAKE UP. i DO NOT own ANYTHING
!!!!!

5 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQ84xiVC9bk

beast wounded
www.youtube.com

thanks everyone for your great insightful comments on these words!!

4 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoQMLGMgZjo

beast from the sea, divination, light of the world
www.youtube.com

I had a vision of the beast out of the sea. I was standing in the shoreline look...See More
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Dana Horochowski shared a link.
6 hours ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkRLdPkL-jc

Dragon Devouring the Remnant
www.youtube.com

Praise God Jesus my Father for letting me LIVE His word, so that I may
understand it and BECOME it. The Remnant is now being determined,
The Bad Shepherds an...

Friends

Abdul Alhazred Lesley Belleau 'Max Radico'

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDJSY1HUB6Y&feature=endscreen&NR=1

www.youtube.com

i will never turn off my computer. computers speak more truth than any book of a...See More

4 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1UTrj-AMWs

Secrets that you should know Before you do it.
www.youtube.com

speaking on things people do in life without thinking.

4 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski ritual sacrifice
2 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski it is a NARROW GATE and FEW will FIND it I am sad to say
2 hours ago · Like

Shayna Rivelle Thompson That doesn't create incentive to judge people we make mistakes but we must be humble to admit when we are wrong
that's all it takes. God never closes is door no matter the mistake we make. We are forgiven once we acknowledge the wrong we have done instead of
being proud of it.
2 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski MANY are VIPERS LIARs and LOCUSTS who LIE that the PATH is WIDE and yet continue to HIDE the TRUTH. They have sold their
SOULS to the Demiurge and will not REPENT https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAL2VHaOtWg&feature=youtube_gdata_player

Dana is NOT Who She Says She Is, But There's More . . .
www.youtube.com

Goto http://Wellaware1.com/ for the facts. If you want to communicate with Ed Ch...See More

2 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I will not live near these TARES....NO SIR....That would be DANGEROUS
2 hours ago · Like

Paul A Sonnenholzner mystery........
42 minutes ago · Like

Write a comment...
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Like · Comment · Share 1

Turmel Fern Portelance Alec Oombash

Photos

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

Gen 49:16 Dan shall judge his people, as one of the tribes of

Gen 49:17 Let Dan be a serpent on the way, a horned snake on
the path that bites the horses’ heels, and its rider falls
backward.

In the apocryphal writing of the Testament of Dan it states “I
read in the book of Enoch, the Righteous, that your prince is
satan.” http://littleguyintheeye.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/

Posts from February 10, 2010 on
Little Guy in the Eye
littleguyintheeye.wordpress.com

1 post published by littleguyintheeye on
February 10, 2010

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=lk9kAxailrI Abdul Alhazred this ones for U!!!

Head Wound
www.youtube.com

original video
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GQ84xiVC9bk

8 hours ago · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=e_vtlQBZNLI

Behemoth in the Candle Light
www.youtube.com

PLEASE SEE - nebula  definition: 1.
Astronomy a. Also called diffuse nebula.
a c...See More

8 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski the WOLVES pick on HER TOO.... I like the
LADY ABOVE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idnwDEU7hVQ

Warning from God 777aej
(Anna)...
www.youtube.com

Warning message from the Lord

Likes

ThisIsNotAno
nymous

Bellevue Park 42 Laws of
MAAT

LIFEforia
Wellness Club

Eliminating
racism

Natives of
AIM
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Warning!!!!!

Dana Horochowski 2 goats .... one is KALI MAA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtVavNpPmNE

Wedding Day of Atonement is
Here - Must See!
www.youtube.com

This revelation came to me fully while
recording!! Thank You Jesus Christ! I
Lov...See More

 · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=_qON7j-bUto

Red Heifer and Azazel
www.youtube.com

6 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Likes
Recently

Likes

Dr. Karla
Turner Videos -
JeffPolachek.c
om

kEVINaNNETTa
LERTeMailedM
arch2013

Alfred
Lambremont
Webre III
Goes Down On
The Kevin...
genuiNEWitty

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
10 hours ago

http://www.youtube.com
/watch?list=PLZl1xK7kwArH8czqWx9zYbYPlQK7d1lqg&
feature=player_embedded&v=lEkZQx7RVZI#!

Celtic Woman - The Voice (with
lyrics)
www.youtube.com

Disclaimer: No copyright infringement
intended. The audio content belongs to
Celtic Women,Lisa Kelly I don't make
profit out of this video, I do not own

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski DAN is JUDGE
10 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR oxoxox
x 144, 000 iamthevoice --
http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm
7thfire.biz

doc pdfDEC 1 7152131Nov 7 152130October
7152131SEPTEMBER 7 152130AUGUST JULY
JUNO MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 //
JANUS 2012

10 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

YouTube
Recently

Commented on these videos

ETERNAL TORAH vs NEW TESTAMENT: Rabbi Skobac
(Mess...
ETERNAL TORAH vs NEW TESTAMENT: Rabbi Sk
your god is ENLIL the LORD of COMMAND....tha...

Ain't Nobody CHAKA KHAN COVER SHERRIE LEA
Ain't Nobody CHAKA KHAN COVER SHERRIE LEA
WHAT A SUCCUBUS...

TO MASONS JESTERS SHRINERS, ALL SECRET SOCIETYS
OR...
TO MASONS JESTERS SHRINERS, ALL SECRET SOCIETYS
ORDERS FRUM THE TREEE
LILITH mother of vampires

Message to my Young Stars on DNA
Message to my Young Stars on DNA
13love 2 U from the SOO SIOUX SAULT!!!
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SAID....or DID U? http://www.youtube.com

CHOOSE 555 AGAPE AMOR NOW
before Dec 21 2012
www.youtube.com

Kanata, eurostat, dec 21, dec 21 2012,
agape amor, york region, sol, luna, 69,
t...See More

 · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/chipcaesarroma.htm

7thfire.biz - urAMERIca 1000 pts to
start...IF YOU ARE TRU...PEOPLE will
TRADE with U chipcaesarroma
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

9 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Da13thsun's Greatest Student
you are a DISGRACE to the HUMAN GENOME....apolog...

Scribd
Recently

Read

FEB 2013 Problem, Reaction, Soulution 7thfire.biz
BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - bawatingbarter - http://7...

ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor Kelly, Alicia Ibanez Fra...
HOUSE of MARS- OCCUPY the ASTRAL occupyoccupy - ht...

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor Kelly a...
http://7thfire.biz/02152013.htm 02 15 2013 FRIA...

UNIX LINUX SHERRY BETH SANDOR ALICIA IBANEZ
FRAN...
did you and the GRIM REAPER break up Sherry Beth S...

Age of Aquarius Begins 2013
CONTACT DANA // 416 419 9023 / https://www.faceboo...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
10 hours ago

http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR
oxoxox x 144, 000 iamthevoice --
http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm
7thfire.biz

doc pdfDEC 1 7152131Nov 7 152130October
7152131SEPTEMBER 7 152130AUGUST JULY
JUNO MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 //

Like · Comment · Share

Traci Seibly Calvert likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=xSU5iBgcnZM&
list=PLAEWXcfwOPWUCoPXp1KsMXgDZAkGGG3ur

BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED
KANATA, 555, URaMERIca,
OJIBWE, 2 row, WAMPUM,
www.youtube.com

SINGING the MOON MAMMA MOOS
http://8thfire.biz/ HAPPY FULL MOON-
December's Full...See More

10 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://en.gravatar.com/danahorochowski

danahorochowski, SIOUX OTTAWA
KANATA KINAKWII - Gravatar Profile

Andy Hororushka shared Amj Pear's status
11 hours ago

"Revelations" (Short Story)"

"REVELATIONS" 03-14-2013 (c) May be freely distributed for
Benevolent Intents, Only. Malicious usage/Malevonent usage
of this information is strictly prohibited: Revelations - written
by Andy M. Hruska Jr. 03-14-2013 All rights reserved as
stated above: 1. Ciao LTR. 2. I graduated Y.S.U. in 1979. 3. I
had graduated New Castle High School in 1975

/not Neshanock High School on the other side of to
I am "sure" that some of us are "arch

rivals" and will never be able to make amends -because of
the conflicts of interest, because of

the arch rival football teams in high school. (lol). 5. I had
played drums in the concert,
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Gravatar allows you to manage all of your online

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=SMwZsFKIXa8

The Beatles - Can't Buy Me Love
(Live)
www.youtube.com

Video of the Beatles performing CAN'T
BUY ME LOVE, circa 1964. Crowd is
really l...See More

 · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

1980-ish. I am now a retired/disabled

"conspiracy theorist;" had been searching for truths regarding
why certain things (of an 11th

kind) had been happening to me, mainly since December,
1980, around the time that John Lennon was

shot. And why I have been subjected to being some sort of a
human laboratory rat, of sorts -

except for some of it being karma. This is playing out on
having something to do with the

survival of humankind on planet earth, not to be ruled by
malevolent beings, but rather surviving

as intelligent, loving beings, living in the loving ways and
standing in the perputual love and

light of the true Source Creator Entities and the One who
shed his blood in sacrifice for our

sins, so that the meek shall inherit the earth, live with loving
kindness, integrity, ethics,

compassion, caring, and care for one another, and respect for
all living benevolent life forms,

on the planet, in the Milky Way, the universe, and multiverse.
After considerable research, on

information provided by others, who have done years of
research, for a combined equivalent of

many, many years of research; I am currently aligned and
learning much from a religious scholar,

teacher, and fundamentally loving and caring person who has
ideas and detailed teachings that I

feel, in my heart, should be taken to heart. REFERENCES:
Refer to information provided and

aligned primarily with one "Dana Horochowski," from Sioux
Saint Marie, Canada, facebook, Youtube,

7th fire, 8th Fire, Ojibway, Jr. Genius websites, alternate
currencies/barter and trade/grow your

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
11 hours ago

My friend Duck.

a day in the life of a duck #1
www.youtube.com

its the origanal but new and improved. if
you like it or just want to crush my spirit
post a coment .snorrack

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
15 hours ago

The Second Treatise says that the "doctrine of the aliens" is,
"a great deception upon the human soul, making it impossible
for humans to find Nous, the self-liberating mind, and thus
come to know true humanity."
What Gnostics meant by "the doctrine of the aliens" is the
ensemble of beliefs at the core of Judaic and Christian religion -
and, by extension, Islam. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_46.htm

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
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electrical/electronis (and, off and on, semi-

professional drumming, and music/guitar novice and
beginner/novice music/audio engineering, and

a/v digital creation, editing, and progressive/alternate rock
music and lyrics composition (of

the novice-but getting better kind). However survival of
humankind, in peace, love, and harmony

is of the most importance. Reference: "I am," trust, doubt,
apples, banana chips, heart, mind,

The Word, blood of the Saints, dna x-y, Dan, Diana, Dana,
Andy, music, frequencies, soul, spirit,

American Indians, Indigenous Beings, plants, animals,
photosynthesis, NON-corruption needed,

particularly in the "leadership" faucets of Society (which has
been corrupted for a very long

time, reportedly), Gnotics, Cathars, Nag Hammadi Scriptures,
lies truth 10 Commandments karma

Ianna. Do unto others as you would have done unto yourself.
Holy Spirit Mother, Yeshua,

repentence, salvation, "life everlasting" is "survival of the
species" of the Agape Amor (NOT

Hitler/Nazi/World/NWO/DESTRUCTion/abuse/possible
extinction/genocide of Humanity and planet Earth

-kind; Rather of the CONSTRuctive -kind. Love.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski Don't work me too hard
Andy Hororushka I am retired and UTOPIAETHIOPIA
bound...where KIDS like to learn and go to SCOOL.... it is too
dangerous for me to live among the WOLVES of EXOPOLITICS...
perhaps in 10 years...after ZEUS and KALI MAA CLEAN their MESS
up from TORONTO....I am going fishing with the
INDIANS....meegwetch and namaste/
10 hours ago · Like

MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw ////
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch
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the HELL do you PUT your WALLET?

NOT BUYING into the ROMA EXOPOLITICS BULLSHIT... NATURE
based....back to the OLD WAYS
10 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski COVENANT COMMUNITIES 2 row
wampum...if they don't want you...they won't take you....CLEAN
up your TEMPLE and MAKE AMENDS with those you harmed.
urAMERIca 1000 pts to start...IF YOU ARE TRU...PEOPLE will
TRADE with U
10 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski no barcodes in NATURE...
10 hours ago · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski BARCODES = NAZI, ROMA and ET
TECHNOLOGY...EASY SLEAZY BLOOD SUCKING PEDOPHILE
BANKERS PHARISEES JESUIT EUROPEAN WARLOCKS,
DEMIURGE/LEVAN/LILITH INCUBUS SUCCUBUS SLOTH get
CHIPPED.
10 hours ago · Edited · Like

Amj Pear Dana Horochowski I had only found out this recently. I
had survived a personal armegeddon
10 hours ago · Edited · Like

Amj Pear ... with this dangerous vile system, and/or karma, as I
have not always been a perfect human.
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear Primarily, I am trying to help get the word out...
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear Unlike you, I had gone through a left-brained, mind
controlled system, with...
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear much confusion, and no attention placed where iit
should have been, on the word of God.
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear I understand your situation -to at least some degree.
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear This is to help others, it is not about me.
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear At this point I will try to do as much as I can to help
fix the mess, here, which is still a non-perfect somewhat still
mind-controlled mess. Nameste. Meegwetch.
10 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear Oh, I forgot: I know exactly where I am at, but God is
the one to pass judgement. No humans are above "Him." The
loving TRUE Creator Accept no false Gods.Have a nice day.
Meegwetch.
10 hours ago · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski HIM doesn't HAVE A WOMB...get over it!
Amj Pear Andy Hororushka
8 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski DEMIURGE only creates thru his LYING
ASS
8 hours ago

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_46.htm

Christianity - Extraterrestrial Religion? -
Reflections on Von Daniken and Biblical
UFOlogy
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Barry H. DowningGodangels the benefit of
humanityNoteDowningDesmond LeslieBiblical
UfologyJesusaliens of a superior evolution

15 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski All three of the "great world religions"
derive from the revered Patriarch Abraham, thought to have lived
around 1800 BCE.

Because the history of the ancient Hebrews is taken as exemplary
or symbolic of humanity as a whole, our species' "sacred history"
begins with Abraham, but Gnostics considered that Abraham was a
dupe, the psychological "vector" for the intrusion of the Archons. In
effect, they trashed the notion of a “Divine Plan” overseen by
Jehovah, and exposed Judeo-Christian salvationism (the Redeemer
Complex) as an extraterrestrial religion, alien to the Earth and
hostile to human potential.

The Gnostic critique of the Redeemer Complex was devastating to
the cherished beliefs of many people, and still is, but the teachers in
the ancient Mysteries did not leave us without alternatives to these
received beliefs. Gnostics taught what they embodied: the illuminist
path of experimental mysticism, contrasted to blind belief in
salvationist dogmas.

Against the religious deceit of the Archons, the Second Treatise
invokes the "hope of Sophia," affirming our bond to the Wisdom
Goddess whose body is the Earth.
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BLUEBERRY BISTRO BAR...tired of ALL YOUR EGOS and HEAD

Dana Horochowski GET YOUR MONKEY ASS BACK to NATURE
or the DEMIURGE will judge you...He created you....
8 hours ago · Like

Amj Pear ? Not sure what you are talking about. Go ahead and,
um, whatever. WWJD? (wwYd?) Just walk away at this point, is
my "Monkey Ass" guess. You too likewise have your karma to deal
with, as well. I've never completely figured out why you are having
the episodes of being so negatively defensive, to someone who
was/is supposedly a friend, and trying to empathize, understand ...
Keep looking, there won't be anything, unless you find someone
posing to be me. I am sorry that you feel the way that you do. From
this point on, anything supposedly from "me" is either from a poser
and/or hacker. Bye.
8 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=62jlicSLo84

TO THE CHILD ABUSE PREDATORS
DISNEY-PRESCOTT-HONHOLT
www.youtube.com

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN,
litewinbelialburns -
litewinbelialb...See More

8 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos
/evitapendragon/

Index of /videos/evitapendragon
serenitystreetnews.com

8 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Im DONE....you are MIND CONTROLLED
to distract me
8 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski I am DONE repeating myself....figure it out
yourself
8 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski MAYBE you should rescue these WOMEN
and CHILDREN instead of WAITING to get it UP THE ASS from
YOUR CREATOR YALDABAOTH
8 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski I DON'T WANT this SLUT anywhere near
my CHILDREN http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=myPMBTs4qcg

Ain't Nobody CHAKA KHAN COVER
SHERRIE LEA
www.youtube.com

Your singing President Sherrie Lea
throwing it down. MAKE LOVE NOT
WAR...The cur...See More

8 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin

The Stairway to Heaven
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

 · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_jehovah.htm

Jehovah - Yahweh - YHWH - Adonai
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

 · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
16 hours ago

The true saga of the tribe of Dan, "a serpent by the way," who
left a tantalizing, fascinating "trail" of waymarks along his path
of journey, is one of the proofs of the modern location and
identity of the so-called "Lost Ten Tribes of Israel." Dan, a
remarkable people, a powerful people of farmer-warriors, and
sailors, left their indelible imprint on ancient history, wherever
they went. They will also become a powerful force for good,
during the reign of the Messiah and YEHOVAH God the Father,
when they establish the Kingdom of YEHOVAH God on this
earth! http://www.hope-of-israel.org/i000035a.htm

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?
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http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw ////
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Ardeliza Lim and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.hope-of-israel.org
/i000035a.htm

"The Serpent's Trail" -- The Mysterious Tribe of Dan
www.hope-of-israel.org

16 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski It is claimed that Jesus studied at a Druid
university at Glastonbury.12 When he arrived it was evident that
he was a Druid. During this time he worked part-time in his uncle’s
tin mines. Even into the 20th century miners and tinners of this area
chant and sing a song that contains the words: “Jesus was in the
trade.”

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

What is this about? And why are so many trying to discredit
you?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-iOmBh5SQw&
feature=youtu.be&a
Dana Horochowski = Saturnian Lunar Agent
www.youtube.com
Lunaroid babble

1:01am
Dana Horochowski

because I am opposing and exposing the NWO.... ROMA and
bringing in the TWO ROW WAMPUM

AMOR

Dana Horochowski = Saturnian
Lunar Agent
www.youtube.com

Lunaroid babble

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman and Paul A Sonnenholzner like this.

Dana Horochowski because I am opposing and exposing the
NWO.... ROMA and bringing in the TWO ROW WAMPUM

AMOR
17 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski because I am opposing and exposing the
NWO.... ROMA and bringing in the TWO ROW WAMPUM

AMOR
17 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski because I am opposing and exposing the
NWO.... ROMA and bringing in the TWO ROW WAMPUM

AMOR
17 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/10
/28/hilton-peter-mijovick-cheryl-ann-menezes-where-is-my-
new-paradigm-still-waiting-since-2007-http7thfire-biz/

HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL ANN
MENEZES- ( where is my NEW
PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 2007)
ht
5dterra.wordpress.com
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cross and the Christian (S)tau-ros Pillar and how the coming savior was
identified as Yesus hundreds of years before the time of Jesus. The more
Druidism is studied the more obvious is its relationship to the teachings of
Jesus. This may explain why the Druids so quickly accepted Jesus into their
inner mysteries and why Joseph of Arimathea chose Glastonbury Tor as the
place to store the ‘blood of life’.

One reason most Christians may not have previously considered the
connection between Jesus and the Druids is that the Roman political
machine viewed Druidism as one of its greatest threats. It was largely
wiped out by emperors Augustus, the founder of the Roman empire and its
sole ruler from 31 B.C. to A.D. 14, and Tiberius both Caesars who outlawed
the religion of the Druids, declaring its practice a treasonous offense.

Tiberius was the Caesar mentioned by Jesus in response to a question
about taxes. Jesus held up a Roman coin, saying,
“Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that
are God’s.”13 http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_12.htm

Blue Apples - 12
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

JesusSkilly Pit of Ab-atonJesus1HellHel23HelPit of AbaddonAb-
attonababHelSunHell...See More

16 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The Roman invasions of Britain by Julius
Caesar (whose assassination catapulted Augustus to the throne
at the age of 19) and Emperor Claudius (who ruled from A.D. 41 to
54) were largely designed to exterminate the Druids. These
religious purists had long been rivals of Rome’s desire to control the
minds of its people. Claudius also persecuted the Jews. The Book of
Acts says, “Claudius had commanded all the Jews to leave
Rome.”15 He forbade them to hold religious meetings.
16 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski “the Jews constantly made disturbances at
the instigation of Chrestus, so Claudius expelled them from
Rome.”
Seutonius appears to be stating that the Blessed One,
Chrestus/Skilly, was alive and well and stirring up trouble in Rome in
A.D. 49!

Aquila and Prisca, two Jewish tent makers accompanied him. After
their banishment from Rome they went to Corinth and lived and
worked with the apostle Paul.
16 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski Might this description equally suggest a pit
or stargate of some kind? Given that Joshua was the grandson of
Joseph could this people-eating angelic outpost have housed the
transformative Pit of Abatton which ‘devoured’ both Joseph and
Jesus and transformed them into a Skilly? Did Joshua son of Nun,
the Old Testament Jesus, undergo a similar nuclear experience?

Once ‘crushed’, the ‘grapes or Blue Apples of Eschol ’ became the
wine of the Eucharist, the blood of Chrestus (which is the Blood of
Skill or the Wise Blood), used by Jesus as the Last Supper and
caught in the escuele.

The Eschol-Skill connection reinforces the idea that these grapes
would have played a vital role in Jesus’ journey into the Pit of
Abatton during the Crucifixion.

At Rennes-le-Chateau, located in the wine country of Southern

( where is my...See More

17 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Michael Gibson we are all dressed in lunar rags unless of
course we have built the solar astral body, the solar mental body,
the solar causal body, and all this is done with an awakened, rising
Kundalini.
11 hours ago · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski but EXOPOLITICS is bringing in the NWO
and I will ENLIGHTEN MYSELF in NATURE when I learn to SHUT
UP and LISTEN to my HEART... not the WORDS of JESUIT students
11 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski LAURA EISENHOWER, WEBRE, NESARA
INC, can RAISE their KUNDALINI on MARS...they GOTTA GO...it
is GOING to get too DANGEROUS for them on the SURFACE
SOON..... THESE GENOCIDE DEVILS for KROLL and ROMA are
LIARS and NEED to be held ACCOUNTABLE.... TIMES UP
11 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski DISNEY can take a CHIP...not the
CHILDREN of the LITE...ED CHIARINI and Sherry Shriner
11 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski RENDER unto CAESAR what is
CAESARS...GIVE THEM BACK THEIR LAWS....CHIPPED right in
the FOREHEAD.
11 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski LOVE your FATHER/MOTHER CREATOR
with all your heart, and love your neighbour as yourself...is the
COVENANT for the Children of the LITE. They need no CIVIL
LAWS... they are FREE in AMOR
11 hours ago · Like · 2

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
18 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leE7AT9v-Rk

The Best UFO Sighting In The
United States In The 2013
www.youtube.com

Incredible UFO Sighting,The Video
Shows In Sync Flying
Objects,Amazing!!!

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.
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the Grail heresy. They represent the secret of immortality. They are the

Dana Horochowski Jesus gives what may be the first stargate

“You are to seek after the mysteries of the Light, which purify the
body and make it into refined light exceedingly purified.”11
Jesus implores us to:
“Cease not to seek day and night and remit not yourselves until ye
find the purifying mysteries which will purify you and make you into
a refined light, so that ye will go on high and inherit the light of my

In the Pistis Jesus expounds the doctrine of reincarnation as a
universal law governing the lives of all humankind.
“Put not off from day to day, and from cycle to cycle, in the belief
that ye will succeed in obtaining the mysteries when ye return to
the world in another cycle.”13
He further states our world and worlds in higher realms are
intimately connected “from within outwards.” This statement refers
to a transformation of consciousness that opens the door to other
worlds.
16 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski “For look, I am going to create new
heavens and a new Earth, and the past will not be remembered.”
15
Jesus taught the reality of this new Heaven and Earth when he
described himself as a Good Shepherd who alone could lead the
sheep out of their fold.
16 hours ago · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski In John 10:19 Jesus said:
“I am the door.
If anyone enters through Me, he shall be saved,
and shall go in and out,
and find pasture.”
As we have seen, the key to decoding the esoteric meaning of Jesus
as the “door” is found in the Sabala and the Emerald (S)tones of
Thoth. The bulk of the myths used to explain this process of
climbing the Ladder to Heaven are derived from Sumerian, Egyptian,
Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian myth.

Properly understood, these myths describe the step-by-step
procedures for increasing awareness, love, and attaining
enlightenment, revelation.

These procedures were artfully and intentionally disguised using
figurative terminology so as to be transparent to all but the
initiated. Throughout this book I am working from the premise that
the most significant mythological tales originally had a foundation in
astronomy, physiology, psychology or history.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_12.htm

Blue Apples - 12
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

JesusSkilly Pit of Ab-atonJesus1HellHel23HelPit of AbaddonAb-
attonababHelSunHell...See More

16 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/esp_biblianazar.htm#Books_and_Treaties

Books and Treatises - La Verdadera Historia

irrational impulses that spring forth from negative programs
and energies lodged in their subconscious. Lower subverts
higher. These are not isolated cases; it’s an epidemic.

It’s clear from observation that we are born with certain
genetic design flaws, such as being handicapped against using
our full brain capacity and being confined to mere five-sense
perception. It’s also clear that the world we enter is generally
antagonistic to spirit.

Thus, both nature and nurture are set in opposition to spirit
from the start, and only through much divine support and
spiritual strength does an individual defy material determinism
and use obstacles as stepping stones toward spiritual
awakening. Such cases are rare, and it seems people are
generally crushed, deformed, and shaped by such stones
instead, as one would expect if spirit offers no counterweight to
the determinism of nature and nurture.

Interestingly, Gnostics viewed the Demiurge as not only the
fashioner of this world, but also the maker of the human race.
Likewise, some modern fringe schools of thought view negative
hyper-dimensional entities as our genetic creators and
continued space-time manipulators.6

Point being that there is clearly an external malevolent variable
intruding into the human equation, suggesting evil is not
always the product of human failings, rather human failings are
frequently the product of evil.

For too many humans, their personal Demiurge is corrupt and
has shut them off from Nous.

But this merely mirrors the more universal manifestation of
same. Our world appears to be in the grip of an entitized
Demiurge with a strong self-preservation instinct oriented
toward control. It fashions our reality and biases the probability
of events in contravention to the divine design set forth by the
universal Logos. It is the matrix gone awry, the thought-form of
the universe turned parasite.

How this came about is the subject of another article.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/mistic
/gnosis_montalk00.htm#1_-_Corruption_of_the_Demiurge
(10 photos)
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www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Dana Horochowski Right Action
Over the centuries, people have asked, "why does evil exist in
this world? Why is there so much pain, so much wrong and so little
right?" These questions, like many that mankind has asked, are
fundamental to the learning process, and to spiritual growth. To ask
why, is the first step in conquering ignorance. What then, is evil?

Evil is the condition that exists when good does nothing. Good is the
light of creative action. Evil is the darkness of inaction. Where there
is no good, there is only evil. Where there is no light, there is only
darkness. This is a fundamental truth and must be understood fully
before going any further. http://webcache.googleusercontent.com
/search?q=cache:http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien
/theway/TheWay00.htm

The Way - DOMA Daughters Of Ma
webcache.googleusercontent.com

Religion After the Great WarReligions were designed right from
the start to enforce control over the massesDOMADaughters Of
Mause religions

15 hours ago · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Religion After the Great War
... Religions were designed right from the start to enforce control
over the masses, by their masters. Unfortunately, the reins of
control simply changed hands. This is not what was meant to
happen. After the great war, the DOMA (Daughters Of Ma) who had
won control of the Earth and all its inhabitants, decided to use
religions as a means of teaching humankind the information
necessary for him to achieve civilization. This learning process was
to take place in two phases.

First, rules of behavior, laws, would be given and time allowed for
mankind's numbers to build. Later when the basic structure of
mankind's societies had been established, they would introduce a
series of teachers (prophets) that would set forth the philosophies
of advanced human civilization.
16 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski The Way says this:
"The world could be a better place. People have to stop hurting
each other and start working together. All religions contain some
basic truths. I believe in some of what some have to offer, but other
parts I totally disagree with. Religions have become power
structures, political arenas wherein people try to "out holy" the
other, and force their own narrow belief structures upon others. I
believe there is a need for a code of morals and a set of beliefs that
all mankind could use and benefit by. I believe that all mankind
should be one people, and that there should be a unified belief
structure, one that takes the truths from all religions and unifies
them into the Word of God. I believe that this is a very large and
difficult task. I know that I will make mistakes, but at least I will be
doing something."
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/theway
/TheWay014.htm

The Way #14
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

15 hours ago · Edited · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski There is nothing wrong with belonging to a
specific religious order, so long as you realize that there is a

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
18 hours ago

5.1 53km S of Punta de Burica, Panama
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

Real-time Earthquake Map
earthquake.usgs.gov

USGS Earthquake Hazards Program, responsible for monitoring,
reporting, and researching earthquakes and earthquake hazards

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ij5eRBjQwFY

GLOBAL COASTAL EVENT: Extreme
Weather - Powerful Winds Ground
At Least Six Ships Near Panama
Canal!
www.youtube.com

The CELESTIAL Convergence |
thecelestialconvergence.blogspo
March 0...See More

18 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=w0MabkOhwLc

Earthquake & Flood Projections
Maps After the EVENT 2013
www.youtube.com

SOMETHING LIKE THAT WILL LOOK
EARTH AFTER 2012 And from here
comes the water
http://www.youtube.com/
92YgZvQ&feature=g-a

18 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview
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Christian Way. Be a Muslim, but practice the Muslim Way. Be a Jew,

important, what is truth. You must work together toward achieving
a better world. You do not have too much more time to do it, and
still retain those things uniquely special to humans of the planet
Earth. The Way is yours to help you do this. No one will force you to
stop hurting each other, at least not now. But the time will come
when all these things will be overwhelmed and lost if they are not
now identified and strengthened.

 · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/vida_alien/alien_humanitymanipulationalien.htm#menu
Revealing an Extraterrestrial presence by modern science and
institutionalized Christianity, would inspire a Gnostic-like awakening,
including a re-appreciation of the human identity in relation to God.
Indeed, ancient Gnostics appeared to view the God associated with
the evolution of Christian dogma as a "false God", created under the
influence of what was referred to as the Manipulative
Extraterrestrials associated with the Old Testament, and other
religious systems cultivated by repressive Empires on Earth.
These reportedly include the Gods of pre-"Christian" Rome, and
Egypt, and other such religious-based oppressive Empires.

The Divine and Manipulative Extraterrestrials -
Effects on Humanity's Religions, Beliefs and
Other
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

15 hours ago · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Gnostics were psychonauts of
extraordinary scope and finesse. Their cosmology, centered on
the figure of the Goddess Sophia, presents a complete and coherent
description of the origin and methods of an inorganic predatory
species called Archons.

Altho... See More

Christianity - Extraterrestrial Religion? -
Reflections on Von Daniken and Biblical
UFOlogy
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Barry H. DowningGodangels the benefit of
humanityNoteDowningDesmond LeslieBiblical
UfologyJesusaliens of a superior evolution

15 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Carlton Pogroski joseph cambell had a favorite saying by the
Hindic vedas "truth is one the sages call it by many names"
11 hours ago · Like

Write a comment...

/watch?v=0BBFtrfVWkM

www.youtube.com

The famous prophet Edgar Cayce has
predicted the things to come in our
time, hap...See More

18 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Terry Steward man can't change his fate, if he choose to
continue to be selfish and greedy full of pride and contempt for
the Lord they God and His beautiful Law...Amen.

18 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=BZGN6EKjvAo

Book of Enoch: REAL STORY of
Fallen Angels, Devils & Man
(NEPHILIM, ANCIENT ALIENS,
NOAHS FLOOD
www.youtube.com

ENOCH, FALLEN ANGELS, ALIENS,
DEMONS, EVERYTHING!!!
http://youtu.be/mtBz1roiQR8
...See More

17 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
19 hours ago

The Spirit of Antichrist

The term "antichrist" is also used to describe a spiritual
condition. In other words, it is descriptive of those people who
oppose the true God.

"Children, it is the last hour; and just as you heard that
antichrist is coming, even now many antichrists have arisen;
from this we know that it is the last hour...22 Who is the liar
but the one who denies that Jesus is the Christ? This is the
antichrist, the one who denies the Father and the Son," (1 John
2:18,22).

In 1 John 4:3 John says that all who do not confess Jesus are of
the spirit of the antichrist, "and every spirit that does not
confess Jesus is not from God; and this is the spirit of the
antichrist, of which you have heard that it is coming, and now it
is already in the world."

The cults such as Mormonism, the Jehovah's Witnesses, the

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
19 hours ago

In the prophecy, St. Malachy gives the pope a Latin motto that
is telling on this matter. He is De gloria olivae (From the Glory
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Jesus.

http://carm.org/who-or-what-antichrist

HOLD on to YOUR TERRA, MAMMA is gonna ROCK this
MOUND! terrarock http://8thfire.biz/terrarock.htm

-A Tree and its Fruit 15 Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 You shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so
every good tree brings forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
brings forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19
Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. 20 Why by their fruits you shall know them.

21 Not every one that said to me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven; but he that does the will of my
Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name? and
in your name have cast out devils? and in your name done
many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess to them, I
never knew you: depart from me, you that work iniquity.

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Dana Horochowski After quoting the Hadith in al-Bukhari:

prepare the world for the apocalyptic times Jesus himself

just before his crucifixion. Here is an excerpt:

Take care that no one misleads you. For many will come
claiming my name and saying, “I am the Messiah”; and many
will be misled by them. The time is coming when you will hear
the noise of battle near at hand and the news of battles far
away; see that you are not alarmed. Such things are bound to
happen; but the end is still to come. For nation will make war
upon nation, kingdom upon kingdom; there will be famines and
earthquakes in many places. With all these things the
birth-pangs of the new age begin. (Matthew 24: 4-8)
http://www.hogueprophecy.com/

HOLD on to YOUR TERRA, MAMMA is gonna ROCK this
MOUND! terrarock http://8thfire.biz/terrarock.htm

-A Tree and its Fruit 15 Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 You shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so
every good tree brings forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
brings forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19
Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. 20 Why by their fruits you shall know them.

21 Not every one that said to me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven; but he that does the will of my
Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name? and
in your name have cast out devils? and in your name done
many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess to them, I
never knew you: depart from me, you that work iniquity.
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will be blind, while the left eye will shine like a bright star."

"First of all, generally speaking, the European nations are the only
ones with white complexions. And the mention that the right eye
would be blind does not mean physical blindness but spiritual
blindness with no thought of life beyond the grave, and the
[covetous] left [sinister] eye shining like a bright star means that
they would discover all kinds of earthly treasures, comfort and
luxury to such an extent that their spiritual life would be completely
neglected by them. Our Prophet said on occasions that man's right
side was heaven and the left side hell. Therefore the brightness of
the left eye stands for love of life and luxury which will divert man
from the right path and take him to hell. The Holy Qur'an makes the
point quite clear when it tells us in the following words:

'Whoever is blind in this world will be blind in the Hereafter.'" (Surah
17, Al-Isra', ayah 72)

However, Akbar Ali also warns Muslims about blind belief without
understanding:

"Some Muslims believe that if they recite the Quranic verses relating
to Dajjal and he hears it, he (Dajjal) will run away from them in
fear. But I do not think that any sensible person would ever believe
that the mere recitation of the Holy Qur'an could turn anyone away
in fear. This is simply another of the ancient superstitions which,
sad to say, still exist today. The real sense in this belief lies in the
fact that their meaning should be understood, for only by
understanding the meaning of them can Dajjal be identified, and,
with this knowledge and understanding, man can protect himself
from the corrupt and misguiding influence of (The Great Liar) Dajjal
(the Anti-Christ), such as the belief in the sonship of the Prophet
Jesus..."

It is clear that there is much to consider in this matter of Dajjal, and
it is incumbent on us to make the effort to satisfy ourselves that we
are doing all we can to improve our understanding, without
becoming paranoid by wasting our time on matters which should not
concern us. http://www.islamicparty.com/commonsense
/14antidote.htm

The Antidote to Antichrist
www.islamicparty.com

"Our Prophet (peace be upon him) informed his followers that
when the time come...See More

18 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski not that I am PUSHING ISLAM...just trying
to see if the ANTICHRIST is BLIND in the LEFT or RIGHT EYE.
18 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski the brightness of the left eye stands for
love of life and luxury which will divert man from the right path
and take him to hell.
18 hours ago · Like

Dana Horochowski http://twistedsportsinternational.com
/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=121&
Itemid=190

Hilton Mijovick
twistedsportsinternational.com

Twisted Sports is the Community Entertainment Centre of the

Like · Comment · Share

Carlton Pogroski, Ardeliza Lim and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski No doubt, Noah warned his nation against
him but I tell you about him something of which no prophet told
his nation before me. You should know that he is one-eyed, and
Allah is not one-eyed. (Sahih Bukhari 4.553. Also, Sahih Bukhari
4.554, Sahih Muslim 41.7000, etc) The hadiths, however, are
contradictory as to which eye will be blind: Narrated Abdullah: The
Prophet mentioned the Massiah Ad-Dajjal in front of the people
saying, Allah is not one eyed while Messsiah[sic], Ad-Dajjal is blind
in the right eye and his eye looks like a bulging out grape. (Sahih
Bukhari 3.425, also Sahih Muslim 41.7005, etc) Hudhalfa reported
that Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) said: Dajjal is
blind of left eye with thick hair and there would be a garden and fire
with him and his fire would be a garden and his garden would be
fire. (Sahih Muslim 41.70101) Narrated Abdullah: The Prophet
mentioned the Massiah Ad-Dajjal in front of the people saying, Allah
is not one eyed while Messsiah[sic], Ad-Dajjal is blind in the right
eye and his eye looks like a bulging out grape. (Sahih Bukhari 3.425,
etc) Not only is his eye blind in one eye, but his eye (did not say
which one) is also bulging like a grape. Obviously, he will be quite
ugly in his looks. This physical defect is repeatedly emphasized in
the hadiths. http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum
/thread559418/pg1

The All Seeing Eye and Ad-Dajjal (Islamic
Antichrist), page 1
www.abovetopsecret.com

19 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview
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Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
19 hours ago

Who or what is the antichrist?
http://carm.org/who-or-what-antichrist

The term antichrist is only found in the epistles of John (1 John
2:18,22; 4:3; 2 John 1:7). The antichrist is the one who
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18 hours ago · Like · Remove Previewpeople near the time of Christ's return. The antichrist is

his unholy movement against God and in his attempt to rule
the nations of the world. Most scholars agree that the antichrist
will claim to be God and will rule many nations in Europe and
bring the world to the brink of destruction.

Paul does not use the term "antichrist." Instead, he uses the
term "man of lawlessness" in 2 Thess. 2:3 to describe an evil
person who will stand in great opposition to God and His
people. Paul speaks regarding the Day of the Lord...

"Let no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come unless
the apostasy comes first, and the man of lawlessness is
revealed, the son of destruction, 4who opposes and exalts
himself above every so-called god or object of worship, so that
he takes his seat in the temple of God, displaying himself as
being God," (2 Thess. 2:3-4).

HOLD on to YOUR TERRA, MAMMA is gonna ROCK this
MOUND! terrarock http://8thfire.biz/terrarock.htm

-A Tree and its Fruit 15 Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 You shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so
every good tree brings forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
brings forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19
Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. 20 Why by their fruits you shall know them.

21 Not every one that said to me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven; but he that does the will of my
Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name? and
in your name have cast out devils? and in your name done
many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess to them, I
never knew you: depart from me, you that work iniquity.
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13 Vibrations to your Higher Self
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speaking on the number 13 and your
higher self of consciousness
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Dana Horochowski http://carm.org/who-or-what-antichrist
There are Old Testament references to the antichrist, though the
terms "antichrist" and "man of lawlessness" are not used. Instead,
"the little horn" and "worthless shepherd" are used as they
prophesy his arrival.

Dan.7:8,21, "While I was contemplating the horns, behold, another
horn, a little one, came up among them, and three of the first horns
were pulled out by the roots before it; and behold, this horn
possessed eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth uttering great
boasts...21 I kept looking, and that horn was waging war with the
saints and overpowering them."
Zech. 11:17, "Woe to the worthless shepherd who leaves the flock!
A sword will be on his arm and on his right eye! His arm will be
totally withered, and his right eye will be blind."
From the Zechariah passage and the one found in Rev. 13:2,3, some
theologians believe that the antichrist will suffer a head wound that
will be fatal.

"And the beast which I saw was like a leopard, and his feet were
like those of a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the
dragon gave him his power and his throne and great authority. 3
And I saw one of his heads as if it had been slain, and his fatal
wound was healed. And the whole earth was amazed and followed
after the beast," (Rev. 13:2-3).

But, like the devil who imitates the truth in order to deceive, the
antichrist will rise from the dead. His resurrection will be assisted by
Satan. However, he will retain his wounds. His right arm will be
withered and he will be blind in his right eye.

"And the beast which I saw was like a leopard, and his feet were
like those of a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the
dragon gave him his power and his throne and great authority. 3
And I saw one of his heads as if it had been slain, and his fatal
wound was healed. And the whole earth was amazed and followed
after the beast," (Rev. 13:2,3).

Who or what is the antichrist?
carm.org

21 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview
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demonically possessed...I rarely look at the teLIEvision
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Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
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Real Talk on Religion and Mother
Universe
www.youtube.com

speaking on Religion, Life, Universe,
Mothers, and why these Religious
brothers trying to threaten me about
their books...LMAO dam devils of a
book.
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The ladder symbolism brings us back to the central goal of the
Grail mysteries: how to find the gate to Heaven and transform
ourselves into a being capable of entering this gate.

In 1773, while the American colonies were preparing to
separate from the British Empire the Coptic document Pistis
Sophia mysteriously appeared in England. The Copts, the
descendants of the Egyptians who became Christians, wrote it.

In this famous Gnostic-Christian gospel, which contains what
are alleged to be some of Jesus’ esoteric teachings to his
disciples, Jesus talks about the afterlife in terms that have
been borrowed heavily from the Egyptian Book of the Dead.10
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_12.htm

Jesus gives what may be the first stargate lesson.
“You are to seek after the mysteries of the Light, which purify
the body and make it into refined light exceedingly purified.”11
Jesus implores us to:
“Cease not to seek day and night and remit not yourselves until
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you should know http://youtu.be/tPTZPYb1A1U
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THIS...See More
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Seanchai Seance I can't shake the feeling that there's going to
be more than one of them, 12 supporters and a Antichrist who is
Head of them or The Jackal may have actually spawn 12 or 13
identical quadruplets times 3 and the Ram horn headed one
19 hours ago · Like

Write a comment...

the light of my kingdom.”12

universal law governing the lives of all humankind.
“Put not off from day to day, and from cycle to cycle, in the
belief that ye will succeed in obtaining the mysteries when ye
return to the world in another cycle.”13
He further states our world and worlds in higher realms are
intimately connected “from within outwards.” This statement
refers to a transformation of consciousness that opens the door
to other worlds.

Scientists have recently concluded we only perceive ten
percent of the universe.14 The rest is “dark,” invisible to
humans. Our purpose is to open our spiritual vision to see into
this darkness.
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MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
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11. THE COAT OF MANY COLORS

The Gospels record that Joseph of Arimathea was a member of
the Sanhedrin, the council of Jewish Elders who ruled Jewish
affairs in Jerusalem. Flavius Josephus, a contemporary
historian, recorded that Joseph was a wealthy tin trader.1

Flavius traced his activities as far away as the British Isles. His
nephew, according to legend, accompanied him on several of
these trips during his so-called ‘missing years’ between
boyhood and his reappearance in Jerusalem.

As a secret disciple of Jesus,2 Joseph’s deepest ambition, more
than making money, was to help the young man whose life’s
mission revolved around saving the world. Christian myths say
that after the Crucifixion Joseph traveled to England with a
flowering rod and the Holy Grail containing the Holy Blood (the
soma) which he deposited at Glastonbury Tor, perpetuating his
nephew’s mission.

Who is this double agent, Joseph of Arimathea, and what is this
flowering rod? It is widely claimed that Joseph was a title
rather than a first name. Joseph of Arimathea or AMOR-thea
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Blue Apples - 12
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

JesusSkilly Pit of Ab-atonJesus1HellHel23HelPit of AbaddonAb-
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Dana Horochowski Pistis Sophia is a startling blend of
primitive Christianity and Hellenic Paganism, with other elements
such as reincarnation, Astrology, Mystery religion and Hermetic
magic. The Goddess makes an appearance in the guise of Sophia, a
fallen angel.

The text is notable because the female disciples of Jesus are
treated as active participants in the discourse, in a way that would
be unimaginable in later Christianity. Tensions between the men
and women disciples are not glossed over.

On p. 47, Peter complains that Mary and the other women disciples
are monopolizing the discussion with Jesus:

"My Lord, we will not endure this woman, for she taketh the
opportunity from us and hath let none of us speak, but she
discourseth many times."

Later, Mary (p. 135) expresses her misgivings about Peter:

"I am afraid of Peter, because he threatened me and hateth our
sex." http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/mistic/pistis_sophia
/contents.htm

Pistis Sophia
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples

Yet another Joseph who shared this title and was associated
with a flower(ing) rod was the husband of Jesus’ mother, Mary.
The Christian legend of Joseph’s flower rod said he was chosen
to be Mary’s husband out of group of suitors by a symbolic test
of fertility. All candidates laid their (phallic) rods on the
(female-symbolic) altar. Joseph’s rod burst into bloom. The
sacred dove came down and perched on Joseph’s rod,
signifying the Goddess accepted him.3

The same dove appeared over the head of Jesus at his baptism
as a symbol for wisdom and the Holy Spirit.

Like Jesus’ father Joseph, the French History of the Grail claims
the aged Joseph of Arimathea was the father to a son who was
born by divine intervention: Galahad, the last pure knight of
the Holy Grail. Galahad was born to Joseph and his beloved
Galaad, whose name is strikingly similar to the biblical Gilead,
which with the addition of an ‘h’ becomes Galahad.

Still another story is that of Joseph and the Coat of Many Colors
(c. 1800 B.C.). Joseph was placed in the Pit where an ‘evil
beast devoured him’.4 Does this story sound familiar? After
Reuben pleaded for Joseph’s life, the Egyptians stripped Joseph
of his Coat of Many Colors that was on him, and they took him
and cast him in the Pit: and the Pit was empty, there was no
water in it.”
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MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
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Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=gzwdCd-hLZk

Listen & Learn to Live right at 13
www.youtube.com

Just talking about People who still don't
know who they are & steady following
t...See More
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Dana Horochowski Mythology
See also: Orpheus#Orphic poems and rites

The Orphic theogonies are genealogical works similar to the
Theogony of Hesiod, but the details are different. They are possibly
influenced by Near Eastern models. The main story is this: Dionysus
(in his incarnation as Zagreus) is the son of Zeus and Persephone;
Zeus gives his inheritance of the throne to the child, as Zeus is to
leave due to Hera's anger over a child being born by another
mother; Titans are enraged over the proclamation of attendance
and under Hera's instigation decide to murder the child, Dionysus is
then tricked with a mirror and children's toys by the Titans who
murder and consume him. Athena saves the heart and tells Zeus of
the crime who in turn hurls a thunderbolt on the Titans. The
resulting soot, from which sinful mankind is born, contain the bodies
of the Titans and Dionysus. The soul of man (Dionysus factor) is
therefore divine, but the body (Titan factor) holds the soul in
bondage. Thus it was declared that the soul returns to a host ten
times, bound to the wheel of rebirth.

There are two Orphic stories of the rebirth of Dionysus, in one of
which it is the heart of Dionysus that is implanted into the thigh of
Zeus; the other where he has impregnated the mortal woman
Semele resulting in Dionysus's literal rebirth. Many of these details
differ from accounts in the classical authors. Firmicus Maternus, a
Christian author, gives a different account with the book "On the
Error of Profane Religions". He says that Jupiter (Zeus) originally
was a (mortal) king of Crete, and Dionysos was his son. Dionysos
was murdered, and cannibalized. Only his heart was salvaged by
Athena. A statue of gypsum (the same substance the Titans used to
disguise themselves) was then made to look like Dionysos and the
heart is placed within.[12] http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Orphic_mysteries
Yesterday at 1:24pm · Like

Write a comment...

is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .
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The Book Of Enoch
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Dana Horochowski As we have seen, the word Druid means
’skilled’. The etymology of this word suggests that when Joseph
went into the Abatton Pit he emerged with skill or wisdom, hence
the name Skill or Skilly.

This word fossil, Skilly, resurfaced in Britain as a name for the
Blessed Isles, the surviving islands of Atlantis in British lore. Atlantis
was also known as Ultima Thule. This is the same name as the
Druid homeland, suggesting the Druids may have carried the seed
name Skilly to England and planted it in the ground there. Located
off the English coast at Land’s End, the Isles of Skilly (pronounced
silly) are a series of islands which today are known for their
charming residents who spend their lives fishing and growing
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electric in its dark glow.12

owned land here.13 His tin mines were here. Today those mines are under
the sea. To others the Skilly’s are the home port of “the people of the sea,”
traders and pirates who came here long ago. The poet Alfred Tennyson lived
here when he wrote “The Idylls of the King” in which he brought Camelot to
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THE TAU
The Stau-ros ties a Gordian knot between the Pillar of Osiris,
the Cross of Christ, the Tau, the Cross of the Druids, and the
Tau of the Chinese H-Siens. This is such an extraordinary
meeting of the worlds that it is worthy of some explanation.

Long before the Greeks, and hundreds of years before Jesus,
the tau was adopted by the Druids, the ‘men of the Oak Trees’,
who came from Hyperboria, the Greek name for Heaven. At the
center of Hyperboria was Tula.

The Druids were well known as wise men to the Roman
philosophers. As we have noted, scholars have long debated
the origin of the word ‘Druid’. Larousse’s World Mythology says
it came from daru-vid, meaning ’skilled’.

One art in which the Druids were highly skilled was the
manufacture of Tau crosses made of oak trees -- the symbolic
Tree of Life --stripped of their branches. Upon the right branch
they cut in the bark the word Hesus, upon the middle or
upright stem the word Taramis, and on the right Belenus. Over
this, above the going off arms, they cut the name of God, Thau
or Tau. This configuration matches that of the Crucifixion with
Jesus accompanied by two thieves and God above. However, it
was in use hundreds of years before Jesus.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_10.htm

In northern Israel the Druid name Hesus or Jesus was the

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Jesus was known as the branch of David, the long-awaited
Messiah. Grant identifies Jesus as a member of an exclusive
religious sect of priest-kings who guarded or “watched” the
secrets of the ancient science of salvation and enlightenment.
This group inherited this role from Egypt and the ancient Neter
(also rendered as nuter or Nu),7 meaning “one who watches.”
8

The Neter were the male god-beings of Egypt. Nu-trit,
“nurturer,” was the feminine for neter.9 Budge notes that neter
was a term used to denote a quality of soul.10 As it is
mentioned in opposition to “the dead,” he says, it appears to
refer to a “living” or “strong” soul.11
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_10.htm

These terms align with the thesis that Lord Melchizedek (E.A)
initiated a Grail bloodline to preserve the secrets of
enlightenment. In order to access these secrets, which were
symbolized by the H, one had to be born into the bloodline or
transform the rhythm or vibration of one’s blood to match that
of the Neter. Jesus (sometimes called Jesus H. Christ) was a
descendent of the bloodline of Abraham, who first received this
H, as well as of David and Aaron, the magician-priest and
brother of Moses.

As the Nazarene, Jesus was therefore, a Neter or NTR, or
protector of knowledge. In the Book of the Dead neter is
mentioned in connection to eternal existence and
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name were Jason and Iasus, signfiying a healer or therapeutae,

was an Essene therapeutate from the royal House of David and
his alleged twin, Tammuz or Thomas.
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has the power to generate life. The word neter passed over
directly into the Coptic language as nouti and noute, both
terms meaning “God ” and “Lord
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Dana Horochowski Druids were the cult of the Magi, the sect
of the Three Wise Men who sought out the Christ child Jesus. It
was Druid prophecy that predicted the arrival of Jesus. Therefore, it
would make perfect sense why they sought the blessed child
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_10.htm
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Chico Pono Ouiji and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski Both terms were applied to Jesus. The
secret knowledge I propose Jesus possessed and protected was
the nuclear secrets of the transformation of the human being into a
neter preparatory to travelling to Neter-Neter land, the home of the
gods, and of Net... See More
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www.bibliotecapleyades.net

ptomaJesus 1 2HeraHeresburgHermeseul3Christ
H-Sien4hareimmortalconfined to
Earthi...See More

Tuesday at 11:48pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

According to Sumerian myth, Mari/Inanna rescued the Tree of
Life from the world flood and planted it in her garden at Mari.
This Tree was an axis connecting the underworld with Earth
and the heavens.1

Mari seeks to use the wood from the Tree to make a throne
and a bed. However, she discovers that the Tree has some
unexpected occupants. A serpent has “made his nest in the

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Jesus told his disciples and the writers of the four Gospels:-
Matthew; Mark; Luke and John to go to the "lost" sheep of the
"House of Israel", the Ten "Lost" Tribes scattered abroad and
to make disciples of all nations. James the Lord's br
wrote to all twelve tribes*; after the final dispersion of the
remnant of the remaining two tribes by the Romans; in his
letter in the New Testament. The four emblems represent the
tribes of Israel to whom the Gospels were to be preached and
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“dark-maid Lilith” who built her home in the trunk.12

The seal of Mari’s son, Thoth/Ningishzidda.
The entwined serpents also symbolized E.A.’s son, Ningishzidda
(‘Lord of the Artifact of Life’). Libation Cup of Gudea, c. 2000 BC

The inhabitants of the Tree -- two snakes named Lilith and
Samuel --refuse to leave. In temple depictions Mari is pictured
holding these two serpents wound around a rod. Known as the
caduceus this symbol was the logo of a priesthood of
Therapeutae, or physicians of the soul.
This was also the symbol for her son, “the Lord of the Key of
Life.” The figure 8 or the entwined serpents also symbolized
him. The Egyptians changed his name to Thoth, but retained
his sacred number 8.

The Greeks called Thoth or TAT by the name Hermes (‘stone’).
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/merovingians/blueapples
/blueapples_06.htm

http://7thfire.biz/
Matthew 7:15-16 You Will Know Them by Their Fruits
15 “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s
clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves. 16 You will
know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from
thornbushes or figs from thistles?

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=iKEN1pl-4fY

De Gree,De Mons,De Activate from
this De minion & Live Life outside
of their Space 13
www.youtube.com

speaking on Demons, Dominions,
Dimensions, and slavery upon the
Humans on the pl...See More

23 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

http://jahtruth.net/bkofke.htm

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs
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Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Dana Horochowski "There is no grander theme upon the
scrolls of history than the story of this struggle of the Anglo-
Saxons westward. The very streams of Europe mark their resting
places, and in the root of nearly all their ancient names (Dan, or
Don) recall the sacred stream Jor-dan river of rest-- from whose
whose hands, so far away, as exiles, they set out. It was either the
little colony of Dan, obeying its tribal proclivity for naming
everything it cap- turied (Jud.18:1-29) after their father, or else the
mere survival of a word and custom; but, none the less, it serves to
TRACE these wanderers LIKE A TRAIL. Hence the Dan-ube, the
Dan-ieper, the Dan-iester, the Dan-au, the Daci and Davi, the Dan,
the Don, the U-Don, the Eri-don, and the THOUSAND OTHER Dans
and Dons of ancient and early geography, down to the Danes in
Dan-emerke, or 'Dan's last resting place'" (quoted in Allen, Judah's
Sceptre and Joseph's Birthright, p.263-64).

Denmark, the name of the modern country in Europe north of
Germany, means, literally, "Dan's mark." It's people are called
"Danes." In fact, because at one time Denmark ruled all the
surrounding region, the whole region took its name from them the
ScanDINavian peninsula! Clearly, here are remnants of the people of
DAN, who migrated westward overland from the Caucasus to their
present location in northern Europe!

However, other Danites, who dwelt or abode in ships, and who
associated themselves with the sea peoples of Tyre and Sidon, fled
westward through the Mediterranean when northern Israel fell.
Early Danites fled Egypt migrated through SarDINia, and left their
trail along the sea-coasts of the Mediterranean. Thus Dan, who was
a "lion's whelp" who would "leap from Bashan," leaped all the way
to Ireland, where historians explain that the early settlers were
known as the "Tuatha de Danaan" -- literally, the "tribe of Dan."
The Greeks called them the Danoi, the Romans called them Danaus.

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

The Bible says plainly that Lucifer, Satan the devil, is the prince
of the power of the air. The apostle Paul says, “You who were
dead in trespasses and sins; wherein in time past you walked
according to the course of this world, according ...See More

HOLD on to YOUR TERRA, MAMMA is gonna ROCK this
MOUND! terrarock http://8thfire.biz/terrarock.htm

-A Tree and its Fruit 15 Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 You shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so
every good tree brings forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
brings forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19
Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire. 20 Why by their fruits you shall know them.

21 Not every one that said to me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven; but he that does the will of my
Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name? and
in your name have cast out devils? and in your name done
many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess to them, I
never knew you: depart from me, you that work iniquity.

MORE MOOR MOOR http://8thfire.biz/
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abundance. Such names as Dans-Lough, Dan-Sower, Dan-Monism,

"Danny Boy." It should be plain that the country of Ireland is replete, filled
with names which derive from the ancient patriarch of the Hebrews -- DAN,
the son of Jacob! It should be plain that the ancient Danites settled in
Ireland, and most of them dwell in that land, today. http://www.british-
israel.ca/Dan.htm
Tuesday at 10:59pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=h2l2xYPZ1Mw

Words-Sword/ Abracadabra all a
dam Curse
www.youtube.com

speaking on words we use everyday
without giving thought to what we are
saying, ...See More

Yesterday at 3:26pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman and Ardeliza Lim like this.

Dana Horochowski Paul also wrote, “If our gospel be hid, it is
hid to them that are lost: in whom the god of this world has
blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the
glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God should shine unto
them.” (II Corinthians 4:3-4).
The apostle John tells us, “And the great dragon was cast out, that
old serpent, called the Devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole
world; he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out
with him” (Revelation 12:9). So the devil is a dragon god and a
serpent. According to the Mayan prophets, the return of their
dragon god, prince of the air would be in the year 2012 when the
Mayan calendar ended. http://www.triumphpro.com/2012-
quetzalcoatl-wrath-of-satan.pdf
Tuesday at 10:17pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Satan Cast Down to Earth
So this great flying serpent that is going to come down and that
is worshipped by the pagans is supposed to come down to the earth
this year. Does the Bible speak of a great serpent that is going to
come down to this earth that is going to be cast out of heaven in
the end time? The Bible does! Revelation 12:7 speaks of the last
days—“And war broke out in heaven: Michael and his angels fought
against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, and
prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.
And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world; he was cast out
into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.” This might
be at the end of 2012 or beginning of 2013.
The rebellious angels will be cast out of heaven down to the earth.
Revelation 12:4 speaks about a great red dragon and talks about a
previous time that this happened when there was a rebellion in
heaven and one third of the angels (the reference to one third of the
“stars” refers to angels, which are called “stars” in Rev.1:20)
rebelled with Satan who ascended to heaven to take over the throne
of God. This is recorded in Isaiah 14.

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Who were the Tuatha De Danaan? http://www.britam.org
/megaliths/MT15.html#The

The Tuatha appeared as tall, fair haired, 'shining-faced' sages
with a highly organised small group of highly skilled leaders,
artisans and craftmen. They were remembered for teaching the
Irish people agricultural skills and animal husbandry.

It's interesting to note that according to the traditions of the
Tuatha de Danaan, they had spent seven years in the north of
Scotland before reaching Ireland, at places named Dobhar and
Iardahar. Before Scotland, they had spent some years in
Lochlonn, which has been equated with Scandinavia. In modern
Gaelic, Lochlainn refers to the state of Denmark, and it seems
a rather interesting coincidence that the Danes call their
country Danmark; the land of the Dan people.

Apparently the Tuatha De Danaan were welcomed to
Scandinavia where they settled in four cities where they taught
to the young. Sages, resident in the cities were there to 'teach
the sciences and the varied arts'. Prior to their teachings there,
they apparently came from a place called Achaia.

It may be a tenuous link, but a region called Achaiyah, north of
Mount Hermon, Syria is sited as being a possible site for
Kharsag, the homeland of The Annage the so called 'Shining
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in heaven. Satan the devil will be cast down to the earth and all his angels

heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the dragon stood before the
woman (church) which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as
soon as it was born.”\

 · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski What about the remainder of God’s
people? We read: “The serpent cast out of his mouth water as a
flood after the woman, that he might cause her to be carried away
of the flood. But the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened
her mouth, and swallowed up the flood (armies) which the dragon
cast out of his mouth. The dragon was enraged with the woman and
he went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep
(obey) the commandments of God, and have the testimony (gospel)
of Jesus Christ.” (Rev.12:15-17).
It is obviously talking about the church (sealed true believers). The
Jews don’t have the testimony (teachings) of Christ, they have the
teachings of Moses and the Old Testament, but they don’t
understand the teachings and identity of Christ. The woman and her
offspring are those who keep the commandments AND the
testimony of Jesus Christ. These are the true Christians who believe
that the Law is not done away by God’s grace. These are the ones
who OBEY God’s law and do not despise it or teach contrary to it!
These are the ones who are genuine, sincere, guileless, and who
practice what they preach!
Tuesday at 10:31pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski SATURNIANs...not OLYMPIANs
Yesterday at 2:01pm · Like

Dana Horochowski tiaMAAT - EDEN PLANET
Yesterday at 2:02pm · Like

Dana Horochowski TITANS 6 fingers 6 Toes 666 descending
MAN
Yesterday at 2:03pm · Like

Dana Horochowski OLYMPIANS 555 ZEUS EAGLE
Yesterday at 2:04pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=CNKytyoCNWY

You Don't Hear Me Tho.
www.youtube.com

speaking about awareness and

Yesterday at 2:08pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

civilisation in the Mesopotanian Valley.

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

"The idea that there are two creations and therefore, two
artists, a good creation and other bad, the idea that the soul
belongs to the good is an exile and a prisoner in the world, ie
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Like · Comment · Share

Lucy Massengill and Chico Pono Ouiji like this.

Dana Horochowski There is a lot of nonsense talked about the
four symbols that are used in the Book of Kells:- LION; MAN;
CALF and EAGLE. represent the Twelve Tribes of Israel...

The four symbols are the four Brigade-Emblems of the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, who camped around "The Tabernacle" in the
wilderness during their "forty year punishment and wandering", in
the wilderness under Moses.

The Irish people are mostly descended from Dan and came to
Ireland at various times, under various names, as they migrated by
different routes and arrived at different times, having picked up new
names along the way. One of those names makes their identity
more obvious than the others and that name is the Tuatha de
Danaan - the Tribe of Dan; who was the fifth of Jacob/Israel's
twelve sons. Jacob/Israel's twelve sons fathered the twelve tribes
of Israel. http://www.britam.org/megaliths/MT15.html#The

The - The Brit-Am Megalith Bulletin
Update (BAMBU) no.15
www.britam.org

Join the Brit-Am Ephraimite Discussion Group
Just Send an e-mail  with "Subscrib

Tuesday at 9:37pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The EAGLE is the tribal-standard or
ensign/emblem of Dan and the Danites discovered America in
the B.C. era and again as Vikings (Eric the Red; Leif Ericsson; etc.),
long before Columbus*, and later helped to populate it as Irish
immigrants, which is why there is Dan's Eagle holding the "Olive"
and "Arrows" of Joseph their brother (Joseph's secondary
emblems), on the American Coat-of-Arms.
Tuesday at 9:39pm · Like · 2

Gnostic. But do not forget that Catharism is a form of

as the true Christianity. By Therefore, we have a way
undeniably Gnostic Christianity, and that is also why I am
convinced that the Cathars did not appear as a miracle
precisely half of the Middle Ages, in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, but in reality , its origins must be sought in early

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/esp_cataros_02.htm
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hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
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CANADIAN SEWER SCHOOLS at all Mark Anthony

Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim, Chico Pono Ouiji, Del Pittman and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski When Satan is cast down to this earth, or
when Quetzalcoatl returns, there will be “hell to pay” on the
earth! He will be furious – full of wrath, anger, and hatred for God’s
people, true Christians!
God’s people will need special protection from the wrath of the
serpent. Revelation 12:14 – “To the woman [the church] were given
two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness,
into her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and
half a time (3 ½ years), from the face of the serpent.”
Notice! Those who are faithful of God’s church will be spared and
taken to a place of safety in the wilderness, not in heaven as
mainstream Christianity teaches. They will be protected in a
wilderness area that God has prepared on the earth.
http://www.triumphpro.com/2012-quetzalcoatl-wrath-of-satan.pdf
Tuesday at 10:26pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

SOL + LUNA = AMOR CHURCH ( Book of LOVE)
look human and QUITE CELTIC to me... Mark Anthony
Agape Amor Maya Portal

http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=190677&
page=3
no HOOVES, no HORNS, no BLOOD SACRIFICE to MOLOCH

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard and Marcus Des Onia Aino

Dana Horochowski William Cooper on the connection between
secret societies, the New World Order and the 'Holy Blood, Holy
Grail' hypothesis: " I am amazed at the authors of Holy Blood, Holy
Grail and the information that they have unearthed. Most of all I am
amazed at their inability to put the puzzle together... The treasure
hidden in France is not the treasure of the Temple of Jerusalem. It
is the Holy Grail itself, the robe of Jesus, the last remaining pieces
of the Cross of Crucifixion, and, according to my sources, someone's
bones... I can tell you that the reality of the bones will shake the
world to its very foundations if I have been told the truth. The relics
are hidden in France. I know the location and so do the authors of

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

For twenty two thousand years -- give or take a millennia or so
-- The Great Goddess was in charge. Life on the planet was
under her bailiwick, and all the archeological evidence of those
distant ages suggest it was her rule which predominated. The
evidence suggests that during her reign, there existed a vision
of life expressed as a living unity; the perception of a universe.
Life was an organic, living, and sacred whole, wherein
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Tuesday at 8:05pm · Like

According to Catharic belief, one object of Earth life was to make
over the human body as a worthy vehicle for the light of the Holy
Spirit (love). The point was to know the Grail not as a cup but as a
process. Jesus was its modeler. Insight into this teaching radiates
from the name of the Cathar’s home, the Languedoc. Named after
the pre-Flood language system the Cathar priests claimed Jesus
preached in—the Language of Oc (possibly short for occamy, a
corruption of alchemy) -- this place name is Cathar Jesus code.

Webster’s says ‘Oc’ is the root of octo, 8, and ocular, the eye. A
related Egyptian word, Ak, means ‘light’, and aker means ‘light
being’. Ak-hu is the archetypal Cosmic Man of Light, or ideal
archetype of humanity found in a host of Hermetic and Gnostic
teachings, whether Egyptian, Jewish, Christian or Islamic. As Mircea
Eliade notes in Shamanism, among the Iglulik Eskimos, who were
driven out of some unknown homeland, a sequence of initiations
concludes with the ang-ak-oq (virtually the same word as
Languedoc or L’ang-ak-oq), meaning ‘lightening’ or ‘illumination’.

This angakoq, writes Eliade, consists of,
“a mysterious light which the shaman suddenly feels in his body,
inside his head, within his brain, an inexplicable searchlight, a
luminous fire which enables him to see with both eyes, both literally
and metaphorically speaking, for he can now, even with closed eyes,
see through darkness and perceive things and coming events which
are hidden from others.”
The emphasis here is on eyes and light.

Enlightenment is exactly what the Cathars claimed they received
from the highly symbolic Language of Oc. As an investigative
mythologist, it is of great interest to me that the Egyptian
hieroglyph of the heron/phoenix, , the ‘bird of light’ (akh), so closely
matches the stylized fish glyph of Jesus , though it predates him by
millennia. In addition, these two symbols are structurally identical to
, the mathematical sign sometimes used for infinity, which spells
OC. It is the root for ‘octo’ or 8. These symbols suggest a
continuous transmission of knowledge of the secrets of light.
Tuesday at 8:23pm · Like

Dana Horochowski CRYPTOCRACY

When the Roman Christian church began to consolidate its power in
the fourth century it sought to prevent its adherents from taking up
the secret path of 8 (Jesus’ number is 888) and becoming Christ-
like beings. After all, they don’t pay taxes, they’re difficult to control,
and they have no use for a priest.

Those aspiring to dominate the world and form a crytocracy (rule by
secrecy), as for example the Church, and later the Nazis, must
wrest these mystery teachings from those who possess them.
Failing this they must discredit or demonize the teaching and its
purveyors or even eliminate them altogether. (The same process is
at work today with today’s science cryptocracy and its persecution
of the evangelists of Zero Point, Cold Fusion and other enlightened
technologies.)

Roma assimilated the pantheon of ancient gods and goddesses
(Greek, Egyptian, Sumerian, Aryan, Asian) into a composite Devil.
All nations outside of Rome were considered Devil worshippers.
Lucifer became the catchall term for the Devil, and bearers of the
teachings of light. In reality, said the Cathars, the Church was the
Devil, the Fallen, who destroyed Jesus’ true teachings in the most

associated with “Nature”, a chaotic force to be mastered. The
male God took to the role of conquering or ordering this chaotic
Nature into a structured law and order. The spiritual and
physical worlds were separated, and by implication, mind was
separated from matter, soul from body, thinking from feeling,
intellect from intuition, and reason from instinct. The Goddess,
to all extents and purposes, went underground, dropped out of
sight, and retreated behind a dark veil. The feminine principle,
which had manifested in mythology as “the goddess” -- the
values placed on spontaneity, feeling, instinct and intuition --
were thus lost as a valid expression of the sanctity and unity of
life. They were not forgotten, perhaps, but they were indeed
demeaned, discarded by many, and pushed out of the
mainstream. http://www.halexandria.org/dward383.htm
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the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw ////
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real one. The Catharic was the true teaching.

/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=WWcoRpnfLko

The Return of The Divine Feminine
- Truth Revealed
www.youtube.com

Please sign, by joining together we can
change the world
http://templeoftheola.o

Tuesday at 8:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Grail researcher Andrew Sinclair says the
original French word for Grail was escuele. Phonetically, escuele,
like eschol, is ‘a skill’ (a skull or skool). This makes sense. Christ
was called ‘wisdom’. His skill involved a transformation of homo
sapien into a pure one, a Cathar.

In conclusion, the blue apples of Eschol (the Languedoc?) represent
powerful physiological knowledge: the means to transform human
blood into the blood of light… preparatory to entering the gate of
God. Hundreds of thousands of Cathars were murdered because of
this ultimate secret . It can happen again.
Tuesday at 8:52pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/esp_cataros_02.htm

For the Cathars, Satan is the demiurge, the King of the World, and
the Church of Rome is of its very nature . They believed in sexual
abstinence and vegetarianism. They rejected the lie and kill
peo... See More

El Sincretismo de Los Cataros
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

los Cátaros,Iglesia de Roma es de su misma
naturalezaCristoser espiritual
únicamente"consolamentum"los Cátaros Los
Cátaros no imponían sus creencias

Tuesday at 9:16pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
I worship at the feet and adore woman, divinely feminine, the
most wonderful creation. Revelatory.
Yesterday at 8:47am · Like

Write a comment...

The Book Of Enoch

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear likes this.

Dana Horochowski Roughly four thousand years ago, The
Great Goddess became associated with “Nature”, a chaotic force
to be mastered. The male God took to the role of conquering or
ordering this chaotic Nature into a structured law and order. The
spiritual and physical worlds were separated, and by implication,
mind was separated from matter, soul from body, thinking from
feeling, intellect from intuition, and reason from instinct. The
Goddess, to all extents and purposes, went underground, dropped
out of sight, and retreated behind a dark veil. The feminine principle,
which had manifested in mythology as “the goddess” -- the values
placed on spontaneity, feeling, instinct and intuition -- were thus
lost as a valid expression of the sanctity and unity of life. They were
not forgotten, perhaps, but they were indeed demeaned, discarded
by many, and pushed out of the mainstream.

The result of this dualism, were things like pollution (which
originally meant the profaning of what was sacred), environmental
devastation, competition instead of cooperation, specialization
instead of wholeness, and a whole host of separations from what
was once unity. It was a bad scene. But it was male scene, and
consequently half the population was relatively pleased. Or they
thought they were, at least.

Imagine their surprise then, when the fundamental science of
physics -- the pride of a male dominated, exclusive God-oriented
paradigm -- discovered observers being included in the act of
observation, realizations that the whole of life could not be split into
specializations, and that all participants were dynamically alive and
inter-connected. The essential truth of The Great Goddess was

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Carlton Pogroski

Dana did you goback to your roman catholic roots see more
biblical postings now

5:23pm
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Goddess energy has been absent from the world. Perhaps there had been a
temporary and planned diversion, an absence designed to provide a space
for the male energy to harness, and in the process achieve some fascinating
and inspiring technologies. Perhaps, it was a millennial excursion designed
to accomplish a purpose, and then recombine into an even better whole: the
comparative bliss of the Goddess society, supplemented with “modern

In any case, the strong suggestion now is that it’s time for the Sacred
Marriage between the Goddess and the God; when nature, humanity, and all
the rest, can be regenerated into a sacred One http://www.halexandria.org

Return of the Goddess
www.halexandria.org

Tuesday at 7:26pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Ylogd9Z13Kg

The Great Goddess Astarte
www.youtube.com

Astarte was an incarnated
extraterrestrial from the higher
dimensions of existen...See More

Tuesday at 7:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=-VxeD83F4Uc

Lilith the Dark Goddess part 3
Astrology Series part VI
www.youtube.com

In part 3 of this astrological series part
VI, Moshe Daniel examines the three
a...See More

Tuesday at 7:28pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski LILITH SIN's (moongod's) SISTER
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nk2eKCSzfc

TO MASONS JESTERS SHRINERS,
ALL SECRET SOCIETYS ORDERS
FRUM THE TREEE
www.youtube.com

ET 101 Arcturus CALLING- RAINBOW
WARRIORs in NEW YORK YORK
REGION OTTAWA KANATA ...See More

Tuesday at 8:36pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Roma assimilated the pantheon of ancient
gods and goddesses (Greek, Egyptian, Sumerian, Aryan, Asian)
into a composite Devil. All nations outside of Rome were considered
Devil worshippers. Lucifer became the catchall term for the Devil,
and bearers of the teachings of light. In reality, said the Cathars,
the Church was the Devil, the Fallen, who destroyed Jesus’ true
teachings in the most underhanded and diabolical manner, by

AMOR CATHAR ESSENES ALWAYS

Like · Comment · Share

Traci Seibly Calvert, Del Pittman and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski YES....ROMA is FALLEN....but the MEEK
will be saved...nothing has changed
Tuesday at 5:25pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski not an economic saviour LIKE ROMA
ANTICHRIST VATICAN EU is bringing in
Tuesday at 5:25pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Christians and CATHOLICS are in
APOSTASY... know nothing about scripture...know NOTHING
about the WALK...just the TALK
Tuesday at 5:27pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski that is why I HANG OUT ALONE...MANY
WOLVES in the CHURCHES....run by FREEMASONS.
Tuesday at 5:28pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski Don't beat up on EVE...she was already
RAPED and ABUSED....time to look at LUCIFER and the
DEMIURGE in your PATRIARCHIAL CHURCHES...they do not follow
CHRIST...they WARSHIP SATAN $$$, LILITH and LEVAN...
PHARISEES HYPOCRITES....BROOD of VIPERS
Tuesday at 5:30pm · Edited · Like · 3

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&index=1

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit
www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

Tuesday at 5:31pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1WYDjfaXIfo&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w

The Two Olive Trees - part 5
www.youtube.com

David Davis brings a message on the
prophetic vision of Zachariah of the two
oli...See More

Tuesday at 5:34pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The earth shall reel to and fro like a
drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage; and the
transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and
not rise again. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the LORD
shall punish the host of the high ones that are on high, and the
kings of the earth upon the earth. And they shall be gathered
together, as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be shut up
in the prison, and after many days shall they be visited. Then the
moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed, when the LORD of
hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his
ancients gloriously. (Isaiah 24:20-23) http://biblefocus.net/quote
/house-of-the-Lord-Micah-4-1-2/index.html
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teaching http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_whenry04.htm

www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Like · Remove Preview

Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
Nameste Meegwetch.
Tuesday at 9:24pm · Like

Write a comment...

BibleFocus.net

nations” go ...See More

Tuesday at 6:09pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Yet He sayeth keep the Sabbath holy, though I had sinned and
repented, lest we not fall short of His glory! Yet the righteousness is
in our hearts may he have mercy, for our intent is to save and
protect the innocent ones, the children.
Yesterday at 8:57am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

But with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove
with equity for the meek of the earth: and he shall smite the
earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips
shall he slay the wicked. And righteousness shall be the girdle
of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins. (Isaiah
11:4-5)

Behold, the LORD maketh the earth empty, and maketh it
waste, and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the
inhabitants thereof.

And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest; as with
the servant, so with his master; as with the maid, so with her
mistress; as with the buyer, so with the seller; as with the
lender, so with the borrower; as with the taker of usury, so
with the giver of usury to him. The land shall be utterly
emptied, and utterly spoiled: for the LORD hath spoken this
word. The earth mourns and fades away, the world languisheth
and fadeth away, the haughty people of the earth do languish.

The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because
they have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance,
broken the everlasting covenant. Therefore hath the curse
devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate:
therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and few men
left. (Isaiah 24:1-6) http://biblefocus.net/quote/house-of-the-
Lord-Micah-4-1-2/index.html

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

And Jesus said unto them, Verily I say unto you, That ye which
have followed me, in the regeneration when the Son of man
shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. (Matthew 19:28)

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/
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Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim, Marcus Des Onia Aino and Sophia Lewis like this.

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
On a Dick Clark American Bandstand pop music TV show, when
she was fairly new, Madonna told host Dick Clark that her goal was
"to rule the world." It seemed odd, at the time, yet here we are.
Yesterday at 9:38am · Like

1

Write a comment...

LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com

/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch

Like · Comment · Share

Carlton Pogroski one of my favorite pictures
Tuesday at 5:31pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame;
wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of
darkness for ever. And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam,
prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten
thousands of...See More

HOLD on to YOUR TERRA, MAMMA is gonna ROCK this
MOUND! terrarock http://8thfire.biz/terrarock.htm

-A Tree and its Fruit 15 Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 You shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? 17 Even so
every good tree brings forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
brings forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19
Every tree that brings not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
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holocaust was conducted. The Church of Rome savagely attacked

by the Nazi atrocities during WW II.

The Cathars called themselves Pure Ones after the Goddess known
as the Pure One, their term for the Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari
(meaning ‘love’). The reason the Church resorted to the mass
murder of hundreds of thousands of Cathars most certainly had to
do with their alternative views about Jesus. http://7thfire.biz
/amor555.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA)
Amor (the reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

Tuesday at 6:03pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

21 Not every one that said to me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into

Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name? and
in your name have cast out devils? and in your name done
many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess to them, I
never knew you: depart from me, you that work iniquity.

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance likes this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

"A Covenant People" http://www.hope-of-israel.org
/i000035a.htm

In Isaiah 49, a prophecy for the End time, YEHOVAH God says,
"Listen to me, you ISLANDS; hear this, you distant NATIONS"
(Isa. 49:1). This is a message to the scattered
nations...See More

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

I'm STIRRING UP the NEW MOON POT real GOOD 2day!
http://7thfire.biz/
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is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski When you cry, let thy companies deliver
thee; but the wind shall carry them all away; vanity shall take
them: but he that puts his trust in me shall possess the land, and
shall inherit my holy mountain; And shall say, Cast ye up, cast ye
up, prepare the way, take up the stumblingblock out of the way of
my people. For thus said the high and lofty One that inhabits
eternity, whose name is Holy; I dwell in the high and holy place,
with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the
spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones.
(Isaiah 57:13:-15)
Tuesday at 3:34pm · Like · 1

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance and Lucy Massengill like this.

Dana Horochowski The word „Dan‟ is in the Hebrew language
a two letter word. It is Strong‟s 1835 דן
dân “judge” . The word picture tells us the following:
Dalet Symbolic meaning: pathway, to enter ד
Literal meaning: Sammy DoorNoon Symbolic meaning: activity, life
Literal meaning: fish The word picture shows the meaning of the
word .‟dân, which is: „the pathway to life דן
Therefore, a judge is one who expresses or shows „the pathway to
life‟. In fact, when Rachel “called” her son “Dan” she said in reality:
„He is the expression of the pathway to life‟. He is not himself the
„door‟ or the „pathway‟ but he is the physical outworking of it.
Thus Dan, or the „judge‟, is „the pathway to Life‟. This is the
purpose of a judge, namely to facilitate people to walk on a pathway
to a destiny, to life. This pathway is the movement towards life.
This pathway is the ex-pression or outworking of THE DOOR of
LIFE, which is Yahshua http://www.returning-home.net
/The%20Judge%20Dan.pdf
Tuesday at 3:01pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Seanchai Seance remember the 4 , 5 ritual
you told me about???
Tuesday at 3:06pm · Like · 1
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serve thee shall perish; yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted.

that afflicted thee shall come bending unto thee; and all they that
despised thee shall bow themselves down at the soles of thy feet;
and they shall call thee, The city of the LORD, The Zion of the Holy
One of Israel.

Whereas thou hast been forsaken and hated, so that no man went
through thee, I will make thee an eternal excellency, a joy of many
generations. Thou shall also suck the milk of the Gentiles, and shall
suck the breast of kings: and thou shall know that I the LORD am
thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty One of Jacob. For brass I
will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver, and for wood brass,
and for stones iron: I will also make thy officers peace, and thine
exactors righteousness. Violence shall no more be heard in thy land,
wasting nor destruction within thy borders; but you shall call thy
walls Salvation, and thy gates Praise. The sun shall be no more thy
light by day; neither for brightness shall the moon give light unto
thee: but the LORD shall be unto thee an everlasting light, and thy
God thy glory. Thy sun shall no more go down; neither shall thy
moon withdraw itself: for the LORD shall be thine everlasting light,
and the days of thy mourning shall be ended. Thy people also shall
be all righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever, the branch of
my planting, the work of my hands, that I may be glorified. (Isaiah
60:12-21)
Tuesday at 3:37pm · Edited · Like · 1

Write a comment...

of DAN .confirms his purpose and destiny דן

number 4 is the number of creation. Thus, Dan gives „deliverance
and rest to creation‟… is this not the purpose of the Judge?
Judges 2:16 “Nevertheless YaHWaH raised up judges, who delivered
them out of the hand of those that spoiled them.”
2. Looking at the digits 5 and 4. Five (5) is the number of grace and
four (4), as we have seen, is the number of creation. Thus 54 shows
here „grace to creation‟.
Tuesday at 3:07pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski In chapter 5 of The Testament of Dan we
read about how his descendants will practice
many evil deeds and yet, they will turn back to YaHWaH and receive
mercy at His hand
and; “He will lead you into His holy place, proclaiming peace to you”

. In the
very following verse it states that Dan will be victorious.
Testament of Dan 5:10 “…He will grant the vengeance of victory as
our goal.”
Dan‟s final admonitions to his children were these:
Testament of Dan 6:8-11 “Keep yourselves from every evil work, my
children,
and cast aside anger and every lie; love truth and patience. What
you have heard
from your father pass on to your children, so that the Father of
nations may
accept you. For he is true and patient, lowly and humble,
exemplifying by his
actions the Law of YaHWaH. Forsake all unrighteousness and cling
to the
righteousness of the law of YaHWaH. And bury me near my
fathers.”

It is evident from Dan‟s testament that his character has been
raised from the depths of
evil to the heights of victory. This being a true testament, it
provides us with a blueprint

3
You can read or download the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
from the worldwide web:
http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/text/patriarchs-charles.html

The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
(R. H. Charles)
www.earlychristianwritings.com

The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (R. H.
Charles). On Early Christian Writings.

Tuesday at 3:12pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski he LORD kills, and makes alive: he brings
down to the grave, and brings up. The LORD makes poor, and
makes rich: he brings low, and lifts up. He raises up the poor out of
the dust, and lifts up the beggar from the dunghill, to set them
among princes, and to make them inherit the throne of glory: for the
pillars of the earth are the LORD'S, and he has set the world upon
them. He will keep the feet of his saints, and the wicked shall be
silent in darkness; for by strength shall no man prevail. The
adversaries of the LORD shall be broken to pieces; out of heaven
shall he thunder upon them: the LORD shall judge the ends of the
earth; and he shall give strength unto his king, and exalt the horn of
his anointed. (I Samuel 2:6-10)
Tuesday at 3:28pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

The red-headed giants of ole came from the fornication of
humans with the fallen angels. They are called the Nephilim.
The bloodlines from this interaction remains to this day. The
bloodline from Satan ‘beguiling’ Eve and causing her to
hav...See More (22 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski crazy shit about to go down...stay in your
heart
Tuesday at 2:42pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Seek ye the LORD, all ye meek of the
earth, which have wrought his judgement; seek righteousness,
seek meekness: it may be ye shall be hid in the day of the LORD'S
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appoint as the next Pope even if they chose someone to be a

purged out of the Church and the devout women somehow merge
with the Liberated women from the Middle East
Tuesday at 4:26pm · Like

Seanchai Seance Fatima Rosa La Doves De La Christos
Tuesday at 4:29pm · Like

Write a comment...

Tuesday at 2:43pm · Like

them in parables? He answered and said unto them, Because it is
given unto you to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but
to them it is not given. For whosoever has, to him shall be given,
and he shall have more abundance: but whosoever has not, from
him shall be taken away even that he has. Therefore speak I to
them in parables: because they seeing see not; and hearing they
hear not, neither do they understand. (Matthew 13:9-13)
Tuesday at 2:49pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski For evildoers shall be cut off: but those
that wait upon the LORD, they shall inherit the earth. For yet a
little while, and the wicked shall not be: yea, you shall diligently
consider his place, and it shall not be. But the meek shall inherit the
earth; and shall delight themselves in the abundance of peace.
(Psalms 37:9-11) http://biblefocus.net/quote/meek-shall-inherit-
the-earth-Matt-5-5/index.html

Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth,
Matthew 5:5 - BibleFocus.net
biblefocus.net

This quotation deals with two issues, “the meek” and
“inheriting the earth”. The...See More

Tuesday at 2:49pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18
/photos_albums LILITH and LEVAN will be CUT OFF

Tonya Kane

Went to Harlem High School
Lives in Rockford, Illinois
Born on September 10, 1969

Tuesday at 3:27pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski

However, the tribe of Dan WILL be saved. As the apostle Paul
wrote, “What
then? Israel has not obtained what it seeks, but the elect have
obtained it, and the rest
were BLINDED. Just as it is written: God has given them a
spirit of stupor, eyes that
they should not see and ears that they should not hear, to this
very day” (Romans 11:7-8).
Paul goes on, “I say then, have they stumbled that they should
fall? Certainly not! But
through their fall, to provoke them to jealousy, salvation has
come to the Gentiles. Now
if their fall is riches for the world, and their failure riches for the
Gentiles, how much
more their fullness?” (verses11-12).
In conclusion, Paul states: “For I do not desire, brethren, that
you should be
ignorant of this mystery, lest you should be wise in your own
opinion, that BLINDNESS
IN PART has happened to Israel until the fullness of the
Gentiles has come in. And so
ALL ISRAEL” – INCLUDING THE TRIBE OF DAN – “SHALL BE
SAVED, as it is
written: The Deliverer will come out of Zion, and He will turn
away ungodliness from
Jacob; for this is my covenant with them, when I take away
their sins” (Rom.11:25-27). http://www.triumphpro.com
/dan-missing-from-144000.pdf
Mark Anthony Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska — with Mark
Anthony.

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

"There is no grander theme upon the scrolls of history than the
story of this struggle of the Anglo-Saxons westward. The very
streams of Europe mark their resting places, and in the root of
nearly all their ancient names (Dan, or Don) recal
stream Jor-dan river of rest-- from whose whose hands, so far
away, as exiles, they set out. It was either the little colony of
Dan, obeying its tribal proclivity for naming everything it cap-
turied (Jud. 18:1-29) after their father, or else the mere
survival of a word and custom; but, none the less, it serves to
TRACE these wanderers LIKE A TRAIL. Hence the Dan-ube, the
Dan-ieper, the Dan-iester, the Dan-au, the Daci and Davi, the
Dan, the Don, the U-Don, the Eri-don, and the THOUSAND
OTHER dans and dons of ancient and early geography, down to
the Danes in Dan-emerke, or 'Dan's last resting place'" (quoted
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Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim likes this.

Dana Horochowski The 144,000 Explained
The fact that Dan is left out of the 144,000 of the tribes of Israel
listed in
Revelation 7 does not mean they are eternally “lost.” Rather, it just
means their salvation
is “delayed.” This special group in Revelation, chapter 7, only refers
to those people
from the tribes of Israel who turn to God during the end of the age,
during the Great
Tribulation, and who will serve God in a special way during the END
of this age and into
the millennial reign of Christ. They are a specially called group who
will go into the
Millennium as human rulers under Christ, as the 1,000 year reign
begins.
However, another group of 144,000 saints -- called the “firstfruits” –
are
mentioned in Revelation 14.
The saints mentioned in Revelation 14 – another 144,000 saints
who are the
“redeemed” from the earth, known as the “firstfruits” – refers to
ALL the saints and true
believers and servants of God from the time of Adam and Eve down
to this final “age” or
“generation” of mankind. This group of 144,000 are resurrected and
rise to meet Christ
when He comes, and inherit eternal life and immortality when Christ
returns! (see I
Cor.15:50-52; I Thess.4:16-17).
Tuesday at 1:52pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The meek will he guide in judgement: and
the meek will he teach his way. All the paths of the LORD are
mercy and truth unto such as keep his covenant and his
testimonies. For thy name's sake, O LORD, pardon mine iniquity; for

1

Denmark, the name of the modern country in Europe north of

"Danes." In fact, because at one time Denmark ruled all the
surrounding region, the whole region took its name from them
-- the ScanDINavian peninsula! Clearly, here are remnants of
the people of DAN, who migrated westward overland from the
Caucasus to their present location in northern Europe!

However, other Danites, who dwelt or abode in ships, and who
associated themselves with the sea peoples of Tyre and Sidon,
fled westward through the Mediterranean when northern Israel
fell. Early Danites fled Egypt at the time of the Exodus, and
migrated through SarDINia, and left their trail along the
sea-coasts of the Mediterranean. Thus Dan, who was a "lion's
whelp" who would "leap from Bashan," leaped all the way to
Ireland, where historians explain that the early settlers were
known as the "Tuatha de Danaan" -- literally, the "tribe of
Dan." The Greeks called them the Danoi, the Romans called
them Danaus. http://www.hope-of-israel.org/i000035a.htm
Mark Anthony Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Leon Brooks and 2 others

Dana Horochowski As the Israelites migrated through Europe,
they fulfilled this prophecy, and left "ROAD SIGNS" and
"GUIDEPOSTS" along the way, so that we can trace their route! The
chief tribe to do this was Dan, because of their proclivity to leave
the name of their ancestor "DAN" everywhere they went.
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way that he shall choose. His soul shall dwell at ease; and his seed shall

Morten Emil Faber Love it! why? well im from Danmark and my
name means lion of God or heart of God

Tuesday at 1:55pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski Dan has been one of the most
misunderstood and disliked sons of Jacob. He was the first to
embrace idol worship and was not named amongst the 144,000 in
Revelation 7. There is a negative connotation about Dan in almost
all the places in the Scriptures where he is mentioned. Some
sources even claim that out of Dan the antichrist will arise. As we
investigate him and his tribe, we will come to see that although in
his life he became the lowest of the low, in the end he will be risen
up to soar above all.
We pray this paper will be a blessing to you. Ephesians 1:17 “That
the Elohim of our Master Yahshua Messiah, the Father of
glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the
knowledge of him.” http://www.returning-home.net
/The%20Judge%20Dan.pdf
Tuesday at 2:47pm · Edited · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski For such as be blessed of him shall inherit
the earth; and they that be cursed of him shall be cut off. The
steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD: and he delights in
his way. Though he fall, he shall not be utterly cast down: for the
LORD upholds him with his hand. (Psalms 37:22-24)
Tuesday at 2:51pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski Morten Emil Faber you have no IDEA how
TWISTED the BOOKs are...I have to UNEARTH ETHIOPIA and
the VATICAN to get to the TRUTH...WHAT a MESS....
Tuesday at 8:54pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/esp_cataros.htm#menu

Los Cataros - The Cathars
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Tuesday at 8:55pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Hebrew equivalent. Thus words like Dan, Din, Don, Dun, Den, or Dn,

name of Moesia, which means the land of the "Moses-ites." These people
revered a person whom they called Zal-moxis. "Zal" significes "chief," so
this person, "chief Moxis" or "leader Moxis" was actually "chief MOSES," the
man of YEHOVAH God who led Israel to the promised land, and whom these
people remembered as their original leader. The tribe of Dan also passed
through this region, and the surrounding territory, leaving its name in
Mace-DON-ia, and the Dar-DAN-elles, and to the north by the river
DAN-ube. In the territory of Sarmatia (or Samaria, meaning the Israelites),
were located the rivers DN-iper, DN-ister, and the DON.
Tuesday at 12:31pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski The Irish word "tuath" means literally "a
tribe" or "people." These people were the tribe of DAN of Biblical
fame! They came from the Greek "Danaans," and were the same
people as the tribe of Dan. Hecateus of Abdera says that the
Egyptians, troubled by calamities, in order that the divine wrath
might be averted, expelled the foreigners -- all aliens gathered
together in Egypt. Of these, some, under their leaders DANUS and
CADMUS, migrated to Greece, others to other regions, but the
greatest number to "Syria," that is, Palestine, their leader said to
have been Moses.
Tuesday at 12:35pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski “Now, as our Lord Jesus Christ, who is also
God, was prophesied of
under the figure of a lion, on account of His royalty and glory, in the
same way have the Scriptures also aforetime spoken of Antichrist as
a lion, on account of his tyranny and violence. For the deceiver
seeks
58 to liken himself in all things to the Son of God. Christ is a lion, so
Antichrist is also a lion; Christ is a king, so Antichrist is also a
king. The Saviour was manifested as a lamb; so he too, in like
manner, will appear as a lamb, though within he is a wolf” (Ante-
Nicean Fathers, vol.5, Hippolytus, “Treatise of Christ and Antichrist,”
Part II, 14, page 206). http://www.triumphpro.com/dan-missing-
from-144000.pdf
Tuesday at 12:59pm · Like

Carlton Pogroski looks like they missed Poland
Tuesday at 1:13pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The Eagle
The emblem of the Eagle is also connected to the tribe of Dan.
As the tribes of
Israel came out of Egypt, they marched in brigades, three on each
side of the Tabernacle.
On the north side was the leading Tribe of Dan, with Asher and
Naphtali with him. The
tribes on the east side were Judah, the Lion tribe, with Issachar and
Zebulon. On the west
side was Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh), the Bull tribe, with
Benjamin. To the south
was Reuben, whose symbol was a Man, with Gad and Simeon.
It is interesting that one symbol of Dan is the “eagle.” The eagle is
also the
symbol of the United States of America!
Notice these creatures reflect three of the faces of the cherubim
mentioned in
Ezekiel, chapter 1! (Ezek.1:10). The fourth face, that of an Eagle,
was connected to the
tribes on the north of the Tabernacle, led by Dan.
Tuesday at 1:18pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

The area where Dan settled is located near Mt. Hermon. This is
the area that the book of Enoch says the fallen angels landed
on earth and took human wives.
http://johnthewitness.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/serpent-
seed-tribe-of-dan/

The sons of God are angelic beings (Job 38:4-7), often linked
with Satan (Job 1:6, 2:1). This gigantism was caused by these
fallen angels breeding with humans.
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Tuesday at 1:59pm · Like

They became ensnared in this sin, and their descendants, today, the
Irish, are among the most superstitious and idolatrous people on
the earth. They today practice the Roman Catholic religion, and are
among the most devout and fervid Catholics on earth. This,
however, is partly due to the fact that a strong Canaanite element is
mixed in with the people of Southern Ireland. The Canaanites and
their descendants have always gravitated towards the various forms
of sun worship. It will require the Second Coming of the Messiah to
bring them back out of the idolatry they are steeped in, and that is
why the tribe of Dan is left out of the 144,000 servants of YEHOVAH
God mentioned in the book of Revelation. http://www.hope-
of-israel.org/i000035a.htm

"The Serpent's Trail" -- The Mysterious Tribe of Dan
www.hope-of-israel.org

Tuesday at 3:23pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Leon Brooks dont forget they never stop fighting...
Tuesday at 3:32pm · Like

Write a comment...

done this, thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every

thou eat all the days of thy life:And I will put enmity between
thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it
shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel. (Genesis

That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were
fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. There
were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that,
when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and
they bare children to them, the same became mighty men
which were of old, men of renown. (Genesis 6:2,4)

And it came to pass when the children of men had multiplied
that in those days were born unto them beautiful and comely
daughters. 2. And the angels, the children of the heaven, saw
and lusted after them, and said to one another: ‘Come, let us
choose us wives from among the children of men and beget us
children. (Enoch 6:1-2)

Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim and Seanchai Seance like this.

Seanchai Seance Ok
Tuesday at 12:00pm · Like

Dana Horochowski 2. And the angels, the children of the
heaven, saw and lusted after them, and said to one another:

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Isaiah 13:8 Terror will seize them, pain and anguish will grip
them; they will writhe like a woman in labor. They will look
aghast at each other, their faces aflame.

Made in cANADa!

http://7thfire.biz/01152013.htm

FRIADAY 01 11 2013- FREE me in SERENITY 555-
JRGENIUS.CA- USURY FREE GLOBAL COOPERATIVE U NITED
FISHER KINGDOMS

idlenomore http://7thfire.biz/idlenomore.htm

IDLE NO MORE idlenomore email list. = January 2013 Email
Out - KEEP them ACCOUNTABLE MEEGWETCH DANA

EARTH PARTY WALKOUT of your BEAST SLAVE JOB
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children.’ 3. And Semjâzâ, who was their leader, said unto them: ‘I fear ye

abandon this plan but to do this thing.’ 5. Then sware they all together and
bound themselves by mutual imprecations upon it. 6. And they were in all
two hundred; who descended ⌈in the days⌉ of Jared on the summit of
Mount Hermon, and they called it Mount Hermon, because they had sworn
and bound themselves by mutual imprecations upon it. (Enoch 6:2-6)

 · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Bees are used to represent the Amorites
(Deuteronomy 1:44). We previously linked these Amorites to the
Nephilim (Amos 2:9, Deuteronomy 3:11).
A Lion is used to represent Dan (Genesis 32:22).
A Lion is used to represent Israel (Numbers 24:9, Numbers 23:24).
A Lion is used to represent Judah (Genesis 49:9).
Tuesday at 12:03pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski It looks like Dan will be used as some sort
of disciplinary force that punishes the Israelites for their lack of
belief during the tribulation. Maybe God lets Satan uses this tribe of
Dan, who seems to be living in the nation Israel, to punish the rest
of the Israelites. Perhaps this is why Dan is left out of the sealed
144,000 from all tribes of Israel (Revelation 7:4-8). God will use this
tribulation to get the Israelites to turn back to them. “In their
adversity they will seek me earnestly” (Hosea 5:15).
http://johnthewitness.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/serpent-
seed-tribe-of-dan/

Serpent Seed Tribe Of Dan
johnthewitness.wordpress.com

Introduction The tribe of Dan is one of the 12 tribes
of Israel. They are named ...See More

Tuesday at 12:05pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Dan shall be a serpent by the way, an
adder in the path, that biteth the horse heels, so that his rider
shall fall backward (Gen. 49:17)
Tuesday at 12:08pm · Like

Dana Horochowski “The snorting of their horses is heard from
Dan; at the sound of the neighing of their stallions the whole
land quakes. They come and devour the land and all that fills it, the
city and those who dwell in it. For behold, I am sending among you
serpents, adders that cannot be charmed, and they shall bite you,”
declares the Lord. (Jeremiah 8:16-17)
Tuesday at 12:09pm · Like

Dana Horochowski History tells us more about these ancient
Danites. At the same time Moses led the children of Israel out of
Egypt, with the kingdom of Egypt left in shambles, some chose not
to follow Moses into the land of Canaan. About 1500 B.C., a last
flowering of megalithic culture occurred. On the island of Sardinia in
the Mediterranean Sea, a tower-building people sometimes called
the Shardana emerged, and soon dominated Sardinia and then
invaded Corsica and the Balearics, and ruled them for about a
thousand years. These were ancient Danites! Their very name
identifies them! They gave their name to their island, Sar DINia, and
their very name SharDANa, proves who they really were. In Hebrew,
the term "sharon" means a level "plain." It comes from the root
word yashar, meaning "to make straight or even, right, pleasant,
prosperous." The "Shardana" were nothing more than the
"prosperous DANites," the tribe of Dan! The term "sar" or "shar" in

/doc/119846881/January-2013-Email-Out

Like · Comment · Share

Druanna Johnston and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski Hosea 13:13 13 13 13 THE END of
TUBAAL CAIN $$$ MAMMON FREEMASONRY ....BYE BYE
BANKSTERs....
Pains as of a woman in childbirth come to him, but he is a child
without wisdom; when the time arrives, he doesn't have the sense
to come out of the womb http://bible.cc/hosea/13-13.htm

Hosea 13:13 Pains as of a woman in
childbirth come to him, but he is a child
without wisdom; when th
bible.cc

New Living Translation (©2007)Pain has come
to the people like the pain of child

Tuesday at 11:32am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Deuteronomy 32:6 Is this the way you
repay the LORD, you foolish and unwise people? Is he not your
Father, your Creator, who made you and formed you?
Tuesday at 11:33am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Isaiah 37:3 They told him, "This is what
Hezekiah says: This day is a day of distress and rebuke and
disgrace, as when children come to the moment of birth and there is
no strength to deliver them.
Tuesday at 11:34am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Hosea 5:4 "Their deeds do not permit
them to return to their God. A spirit of prostitution is in their
heart; they do not acknowledge the LORD.
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"Caesar," "Kaiser," etc., derive. The "Shar-Dana," then, were the chiefs or

www.hope-of-israel.org

 · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski In the book of Judges, we learn another
trait of this tribe. In the song of Deborah and Barak, during the
time of the Judges, the song asks, "Why did Dan remain in ships?"
(Judges 5:17). Or, "Dan abode in ships." The tribe of Dan was a
mighty SEA-FARING tribe, which loved to sail the seas.
Tuesday at 12:18pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Dan was born to Bilhah about 1737 B.C.
(Gen. 30:1-9). He was a rambunctious youth, and multiplied
greatly during the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt (Exodus 1:7-9,
12). When Moses led the children of Israel out of Egypt, about 1483
B.C., the tribe of Dan which accompanied him numbered some
62,700 men old enough to make war, 20 years old and upward
(Numbers 1:38-39). Dan outnumbered Manasseh, the son of Joseph
by almost 2 to 1, and outnumbered the children of Ephraim about 3
to 2. His descendants were very prolific.
Tuesday at 12:19pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski The chief tribe of the northern kingdom of
Israel was Ephraim, the youngest son of Joseph. Even after
Ephraim was carried away into captivity, and never returned,
YEHOVAH's heart still yearned for him. YEHOVAH God said through
the prophet Jeremiah:

"Is not Ephraim my dear son, the child in whom I delight? Though I
often speak against him, I still remember him. Therefore my heart
yearns for him, declares the LORD. SET UP ROAD SIGNS, PUT UP
GUIDEPOSTS. Take note of the highway, the road that you take.
RETURN, O Virgin Israel, return to your towns. How long will you
WANDER, O unfaithful daughter?" (Jer. 31:20-22, NIV).
Tuesday at 12:25pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com

2.WHY DO WITCHES/WIZARDS
WEAR THAT POINTY HAT??
www.youtube.com

Job 38:30 THE WATERS ARE HID AS
WITH A STONE, AND THE FACE OF
THE DEEP IS FROZEN

Tuesday at 11:39am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The righteous shall inherit the land, and
dwell therein for ever. The mouth of the righteous speaks
wisdom, and his tongue talks of judgement. The law of his God is in
his heart; none of his steps shall slide. The wicked watch the
righteous, and seek to slay him. The LORD will not leave him in his
hand, nor condemn him when he is judged. Wait on the LORD, and
keep his way, and he shall exalt thee to inherit the land: when the
wicked are cut off, you shall see it. (Psalms 37:29-34)
Tuesday at 2:53pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Gen 49:16 Dan shall judge his people, as
one of the tribes of Israel.
Gen 49:17 Let Dan be a serpent on the way, a horned snake on the
path that bites the horses’ heels, and its rider falls backward.

In the apocryphal writing of the Testament of Dan it states “I read
in the book of Enoch, the Righteous, that your prince is satan.”
http://littleguyintheeye.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/

Posts from February 10, 2010 on Little
Guy in the Eye
littleguyintheeye.wordpress.co

1 post published by littleguyintheeye on
February 10, 2010

Tuesday at 10:05pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
Tuesday

Ephraim’s Idolatry

1When Ephraim spoke, there was trembling.
He exalted himself in Israel,
But through Baal he did wrong and died.
...See More

Freemasonry 301: Blood Debts and Human Sacrifice
In the lodge room, "masons" are instructed to turn to the
Holy Bible in order to best learn the secrets of their craft, and
this is for good reason. They need not look far. In the
opening chapters of Genesis (the very first book of the Bible),

Amj Pear shared a link via The Christian Science Monitor
Tuesday

I didn't know whether to share this or just leave you alone
(except maybe it mezns more than some of my other
weed-wacky posts. So, what did happen to them? Idk, getting
ready to actually read the article now. Nameste.

Two years after Japan's nuclear
meltdown, what happened to
Fukushima's orphans?
www.csmonitor.com

In some cases, the government is
providing special care. But other
orphans are falling through bureaucratic

Like · Comment · Share
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which contains the key that will unlock the primordial secret

forward through history to the present day.
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/masonic/88-freemasonry-301

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://bible.cc/hosea/13.htm

Hosea 13
bible.cc

Tuesday at 11:10am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=oTIwEVfHhNA

WHY DO WITCHES/WIZARDS
WEAR THAT POINTY HAT??
www.youtube.com

Simple truths expose complicated lies...
every time.

Tuesday at 11:12am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Matthew 24:8 But all these things are the
beginning of travail. (ASV)

Mark 13:8 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom; there shall be earthquakes in divers places; there shall be
famines: these things are the beginning of travail. (ASV)

John 16:21 A woman when she is in travail hath sorrow, because
her hour is come: but as soon as she is delivered of the child, she
remembereth no more the anguish, for joy that a man is born into
the world. (KJV ASV WBS RSV)

Romans 8:22 For we know that the whole creation groans and
travails in pain together until now. (Root in WEB KJV ASV DBY WBS
YLT RSV)

2 Corinthians 11:27 in labor and travail, in watchings often, in
hunger and thirst, in fastings often, and in cold and nakedness.
(WEB ASV)

Galatians 4:19 My little children, of whom I am again in travail until
Christ is formed in you- (WEB KJV ASV DBY WBS YLT RSV)

Galatians 4:27 For it is written, "Rejoice, you barren who don't bear.
Break forth and shout, you that don't travail. For more are the
children of the desolate than of her who has a husband." (WEB KJV

Tuesday at 10:05am · Like

peninsula, there in Wapakoneta, OH. -across i-75 highway from Neil
Armstrong Space Museum, and next to a cell tower- yet still had
weak signal on the new Virgin Mobile "cell" (as in prison cell, I
guess :O) phone.
Tuesday at 10:37am · Edited · Like

Amj Pear ...funny thought was, one 2012-like tsunami blast
could wipe out that whole place. I wished them my best, hoping
that won't happen there, though. -not to say that I might not call
the guy/realtor, Chet Hittepole (which seems funny; "hit a pole?" My
Dad had hit a pole and wrecked a '64 Ford Mercury Comet, needing
dentures because of that, in the 1960-70's-ish). These seem to be
signs and synchronicities, no doubt/ or mind computer programs
running -but thinking it's the former, in this case. A little bridge,
there, was built in 1957, too -year i was born. It's not everday that
you go out looking for a house.
Tuesday at 10:50am · Edited · Like

Amj Pear Orangy-Fluff had 4 (maybe more, but I saw 4 - before
she hid them-lol) kittens yesterday, 3 white ones and one black
one. "Fluffs" is orange with some black, long hair cat.

Tuesday at 10:55am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

Unlike · Comment · Share
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1 Thessalonians 5:3 For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden
destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and
they shall not escape. (KJV ASV DBY WBS YLT RSV) http://biblesuite.com

Bible Concordance: Travail

Mark 13:8 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against
See More

 · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18
/photos_albums

Tonya Kane

Went to Harlem High School
Lives in Rockford, Illinois
Born on September 10, 1969

Tuesday at 3:26pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Amj Pear  grr. "Parse error: syntax error, unexpected '=',

It's alright, somebody will pay, karma me karma doo.
Tuesday at 10:03am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
Tuesday

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-RBlaeJHIA

2.NIGHT OF THE COMET (1984)
www.youtube.com

Got more to go. Next video will move
thru all the symbols of the movie...at
end I will explain further about it all.
sorry these drag on so far. I know for
n...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=jXOe_FY95FM

1.NIGHT OF THE COMET (1984)
introduction breakdown
www.youtube.com

My long term listeners will realize the
magnitude of all this.. Please watch
thi...See More

Tuesday at 8:01am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=63GagyAAq04 There is an ominous connection with
the release of Halo 4, the new $50 bill, the Hoover Dam, Barack
Obama, and the promise of Salvation through Grace. Thank you
Jesus for our New Cov... See More

1

Dana Horochowski
Tuesday

http://www.nativeamericanprophecy.com/
"...time has come to share the secrets."
-- Canadian Aboriginal Elders

"Know your garden" -- one of ten statements from the
traditional Hopi Elders as told to Cho Qosh Auh Ho Oh, a
Chumash/Yaqui/Maya Indian

These are the End times and the people must know the truth,
share what we have taught you. There can be no more secrets
now if we are to survive as a thinking species through these
times." "This," they say, "must be done because the dream of
humanity can only be preserved through the combined efforts
of all peoples, and the joining and merging of all cultures into a
oneness." -- statement of the traditional Hopi Elders as told to
Cho Qosh Auh Ho Oh, a Chumash/Yaqui/Maya Indian
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Hoover Dam False Flag Soon?

release of Halo 4, the new $50 bill,
the...See More

 · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear and Ardeliza Lim like this.

Dana Horochowski Mark Anthony my concern is for the
MEEK... they shall INHERIT the EARTH http://biblefocus.net
/quote/meek-shall-inherit-the-earth-Matt-5-5/index.html

Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth,
Matthew 5:5 - BibleFocus.net
biblefocus.net

This quotation deals with two issues, “the meek” and
“inheriting the earth”. The...See More

Tuesday at 2:24am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Terry Steward Blessed are the little children for the Kingdom of
heaven belong to such..Amen.

Tuesday at 3:32am · Like · 1

Joe Michael Kelly Honey i wish i could protect all children's
futer's .But i Love you all and so does god.
Tuesday at 5:08am · Like · 1

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
 Ah she is so cute. I cannot ignore. Blessed are you,

Horochowski Blessed meaning endowed with the wisdom and love
of the saints and Almighty Source Creator, I feel in my heart. Love.

Tuesday at 6:27am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski you know the mother spirit already.... =
infinite spirit
what the Christians call the Holy ghost.
Trinity = Father, Infinite spirit (mother) ,Eternal son.
and yes there are HIGH DAUGHTERS OF GOD... NOT JUST SONS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjIBXCnksNI

THE NEW COMMANDMENT

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

http://www.moresureword.com/chart.html
17. This albeit covert, most powerful occultist in the world, will
cause the craft of Satan to prosper. The luciferians will prosper
controlling all governments and courts. Satan will be
worshipped in the Vatican. The luciferian agenda of the United
Nations will be blatant. He will be so magnified in his heart
that not even his wife may share in his limelight.

18. He shall use peace, the UN peace keeping forces, and UN
new world order, to destroy many. He shall rebel against his
title of defender of THE faith and stand up against THE Prince
of peace, Yeshua Messiah, so that he shall declare himself
defender of faith, to defend anything but THE faith which can
save from sin. He shall lead the world against THE faith.

19. Under the disguise of Peace & Safety he shall destroy more
in 1 hour than all the destruction of world war II.

Dan 9:27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one
week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice
and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of
abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the
consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the
desolate. Mark Anthony Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska

Geneology chart of the prince
www.moresureword.com

Be aware that more destruction can be done in one hour today with
Russia's strategic nuclear capability than in all the years of WWII.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski 40. He opposes and exalts himself above
all that is called God or that is worshipped. He shall be the
champion of any faith but, except, and other than THE FAITH in the
true God, Who can save from sin.

41. He will go on the temple mount and declare himself to be god.
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only the spirit of truth can inspire such love in

Dana Horochowski Luke 10:27 " Love the Father with all your
heart , soul , strength, and mind. Love your neighbor as yourself."
Tuesday at 10:11am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=AynMkHbHtmE

PARABLE OF THE LOST SON
www.youtube.com

Seek and you will find you have already
been found.

Tuesday at 10:13am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Aboination of Desolation," where the antichrist will stand in the holy place,

near the end of the 42 months of great tribulation.

2 Th 2:9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all
power and signs and lying wonders,

42. He is empowered by Satan as the most powerful luciferian occultist in
the world. For at least the first 30 months, of this final 42 months, this great
power will be exercised covertly, behind the scenes.

43. The greatest sign and lying wonder of Satan will be when he
counterfeits the resurrection. The antichrist will recover from his mortal
head wound by a satanic miracle near the end when he will go to the temple
mount, set up his image, and declare himself to be god.

1 John 2:22 Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is
antichrist, that denieth the Father and the Son.

44. He will deny the Father and the Son, as he defends all other faith
AGAINST THE FAITH, which can save from sin.

Rev 13:1 And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out
of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten
crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy.
Tuesday at 1:34am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.prophecykeepers.com/ebooks
/3/prophecythree.pdf
Tuesday at 1:51am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.prophecykeepers.com/

Prophecykeepers Radio Truth About
2012-Niburu-Planet X- Daniel's Timeline-
Mayan-Native-Hopi-Nostr
www.prophecykeepers.com

Internet Talk Radio Show - Prophecy and
predictions for the New Millennium from
...See More

Tuesday at 1:57am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.archive.org/stream
/pistissophia003016mbp#page/n3/mode/2up

Pistis Sophia
www.archive.org

The BookReader requires JavaScript to be enabled. Please check
that your browser...See More

Tuesday at 2:02am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.themasonictrowel.com
/articles/apendent_bodies/york/discoveries_knights_templar
/discoveries_of_the_knights_templar.htm

Discoveries Of The Knights Templar
www.themasonictrowel.com

What is FreemasonryLeadership
DevelopmentEducationMasonic TalksMasonic
Magazines...See More

Tuesday at 2:05am · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony
Monday

This one isis for yew noahiden seek whoho sow ever speaks
freely in the spirit of truth Dana Horochowski
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXuTt7c3Jkg

Inner Worlds, Outer Worlds - Part
1 - Akasha
www.youtube.com

All 4 parts of the film can be found at
www.innerworldsmovie.com. Part one
of the film Inner Worlds, Outer Worlds.
Akasha is the unmanifested, the

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Judy Jasper Compton like this.

Dana Horochowski meegwetch meow LION LOINs ... UR
meow UNIverSOL SUNSOLSHINE when it CUMS to DIVINE
VINEWINE oxox Mark Anthony
Yesterday at 12:53pm · Like

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
Monday

Maybe lalambutty panting pillar two post mandelbrotten
bumudda fooking tennissandy batel axel splatter pompkin
pattacake is eating bullfrog's reverse enginerd brainoddy fried
curly pig tales for a quick silver surfers raraskirtinkering
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Christ Consciousness = Amor not ROMA

FEB 7-15 FEB 16 - 22 FEB 23- 29
JAN...See More

Tuesday at 2:07am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA)
Amor (the reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

Tuesday at 2:08am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.nativeamericanprophecy.com/
Tuesday at 2:12am · Like

Write a comment...

/watch?v=AsVxP-KjOf8

The Monkees - (Last Train To
Clarksville)
www.youtube.com

(Last Train To Clarksville) Music Video

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and 2 others like this.

Mark Anthony Are you catching the reign train dear dana!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFJxPGyTMi4

IN DEPTH LOOK FALLEN ANGELS-
SONS OF GOD- ALIENS
www.youtube.com

This will give you serious understanding
..follow this series ..you will hear
th...See More

Monday at 11:43pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski the only train I want to RIDE is your
goldenHYDE ... line to the rainbow gathering at the 7thfire on the
HILL of the NEW YORK YORK region OTTAWA station of crystal kids
and covenant twin flame fellow faes and friends
Monday at 11:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/results?search_query=dolores+canon+eisenhower&
oq=dolores+canon+eisenhower&gs_l=youtube-
reduced.12...0.0.0.11125.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0...0.0...1ac

dolores canon eisenhower - YouTube
www.youtube.com

Share your videos with friends, family, and the
world

Tuesday at 12:02am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski scary ALIEN AGENDA in medUSA
WASHINGTON DC HOLLYWOOD
Tuesday at 12:05am · Edited · Like

Mark Anthony Dew you are yew blowing hoholy smokey cokey
onion rings now!
Tuesday at 12:05am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.manataka.org/page235.html
SIOUX PROPHESY

"There will come a time when the earth is sick and the animals and
plants begin to die. Then the Indians will regain their spirit and
gather people of all nations, colors and beliefs to join together in the
fight to save the Earth: The Rainbow Warriors."

RAINBOW CIRCLE OF LIGHT
www.manataka.org

Now let me ask you a question. Do you love animals or hate
animals? Do you love ...See More

Dana Horochowski
Monday

Alexander Helios & Cleopatra Selene II were fraternal twins
born to Greek Ptolemaic queen Cleopatra VII of Egypt and
Roman triumvir Mark Antony.

In 25 December 40 BC in Alexandria, Cleopatra gave birth to
twins by Antony: a son and a daughter, Alexander Helios and
Cleopatra Selene. The names Helios, “sun”, and Selene,
“moon”, were bestowed upon them to give them divine rights,
but unlike other Greco-Egyptian royals they received no lasting
cult. The twins were born and educated at Alexandria, while
their father was away in Rome. Soon before their fourth
birthday, Mark Antony returned to Cleopatra for good. His and
Cleopatra’s third child together was born in the following year:
a son by the name Ptolemy Philadelphus. Mark Anthony Dana
Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska

http://answers.yahoo.com/question
/index?qid=20110201212556AA0bljy
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Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Heather Sirotak and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.sott.net/article/244359-
Cleopatra-and-Antonys-Children-Rediscovered

Cleopatra and Antony's Children
Rediscovered -- Sott.net
www.sott.net

Cleopatra's twin babies now have a face. An
Italian Egyptologist has rediscovere...See More

Monday at 6:55pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Cleopatra Selene and Alexander Helios
brought before Atia and Octavia in the last episode of Rome.
Historically they would have been 10 years old here, not as young as
this. They also would have had their younger brother, Ptolemy
Philadelphus with them, and he would have been about 5.
http://tiny-librarian.tumblr.com/post/12620512104/cleopatra-
selene-and-alexander-helios-brought

Cleopatra Selene and Alexander Helios
brought...
tiny-librarian.tumblr.com

Cleopatra Selene and Alexander Helios brought
before Atia and Octavia in the las...See More

Monday at 7:12pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=5KgNgbtBt8A

The Final Stage - Separating
Physical from Spiritual
www.youtube.com

Apocalyptic Sanctification Process: 1)
LISTEN TO WHAT THE SPIRIT SAYS TO

1

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
Monday

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqEihp9fsuA
911 was a false flag terror attack masterminded by the global
elite.

They are building a New World Order where they have
complete control over everyone and they will own everything.
They control the world's media and own the central banks in
almost every country. They use these central banks to create
paper money from nothing and lend it to governments and
individuals and charge interest on the new money they
created.

They are the masterminds behind Zionism and the state of
Israel and all the major wars of the last 100 years. 911 will
help secure Israel and give them control of most of the world's
energy. They will use "Peak Oil" as an excuse to raise energy
prices and make themselves even richer.

911 is part of an century's old plot to replace all the worlds
monarchy's with various Zionist Occupied Governments that are
controlled with the power of money and subjected to the same
central command as in the Protocols of the learned elders of
Zion.

26. The Ring of Power - Antichrist
[26 29]
www.youtube.com

26. The Ring of Power - Antichrist [26
29]

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear and Daniel Bailey like this.

Seanchai Seance I would really get nervous if he teamed up
with Leonardo DiCaprio
Monday at 5:44pm · Like

Terry Steward The only proiblem...is what they alll fear MOST
OF ALL...

Monday at 5:53pm · Like · 2

Terry Steward and for as a ring of power...this is not lord of the
rings and hell has a ring of fire too...

Monday at 6:36pm · Like · 1

Morten Emil Faber By definition anyone who is against Christ is
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Monday at 7:23pm · Like · Remove Preview

1) LISTEN TO WHAT THE SPIRIT SAYS TO THE CHURCHES -hear
the voice God
2) BE TRANSFORMED BY THE RENEWING OF YOUR MIND- New
wine for new skins
3) SEPARATE, CAST DOWN THE PHYSICAL BY COMPLETE
OBEDIENCE TO THE VOICE OF GOD - thereby you will become a
spiritual being, unaffected by the natural - able to withstand the fire
that is coming.

And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what [is] that good, and
acceptable, and perfect, will of God.

Genesis 15 - Separation of Natural Beast from Spiritual by the
Presence of God
And he said unto him, Take me an heifer of three years old, and a
she goat of three years old, and a ram of three years old, and a
turtledove, and a young pigeon.
And he took unto him all these, and divided them in the midst, and
laid each piece one against another: but the birds divided he not.
And it came to pass, that, when the sun went down, and it was
dark, behold a smoking furnace, and a burning lamp that passed
between those pieces**.
In the same day the LORD made a covenant with Abram, saying,
Unto thy seed have I given this land, from the river of Egypt unto
the great river, the river Euphrates:

Exodus 14- Separation of the Other people from the Covenant
People by the Presence of God
And the angel of God, which went before the camp of Israel,
removed and went behind them; and the pillar of the cloud went
from before their face, and stood behind them:
And it came between the camp of the Egyptians and the camp of
Israel; and it was a cloud and darkness [to them], but it gave light
by night [to these]: so that the one came not near the other all the
night.
And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea; and the LORD
caused the sea to go [back] by a strong east wind all that night,
and made the sea dry [land], and the waters were divided.

Psalm 136:13
To him which divided the Red sea into parts1506**: for his mercy
[endureth] for ever:

Precipice, cutting off, separated, DECREE

1 Cr 15:44
It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body. There is a
natural body, and there is a spiritual body.

Rev 11:15
And the seventh angel sounded; and there were great voices in
heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world are become [the
kingdoms] of our Lord, and of his Christ; and he shall reign for ever
and ever.

1 Cr 15:50, 47-49
Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption. The
first man [is] of the earth, earthy: the second man [is] the Lord
from heaven. As [is] the earthy, such [are] they also that are

the lamb. We are being tested to see who we support in our hearts.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
Monday

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5vf9-C72cI&
list=PL1BD2C35D716FBAAC

Terra Papers 1 pt 2- AnAn, Anu,
Zeus, Ea, Enlil, Eridu, Adapus
www.youtube.com

Terra Papers 1 pt 2- AnAn, Anu, Zeus,
Ea, Enlil, Eridu, Adapus,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com
/terrapapers.htm, Kanus Kings- AnAn

Like · Comment · Share

Daniel Bailey likes this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
Monday

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGfUKopOiKU

Ring of Power
www.youtube.com

Who really controls the world? Who is
the real power behind things? Why do
wars and depressions come? Do they
just happen or are they planned? This is
the mo...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski thats Little CAEsar..... you may know him
as JESUS or ISA http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=n3scX1rY604&feature=youtu.be

10. The Ring of Power - King of
Kings [10 29]
www.youtube.com

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari,
TARA) A...See More

Monday at 2:19pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview
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And as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image

Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the
power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren (natural beast) is cast

Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. Henceforth I call you
not servants; for the servant knoweth not what his lord doeth: but I have
called you friends; for all things that I have heard of my Father I have made

Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=EtVavNpPmNE

Wedding Day of Atonement is
Here - Must See!
www.youtube.com

This revelation came to me fully while
recording!! Thank You Jesus Christ! I
Lov...See More

Monday at 7:42pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=xbjnc3bFk7M

Leaven Vs Unleaven
www.youtube.com

So Dove is Pure Flour/Bread, Amnon
leavens up/rises up when mixed with
Jonadab

Monday at 7:45pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=b4K18sW8ZVA

The Midnight Hour
www.youtube.com

Lev 13 When a man shall have in the
skin of his flesh a rising, a scab, or
brigh...See More

Monday at 9:52pm · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony Thankhs A Lot for jogging my sunny self centred
minD OvuM mattER!? http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=4lGNKjDEd24

23 (2 of 8)The Sacred Myths of Plato: The
Republic
www.youtube.com

Discorse on the Sacred Myths of Plato: The
Republic

Monday at 10:40pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I'd like to JOG ur SUNNYMANNASOL OM
LUNA tunnel of AGAPEAMOR oxox meow LIONLOINS oxox Mark
Anthony
7 hours ago · Like

Write a comment...

/essenes_and_their_teaching.htm

Monday at 5:16pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Follows the incredible life of Cleopatra's
surviving children with Marc Antony -- twins, named Alexander
Helios and Cleopatra Selene, and a younger son named Ptolemy. All
three were taken to Rome and paraded through the streets, then
sent off to be raised by Octavia (the wife whom Marc Antony left for
Cleopatra). Raised in one of the most fascinating courts of all time,
Cleopatra's children would have met Ovid, Seneca, Vitruvius (who
inspired the Vitruvian man), Agrippa (who built the Pantheon),
Herod, his sister Salome, the poets Virgil, Horace, Maecenas and so
many others! http://etcetorize.blogspot.ca/2012/10/tell-
tale-cleopatras-daughter.html

Etcetorize: Tell a Tale: Cleopatra's Daughter
etcetorize.blogspot.com

Hi Tamara,So curious... I'm Cleopatra's daughter
too! My mommy's name is Cleopat

Monday at 2:35pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Cleopatra Selene, on the other hand, was
married around 20 B.C. to King Juba of Mauretania, a north
African client state.

By all accounts she was an accomplished and powerful ruler,
working alongside her husband and maybe even bossing him around
a little. It’s not often you see coins with the king on the one side
and the queen on the other. She even named her son Ptolemy, in
keeping with her mother’s tradition rather than the more common
practice of naming sons after their fathers, or at least including
some reference to the paternal line. http://www.archaiologia.gr
/en/blog/2012/04/23/the-twins-of-cleopatra-and-mark-antony/

The twins of Cleopatra and Mark Antony |
Αρχαιολογία Online
www.archaiologia.gr

Egyptologist Giuseppina Capriotti of the Italian
National Research Council (CNR)

Monday at 2:42pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Selene was a dangerous girl to have in
Rome.

Moreover, as the daughter of Cleopatra, neither could she be easily
married off to one of the client kings in the East. Selene was the
last of the Ptolemies; her blood was the most royal blood left in the
world. She maintained a persuasive dynastic claim to Egypt and its
surrounds. A marriage to Selene might help cement an alliance with
Rome–but Selene’s Ptolemaic legacy might also create ambitions in
a king to turn against Rome and ally with Parthia instead. And if
that weren’t bad enough, as her mother’s daughter, Selene’s
presence in the East might well have ignited a rivalry with King
Herod. http://www.stephaniedray.com/2011/02/25/juba-ii-and-
cleopatra-selene-was-it-a-love-match/

Juba II and Cleopatra Selene: Was it a Love
Match?
www.stephaniedray.com
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stable marriage of at lea...See More

Dana Horochowski LADY LIBERTY - There are few surviving
written sources on the life of Cleopatra. Surviving coins and
monuments suggest that Cleopatra inherited the iron will and
perseverance of the Ptolemaic women. Her various titles on
surviving coinage are in Greek: ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑ or
ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑ, which means Queen Cleopatra. These titles
were also used on coinage by her late mother. Another title she
used on coinage was CΕΛΕNΕ or Selene. [9] Cleopatra seemed to
have been religious, patriotic of her Egyptian Greek heritage, though
she ignored her Roman heritage. She wanted to retain and continue
the Ptolemaic Legacy. http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Cleopatra_Selene_II

Cleopatra Selene II - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Cleopatra Selene II (Greek:η Κλεοπάτρα Σελήνη,
25 December 40 BC – 9 March 8
AD[...See More

Monday at 3:13pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski In the Donations of Alexadria Antony had
placed in her theoretical rule Kyrene and Crete, and being the
oldest remaining female of the House of Ptolemy she was arguably
the rightful queen of Egypt. Combining all of these lands together,
she might have considered herself the rightful ruler of most of the
Roman lands on the continent of Africa, excepting perhaps the small
Roman province of Africa, centered around Carthage. Such an
attitude surely would have been regarded as treasonous, yet Selene
clearly was broadcasting her relation to the Ptolemaic dynasty and
their hereditary rule of Egypt, a land which was not included in her
rule as queen of Mauretania.

The effect that this propaganda had on Rome, and how Augustus
must have thought about it are unfortunately unknown. Did he
simply tolerate it, or did he feel he was indulging a child he had
raised? The Ptolemaic rulers of Egypt in general, and Cleopatra VII
in particular, had been demonized during the civil wars by
Octavian’s propaganda machine. To now have a descendant publicly
proclaiming her ties to that land and to the dynasty must have been
a cause for great concern, yet there is no record of any sort of
reprisal and no numismatic evidence that it was stopped during her
lifetime. http://www.lunalucifera.com/Mauretania/index.html

Juba II & Cleopatra Selene
www.lunalucifera.com

Juba II & Cleopatra Selene

Monday at 3:57pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski What kind of pharaoh was Cleopatra? The
few remaining contemporary Egyptian sources suggest that she
was very popular among her own people. Egypt’s Alexandria-based
rulers, including Cleopatra, were ethnically Greek, descended from
Alexander the Great’s general Ptolemy I Soter. They would have
spoken Greek and observed Greek customs, separating themselves
from the ethnically Egyptian majority. But unlike her forebears,
Cleopatra actually bothered to learn the Egyptian language. For
Egyptian audiences, she commissioned portraits of herself in the
traditional Egyptian style. In one papyrus dated to 35 B.C. Cleopatra
is called Philopatris, “she who loves her country.” By identifying
herself as a truly Egyptian pharaoh, Cleopatra used patriotism to

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski a BLESSING? not a good thing according to
da13thsun
Monday at 3:14pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JgJtHyE7x_o

13Power13energy13dayManifesta
tion
www.youtube.com

speaking on the new moon 10-26-2011,
which also is 9-11 or 11-11 energy.Time
to ...See More

Monday at 3:16pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=CNKytyoCNWY

You Don't Hear Me Tho.
www.youtube.com

speaking about awareness and

Monday at 5:10pm · Like · Remove Preview
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/2012/07/25/who-was-cleopatra-2/

The struggle with her teenage brother over the throne of
Egypt was not going as ...See More

Monday at 4:29pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Cleopatra’s foreign policy goal, in addition
to preserving her personal power, was to maintain Egypt’s
independence from the rapidly expanding Roman Empire. By trading
with Eastern nations—Arabia and possibly as far away as India—she
built up Egypt’s economy, bolstering her country’s status as a world
power. By allying herself with Roman general Mark Antony,
Cleopatra hoped to keep Octavian, Julius Caesar’s heir and Antony’s
rival, from making Egypt a vassal to Rome. Ancient sources make it
clear that Cleopatra and Antony did love each other and that
Cleopatra bore Antony three children; still, the relationship was also
very useful to an Egyptian queen who wished to expand and protect
her empire.
Monday at 4:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Though some modern historians have
portrayed Cleopatra as a capable, popular Egyptian leader, we
tend to imagine her through Roman eyes. During her lifetime and in
the century after her death, Roman propaganda, most of it
originating with her enemy Octavian, painted Cleopatra as a
dangerous harlot who employed sex, witchcraft and cunning as she
grasped for power beyond what was proper for a woman. The poet
Horace, writing in the late first century B.C., called her “A crazy
queen…plotting…to demolish the Capitol and topple the [Roman]
Empire.” Nearly a century later, the Roman poet Lucan labeled her
“the shame of Egypt, the lascivious fury who was to become the
bane of Rome.”
Monday at 4:33pm · Like

Dana Horochowski But ancient historians never characterized
Cleopatra as a great beauty, and in her time she was not
considered a romantic heroine. In his A.D. 75 Life of Antony,
Plutarch tells us, “Her actual beauty…was not so remarkable that
none could be compared with her, or that no one could see her
without being struck by it, but the contact of her presence…was
irresistible…. The character that attended all she said or did was
something bewitching.”

Cleopatra’s beauty (or lack thereof) was irrelevant to the Romans
who knew her and the Egyptian people she ruled. The real Cleopatra
had charisma, and her sexiness stemmed from her
intelligence—what Plutarch described as “the charm of her
conversation”—rather than her kohl-rimmed eyes. Pharaoh
Cleopatra VII was a brilliant leader, says Joann Fletcher. “She was
one of the most dynamic figures the world has ever seen. And I
don’t think that’s an exaggeration.”
Monday at 4:36pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://sites.google.com/site/alimurtadlos
/cleopatra-vii

Cleopatra VII - alimurtadlos
sites.google.com

alimurtadlo

Monday at 5:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
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SECURITY CHALLENGE for FACEBOOK

father Ptolemy XII Auletes and later with her brothers, Ptolemy
XIII and Ptolemy XIV, whom she married as per Egyptian custom,
but eventually she became sole ruler. As pharaoh, she
consummated a liaison with Julius Caesar that solidified her grip on
the throne. She later elevated her son with Caesar, Caesarion, to
co-ruler in name.
After Caesar’s assassination in 44 BC, she aligned with Mark Antony
in opposition to Caesar’s legal heir, Gaius Iulius Caesar Octavianus
(later known as Augustus). With Antony, she bore the twins
Cleopatra Selene II and Alexander Helios, and another son, Ptolemy
Philadelphus. Her unions with her brothers produced no children.
After losing the Battle of Actium to Octavian’s forces, Antony
committed suicide. Cleopatra followed suit, according to tradition
killing herself by means of an asp bite on August 12, 30 BC. She was
briefly outlived by Caesarion, who was declared pharaoh, but he
was soon killed on Octavian’s orders. Egypt became the Roman
province of Aegyptus. http://annunakia.over-blog.com/article-
secrets-of-egypt-cleopatra-76514694.html

Secrets Of Egypt : Cleopatra
annunakia.over-blog.com

Cleopatra VII Philopator was an ancient Greek
queen and the last pharaoh of…

Monday at 5:04pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.thenazareneway.com
/from_enoch_to_the_dead_sea_scrolls.htm

From Enoch to the Dead Sea Scrolls
www.thenazareneway.com

Monday at 5:32pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Mark Anthony Rumors abounded that
Antony and Cleopatra had declared themselves gods (the new
Isis and Dionysus, how appropriate). Then in 34 B.C. Antony made
his children, Alexander King of Armenia and little Cleopatra, Queen
of Crete, and finally little Ptolemy ended up with Syria. Antony had
also promised Cleopatra lands to rule in exchange for her help with
his campaign against Parthia. Cleopatra saw this as her opportunity
to regain the Ptolemies' former dynastic empire, and Antony needed
Cleopatra's wealth for his armies and his fleet. It was a match made
in ambition and greed. http://briefandtothepoint.blogspot.ca
/2008/07/cleopatra-short-bio.html

Brief and to the Point: Cleopatra - A Short
Bio
briefandtothepoint.blogspot.co

A Wide Range of Techonology, Philosophy,
Sociology, Behaviour, Entertainment, Hi

Monday at 6:05pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.stephaniedray.com
/tag/cleopatra-selene-ii/

cleopatra selene ii
www.stephaniedray.com

Mark Antony comes to us through history most
famously in Shakespeare as the man
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Mark Anthony Funny! The king of kings won'T play carrots

Mark Anthony The loopee lizard cult must have stuck their
snooty bleeding nose pickers in ten pinTs of snake PIss takers!!
Monday at 9:44pm · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony I trust your kristosos crystal starfireball juggling
judgments morph than GFLooney tuna.
Monday at 9:55pm · Unlike · 1

Write a comment...

Lavender Being shared a link.

http://beforeitsnews.com/economics-and-politics/2013/03
/canada-prepares-for-martial-law-economic-collapse-
rcmp-armored-trucks-more-proof-of-the-militarization-of-the-
north-american-union-2450506.html

Canada Prepares For Martial Law,
Economic Collapse: RCMP Armored
Trucks - More Proof Of The Militari
beforeitsnews.com

You have got to check out this video
below from our brothers in the 'Great
White North' of the 'war' vehicles

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear idk if it's too late by the TIME I find out anything or
nada.

Monday at 4:04am · Like

Dana Horochowski revival time.... This “Great Awakening” is
hanging heavy over the United States even tonight. This “Great
Awakening” is hanging heavy around the nations of the world but
most especially in this country and in
Canada. This “Great Awakening” that is hanging there is just
hanging there to be realized and to be
released throughout this nation and throughout the nation of
Canada, and then in turn throughout the
rest of the world.
The prayer. The prayer. The prayer. The prayer that’s gone forth,
the prayer that is going forth: that’s
where the power release is. That’s where the trigger to these things
is. That’s the way you release them in
your church. And thus saith the Lord thy God, in this hour, these
churches that are teaching and training
people to pray are the churches where the explosion and the
Shekinah Glory of God will be manifest rst.
The praying churches will walk in it rst. Some will say that My
revival broke out over there. No, answered
prayer broke out over there. The “Awakening” will come out of
those congregations. There is a hunger in
this nation for holiness, real true Bible purity before God. People will
run into houses of worship where the
glory of God is residing and hanging heavy and they’ll say, “Clean,
clean, clean! Oh to be clean! To be clean.”
They’ll run into that atmosphere and My blood will cleanse them
from the top of their head to the soles of
their feet. And My Word will take root on the inside of them.
This nation is headed for a Holy Ghost wake up call. It is on us now.
You rejoice for we’ll see it before many
hours go by. Hallelujah.
Monday at 8:00am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski The Great Awakening in Canada is a great
hunger. It is a great hunger for the things of the Spirit. It is a

Dana Horochowski
March 9

"Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing
but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You will know them by their
fruits. Are grapes gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles?
So, every sound tree bears good fruit, but the bad
evil fruit." (Matthew 7:15)

"Behold, I send you out as sheep in the midst of wolves; so be
wise as serpents and innocent as doves. Beware of men; for
they will deliver you up to councils, and flog you in their
synagogues, and you will be dragged before governors and
kings for My sake ..." (Matthew 10:16) Mark Anthony
Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/masonic/244-freemasonry-102
at Scottish Rite Freemasonry. (13 photos)

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Mark Anthony, Amj Pear, Eli Legend and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski 911 was a false flag terror attack
masterminded by the global elite.

They are building a New World Order where they have complete
control over everyone and they will own everything. They control the
world's media and own the central banks in almost ev
They use these central banks to create paper money from nothing
and lend it to governments and individuals and charge interest on
the new money they created.

They are the masterminds behind Zionism and the state of Israel
and all the major wars of the last 100 years. 911 will help secure
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For the land has been – has been sick. It’s been ill but it’s rising up,

a divine hunger that is spreading across the nation. There is a divine
passion that is rising up in the Body of

Monday at 8:03am · Like · 1

Isn't blood body Christ vampirism!?

Monday at 8:05am · Like

Dana Horochowski the RELiGIONS are....the PEOPLE are
NOT...SHEEPLE need a proper leader
Monday at 8:06am · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski not FREEMASONS....HOME
CHURCHES....AGAPE LOVE.. AMOR...CATHARISM
Monday at 8:07am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski THE REVIVAL CHURCHES in Toronto are
very ESSENE based
Monday at 8:07am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski ALTHOUGH....run by MASONS
Monday at 8:08am · Like

Dana Horochowski TUBAL CAIN is not WELCOME in the
CHURCHES....no WOLVES...LEADING with MAMMON GODS in the
TRUE CHURCHES
Monday at 8:08am · Like

Dana Horochowski Oh, Father, for that same hunger in the
United States, that same passion in the United States. And
the Lord is saying to me now that what happens up north in Canada
is going to rain upon the United
States. (Tongues) I see as it were something melting on a map. It’s
on a map and it’s melting from Canada
and it’s coming down into the northern parts of the country and it’s
beginning to bleed down through the
states, down (Tongues) down through middle America, down
through the southern part of the United
States and then reaching over into Mexico. Mexico. Mexico. Down.
Down. Down. Into Central America.
(Tongues) And the move of God that is in South America is coming
up to join it. Oh! Oh! Oh! Oh! Oh!
(Tongues) And it will result, it will result in a – in a move of God in
the western hemisphere, unprecedented because there will be
renewal and revival and revelation everywhere! Everywhere!
Everywhere!
And it’s coming on down. It’s coming on down. It’s coming on down.
Be prepared. Be ready for it. Get
your team in preparation for that because it has begun. You’re going
to have to feed them because they
are hungry.
Monday at 8:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski 8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA) Amor (the reverse of
Roma). amor555 - http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm

From 12 08-1244 the first European holocaust was conducted. The
Church of Rom e savagely attacked the Cathars, the peaceful
‘heretics of the Languedoc’ of Southern France, with a viciousness
and detestable arrogan ce paralleled only by the Nazi atrocities
during WW II.

"Peak Oil" as an excuse to raise energy prices and make themselves even

various Zionist Occupied Governments that are controlled with the power of
money and subjected to the same central command as in the Protocols of
the learned elders of Zion. http://www.youtube.com/user/911Investigator2
/videos?view=0

Love Truth and Peace is on our side
www.youtube.com

- 911 was a false flag terror attack masterminded by the
global elite. They are...See More

Monday at 5:14pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony eYe see full whelp watt yew are saying-yangel
makes meowild kaTsus wispurring-eYe shiva! donIcan-can walk
sixox feet taLLer than sinbad to the bone skinning lizards lies in the
spirit of freedom is slavery soul scalping pong peepsus pecke
Horochowskikeyee by gumumforD ankh sUNs!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgDc6Ugxxvk

OPPT NWO Rothschild Plan Well
Under Way
www.youtube.com

NWO One People's Public Trust OPPT
BEWARE - ROTHSCHILD CONNECTION
http://
www.getoutofdebtfree.org/forum/
viewtopic.php?f=60&t=46280

Monday at 8:49pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
March 9

Freemasonry 301: Blood Debts and Human Sacrifice
In the lodge room, "masons" are instructed to turn to the Holy
Bible in order to best learn the secrets of their craft, and this is
for good reason. They need not look far. In the opening
chapters of Genesis (the very first book of the Bible), they will
come across a series of passages containing words that they
will immediately recognize from their ritual and which contains
the key that will unlock the primordial secret of the fraternity.
Let us begin there as well, and then move forward through
history to the present day. http://www.jeffpolachek.com
/masonic/88-freemasonry-301 — in Salt Lake City, UT
photos)
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Pure One, their term for the Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari (meaning

They claimed to possess a secret Book of Love (Mari, TARA). This
mysterious manuscript is attributed to Jesus who gave it to John the Divine.
It was transmitted through the centuries until the Knights Templar and the
Cathars adopted it. The Book of Love was the foundation of the Cathar
Church of Love or Amor (the reverse of Roma).

The existence of this lost (or hidden) gospel was revealed when the Catholic
Church subjected the Cathars and Templar (in 1308) to torture. Its contents
were a secret skill (symbolized by the Templar skull) said to grant one the
ability to control the forces of nature and to transform ordinary human blood
into that of the wise, holy and pure blood of life of the immortal Illi or
Illuminati. It is equated with the Holy Grail.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_whenry04.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari with
the Book of Love (Mari, TARA) Amor (the
reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf MARch
7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7 20...See More

Monday at 8:10am · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=CAQG9C4fCrs

War scroll 6 6 - children of light
www.youtube.com

ABBADDON, but IN GREEK, HE HAS the
NAME APOL'LYON"! Rev 9:1-11 "AND I
SAW AN ANG...See More

Monday at 8:17am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski THE JEWS WARSHIP a FEARFUL god...the
LORD of COMMAND, ENLIL and SATAN is an Angel not the
ENEMY of GOD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpW8ftB-zaM

ETERNAL TORAH vs NEW
TESTAMENT: Rabbi Skobac
(Messianic Jewish Christians, Jews
for Jesus, Yeshua)
www.youtube.com

The Jewish Bible says, "The Torah of
God is perfect, reviving the soul."
(Psalms...See More

Monday at 2:38pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski unite the LITE- OX LION HUMAN EAGLE -
EGYPT, UK, AMERICA, ISRAEL,
Monday at 8:33am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski TORONTO is going to see
REVIVAL...HEAVEN north of HWY 7
Monday at 8:24am · Like

Dana Horochowski CHILDREN of BELIAL= IRAN IRAQ SYRIA
TURKEY ROMA EUROPEAN UNION GERMANY CHINA
Monday at 8:34am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin
/guerradioses/guerradioses02a.htm

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Amj Pear, Craig Dagenhart and 2 others like this.

Heather Sirotak Do you think it's all evil, at the top of every
Lodge? I think there are Noble Knights Templar, as well as the
Dark infiltrators. Everything's been scrambled up & distorted,
especially by the Vatican Saturnalian P2 & Mormon Patriarchal
Polygamist re-interpretations, which I believe are covertly wide
spread.
March 9 at 3:13pm · Unlike · 2

Dana Horochowski INQUISITIONed by the IGIGI STONE
MASONS....SHETU ....underground LIZARDS and GREYS. They
took the GODDESS TRADITION of the GARDEN of EDEN and made
it into a BLOOD SACRIFICE because they are SOULLESS and need
our LITE to FEED and LIVE. PARASITES
March 9 at 3:17pm · Edited · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari
with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA) Amor (the reverse of Roma).
amor555 - http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA)
Amor (the reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 9 at 3:18pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski MORMONs and ROMA PATRIARCHY are
ANTI NATURE...HATE EVE and WARSHIP LILITH ....give their
power to the SUCCUBUS BLACK QUEENS....LOCUST BLACK WIDOW
FLIES
March 9 at 3:20pm · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski LILITH and LEVAN ( MOLOCH) births
CAIN...another SON....
March 9 at 3:20pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski CAIN is PINDAR the DRAGON LORD
....TONYA KANE....not too obvious https://www.facebook.com
/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums

Tonya Kane

Went to Harlem High School
Lives in Rockford, Illinois
Born on September 10, 1969

March 9 at 3:22pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski TONYA KANE is another MARY
MAGDALENE>...her JESUS is PINDAR
March 9 at 3:22pm · Like

Dana Horochowski MARYS in the GRAIL LINES were the
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Darkness

maneuvers of the battle divisions. The address of the chiefpriest.

Monday at 8:35am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski letter J was added in the 16th century....
to HOOK you on to the JESUITs version of JESUS = PINDAR =

Monday at 8:58am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski they deleted the GOOD PART of this series
on the CATHARS.....I will have to repost PART 11
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3ZBjgAeKrE&
feature=youtu.be

11. The Ring of Power - The
Empire [11 29]
www.youtube.com

11. The Ring of Power - The Empire [11
29]

Monday at 1:24pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=8Cm3IkXpAEI

6. The Ring of Power - Amen
Pharaohs [6 29]
www.youtube.com

6. The Ring of Power - Amen Pharaohs
[6 29]

Monday at 1:23pm · Like · Remove Preview

Lavender Being The above video isn't about the CATHARS ...
Monday at 1:28pm · Like

Dana Horochowski pt 10, 11 is... and it is deleted
Monday at 1:30pm · Like

Dana Horochowski here's the WHOLE
SERIES...http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGfUKopOiKU

Ring of Power
www.youtube.com

Who really controls the world? Who is
the real power behind things? Why do
wars ...See More

Monday at 1:32pm · Unlike · 2 · Remove Preview

Lavender Being Great researcher find Dana...thumbs up
Monday at 1:42pm · Like

Dana Horochowski LIZARD QUEEN serves the HEBREW
CANAAN GOD and so do the freemasons and the JEWS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejYmYG-
39GI&feature=youtu.be

9. The Ring of Power - The Queen
[9 29]
www.youtube.com

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari,
TARA) A...See More

were the grandmothers

March 9 at 3:23pm · Like

Dana Horochowski SATANs WIFE - warship the KING JAMES
PERVERSION of the BIBAAL and WARSHIP the WHORE of LAS
VEGAS ....BABYLON
March 9 at 3:24pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIv-
ezlFJbM

From The Essene Gospel of Peace,
Book Three The Angel of Power
The Angel of Love The Angel
www.youtube.com

http://SupremeMasterTV.com/
BMD1169; Aired on 26 Nov 2009, video
take *Angel o...See More

March 9 at 3:28pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Morten Emil Faber Thanks Dana! yes thats what the
inquisition was, a means to kill some people and offer them to
the Archons.
March 10 at 7:26pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
March 9

SUE SIOUX SOO the CARTELs....they have been KILLING us and
getting RICH for YEARS...and they KNOW it!
VAMPIRES...PARASITES...BLOODSUCKERS ... I AM DONE
NAGGING YOU...CASTING YOU INTO the ABYSS on the NEW
MOON 3-11 2013...
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/weaponized-psychiatry
/233-schizophrenia-may-not-exist
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Dana Horochowski they BLOCKED part 10 , 11 just as I

10. The Ring of Power - King of
Kings [10 29]
www.youtube.com

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari,
TARA) A...See More

Monday at 5:12pm · Edited · Unlike · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI&feature=youtu.be thats Little
CAEsar..... you may know him as JESUS or ISA

11. The Ring of Power - The
Empire [11 29]
www.youtube.com

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari,
TARA) A...See More

Monday at 2:17pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment... Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman and Heather Sirotak like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/mind-control
/mc-exhibits/291-mc-402-brain-implants-vs-dew

Mind Control 402 - Brain Implants vs.
Directed-Energy Weapons -
JeffPolachek.com
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights
are being destroyed by criminal go

March 9 at 2:21pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/when-
everyone-has-a-brain-implant

Mind Control 101 - Classified Synthetic
Telepathy Technology Has Been Covertly
Implanted in Brains o
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights are
being destroyed by criminal go...

March 9 at 2:27pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS....HOP ON
March 9 at 2:27pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski We'll take this DOWN from TORONTO
March 9 at 2:28pm · Like

Dana Horochowski just casting my NEW MOON SPELLS 3-11
2013
March 9 at 2:28pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.serenitystreetnews.com
/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES

Dana Horochowski
March 9

urAMERIca....HERE we COME. 555 vs 666
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/special-exhibits/263-us-
govt-surrenders-to-beijing
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Index of /HERSTORY CRAMNOTES/DANA

March 9 at 2:30pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I HAVE A LONG LIST of SLAVES to CHIP
March 9 at 2:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/sweet-
dreams-electronically-forced-into-your-brain-wirelessly
neurotechnology that the secret agencies have been implanting in
people's brains not only allows them to modulate/de

Mind Control 102 - The Coercive
Induction of Artificial Thoughts & Dreams
Into the Human Mind - Jeff
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights
are being destroyed by criminal go

March 9 at 2:35pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The non-public government perfected the
synthetic telepathy technology a long time ago. They can not
only read your mind and subconscious thoughts, but the technology
allows them to artificially inject thoughts and motor commands into
your mind, and ... See More

March 9 at 2:39pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Good information, here. It seems the implanted thoughts are in
words in your native language, and can be silenced through
meditation. Nameste, Meegwetch.
March 10 at 11:21pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Playing solfeggio audio files seems to make it even better, too.
Take control over your own thoughts. The more of our own power
that we take back, the better, it seems.
March 10 at 11:25pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/special-
exhibits/263-us-govt-surrenders-to-beijing

US Government Surrender to Beijing Now
Underway - JeffPolachek.com
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights
are being destroyed by criminal go...See More

March 9 at 2:11pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski CANADA takes ALASKA...I called IT
FIRST!
March 9 at 2:13pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
March 9

No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation;
grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of
Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in
Payment of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex p...See More  —
at New York. (10 photos)

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&
v=eL35CyQfKx0 LETTER to HAARPer NAZI LOSER!

Against use of Psychotronic (mind
control) Weapons.
www.youtube.com

Dear Prime Minister Stephen Harper,
This letter is to ask for your help for the
many constituents in Canada who are
being affected unjustly without their
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

 likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/index.php

Home - JeffPolachek.com
www.jeffpolachek.com

In 2011, Obama's Presidential Commission for the
Study of Bioethical Issues hear...See More

March 9 at 2:02pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/special-
exhibits/18-funny-money

The Bills in Your Wallet are not Lawful
Money - JeffPolachek.com
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights
are being destroyed by criminal go...See More

March 9 at 2:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/special-
exhibits/263-us-govt-surrenders-to-beijing

US Government Surrender to Beijing Now
Underway - JeffPolachek.com
www.jeffpolachek.com

About how human freedom and individual rights
are being destroyed by criminal go...See More

March 9 at 2:06pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
We've already got enough JUNK over here, from China

March 10 at 10:27pm · Edited · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.jeffpolachek.com/

Home - JeffPolachek.com
jeffpolachek.com

In 2011, Obama's Presidential Commission for the
Study of Bioethical Issues hear

March 9 at 1:40pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
"several victims," hmm, how many is that, "I wonder."

March 10 at 10:24pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
March 8

The Jesuits are a Military Religious Order of the Roman Catholic
Church- On either side stands a monk, one of whom holds a
banner of yellow and white, which are the Papal colors, and the
other a black banner with a dagger and red cross
abov...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Alec Oombash, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance like this.

View 13 more comments

Terry Steward 323 is this month so is the 112 New Pope...so
apparently either the new Pope was born 323 sometime in the
sixtys when the pope john 23 was given revelation and if the 112 is
not the 323 from the sixty' I guess you then get the fulfillment of the
LAST HIGH PRIEST PROPHECY and the Judgement handed down to
the Pope John 23 in 1960...The Chastiment if the Formidable

Seanchai Seance Dana Horochowski
March 8

In case no one caught it they just jump time one hour ahead
without any warning, Like the Republic is saying they will not
recognize the time span between 4pm and 5pm must be a
non-Witch hour or the birth of a formidable Avatar or maybe it's
a Dept of Defense tactic to cripple China's anonymous Elite
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March 8 at 8:31pm · Like

REPTILIANS and the FELINES

Dr. Rev Phil Valentine: The Throne
of Rome (Classic)
www.youtube.com

Dr. P. Valentine always said pay
attention to what we see (movies, etc)
because ...See More

March 8 at 10:34pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski 54 min YOU CAN GET PREGNANT BY THE
SUN http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXWg-EDOvTw

Dr. Phil Valentine - Vampires Of
Conciousness
www.youtube.com

You can order Dr. Valentine's dvd's at
http://www.kemetaphysics.org/
scripts/page...See More

March 9 at 2:05am · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Watching that 1st Dr. Phil Valentine video, there. I had never
seen it before. Watching the part about the images implanted in the
9-11 clouds, now: Great catch.
March 10 at 8:14pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski 4 = activated DNA strands and 5 =
Tetragrammaton
March 8 at 5:52pm · Edited · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance Eye follow, Let me try to find a way to say
that with just 8 letters...I Am a Cube
March 8 at 6:04pm · Like

Seanchai Seance Geometry=8 letters, Sol bending=11 letters/
A Merkaba Prism Paradigm Shift=26 letters=2+6=8 pointed Blue
Star of The Angels, Eye  U 2 Dana

March 8 at 6:11pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Shayna Rivelle Thompson
March 8

Dana Horochowski AMEN AMEN AMEN WELL SAID

Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Daniel Bailey and 2 others like this.

View 2 more comments

Amj Pear complete mind control since 2000 or before that, even

March 10 at 8:35pm · Like

Amj Pear 2 weeks today, Dana, without this Epitol garbage.
Now, after 2 weeks, I get another profuse sweating/cold turkey
reaction.
March 10 at 11:46pm · Like

1

Gurmeet Singh shared International Women's Day
photo.
March 8

HAPPY INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
http://bit.ly/sHrXeQ #womensday
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March 10 at 11:46pm · Like

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski perfect timing....now lets get rid of
FATHER TIME
March 8 at 4:22pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear Happy Revere the Divine Mother Earth Day!
March 9 at 6:04am · Like

Amj Pear Happy Earth Day, Mother, I love you

March 9 at 6:05am · Like

Write a comment...

 shared Amj Pear's photo.

x-y dna apples peaches pumpkin pie, who's not ready, holler I,
banana chps trust love children, Files Pindar's phallus see
falllacies etc.; file manager directory folders computer my
computer microsoft etc

file manager directory folders computer my computer
microsoft etc

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski haha that's funny that you think Marla
Tenby is Sangrailian...not funny....but an INSULT
March 8 at 5:50pm · Like

Amj Pear I did at 1 time but later figured out that she looks too
different. Seems like they can shapeshift, and look like,
somebody else, at times, in pictures. So, think WAY outside the box
sometimes.
March 9 at 11:22am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 7

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKbOpTMmnNg

Dr. Karla Turner MURDERED for
Exposing Alien Greys
www.youtube.com

Dr. Karla Turner was murdered by the
CIA for exposing the Alien Greys. A
Ufological researcher whose focus was
alien, military, and para-military

Like · Comment · Share

Daniel Bailey likes this.
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Tonya Kane

Went to Harlem High School
Lives in Rockford, Illinois
Born on September 10, 1969

March 8 at 3:47pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski interesting note from a YOUTUBE
CHANNEL Seanchai Seance The fallen angels never left Earth,
and the Heavenly Host - those beings who did not (figuratively and
literally) fall - are now returning to earth to destroy the New World
Order that the... See More

Servant of יְהֹוָה
www.youtube.com

The fallen angels never left Earth, and the
Heavenly Host - those beings who
did...See More

March 8 at 4:01pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski IGIGI are the underground STONE
MASONS who wanted to become FREE masons....enslaved by
ENLIL
March 8 at 4:39pm · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance In case no one caught it they just jump time
one hour ahead without any warning, Like the Republic is saying
they will not recognize the time span between 4pm and 5pm must
be a non-Witch hour or the birth of a formidable Avatar or maybe
it's a Dept of Defense tactic to cripple China's anonymous Elite
hackers Alliance Organizations who knows except " The One Who
Knows "
March 8 at 5:21pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski

I was sorry I offended m sister in law, but everything is relative
in humour. As none is intended. Motherhood is a great spiritual
test as attachment is a Greatl obstacle. Even Marpa broke
down and lost to grief, when it came to his son. My other
friends do the same. I feel we all want to be good individuals,
but a little Love for others is good too. As I feel it will be a
good day when no child w...See More

Unlike · Comment

You and Amj Pear like this.

Amj Pear Gurmeet Singh, you offended your sister in law !? It's
news to me but thank you for letting us know and repenting.

March 9 at 11:26am · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
March 7

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 7

Good nite and good morning glory !! Mark Anthony
to UUU oxox 69696969696969
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0H_Y5fPaAyY&
feature=share&list=AL94UKMTqg-9CvMQrOpczRcrE0SU46NVaT

"Love Is" - Alannah Myles
www.youtube.com

Like · Comment · Share
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March 7 at 5:35am · Like

QUARTZ and brewed with organic grapes...draw me a
glass...with my happy grass
March 8 at 4:43pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski they already blocked my love song...gonna

Dana Horochowski CIA GLOBAL GREY GOVERNMENTs have
no passion....decapitate the manevolent ALIENs
March 8 at 5:40pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=HU4UZjfDYWQ

Alannah Myles - Love Is (USA
Version) by
www.youtube.com

This video was posted by popular
demand. It's the second video shot for
the the ...See More

March 8 at 5:41pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski likes a document.

ACCOUNTABILITY UPDATE....who wants the government
retirement package??? The 666 CHIP PROGRAM.... U HAVE
been spammed...

kEVINaNNETTaLERTeMailedMarch2013
www.scribd.com
Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA
BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST
http://7thfire.biz Made in cANADa! http://7thfire.biz
/03072013.htm SUNday ...
See More

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Aren't you talking about 2 different things here, alleged big con
artist criminals and possibly even satanic ritual abusers/child
abusers, verses regular people who are old, disabled and/or retired?
March 7 at 10:29am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 7

Anyone who accuses and sneaks in shadows is lost and will be
retrieved by ONE WHO IS GREATER THAN THE TEMPLE (of the
body).... Only a fool would condemn the truth as a lie... and
exalt the lie as the truth.
Many fools will see their time co...See More

www.youtube.com
www.youtube.com

You must watch... JESUS IS MICHAEL
IN THE HEBREW BIBLE. Let them scoff.
I care only about the truth so help me
God.

Like · Comment · Share

Traci Seibly Calvert, Chico Pono Ouiji and Del Pittman

Dana Horochowski 8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA) Amor (the reverse of
Roma). - http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA)
Amor (the reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 6 at 11:51pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3zZf3nMSloI

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
March 6

CLONING MYSELF http://jrgenius.ca/

http://jrgenius.ca/
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YWHY..NONE CAN DENY

Son Jesus Christ . "Jesus has

March 7 at 12:13am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Chico Pono Ouiji  synchronicity I just mentioned something
about this lol
March 7 at 9:22am · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Synchronicity is the experience of two or more events that are
apparently causally unrelated or unlikely to occur together by
chance, yet are experienced as occurring together in a meaningful
manner. OK, I've seen a lot of that.
March 7 at 9:25am · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://youtu.be/WWcoRpnfLko

The Return of The Divine Feminine
- Truth Revealed
www.youtube.com

Please sign, by joining together we can
change the world
http://templeoftheola.o...See More

March 6 at 8:51pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=WGBuG7Kii14

5.DIVINE FORGIVENESS/ THE
MANSION WORLDS
www.youtube.com

I bet you didn't think or ever imagine
such a loving and perfect Father.
START NOW.

March 6 at 9:58pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski 8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA) Amor (the reverse of
Roma). http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother
Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, TARA)
Amor (the reverse of R
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 6 at 11:52pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16Kfk3OZzjQ

New changes arriving with the
return of the divine feminine ...
www.youtube.com

Because we've been so far pushed into
a very masculine dominant society, that
has overlooked the feminine principle, in
our own lives, we are returning to a ...

Like · Comment · Share

Daniel Bailey, Chico Pono Ouiji and Heather Sirotak

View 11 more comments

Dana Horochowski also a free serpent 555
March 6 at 8:33pm · Like

Fett Boba Did you just take a lot of acid?
March 6 at 8:33pm · Like

Dana Horochowski I love divine justice....keeps me focused on
CLONING MYSELF
March 6 at 8:34pm · Like

Dana Horochowski MOTHMEN need not post on my page...
real men LOVE and HONOUR WOMEN....
March 6 at 8:38pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...
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Dana Horochowski shared a link.

NATURE MANIFESTATION- this is nice and general /// it works
but you must be clear and not mess with free will
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6BNQKte5Cs

How To Cast A Successful Spell
www.youtube.com

This video gives you the needed steps in
casting a successful spell.

Like · Comment · Share

View 2 more comments

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1FeRZJKqv9s

The Return Of The Divine Feminine
www.youtube.com

Makalesi talks about the return of the
divine feminine and what does it mean
for you.

March 6 at 5:42pm · Unlike · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.celticmysticaljourneys.com/

Home | celtic mystical journeys
www.celticmysticaljourneys.com

As we journey to Sacred Sites, Ancient
Temples, Ceremonial Centers and more our
...See More

March 6 at 5:46pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/esp_autor_whenry04.htm
From 1208-1244 the first European holocaust was conducted. The
Church of Rome savagely attacked the Cathars, the peaceful
‘heretics of the Languedoc’ of Southern France, with a
vici... See More

Secrets of The Cathars - Why the Dark
Age Church Was Out to Destroy Them
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

March 6 at 5:53pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://dance-with-life.blogspot.ca/2012/02
/essenes-and-cathars.html

*: Essenes and Cathars
dance-with-life.blogspot.com

March 6 at 5:51pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 6

We had UFOs in GoLive Sault Ste Marie on March 3 2013 from
12 am to 2 am. I suggest you STAY AWAY from the UFOs. The
GREYS are hunting for HUMAN BODY PARTS.... Metallic Ships
are GREYS- Government. NASA DRACO MIDDLE EARTH ...MEAT
LOCKERS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVESrs4K1hM

6 March 2013 UFO Fallen Angels
New World Order - end times news
update 3-6-13
www.youtube.com

6 March 2013 UFO's ET Extraterrestrial
Alien Nephilim Fallen Angels New World
Order - end times news update 3-6-13

Like · Comment · Share

Chico Pono Ouiji likes this.

View 1 more comment

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=6qAAOXCBNUM

Breaking News UFO Sighting Novi
Michigan 2-17-2013
www.youtube.com

Breaking News UFO Sighting Novi Michigan
2-17-2013. Don't get left out!!!
Subscr...See More

March 6 at 4:17pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hbONIQfQmDU

The man that killed 2 alien greys
www.projectspirits.org
www.youtube.com

www.projectspirits.org ^For anyone interested
in paranormal and spirituality visit the forums!

March 6 at 4:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ANtBsjdQy4U

How to Get Rid of EVIL SPIRITS/
13 it to be gone!
www.youtube.com

speaking on evil spirits and holidays,
now use your power to cleanse yourself
and these EVIL ones from your life and
the planet. 13love

March 6 at 4:38pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
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Really, they were up at the Sault on March 3rd? Yup, don't take the

Write a comment... shared a status.

Somebody's maybe trying to set me up. The question, that all
patients should answer. Wait, I just remembered, I have the
right to remain silent (a bit late, anyway) : "Do you feel like
you would be better off dead?" 1.) crazy stupid

Dear doctors and Big Pharma: Every patient gets "the
depression test," and "the are you an alcoholic test:"
REALLY? What if I wanted the REAL PROBLEMS fixed! Am I
S.O.O.L.!? :O

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski off the POISON ... PHARMA is POISON not
medicine
March 6 at 4:12pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
March 6

I am going to YORK REGION to PROTECT MY LAND and
PEOPLE....need a good CLEANSE there first...so BATTEN down
the HATCHES...MOTHER EARTH is gonna ROCK this
MOUND...see you on the HILL HEAVEN north of HWY 7 ....
ROMA owes me LAND WATER and SLAVES.... meegwetch.
http://7thfire.biz/ Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Horochowska Michael Squibb

Brother Andre and Holy Cross Memories
Dana and Mr Squibb discussing Nicola Tesla and Free Energy
Technology.
We really don't need petroleum? Don't tell the school
board..they will fire you for that info.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Gurmeet Singh's photo.
March 6

What reptilians look like underneath. The Royals are Toad Tare
reptilians to most vicious species. Look up Toad Tares.
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View 3 more comments

glory of God ..you will see...do not be guided by fear...Amen..

March 6 at 2:57am · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Hi Teacher

March 6 at 7:38am · Like

Dana Horochowski I am guided by AMOR not ROMA
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com
/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES
/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/

Index of /HERSTORY CRAMNOTES/DANA
HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS
www.serenitystreetnews.com

March 6 at 11:37am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski WHEAT 555 vs TARES 666
March 6 at 11:40am · Like

Write a comment...Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard and Jodi Meadows like this.

View 17 more comments

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
http://educate-yourself.org
/tg/wiolawaphotoshoptechinques13nov06.shtml

Wiolawa Photoshop Techniques to Reveal Reptilians
(Nov. 13, 2006)
educate-yourself.org

 Current News | Introduction | Colloidal Silver | Chemtrails |
Sylphs | Emerging...See More

Monday at 7:34am · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
Carlton Pogroski Dana Horochowski [Editor's Note: Barbara
Crouse Brown (wiolawa72@yahoo.com) of http://wiolawapress.com
discovered some years ago that photographs have the capacity to
retains images that are not usually noticed by the naked eye.
By... See More

Your Internet Service Provider From GetNet.Com
www.getnet.com

Full service Internet provider Serving Phoenix Area Servics Web
Hosting,dedicated servers,virtual private server,DSL,Dial-
up,wireless

Monday at 7:44am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
Some more tips Carlton Pogroski Dana Horochowski Somebody
had saved at least portions of those wiola/whatevers
http://www.monoatomicwhitepowderormusgold.com/en-4444x7
/slkx9xbv-3.htm

Wiolawa Illustrator Processes to Show Reptilians
(November. xiii, 2008)
www.monoatomicwhitepowderormusgold.com

  Stream Newsworthiness | Launch | Colloidal Silver | Chemtrails

1

Dana Horochowski
March 6

MERcredi 03 06 2013 - 3/6/6 = 15 = 6 - BEWARE 3 -22 2013 -
13 = 4 HOOVER DAMN DESTROYED? blackswandamwhore -
http://7thfire.biz/blackswandamwhore.htm

this is something that WADE DONALD BOOTH is suppose to
DESTROY...he is playing the FALSE ...See More
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Monday at 8:23am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

http://youtu.be/i5Iv-6Pfbk8

Arcturian Council : Social and
Emotional Intelligence !!!
www.youtube.com

Ra ...on how to train your brain and
resonate with true self in the Arcturian
perspective.

Monday at 10:48pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Ogunmola Joseph Tope likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/blackswandamwhore.htm

HOOVER DAMN DESTROYED? this is
something that WADE DONALD BOOTH is
suppose to DESTROY...he is playin
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 6 at 2:15am · Like · Remove Preview

Terry Steward It want happen....Amen.

March 6 at 2:55am · Like

Write a comment...

Chico Pono Ouiji
March 6

ty Dana, now how many of u get it?
http://youtu.be/gcqNQh7Tv6U

Sirius Sun Messages for you
SLEEPWALKERS
youtu.be

Speaking on the Bible,Bib-lilos aka
Helios or Hell and the soul along with
the so call J.E.W.S or Jesuit European
Warlocks who run Te lie Vision

Like · Comment · Share

Chico Pono Ouiji likes this.

View 2 more comments

Logan Kennedy "Te lie Vision" LOLOL

Tell-a-vision = Television.
March 6 at 10:45am · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski HOLLYWOOD JESUITS EUROPEAN
WARLOCKS vs HOLYWOOD MAYPOLE MAPLE CANADA
GRANDMOTHER LAND
March 6 at 11:42am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski GET LOST medUSA ...CANADA is GOING
FREE in SERENITY....we are kicking the TARES off the
TURTLE.....the END
March 6 at 11:43am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski 2 row wampum world here we COME.... no
CHIP for the CHILDREN of the LITE!
March 6 at 11:44am · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Abdul Alhazred's
March 6

http://jrgenius.ca/
Mark Anthony Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
Horochowski
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Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

View 31 more comments

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=d7sjIHc_dkg

The Murder of Mary Magdalene -
FREE MOVIE
www.youtube.com

Was Mary Magdalene murdered? Did
the Catholic Church conspire to
eradicate the H...

March 6 at 3:00am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1FeRZJKqv9s

The Return Of The Divine Feminine
www.youtube.com

Makalesi talks about the return of the divine
feminine and what does it mean for you.

March 6 at 5:59pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=nKFHgIkSCK8&NR=1&feature=endscreen

Enoch: The Name Everyone Should
Know
www.youtube.com

Enoch also known as or the incarnation
of Metatron (one of the 24 elders), who
i...See More

March 6 at 6:38pm · Like · Remove Preview

not. In Sovereignty Six Nations can refused to have a Non
Indian not on their Territory. In Sovereignty Six Nations can
choose to investigate crimes of any nature as they choose.

Like · Comment · Share

Roland White and Amj Pear like this.

View 1 more comment

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JGNIdSQlmeI

Real Talk Blood Raw on that 3113 Energy
www.youtube.com

speaking on Rituals,
Government,Sneezing,TV,Metaphysics
people,Light-workers etc.

March 5 at 8:36pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=egMBs-4fpDM

Message to my Young Stars on DNA
www.youtube.com

speaking to my Young Stars who Subscribe or
follow me. Sending 13Love to you

March 5 at 9:23pm · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony AeTher you can-can handel babel telly jelly fish
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/watch?v=aOUfSSJSlHc

And a new documentary film "Bloodline"
furthers the debate over whether Jesus
ma...See More

March 8 at 6:11pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

asif eve-ray-droplet of life Isa miracle? http://www.youtube.com

www.youtube.com

March 5 at 9:43pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski my fathers eye(SUN). The healer of all life
on the planet and the destroyer of cancer. he's my favourite

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcqNQh7Tv6U

Sirius Sun Messages for you
SLEEPWALKERS
www.youtube.com

Speaking on the Bible,Bib-lilos aka Helios or Hell
and the soul along with the s...See More

March 5 at 11:08pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
March 5

Bohemian Grove, murderers..

Eye Witness to Murder at
Bohemian Grove Americas Satanic
HellFire Club - Anthony J Hilder
www.youtube.com

http://www.freeworldfilmworks.com
/dvd_catalog.html Peter Alexander
Chernoff explains more about his

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear shared a link.
March 5

script of biblical book of prophecy. revelation: the War Scroll

The WAR SCROLL, the True Book
of Eschatological Prophecy 1/3
www.youtube.com

The Book of Revelations is not a Biblical
book of prophecy. It is the *script*
according to which the Vatican is
working. This video will direct you to the

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear Wrecked my truck this morning, pursuing a white bus
(in general - hit an ice patch, nowhere near the white bus) Aren't
U.N. buses white? Picking up school kids for the dragons!?

March 5 at 12:21pm · Like

Amj Pear Yeah, slid on ice patch, hit a tree stump or bolder in a
big ditch on left hand side of road. Think it's totalled, but getting
ready to check on it and get it assessed.
March 5 at 12:24pm · Like

Amj Pear LoL, this woman blocked me on youtube, because my
reply to her comment about a Nintendo controller hanging in the
background was "lol." Weird, I would say.
March 7 at 6:15pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear I had thought it was interesting what she had said
about the Book of Revelations being "a script." Anyway, yup,
blocked; oh well, whatever.
March 7 at 6:15pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
March 4

When black beauty and thumpurr rarabbit kick the pigs into
deep space ninE! The world will noah peace like never bee
four!! Orb ark yew winding Up meow fluffy duck bill hickory
dickory clock werk orangentile dandeelions Dana
HorochowskikiSS!! I X I ♥ http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=y0mfbV9UEbI

Bruce Dickinson - Jerusalem [live]
www.youtube.com

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony
March 4
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mooN lit gardens of cocreation? The good life isis A rarainbow

Petrick orb treat! IsIsn'T tHAt rite Dana Horochowski
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQXPgoB1SsI

Ancient Mysteries: The Quest for
the Holy Lance
www.youtube.com

I got to that point at a much younger
age. Eventually I had to ask why I even
believed there was a god. The only
reason I could come up with was that I

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and William Edward Tuttle III like this.

Write a comment...

66AT IsIs oN yaW blOOming bOOtyfull butterfly flapJAckpingU
fairy dairy quite contraryan Maryannin minDana

kiSS!! I X I http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Cj5w5Fmd0Qg

hitlers & the spear of destiny.avi
www.youtube.com

After having declared Austria to be a
part of the Third Reich the Austrian
born Adolf Hitler had the lance loaded
on to an armored SS train and taken to
Nure...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Amj Pear and William Edward Tuttle III like this.

View 3 more comments

Amj Pear I think they might have KILLED the other GOOD
doctor I had there b4, at the clinic.
March 4 at 10:19pm · Like

Amj Pear wtf, doc always wears red pants and shirt 1:15
appointment. they leave me waiting for HOURS.
March 4 at 10:21pm · Like

Mark Anthony HaHazeL witch wet dream doctor hulala hoopoo
wooled that bee beelzebubble!!
March 4 at 10:35pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony ThaT'ss beelzebubbleplumbobbingumjobs and
beedy owl candy baked apple pip squealers four yew hulala
hoopoo pee do!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSQsphnbUEw

Pipsqueak Headbutts Puppies | Too Cute!
www.youtube.com

Subscribe to Animal Planet! |
http://www.youtube.com/
subscription_center?add_use...See More

March 5 at 8:29pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
March 4

When you close your eyes you'll find yourself their.

Paradise Lost - The Hour
www.youtube.com

© 1997 Music For Nations. I do not own
this song.

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
March 4 via Scribd

email list.... KEEP them ACCOUNTABLE...I have been
spamming since Jack Layton's campaign...YES WE CAN!!!!
http://7thfire.biz/

kEVINaNNETTaLERTeMailedMarch2013
www.scribd.com
Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA
BEAST- A LIAR...

Dana Horochowski
March 3 via Scribd

USURY FREE MEE TOMMY USURY FREE in SERENITY 555
idlenomoremarch2013 - http://7thfire.biz/
idlenomoremarch2013.htm

cyberclass.net idlenomore http://cyberclass.net/
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White Manuel Rozental Cat Lake Stealth Specialist
Ernie McLeod
March 5 at 3:24pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Lorina Zappacosta Doug Plumb
Drummond-Hay Alfred Sit Daniel Godismyjudge
March 5 at 3:25pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Tony Martin Tony Paim
March 5 at 3:28pm · Like

Dana Horochowski i am going to finish spamming the rest of
my list...so I won't be on FACEBOOGER for a bit... oxox
March 5 at 6:59pm · Like

Write a comment...

www.scribd.com
http://7thfire.biz/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm Kevin
Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA BEAST-
A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
kevinannettnesarabeast - http://7thfire.biz
/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm The Six Nations elders
have denounced you, and retracted your Mohawk
name. Why is that Kevin?
http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/07/06/letter-
to-a-con-artist-kevin-annett-of-course/ Kevin now has
the momentous task of fulfilling his own HYPE about
the Tribunal, ITCCS and Kevin’s grandiose claims of
forcing the resignation of the Pope…. Nevermind, the
50,000 dead children he promised to bring home….
There’s still THAT hanging over his head… All in all,
the albatross(es) that hang around his neck were all
put there by none-other than himself and he will have
to answer to the public-politik when he can’t fulfill
these claims. I predict an epic failure of the most
humiliating kind (in the area of public opinion) and NO
ONE will take this man seriously again. As well,
anyone who hitched their wagon to his star will
sumarily either go down in flames with him or
abandon their posts in a last ditch attempt at
self-preservation. I look forward to watching now
from the sidelines the fall of the Annett Empire of
Lies. To all my critics who tried to take me down by
calling me names and uttering threats… you have
done me a great service in that you have forced me to
examine my own ego and to highlight the value of the
wonderful things in my life. I choose not to become
you. http://stopkevinannett.wordpress.com
/tag/kevin-annett/ KEVIN ANNETT ATTACKS MAKES
FALSE CLAIMS SMEARS & TRYING TO SILENCE SIX
NATIONS - There are a number of reasons that Kevin
Annett isn't telling us as to why he wants to impose
himself on Six Nations by attempting to restrict Six
Nations from speaking for themselves. Annett is also
trying to cause dissension in the Territory among the
people and that is because Kevin Annett wants full
control, power ,access to funds, as well as monetary
gain by this illegal smear campaign on Six Nations.
Therefore how can he make a claim against Six
Nations in which he made many statements of First
Nations right to Sovereignty? If you go by what Annett
has claimed in his bogus affidavits only Six Nations
can bring to trial their own peoples. In Sovereignty Six
Nations can choose who represents them or not. In
Sovereignty Six Nations can refused to have a Non
Indian not on their Territory. In Sovereignty Six
Nations can choose to investigate crimes of any
nature as they choose. In Sovereignty Six Nations can
throw out people like Kevin Annett off of all their
territories. You just defeated your own purpose
Annett. Grin. Because Six Nations are NOT jumping to
Kevin Annett's tune or kissing his ass in awe of his
deceit and lies, he now has started a smear campaign
against Six Nations. Once more he names himself as a
claimant. And once more it is like this Annett. YOU
are NOT A Residential School Victim or Survivor. You
are not of Indian Ancestry. YOU Have NO CLAIM.
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LATEST RELEASE PROVES THAT HE IS A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST

 shared a link.

You have more audience than I do, probably. Bye. :)

Fascinating, phenomenal video here. I have
electrical/electronic background and it is scientifically sound. I'll
be looking into Tesla, etc., voltmeter readings, etc, s well s
Tesla "hidd...See More

Mind Science Kept Hidden
Documentary (removed and
re-uploaded)
www.youtube.com

for excellent conspiracy books and
videos visit www.conspiracyking.com
and www.youtube.com/conspiracyking

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 3

http://cyberclass.net/
http://www.youtube.com
/watch?list=PLZl1xK7kwArGMaRfBVo9SklROoYCblTj1&
feature=player_embedded&v=w9TGj2jrJk8#!

Led Zeppelin-Stairway to Heaven
www.youtube.com

The best song of history. Thanks for all
your visits and enjoy this great song!
Follow me on Twitter If you want:
https://twitter.com/#!/Alvarez_1993
GUYS WA...

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Dana Horochowski MOONday 03 04 2013 = 13 - USURY FREE
MEE TOMMY USURY FREE in SERENITY 555
idlenomoremarch2013 - http://7thfire.biz
/idlenomoremarch2013.htm

cyberclass.net idlenomore http://cyberclass.net/idlenomore.htm
http://cyberclass.net/idlenomoremarch2013.htm
March 3 at 3:02pm · Like

Dana Horochowski "Stairway To Heaven"

There's a lady who's sure all that glitters is gold
And she's buying a stairway to heaven.
When she gets there she knows, if the stores are all
closed... See More

March 3 at 3:13pm · Like

Mark Anthony Sow long as yaw reading this from leftfield to
yoyork rite! YoU can starfire start me up building a bright
morning starway rocking in a crystal glass bottomless love boat king
fishing for titanic pennies from seventh heaven is where the
free for one and all two sea!? http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=AWuZ0kzqyiE

Stairway to heaven matrix
prologue
www.youtube.com

"The desire of power in excess caused
the angels to fall; the desire of
knowledge in excess caused man to
fall."

March 3 at 9:12pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear Dana Horochowski
March 3

Hello, Dana Horochowski, These are some serious issues that
you are involved with. Not being psychic, and out on my own,
yet having what I believe to be "common sense," and
rationalization abilities, I can only guess that anything anyone
is saying, on the internet, in YouTube videos... continued in
"comments." Thinking up as I go along, because "God gave me
a brain so I should use it," let's say whether you believe in that
or not. continued...

Like · Comment

View 15 more comments

Amj Pear Maybe we could leav this open for discussion , debate
and or suggestions, or not. It's YOUR facebook page. But I am
here because you were the source of the puzzling information.
March 3 at 11:58am · Like

Amj Pear I'm just a guy who is out on has own (with my cats
and family, and paying rent to a landlord, etc, and ben through
some ups and downs, etc., and experienced).
March 3 at 11:59am · Like

Amj Pear Maybe the issues of child abuse, if real, are actually
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RITE and always ascend UP stairway to HEAVEN...cause that is

into the QLIPPOTH and the LEFT ROAD Hierarchies of the Fallen
Lords of DAATH http://7thfire.biz/solunasolution.htm

HAPPY SOL SUNNY DAY FULL LUNA
MOONA TUNA SOULuTION 7thfire.biz
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
AQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
L...See More

March 5 at 1:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

sense, to me. Or how could something like this, if it is really

March 3 at 12:48pm · Edited · Like

Uh, "nameste," (and I hope this means "Love and
Respect," and not some "swear word").
March 3 at 12:03pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski

yeah well, you your friends your spies entities the new world
order antiChrist Obama and everyone else can READ THIS I'm
not tolerating ANY sort of ABUSE and do unto others as you
would wish to have done to you. Have a good day.

Like · Comment

View 3 more comments

Amj Pear Evil entities want to attack, and try to get to me,
bring it on I will STAVE them off and destroy them with LOVE
AND LIGHT!

March 3 at 9:23am · Like

Amj Pear http://youtu.be/KWgVWQYcoH0

MAD TV - THE "WEIR"WOLF
www.youtube.com

Stephnie Weir´s genius as a sorority
sister in need of a break.

March 3 at 10:30am · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear http://youtu.be/JKRlJfLo3WM Is this for REAL? Taking
it to court, I would say Supreme Court and broadcast it, at least
nationwide, here.

Bohemian Grove Child Abduction's
www.youtube.com

In the News1 /29/2013 Missing Collins
Child..Mystery known

March 3 at 10:47am · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear That comment almost makes sense. But hey, it's a
wacky world/(wacky internet?) These people are dealing with
some really serious stuff, here. http://youtu.be/3BTa8ba08xU

TO THE CHILD ABUSE PREDATORS
DISNEY-PRESCOTT-HONHOLT
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

Dana Horochowski
March 2

Zephaniah 3:13 The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor
speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue be found in their
mouth: for they shall feed and lie down, and none shall make
them afraid.

Like · Comment · Share

Jack Parsons, Amj Pear and 2 others like this.

View 5 more comments
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ENLIGHTENMENT....not sucking CIRCUMCISED BABY BOYS!

/watch?v=c_9NQU78Ja4

The Ethiopic Roots Of Hebrew
YHWH | H.I.M. Amharic Bible Code
& Beta-ISRAEL of the West
www.youtube.com

The Ethiopic Roots Of Hebrew YHWH |
H.I.M. Amharic Bible Code &
Beta-ISRAEL of t...

March 2 at 10:53pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UXuQzhL1Zto

THE ARCHONS - YALDABAOTH
AND THE DEMIURGE EXPLAINED
www.youtube.com

Find the images related to this show
here https://new.livestream.com/
astralquest...See More

March 2 at 10:54pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=CjTZPBM0c6U

Emerald Tablets of Thoth - Reality
of the Reptilian Rulers
www.youtube.com

My 6th book Sons of God; Who We Are
and Why We Are Here, has been
released to pu...See More

March 2 at 10:54pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony

I was hoping golden delicious milkyway waves of aquarian
awakening wooled stone wash the funNY bone heads oar tales
yew win meow lion hearted love Dana Horochowskiki tweedle

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVzavscJlww

Yanni - The mermaid out of silence
www.youtube.com

Dans

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Adele 'Delly' Maria like this.

Dana Horochowski I'm gonna swim or sail or swing over that
RAINBOW bridge to YEW meow KING of the BELs of the
BALLroom of AGAPE LOVE moi DOVE!
March 2 at 9:54pm · Like

Mark Anthony Long may your starlighthouse of love burn
lizards dead or alive in the presence of Immortal truth seekers?
oxox http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjTZPBM0c6U

Emerald Tablets of Thoth - Reality
of the Reptilian Rulers
www.youtube.com

My 6th book Sons of God; Who We Are
and Why We Are Here, has been
released to pu...See More

March 2 at 9:57pm · Unlike · 2

Dana Horochowski MAY your SERPENT TREE of LIFE and
LOVE coil its milkyWHEY into DENEs VESICA portal of STEAMY
CREAMY applejack DREAM JARs of SACRED FIRE fetish fantasies
meow mannatreeoxox ... Mark Anthony
March 3 at 12:01am · Like

Amj Pear http://youtu.be/EgsDukRoWSQ

MADtv - Mrs. Campbell Sells Her
House
www.youtube.com

Mrs. Campbell Sells Her House Crista
Flanagan - Marilyn Frank Caeti - Steve
Pollock Nicole Parker - Mrs. Pollock
Stephnie Weir - Leona Campbell

March 3 at 7:08am · Like

1

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
March 2

Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA BEAST- A
LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST- kevinannettnesarabeast -
http://7thfire.biz/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm
http://7thfire.biz/03072013.htm#sthash.CESVAPQr.dpuf

http://7thfire.biz/03072013.htm

SUNday 03 03 2013 Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666
NESARA BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
kevinannettnesarabeast - http://7thfire.biz
/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm

The Six Nations elders have denounced ...See More
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Earlier in March

ike · Comment · Share

Michelle Beaune-Jones likes this.

View 2 more comments

Michelle Beaune-Jones Too bad hope more of us come
together!
March 2 at 9:52pm via mobile · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Need to get out of the city!!!!
March 2 at 9:53pm via mobile · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Need to garden and be by water how
close are you to water??
March 2 at 9:54pm via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski KICK those BASTARDs out of
CANADA....one way ticket out....and we can IMPORT ABUSED
WOMEN and CHILDREN for 10 years and PUT them on TIME BANKs
while they HOMEsCOOL the CHILDREN of the LITE ..... as their
DIVINE RITE to live in PURE deLIGHT!
March 3 at 3:24pm · Edited · Like · 1

Write a comment...
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March 2

BLACK OPS...ADVISORY

...Please help Dennis Banks and me, Royce White Calf, expose
the greatest and most dangerous fraud and/or agent - to our
Peoples of Turtle Island, in my lifetime. It has been proven that

uilty of every order of fraud, including
rewriting medical and historic research of the Survivors of the
Residential Schools in Canada.

He has covered up under the gross pretense that we the
Peoples of Turtle Island endorse his so-called ‘WORK’ on our
behalf, his real crimes - including but not limited to: -engaging
in sex with Native prostitutes and other Native women,
-pushing and using drugs, including crack with these women,-
pushing drugs and alcohol on other Native Peoples when
necessary to meet his any agenda, - theft of Sacred artifacts,-
lying extensively - and desecrating the memory of our children
- regarding hoaxed “digs of mass graves”, -paying homeless
survivors in Vancouver to appear with him in pretense rallies
for his own fabricated 'PR' to promote the illusion that he has
actual involvement with our Peoples... -and has a chilling
pattern of being the last to cross paths with these homeless
before they are brutally murdered, and then uses their stolen
testimonies and photographs on his bogus tours in Europe and
his chronic and endless self promotion in his ridiculous but
troublesome ‘BULLETINS’ all over the internet, globally. Victor
Fletcher Angel Richmond Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska Lesley Belleau Kevin Nadjiwon Virginia
Burshaw
http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/13144625-
from-royce-white-calf-concerning-kevin-annett-9-oct-12 (17
photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Kevin Nadjiwon, Meredith Desopo and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Roland Mingan Hugihard Assemble the Hound Wolves of
God.. let's put that DOG down.
March 2 at 8:26pm via mobile · Unlike · 2

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/03072013.htm

March 2

justice’. Canadian mining companies, including Barrick Gold
operate near Mennonite communities in Canada and South
America. In fact, the Mennonite Central Committee specifically
mentions Peter Munk of Barrick Gold on their mining justice
web page.
Sakura, and the Mennonites get two targets at once with
Barrick Gold. First, of course, they object to current practices in
the mining industry. But, perhaps more important to them is
the opportunity to attack Israeli interests. Peter Munk, the
chairman of Barrick, is also on the board of directors of the
Jewish National Fund. Curiously, if you attend a Toronto Jewish
National Fund meeting in Toronto, you’re likely to be met with
the same protesters as at one of Barrick Gold’s annual general
meetings. Agape Amor Dana Horochowski Danusia
Horochowska
Victor Fletcher John KingofthePaupers Turmel
UsuryFree Kennedy Virginia Burshaw
http://www.genuinewitty.com/2013/02/06/occupy-toronto-
anarchists-social-violence-christian-peacemakers-iran-tax-
receipts-feat-mennonite-church/

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://stopkevinannett.wordpress.com
/tag/kevin-annett/ Kevin now has the momentous task of
fulfilling his own HYPE about the Tribunal, ITCCS and Kevin’s
grandiose claims of forcing the resignation of the Pope….
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BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST- kevinannettnesarabeast -

KEVIN ANNETT- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
OBAMAnation BEAST 666 GOES to ISRAEL. Free
US from ROMA,.
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf MARch
7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7 20...See More

Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Posts about Kevin Annett on Kevin Annett Must

Posts about Kevin Annett written by Heather Martin

March 2 at 6:59pm · Like · Remove Preview

Jack Parsons i'm happy at least someone spoke up about the
fucking schools....why protest him when you can focus your
energy on other things...i don't get it...well as long as someone
heads on the chopping block i guess...
March 2 at 7:21pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/03072013.htm

SUNday 03 03 2013 Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666
NESARA BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
kevinannettnesarabeast - http://7thfire.biz
/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm

The Six Nations elders have denounced you, and ret

KEVIN ANNETT- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON
ARTIST- OBAMAnation BEAST 666 GOES
to ISRAEL. Free US from ROMA,.
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 2 at 9:44pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&
v=j1JzwPAf_pc

In Their Own Words: Kevin Annett
www.youtube.com

Kevin Annett -- or as some people call
him, "Reverend" Kevin Annett -- is the
self-proclaimed secretary of the
International Tribulal for Crimes Against
Chur...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/07
/05/kevin-annett-gone-wild/

Kevin Annett Gone Wild!
www.genuinewitty.com

Patrick Ross, the guy who made the infamous
Harsha Walia Gone Wild! video and
th...See More

March 2 at 6:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski very THERAPEUTIC for ME!!!! meegwetch
March 2 at 6:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski It’s my understanding that the Media
Co-Op has received funding from the CAW. In return, they’ve
promoted the CAW’s causes, attacked the right people, and helped
perpetuate many of the militant left’s great deceptions. They do all
this while claiming ... See More

http://www.genuinewitty.com/2013/02/13/kevin-
annett-the-media-co-op-anonymous-the-caw-
lies-and-appro
www.genuinewitty.com

March 2 at 6:34pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski another part of the puzzle- a religious
extremist group called the Christian Peacemaker Teams. Most

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

I’ve attached a copy of the court document below. Feel free to
have a read if you are in need of a good laugh. There are lots
of official sounding words and phrases. But, basically, it is
meaningless gobbledygook. But, what you would expect from
something connected to a man who runs around Toronto
waving animal bones around in front of cameras!
Kevin (Walking Eagle), the gig is up…

Why Are Kevin Annett & Jason Bowman Lying
About Filing A Court Case?
www.genuinewitty.com

Because they have already been laughed out of the
courthouse once... I've been sitting on some
documents for a couple of months now, waiting for
the right time to share them. Considering all of the...

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.
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they were able to remember the political action they’re most famous for.

Christian Peacemakers, Iran & Tax-Receipts
(feat. Menno
www.genuinewitty.com

One of the most dishonourable people I've met through
the Occupy movement (right...See More

Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

After three articles, and a very long debate, Kevin Annett’s
credibility is no longer. He has been uncovered for lying,
changing his story multiple times, and his rather dodgy
charitable collections to a trailer park in Florida…

I believe,...See More

Action Plan: Help Us Stop Kevin Annett's
Fraud!
www.genuinewitty.com

After three articles, and a very long debate, Kevin
Annett's credibility is no longer. He has been
uncovered for lying, changing his story multiple
times, and his rather dodgy charitable collection...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

The only way Annett can continue his fraud is to find people
who haven’t heard this news yet. This means it’s more
important than ever that people, organizations, and
publications who have supported Annett step-out and help get
the word ou...See More

Heather Martin & The Smithsonian Nail Kevin
Annett (And Canada's national security
implications)
www.genuinewitty.com

An amazing article was just released by Heather
Martin last night. Heather began studying Kevin
Annett ever since she learned about him while

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

There have been a lot of bizarre and unlikely characters who
came to Canadian Occupations- people of every type. Some
were innocent, and some more sinister. We had people coming
from feminist and anarchist groups who tried to hijack the
mov...See More

Kevin Annett: A Man Who Tried To
Hijack The Canadian Occupy
Movement...
www.genuinewitty.com

There have been a lot of bizarre and
unlikely characters who came to
Canadian Occupations- people of every

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman, Ardeliza Lim and Roland Mingan Hugihard

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

Dear Mr. Paterson,
Back in 1996 the United Church disposed of a problem. Kevin
Annett had been causing unrest and friction within your
organization, he was bounced between churches until he finally
left. I’ve read Kevin’s history, and can u...See More

http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/09/20/open-letter-
to-gary-paterson-of-the-united-church-why-arent-y
www.genuinewitty.com

Like · Comment · Share
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March 2

This should send a clear message to Kevin Annett (and his
supporters) that the indigenous people don’t want him
representing their case…
———-
Please help Dennis Banks and me, Royce White Calf, expose
the greatest and most dangerous fraud an...See More

A Warning About Kevin Annett
From Dennis Banks & Royce White
Calf...
www.genuinewitty.com

I received a request yesterday from
Royce White Calf, a member of the
American Indian Movement, to post a

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
March 2

Kevin Annett is a defrocked priest who had taken-up a second
career as a con-artist/grifter. Annett has convinced a bunch of
unwitting people that he is the saviour of Indigenous people
everywhere, and the only person who is working on
thei...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman and Meredith Desopo like this.

View 10 more comments

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=8PWc03oM-wc

Kevin Annett Can't Stop Lying!
www.youtube.com

When will Kevin Annett ever get his
story right?

March 2 at 5:34pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/07
/20/the-kevin-annett-titanic-continues-to-sink/
recorded a video last night where he was interviewed by his
co-conspirator Alfred Webre. As with most Annett/Webre videos it
was long and arduous- so, I d... See More

The Kevin Annett Titanic Continues To
Sink...
www.genuinewitty.com

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&
v=qiT-Peu0bUs

Who is Franco DeNicola?
www.youtube.com

Franco DeNicola explains who he is and
how he assists humanity with the shift
in consciousness.
http://www.francodenicola.com

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://www.collective-evolution.com/

Collective-Evolution
www.collective-evolution.com

Be Change

March 2 at 3:48pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.waldorf.ca
/index.cfm?pagepath=What_is_Waldorf_&id=19491 TORONTO
NEW AGE CAPITAL.....CANADAs WONDERLAND CENTRAL 555

What is Waldorf Education? | Waldorf ca
www.waldorf.ca

Our children will inherit a rapidly changing and surprising
world. The best prep...See More

March 2 at 3:49pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=qauDqKXwB-I

Collective Evolution: 2012 The

Now
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interviewed by his co-co...See More

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=1W_fIDf_JGg

Honour Amongst Weasels
www.youtube.com

An analysis of Alfred Webre's interview
with Kevin Annett last night- weasels
unite!

March 2 at 5:37pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz/03072013.htm

SUNday 03 03 2013 Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666
NESARA BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
kevinannettnesarabeast - http://7thfire.biz
/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm

The Six Nations elders have denounced you, and ret

KEVIN ANNETT- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON
ARTIST- OBAMAnation BEAST 666 GOES
to ISRAEL. Free US from ROMA,.
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 2 at 9:44pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

www.youtube.com

CollectiveEvoluti...See More

Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski we pick up PASSENGERS when we LOWER
our frequencies http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=OG04nRuyXEQ

Collective Evolution: 2012 The
Shift Seminar w/ Franco DeNicola
P3of4
www.youtube.com

http://www.collective-evolution.com/ -
http://www.facebook.com/
CollectiveEvoluti...See More

March 2 at 4:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

The only race who successfully
resisted the Jesuit Order is the White,
Anglo-Celtic, Saxon race, with a Bible in
one hand and a gun in the other. And so
they’ve got to take the Bible away, they’ve
got to take the gun away, and they’ve got
to destroy that race http://www.serenitystreetnews.com
/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES
/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/

Index of /HERSTORY CRAMNOTES/DANA HOROCHOWSKI vs
JESUITS
www.serenitystreetnews.com

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Jordan likes this.

View 1 more comment

Daniel Godismyjudge Sounds logical- I understand that the
UN will also use Haiti in a similar way.
March 2 at 3:02pm · Unlike · 2

Dana Horochowski NARROW RED ROAD GATE 555
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7mq5PQwdFM

John Perkins "Prophecy of The
Eagle & The Condor"
www.youtube.com

http://www.eomega.org/omega/
faculty/viewProfile/

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

Those three little tidbits, right
there, prove that the Nation of Islam is totally
under Jesuit control. They are going to be used to
foment anarchy and agitation, because they have
an army called “the fruit of Islam”, and they have
mi...See More

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com
/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES
/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS
/The%20Black
www.serenitystreetnews.com

Like · Comment · Share

Ogunmola Joseph Tope, Ardeliza Lim and Mark Jordan

Write a comment...
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March 2 at 3:18pm · Like · Remove Preview

March 2 at 3:19pm · Like

3 mutual friends
Bomb the U.N.!
March 2 at 5:52pm · Unlike · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski

http://vaticanassassins.org/ OFF LINE?

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

View 11 more comments

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JYNC7LSbHL8

ALERT NEWS FLASH.THE FIRST
BLACK POPE..Peter Turkson
Reveals His Vision.Could He Be
www.youtube.com

Subscribe for News NOT reported in the
main stream media. And if you wish to
hel...See More

March 2 at 2:11pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=4YsFkDWa_XY

ROMAN EMPIRE rules today DVD1
- FULL - jesuits & black pope !!
www.youtube.com

IT IS THE JESUITS AND THE BLACK
POPE ! ! ! VATICAN AND
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
!!!...See More

March 2 at 2:13pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Nuts, well I was downloading videos with "BYTubeD" plug-in for
Mozilla Firefox, but they are self-destructing after a day or so. I'm
fairly sure this is happening and not just me putting them in a wrong
directory/folder. I'm trying to verify and trying to prevent it.
March 3 at 1:36am · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Results inconclusive at this time. I hope some of these videos,
like the Peter Turkson one, here, don't vanish before having time to
view them. I thought that downloading them would, get around
that, but maybe not (at least using BYtubeD). idk, yet.
March 3 at 1:41am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

I have better things to FOCUS on.....hee hee hee

Beltane marks the return of vitality, virility, fertility and
passion and in many ways is a time representative of the
male aspect - the God. Pagan traditions say that Beltane
marks the emergence of the young God into manhood.
Stirred by th...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard and Heather Sirotak like this.

View 5 more comments

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=0NkyQcyQXog

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
March 2

BECAUSE those who have ears to HEAR....will hear...the others
are not the 15% that are in COVENANT COMMUNITIES... they
will follwo after the BEAST with SELF SERVING SATISFACTION.
TARES are HAZARDOUS to SOULs of LITE.... CANADA
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Secret Contents Regarding the Church -

St. Louis Marie de Montfort reminds us in his
Treatise on True Devotion to the B...See More

Like · Remove Preview

Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others

March 2 at 5:54pm · Like

Mark Anthony Ding dodong! http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=STgBJhLnjN4

Didgeridoo and Tibetan Singing
Bowl - Music for Deep Meditation
www.innersplendor.com
www.youtube.com

Full Album available for download at
iTunes: http://bit.ly/XVtzkc and
Amazon: ht...See More

March 2 at 7:19pm · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony http://www.theopenscroll.com/bells.htm

Bells - Supernatural Enchantment and a Biblical
Perspective
www.theopenscroll.com

Bells, chimes, jingles and gongs are widely used
worldwide, and far more frequen...See More

March 2 at 7:21pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Descendants were and are STILL the Seed line of the
Bic-Phalas Fallen Lords, impregnating the Women of Kains
Tribe, who then Gave B...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Heather Sirotak and Paul A Sonnenholzner like this.

View 2 more comments

Heather Sirotak My husband was raised Catholic, attending
Catholic schools & was sent off campus to buy cigarettes for a
corrupt priest, when he was still only a little boy, in New Jersey.
March 2 at 1:32pm · Like

Dana Horochowski INDIAN TOBACCO ...clean ...prayers
straight to the CREATOR.... no stamp
March 2 at 1:34pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NcLlfnQOUXI

pt 1 AMOR vs ROMA- IDLE NO
MORE - BAWATING GLOBAL COOP
555
www.youtube.com

AMOR vs ROMA IDLE NO MORE pt 1
FRIADAY 01 11 2013- FREE me in
SERENITY 555- JRGE

March 2 at 1:40pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The present government of Israel was set

Dana Horochowski
March 2

The Arch Demons, their Overlords and Demonic Hierarchies.
First Established Through the Linage of Kain who's
Descendants were and are STILL the Seed line of the
Bic-Phalas Fallen Lords, impregnating the Women of Kains
Tribe, who then Gave B...See More (36 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Capri Diana likes this.
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the High Masonic Rothschild-controlled Jews, and

March 2 at 2:15pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski CIA

Pope’s temple power, and will REVOLT, and start to
tell the truth themselves. ... See More

www.serenitystreetnews.com/
HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/
DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUI
TS/The%20Black
www.serenitystreetnews.com

March 2 at 2:29pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony All these alien abominations of creation are
making me see sick of satans soul scalping system of the beast.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBDG3-bXcxQ

26 February 2013 Breaking News
Labs Mixing Human DNA Animal
DNA - end times news update
2-26-13
www.youtube.com

26 February 2013 Breaking News Labs
Mixing Human DNA with Animal DNA
February 2...See More

March 2 at 7:45pm · Unlike · 2 · Remove Preview

Michelle Beaune-Jones We will STILL WIN!!!!!! Try all you like
evil fuckers but the good guys WIN!!!!!! Ahahahahahahaha! We
win.
March 2 at 8:56pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski Kevin Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666
NESARA BEAST- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON ARTIST-
kevinannettnesarabeast - http://7thfire.biz
/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm

KEVIN ANNETT- A LIAR, FRAUD & CON
ARTIST- OBAMAnation BEAST 666 GOES
to ISRAEL. Free US from ROMA,.
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
MARch 7 152131AQUARIUS 7152128JAN 7
20...See More

March 2 at 9:01pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
March 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxQbOnOLr_w

SATANIC LOGO UPDATE
www.youtube.com

Will Obama become the Antichrist in Israel?
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March 2

IDLE NO MORE 555 - http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=fDwj_a94oig

‘Women are strong enough to survive on their own…’ | South
Asian Generation Next
www.sagennext.com

“My book will unfold the colonial and racist mentality of the Canadian
society towards Aboriginal women and will try to prove that until these
racist attitudes are changed, the marginalized will stay the
marginalized.”

Like · Comment · Share

View 3 more comments

Dana Horochowski http://www.sirius-eng.net/articles
/mother_mary%60s_rosary%20for%20russia.htm

Mother Mary's Rosary for Russia
www.sirius-eng.net

The official site of the Messenger of the Great
White Brotherhood, Tatyana Mickushina

March 2 at 11:49am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski SIRIUS STAR in BETHLEHEM.... SUN
KING... MAGI.....someone is hiding the REAL STORY
March 2 at 11:51am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski ESSENES CATHARs ...time to REBUILD the
AGAPE AMOR CHURCH now that ROMA is BURNING
http://www.thongdiepducme.org/rosary.html

Rosary
www.thongdiepducme.org

March 2 at 11:54am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The Zionists are
socialist communists, controlled by Rome.
They are atheists, just like the Jesuits,
although they’re being used to rebuild the nation of
Israel. They are the enemies of the Jewish people,
March 2 at 2:22pm · Like

Write a comment...

View 2 more comments

Dana Horochowski GOD struck the VATICAN with LIGHTNING
at 5:55 pm. 5 books of TORAH, 5 plagues, 555- refers to Mary's
ROSARY...THIS GUY IS MY favourite ON prophesy....
March 2 at 10:27am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski 5, 11, 44- OBAMA will cause the world to

March 2 at 11:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski OBAMA- one of the LOYAL 10 KINGS of the
ANTICHRIST
March 2 at 11:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski AMERICA to burn in a short time..... RED
ROAD RITE ROAD... IDLE NO MORE 555 -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDwj_a94oig

Lightning Strikes Vatican At 5:55
PM
www.youtube.com

Bible prophecy: Mary will crush the
serpent's head.

March 2 at 11:13am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
March 2

Must see.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKRlJfLo3WM

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
March 2

I miss my Thor, pooch rott wiler cross breedus. He died before
the vet could save him. He is on my facebook icon.

Like · Comment
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Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski time to FACE the PROBLEM and DEAL with
it! KARMA goes back to those that DO HARM
March 2 at 9:43am · Like

Amj Pear Wonder if they found some scapegoats to prosecute
and kill.

March 2 at 10:44am · Like

Amj Pear Oh sure, they'll "get right on that" investigation about
the 1984 kid napping

March 2 at 10:57am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

March 2 at 9:40am · Like · 1

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
March 2

HaddawayI know if you could hear me you'ld
Say there are always two sides of every story
Here's mine, I found out
I cannot live without you

Loving you was easy and being tru was hard
One too many lies and you were gone
I didn't wanna face up to the things I've done
I thought I'ld be alright but I was wrong

...See More

Like · Comment

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
March 2

I miss the many and the one and the beyond, and the simple
Love

I Miss You ❤ Haddaway (Special
Extended Mix ~ lyrics) HD
www.youtube.com

BY REQUEST FOR A SPECIAL FRIENDツ
...❤ "I miss you" ❤ ~ touching love
song by Haddaway was his 3rd single
and released in 1993! Reached in 1994

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Amj Pear Well, if it's not your OWN writings, you should quote
the author/lyricist, there, Gurmeet Singh. Yeah, I'm a little bit
grouchy and fed up with ridicule_but really it's more of a friendly
f.y.i., than anything to do with that. Good night.
March 3 at 2:16am · Like

Write a comment...

See More March Stories
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February

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyn8hr1LSXM

The Moon Rocks,
Rothschild,Rockefeller,Morgans
power of 13 & dimensional
PORTALS
www.youtube.com

speaking about how the Moon Rocks
back and forward and controls the

Like · Comment · Share

View 6 more comments

Dana Horochowski CHANGED the GENES of ISIS in GENESIS
February 28 at 10:44pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski you are an ANT living in a COLONY.
February 28 at 10:45pm · Like

Dana Horochowski DETACH from the GOVERNMENT,
SYSTEM, DEGREES and be AGREEable in NATURE
February 28 at 10:46pm · Like

Dana Horochowski you are going to get trapped in this colony
controlled by insects... 15% are going to make it ( mostly
children)
February 28 at 10:47pm · Like

Write a comment...

Friends
February

Terry Steward KJ Scoops Maya Portal

Xavier Masterson Chico Pono Ouiji
Marcus Des Onia
Aino

Likes
February

Liked Thinking Minds

Dana Horochowski
February 28

Beltane marks the return of vitality, virility, fertility and passion
and in many ways is a time representative of the male aspect -
the God. Pagan traditions say that Beltane marks the
emergence of the young God into manhood. Stirred by
th...See More

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

Nevertheless, Belenus is always revered as the "god of gods,"
the organizer of the holy ranks. Without him, the world we
know today would not have existed. In some tales, he is the
prime creator, while in others he created our world by
com...See More

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm
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Like · Comment · Share

View 4 more comments

Ogunmola Joseph Tope Belus or Baal or Bel + Asherah...
March 1 at 3:12am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski MAYDAY ....ROMA loves to MURDER on
this DAY....destroying NATURE as USUAL.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lzajv1sqOf4

FuK Yo MLK helloday to keep you
down
www.youtube.com

speaking on a BIG QUEEN KONG manly
looking girl and MLK holiday and
confederate graveyard.

March 1 at 3:46pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dz-
94Tiy660

Kemet & Maat : before Judaism,
Christianity and Islam
www.youtube.com

Afrostyly : http://www.afrostyly.com/
english French :
http://www.afrostyly.com/
: http://www.afrostyly.com/

March 1 at 3:52pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UUZw8lOqMZ4

42Laws of Maat/ 42 Ideals of
Maat & More
www.youtube.com

SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.

Like · Comment · Share

Ogunmola Joseph Tope likes this.

View 2 more comments

Terry Steward I like your Style...

February 28 at 9:48pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski Welcome Terry Steward oxox
February 28 at 9:59pm · Like

Terry Steward thank you feel free to check out my fb .. we will
talk soon
February 28 at 10:00pm · Unlike · 1

Joe Michael Kelly Look's like jesus.
March 1 at 12:24am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

Where the fiery pieces of the heavens Maponos had torn from
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the Universe......http://www.claritydaily.com/

Write a comment...

from where the heavenly fire had been but little quenched. The

CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns -
http://7thfire.biz/litewinbelialburns.htm

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS with
SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

- Sherrie Lea Laird is the LOCUST QUEEN. One of the
MOTHERS of DARKNESS. She claims to be the WHORE
incarnate Marilyn Monroe. RUSSIAN ROYALTY. She use to
hang out with Sangrailian and then dumped her to PROMOTE
Brian Golightly Marshall / aka Yahweh shroud of turin (
demiurge). EVIL GOD of the OLD TESTAMENT
So SHERRIE LEA LAIRD claims that she is GOLIGHTLY (goDs)
daughter?

Where is TONYA KANE? IS SHE DEAD? WHY are you crying
the BLUES... MONROE MORON?

If you google her, I have lots exposed about her. No one else
is talking...they are guilty as the SINgoD .

Did your ARMAGEDDON PLANS get F*cked up by ME? I AM
GLAD. ...dna

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-
LYING-Locust-Queen /// http://www.scribd.com
/doc/49203146/SherrieLeaLaird-Locust-Queen-Update-2011
/// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeFCpm-kYmw ////
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs

The Book Of Enoch

Dana Horochowski became friends with Terry Steward
February 28

Terry Steward
See friendship

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski shared Abdul Alhazred's
February 28

Some like it RAW

Like · Comment · Share

Abdul Alhazred likes this.
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Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony and Kathy Kat like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.celtnet.org.uk/gods_b
/belenos.html

Belenos: a pan-Celtic god (The Shining
One)
www.celtnet.org.uk

The Celtic Deity, Belenos (also known as Belen,
Belenus, Belinus, Bellinus Bélénos, Belennos,
Belenos, Bel, Bilé): The Shining God

February 28 at 9:36pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.angelfire.com
/al/dragonfyreweyr/pantheons/celtic.html

~ Celtic ~
www.angelfire.com

February 28 at 9:38pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.aasorlando.org/hetheru.htm

HET HERU
www.aasorlando.org

All that strikes us as being "beautiful" – harmoniously juxtaposed
forms – in th...See More

February 28 at 9:38pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

http://www.crystalinks.com/shamanism.html

are mastery of energy and fire as a medium of transformation.

Shamanism is a range of traditional beliefs and practices that
involve the ability to diagnose, cure, and sometimes cause human
suffering by traversing the axis mundi and forming a special
relationship with, or gaining control over, spirits. Shamans have
been credited with the ability to control the weather, divination, the
interpretation of dreams, astral projection, and traveling to upper
and lower worlds. Shamanistic traditions have existed throughout
the world since prehistoric times.

Shamanism is based on the premise that the visible world is
pervaded by invisible forces or spirits that affect the lives of the
living. In contrast to animism and animatism, which any and usually
all members of a society practice, shamanism requires specialized
knowledge or abilities. Shamans are not, however, organized into
full-time ritual or spiritual associations, as are priests.

- See more at: http://www.crystalinks.com
/shamanism.html#sthash.ql8IkcYt.dpuf

Shamanism - Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Shaman are spiritual beings with the ability to
heal, work with energies and 'se

February 28 at 8:51pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Shamanistic practices are thought to
predate all organized religions, and certainly date back to the
neolithic period. Aspects of shamanism are encountered in later,
organized religions, generally in their mystic and symbolic practices.
Greek paganism was influenced by shamanism, as reflected in the
stories of Tantalus, Prometheus, Medea, Calypso among others, as
well as in the Eleusinian Mysteries, and other mysteries. Some of
the shamanic practices of the Greek religion were later adopted into
the Roman religion.

There is a strong shamanistic influence in the Bšn religion of central
Asia, and in Tibetan Buddhism. Buddhism became popular with
shamanic peoples such as the Tibetans, Mongols and Manchu
beginning with the eighth century. Forms of shamanistic ritual
combined with Tibetan Buddhism became institutionalized as the
state religion under the Chinese Yuan dynasty and Qing dynasty.
One common element of shamanism and Buddhism is the
attainment of spiritual realization, at times mediated by entheogenic
(psychedelic) substances.

The shamanic practices of many cultures were virtually wiped out
with the spread of Christianity. In Europe, starting around 400 CE,
the Christian church was instrumental in the collapse of the Greek
and Roman religions. Temples were systematically destroyed and
key ceremonies were outlawed. Beginning with the middle ages and
continuing into the Renaissance, remnants of European shamanism
were wiped out by campaigns against witches. These campaigns
were often orchestrated by the Catholic Inquisition.

- See more at: http://www.crystalinks.com
/shamanism.html#sthash.ql8IkcYt.dpuf

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

The day will come, it is not far away.
The day that we shall see how we owe our
very existence to the people of all tribes that have
maintained their culture and heritage.
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www.crystalinks.com

February 28 at 8:52pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The repression of shamanism continued as
Christian influence spread with Spanish colonization. In the
Caribbean, and Central and South America, Catholic priests followed
in the footsteps of the Conquistadors and were instrumental in the
destruction of the local traditions, denouncing practitioners as "devil
worshippers" and having them executed. In North America, the
English Puritans conducted periodic campaigns against individuals
perceived as witches. More recently, attacks on shamanic
practitioners have been carried out at the hands of Christian
missionaries to third world countries. As recently as the nineteen
seventies, historic petroglyphs were being defaced by missionaries
in the Amazon.

It has been postulated that modern state campaigns against the
use of psychedelic substances are the offshoot of previous religious
campaigns against shamanism.Today, shamanism, once universal,
survives primarily among indigenous peoples. Shamanic practice
continues today in the tundras, jungles, deserts, and other rural
areas, and also in cities, towns, suburbs and shantytowns all over
the world. This is especially widespread in Africa as well as South
America, where "mestizo shamanism" is widespread.

Many recent efforts have been made trying to link shamanic practice
and knowledge with Western, scientific beliefs. Anthropologist
Jeremy Narby has proposed that shamans take their consciousness
down to the molecular level, working with DNA and viruses that
they see as the twin serpents or malicious "darts". The
holomovement theory proposed by David Bohm is often seen as an
approach to create a scientific foundation for concepts such as
parallel worlds and alternative ways to traverse time and space.

- See more at: http://www.crystalinks.com
/shamanism.html#sthash.ql8IkcYt.dpuf

Shamanism - Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Shaman are spiritual beings with the ability to
heal, work with energies and 'se

February 28 at 8:53pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The shaman plays the role of healer in
shamanic societies; shamans gain knowledge and power by
traversing the axis mundi and bringing back knowledge from the
heavens. Even in western society, this ancient practice of healing is
referenced by the use of the caduceus as the symbol of medicine.

Oftentimes the shaman has, or acquires, one or more familiar
helping entities in the spirit world; these are often spirits in animal
form, spirits of healing plants, or (sometimes) those of departed
shamans. In many shamanic societies, magic, magical force, and
knowledge are all denoted by one word, such as the Quechua term
yachay.

While the causes of disease are considered to lie in the realm of the
spiritual, being effected by malicious spirits or Witchcraft, spiritual
methods as well as what we would consider physical methods are

knowledge,

that we shall once again return
to "harmony" with Nature, Mother Earth, and mankind. It will

with this knowledge that we shall find our "Key to our

This is the story of the "Warriors of the Rainbow" and this is
my reason for protecting the culture, heritage, and knowledge

I know that the day "Eyes of Fire" spoke of - will come!
I want my children and grandchildren
to be prepared to accept this task.
The task of being one of the
"Warriors of the Rainbow". http://www.getipm.com/personal
/warrior/warrior.html

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski Matthew 7:13 Enter ye in at the strait
gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: 14 Because
strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life,
and few there be that find it.
http://www.bible.ca/ef/expository-matthew-7-13-14.htm

Matthew 7:13,14 - The Two Gates
www.bible.ca

One of the most startling teachings of Jesus is
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the spirit making the patient sick, and heal by removing the infectious spirit

area, and an herbal regimine is often perscribed as treatment. In many
places, the shamans claim to learn from the plants directly, only being able
to determine the effects of a plant and use it to heal after meeting the spirit
of the plant and getting permission.
February 28 at 8:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Some of the methods for effecting such
altered states of consciousness are:

Drumming
Singing
Fasting... See More

Shamanism - Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Shaman are spiritual beings with the ability to
heal, work with energies and 'se

February 28 at 8:58pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

February 28 at 8:21pm · Like · Remove Preview

The New Age movement imported some ideas from shamanism
as well as Eastern religions. As in other such imports, the original
users of these ideas frequently condemn New Age use as
misunderstood and superficial.

At the same time, there is an endeavor in occult and esoteric circles
to re-invent shamanism in a modern form drawing from core
shamanism, a set of beliefs and practices synthesized by Michael
Harner and often revolving around the use of ritual drumming and
dance; various indigenous forms of shamanism, often focusing on
the ritual use of entheogens, as well as chaos magic.

Much of this is focused upon in Europe, where ancient shamanic
traditions was suppressed by the Christian church and where people
compelled to be shamans often find it improper to use shamanic
systems rooted in other parts of the earth. Various traditional
shamans express respect for this endeavor and in this, separate it
sharply from "light" New Age shamanism.

Sometimes people from Western cultures claim to be shamans. This
is considered offensive by many indigenous medicine men, who view
these new age, western "shamans" as hucksters out for money or
affirmation of self. Many shamanistic cultures feel there is a danger
that their voices will be drowned out by self-styled "shamans";

- See more at: http://www.crystalinks.com
/shamanism.html#sthash.ql8IkcYt.dpuf

Shamanism - Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Shaman are spiritual beings with the ability to
heal, work with energies and 'se...See More

February 28 at 9:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Homeland security is Mother Earth land and water Herself!
March 2 at 8:54am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 28

When the Whirling Rainbow Woman of the Navaho and Hopi
brings the cleansing regenerative rains to the Earth Mother, her
children are also cleansed and healed. When the Rainbow of
Peace of the Seneca encircles each person's sacred space, all
will walk in truth respecting the Sacred Space of others and
harmony of living on Earth will be restored. These Knowing
Systems are the teachings of the Warriors of the Rainbow who
are Sisters and Brothers uniting the Fifth World and working for
Peace. http://2012rising.com/article/the-new-children-
prophecies-of-the-rainbow-warriors (20 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.getipm.com/personal/warrior
/warrior.html

Warriors of the Rainbow

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

Order of Thule [HOAX], page 1

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread537782/pg1

The Thule Gesellschaft, which is directly connected with the
Grand Lodge....
their website: www.thule-gesellschaft.org...

- source: alliedunion.wordpress.com...
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February 28 at 8:19pm · Like · Remove Preview

RAINBOW CIRCLE OF LIGHT
www.manataka.org

Lelanie Fuller Stone "The Cherokee Lady",
relates the story that her grandmother told her
when she was a young girl:

February 28 at 8:19pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

claims to have ties to the original Order of Thule that became

form of a particular dagger that is part antler or bone. This
dagger is held by the Alpina Lodge of Swiss FreeMasonry. The
head of pseudo-Thule, Jarl Vidar, never attempted to acquire
this dagger from the Alpina Lodge. Instead he communicated
with my associate and fellow POD-member, "Bambino
Machiavelli," (ie. Steven Pearce), and asked Steven to be a
third-party go-between on his behalf to the Alpina Lodge.
Steven arranged a meeting, on agreement of some sum of
money. Jarl never went, and instead broke the agreement with
Steven over the money he'd promised him.

The Thule have recently attempted to align themselves with
"Supriem" David Rockefeller and his entire crew. They have
ingratiated themselves to some of his affiliates, both past (such
as Michael Prescott) and present (such as Wes Penre and
Steven Pearce). They have used this alignment to attempt to
collect blood samples from the people associated with SDR. In
order to belong to the Thule order under Jarl Vidar, one must
send in a blood sample and a palm print. This is not a joke.

Morten Emil Faber Amj Pear Danusia Horochowska

http://7thfire.biz/
Matthew 7:15-16 You Will Know Them by Their Fruits
15 “Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s
clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves. 16 You will
know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from
thornbushes or figs from thistles?

Dana Horochowski shared Divine Feminine
Reawakening's photo.
February 28

Seventh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_fires_prophecy

The Seventh Prophet that came to the people long ago was
said to be different from the other prophets. This prophet was
described as "young and had a strange light in his eyes" and
said:
“ In the time of the Seventh Fire New People will emerge. They
will retrace their steps to find what was left by the trail. Their
steps will take them to the Elders who they will ask to guide
them on their journey. But many of the Elders will have fallen
asleep. They will awaken to this new time with nothing to
offer. Some of the Elders will be silent because no one will ask
anything of them. The New People will have to be careful in
how they approach the Elders. The task of the New People will
not be easy.

If the New People will remain strong in their quest the Water
Drum of the Midewiwin Lodge will again sound its voice. There
will be a rebirth of the Anishinabe Nation and a rekindling of
old flames. The Sacred Fire will again be lit.

It is this time that the light skinned race will be given a choice
between two roads. If they choose the right road, then the
Seventh Fire will light the Eighth and final Fire, an eternal fire
of peace, love brotherhood and sisterhood. If the light skinned
race makes the wrong choice of the roads, then the destruction
which they brought with them in coming to this country will
come back at them and cause much suffering and death to all
the Earth's people.[5]
”
Eighth fire

This section does not cite any references or sources. Please
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Dana Horochowski http://www.scribd.com/doc/89690516
/Sangrailian-Lilith-Black-Widow-Genocide-Pindar-Draken-
Lizardbeth-666-Michael-Noel-Prescott-Child-Sacrifice-Scarlet-Women

Sangrailian, Lilith, Black Widow, Genocide,
Pindar, Draken, Lizardbeth, 666, Michael
Noel Prescott,.
www.scribd.com

http://7thfire.biz/7thfire04232012.htm MOONday 04
16 2012= 16 = 7 SUN tripledev...See More

February 28 at 7:55pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Dana Horochowski, did you see the new Alex Collier video, yet?
(wondering.)
February 28 at 7:55pm · Like

Dana Horochowski can you post it?
February 28 at 7:55pm · Like

Seanchai Seance Post what, Dana are you talking to
Mark,me,or someone else
February 28 at 7:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Amj Pear Alex Collier 2013
February 28 at 7:59pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Lavender Being has it posted on your page (that was there this
morning)  Holla at me again if it's missing. I got it downloaded.

February 28 at 7:59pm · Like

Seanchai Seance Oh ok have you tried also using some copper
wire to make an Orgone pyramid that might warp them back to a
salamander embryo egg
February 28 at 8:03pm · Unlike · 1

(June 2009)

The Eighth Fire is a term arising from the teachings of the
Seven fires prophecy. The teaching suggests that if enough
people—of all colors and faiths—turn from materialism and
instead choose a path of respect, wisdom and spirituality,
environmental and social catastrophe can be avoided, and an
era of spiritual illumination will unfold.

Connect

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Dana Horochowski WHIRLING RAINBOW PROPHESY
http://www.manataka.org/page495.html

To the Navajo and the Hopi, the Swirling or Whirling Rainbow
Woman is the bringer of friendly rains that nurture the Three Sisters
-- Corn, Squash and Beans -- during the summer so that
p... See More

Whirling Rainbow Prophecy
www.manataka.org

February 28 at 7:58pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...
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/przion1.htm

Zionist plan for world conquest through Jewish world government

February 28 at 10:04pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=A40WKHiLsX8

YOU LET THOSE CHILDREN BE
SACRIFICED ! YOU WOULDNT HEP
THEM LIVE
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

March 1 at 3:36pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski thats LILITH ...PINDARs WIFE
March 1 at 7:04pm · Like

Dana Horochowski FACE your FEARs
March 1 at 7:06pm · Like

Dana Horochowski yes it is...that is the whole BLOOD
SACRIFICE ROYAL BLOODLINE of CAIN that EVERYONE likes to
think DOESN"T EXIST....and our WOMEN and CHILDREN suffer
because of APATHY and FEAR that others have....FACE the FEAR or
it will CONSUME YOU...I am busy....You can remove it yourself if
you are afraid of LILITH
March 1 at 7:11pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UaQ0AzWJuew I am not afraid of the DEVIL and his
wife

Message to sangrailian aka TREEE
EARTH MOTHER to be? NOT!!!!
www.youtube.com

Reptilian dracos feed off humans. If I
am promoting hate, then I guess I do
hate...See More

March 1 at 7:13pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski CLEAN up medUSA not my
PROBLEM....CANADA needs PROTECTION from these DEVILS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upBzi6hCkxk

Treee's Earth Party , Your
Apocalypse
www.youtube.com

Treee aka evita pendragon/eve of
lucifer- final message to you I hope. see
http:...See More

March 1 at 7:14pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Amj Pear I am disappointed in your lack of
BRAVERY
March 1 at 7:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski WOMEN are LACKING KNIGHT in SHINING
ARMORS, then we will have to JUST SEPARATE and ISOLATE

February 28

secret have I said nothing.” This is in sharp contrast to secret
societies which operate in secrecy. The reason why occult
groups, such as Freemasonry, must operate in secrecy is
because their works are evil. If the public knew what the
predatory ruling elite were planning for the world, there'd be
massive hangings by sunset. http://www.jesus-is-savior.com
/False%20Religions/Illuminati/nwo_eye.htm

777sealstrumpetsvials - http://7thfire.biz
/777sealstrumpetsvials.htm
Tribulation 7 Seals 7 Trumpets 7 Vials Judgement
CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE nesarablackpope -
http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm
5d AQUARIUS- 2013 - RED ROAD RITE ROAD 555 7thfire.biz

Like · Comment · Share

Xavier Masterson, Daniel Bailey and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski Lucifer quotes
Lucifer

[HIS God] "Yes, Lucifer is God, and, unfortunately, Adonaï is also
God."----Sir Laurence Gardner

"No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make
a pledge to worship Lucifer. No one will enter the New Age unless
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....COVENANT COMMUNITIES are not for everyone...the GATE is NARROW

Dana Horochowski I AM SIRIUS....not ridiculous..15% ....144,

March 1 at 7:27pm · Like

Seanchai Seance My Queen Dana I didn't come this far to have
you disappear like The Mist of Avalon what do you need men to
do and within ourselves We Shall Command It

March 1 at 7:28pm · Like

Dana Horochowski protect your SACRED SEED and the ONES
you LOVE...or not be loved at all...
March 1 at 7:30pm · Like · 2

Seanchai Seance Knights and Kings are born but brave men
are made in the heat of battle but fear not if men are good at
anything it is last minute Calvary sadly to say
March 1 at 7:32pm · Unlike · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
I'm not afraid of the devil and his wife.
March 2 at 1:33am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/results?search_query=brian+is++yahweh&
oq=brian+is++yahweh&gs_l=youtube-
reduced.3..0.1366.5984.0.6427.16.15.0.1.1.1.323.2386.5j4j4j2.15.0..
.0.0...1ac.1.C7-EqaYarJs

brian is yahweh - YouTube
www.youtube.com

Share your videos with friends, family, and the
world

March 1 at 10:29pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski if you can't see who the LIARS are, then
THERE is no point in continuing this discussion
March 1 at 10:29pm · Like

Dana Horochowski I am not recruiting....HOLLYWOOD IS....for
their UFO RAPTURE...you are welcome to go.... I have other
plans....teaching little children how to LIVE the RED ROAD RITE
ROAD to EDEN
March 1 at 10:31pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski I am not recruiting...I know my place ...I
know my akashic...I don't plan on being a movie star...I will
always be hidden ...in NATURE
March 1 at 10:32pm · Like

Write a comment...

Initiative, United Nations

dud -- he doesn’t go anywhere, so he hasn’t really risen to any rank within
the movement of the body of the Illuminati. They have certain degrees
associated with being a high-level Illuminati -- you wouldn’t get there simply
by being initiated as a three year old. The initiation of the three year old is
the beginning requirement of someday rising up into the ranks of a group
that is considered to be the Illuminati. A lot of people think of the Illuminati
as being a political group of people, but in another sense it’s a brotherhood
of sodomites that’s like family. Deprogrammer Interview with Marion Knox:
In the House of the Strongman, Sodomy is the Key - by Elana Freeland

(Lucifer) He's a very beautiful being and was at one time a higher angel.
He's a powerful being. (Lucifer task is) to enthuse humans and make them
progress. But he's always trying to do everything too soon. Lucifer inspires
and brings things to mankind which leads them on. He brings important
things from out of the spiritual world and transforms them to human
abilities. When seen in this light he's very helpful to mankind. Through their
deeds, the powers of evil are making a great sacrifice in the background.
This aspect of theirs has always to be kept in mind. But that doesn't mean
finding everything the powers of evil achieve good......On the one hand there
are Luciferic beings, who bind themselves to sense impressions and can
inflame and enthuse humans. When humans, especially young people,
become highly excited or go into ecstasy through music concerts, then
that's connected with the little red, hot devils, the Luciferic ones, which slip
into the human with the appropriate sense perceptions. When perceiving
with the eyes or perceiving something intellectually, dark beings slip into the
human. Nature Spirits and What They Say: Interviews with Verena Stael Von
Holstein by Wolfgang Weirauch

"Most Jews do not like to admit it, but our god is Lucifer." [1976] The
Hidden Tyranny: The Harold Wallace Rosenthal Interview
http://www.whale.to/b/lucifer_q.html

Lucifer
www.whale.to

"No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a
pledge to w...See More

February 28 at 4:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski "Various high-level Satanists who have
escaped from the Illuminati by God's power were eyewitnesses
to Satan appearing at the Rothchilds. They testified they witnessed
Satan showing up at the Rothchilds as a very beautiful man who can
shape shift, (at times his feet would be cloven hoofs). He wears a
black tuxedo to gamble and play cards (winnings are sexual victims)
& a white tuxedo when present just to socialize. He can also shape
shift into a reptilian. As a sincere researcher, I must report that lots
of info about shape shifting reps has confronted me in so many
independent places in such a wide variety of historical periods that
this bizarre topic must have some importance. I've withheld my
findings for years, because I feel quite tentative about my results.
David Icke gives details of this strange topic & his bold views in The
Biggest Secret." - Fritz Springmeier (Bloodlines of the Illuminati).

Luciferians like Rothschild, Lenin and Hitler still control the planet
and intend to enslave humanity. I'm afraid that this will become
increasingly evident. I pray I am wrong. This is a debate I want to
lose. Did Rothschild Write The Protocols of Zion ? By Henry Makow
Ph.D (September 21, 2003)

Satanism and Luciferianism and other similar cults are blood cults
that require blood to be sacrificed to pull in certain demons. For

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
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mixed in a certain ceremony to invoke a particular demon. Demons are not

ceremony. This is all done to bring in particular demons. The Spirit
Choronzon and Typhon are critical spirits to place into a person for the
Mind-Control to work. The Illuminati Formula 10. Spiritual Control
Techniques, Possession, Trances, Etc. A. Using spiritual principles against a
person

In the Egyptian mystery schools Lucifer was seen as the brightest and best
among Gods angels or messengers to earth. Lucifer gave mankind the tools
he needed to cast off the dark cloaks of ignorance and climb the ladder to
enlightenment and finally return to God. Lucifer, the "light bearer" was seen
as the source of enlightenment, according to the early doctrines of
Illuminized Freemasonry. His fall from grace came after these teachings.
THE ART OF GLOBAL POLITICS BY GUNTHER K. RUSSBACHER

Lucifer is a wonderful being. I’ve seen him, personally. I’ve faced him,
personally. And he’s not red, with a long tail and horns! But
nevertheless—he is a Master of deception, a Master of lying! If you say
Lucifer is all bad, you’re wrong. He’s a good example of what’s all bad! The
Creator, what a kick, I love the way the Creator works. Lucifer can’t get
anywhere except by conning you. People say: “Oh, the devil made me do it.”
Or “The devil’s on my back.”

No, not if they see it right. There is no bad, it is only how you comprehend it
and look at it. I’m not saying that my grandchild being tortured and raped is
not a bad event. But I look at it even different beyond that: It is simply a
test to watch if you can grow past the rock, pebble, or mountain put in your
spiritual path to grow.
There is no bad. It is only how you look at bad. The Creator allows these
things to happen, hoping that you will realize that it is a rock, a pebble, or
mountain in your path, and that you will overcome it, and get stronger in
love, His Love, true love, purity love, and just keep going up that path.
He wants you to learn to go around, over, or under that large boulder that’s
been placed there by Lucifer. In short, He’s using Lucifer, and Lucifer’s
conning you, thinking that it’s Him doing it, as Lucifer; and it is, but you’re
supposed to be conned into thinking that you cannot surmount that stone,
which you CAN! He’s conned you into thinking that you can’t.
And I’ll guarantee you: a man who lays down gets up a lot slower than a
man who falls down. And we all fall, we all fail. But the guy who falls down,
gets up quick, and he starts attacking that stone. In time, in time, as you
grow, that rock will only make you falter, as you walk through it. You no
longer have to go around it, above it, or under it. You grow so spiritually
strong, it just holds you there for a few moments. And you just say: “Ah,
come on, this is just an illusion; this is meant to slow me down from
growing spiritually, to Dad, and in Dad.” And I’m just going to have to
bypass it. I’m going to bypass it this time by walking through it! And when
you get to that stage in your life, in your spiritual growth, boy, I tell you, it’s
fun. And you get bigger and bigger rocks thrown there.

Yeah, but it makes you grow stronger and stronger and stronger. And then
the world looks at you and says: “How could you laugh at that terrible thing
that happened to you?” ......he’s the number-two man. But when you say
Satan, you’re thinking Lucifer, automatically. (2) You cannot be Satan, but
you can be satanic; (3) you cannot be Christ, but you can be Christ-like. Red
Elk
February 28 at 4:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Protocols are shown to cover every phase
of human activity. They are not directed at any special group or

picture of what Illuminism accomplished.

Babylon, as we stated in the beginning, was organized
rebellion against God; a financial and commercial racket on a
huge scale. It was the first example of collectivism, making use
of mass slavery, occult control and a military machine. Nimrod
was chief financier, dictator and occult director. The only
difference today after four thousand years is that the hidden
leaders of this racket handle the finances and hire the rest

Every possible outgrowth of such philosophies which naturally
arise from God-denying and self-deifying systems, was carried
into Asia-Minor by secret societies originating in Chaldee,
Persia and Egypt. These Babylonish organizations were in turn
perpetuated successively by the Manicheans, Pharisees,
Fatamites, Assassins, and scores of others.

The occult leadership that was to so profoundly influence the
direction of nations was brought into Europe by criminal
remnants of the Crusaders and we see this moral disease being
spread in various forms by the Knights of Teutons (later
Prussia), Rosicrucians, and many others. The coordination of
this hodge-podge mess of Satanism was to follow.

It has not been common knowledge that Germany's rise to
power was under a governing aristocracy with whose aims of
world domination, the rights of the subjects were not allowed
to interfere. Nor is it generally known that according to the
Congressional Library's Index File, "up to 1466 the history of
East Prussia is identical with that of the Order of the Teutonic
Knights." According to Chamber's Encyclopedia, Third Edition,
the "conquests of the order raised it to the rank of a sovereign
power "

Then, as today, in a materialistic system, the largest
pocketbook ruled the roost. The proof of this lies in the record
of the history of the manipulations of the financial-politico-
occult ring that so successfully laid their plans for the
coordination of the secret societies in Europe in the eighteenth
century. While subsidizing these organizations, the plans were
laid to take over the governmental system and its military
machine that arose from the "Teutonic Knights", culminating in
World War I.

Our present revolutionary organizations can be definitely traced
back to the Illuminati, founded May 1, 1776, Adam Weishaupt
being given credit for its organization. Although he was the
nominal head, the real masters were those who furnished the
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circle of individuals. This circle calls themselves Jews, but since we read in

brethren." Even the Jews are not exempt from death if the same is
necessary for the carrying out of the satanic program. Since the inner circle
behind the plans of the Protocols heads up all secret societies directing
economic-politico-occult-financial control, it must be comprised of those
whom St. John the Divine in Revelation says,"l know the blasphemy of them
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan."

Since the chain that binds this inner circle together is not one of race or
religion, WHAT IS IT? The chain is finance! As Dr. Dequer states in "The
Dragon God," "by the term 'goy' the Protocols refer to the uninitiated in the
Mysteries. By the term "Jew" they refer to those who call themselves Jews
and are not." No wonder they do not want the Jews to read the Protocol!
Were they to do so they might unlock the key to the mystery of their
enslavement at the hands of the "Synagogue of Satan." As an editor of the
"Freund von Israel" has so aptly described the enigma: "the Godless Jew
seems now to be the master of all Jewish powers, Israel runs the danger of
becoming a Satanical race." http://www.biblebelievers.org.au
/confuse3.htm#THE%20PROTOCOLS

THE PROTOCOLS - The Protocols
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Portrayal of events leading up to WWII its substance is equally applicable
to to...See More

February 28 at 5:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Elite Monsters Behind the Sicko New World
Order

Many members of this evil gang are members of The Council On
Foreign Relations. Navy officer and prolific author, William Guy Carr,
referred to these criminals as “Banksters.” These are international
offshore bankers who are in total control of America's government
today via The Council On Foreign Relations and our jobs, housing
market and economy via the criminal Federal Reserve Bank (which
wrongfully hasn't been financially audited in nearly 100-years). What
a bunch of thieves! The biggest and most evil bank-robbers in the
world are the Federal Reserve bankers themselves. Hell will be hot!

While America's CIA continues to traffic illegal drugs into America,
paramilitary troops are kicking in American's doors, shooting their
family pets, traumatizing parents and children and destroying
families. The ruling elite are exploiting U.S. troops to farm and
protect poppy (heroin) crops in Afghanistan. Then our own
government illegally traffics those drugs onto America's streets to
kill our children. Russia demanded for NATO to destroy the poppy
crops in Afghanistan, outraged over the drug-related deaths of
30,000 Russians each and every year from heroin. NATO said no!

Afghanistan produces a street value of $500,000,000,000 per year in
heroin. The War On Drugs is a big evil scam! This is just more lies,
deception and fraud by the global elite which are destroying the
world's families. The proceeds from the drug sales are being used in
part to further the elite's conquest of the free world, funding more
government overthrows and coups around the world. The New
World Order is a global corporate takeover of governments. They
want to carry out eugenics (population reduction). It's all a big
fraud.

The death of millions of civilians and precious children means
absolutely nothing to the global elite who are behind the open
borders, the bogus War on Terror, the bogus War on Drugs, the

Rotterdam, London, Genoa and Venice, were not deposited by

up in order to make the revolutionary machinery run more
smoothly, some of them being the Economists, Philosophers,
Encyclopedists, Jacobins, Haskalah, and others too numerous

In considering the connection between high finance,
entrenched on Frankfort-on-the-Main, and the Illuminati, we
should remember that behind Weishaupt was Moses
Mendelssohn, Wessely, Itzig of Itzig, Ephraim & Co.,
Friedlander, and Meyer. Some of the other financiers who
played a leading part in the French Revolution which followed
this activity were Cerf-Beer, Benjamin and Abraham Goldsmid,
and Moses Mocatta. Itzig was Friedlander's son-in-law and was
also a notable leader of the Berlin Kahilla.

Jewry was whipped into shape by the organizing of its liberal
constituency. Modernism was fed to Protestantism by members
of the Aufklarung and Illuminati and the poison is almost fatal
to Christendom today. Lessing, one of the first so-called "higher
critics," was an ardent supporter of the Illuminati and
introduced Mendelssohn into the literary world. Subversive
finance had worked its way into Catholicism by the infiltration
of its agents into the Jesuit Order and when the Jesuits were
suppressed by Papal decree in 1772 this seemed to have been
the signal for the unleashing of operations with such force that
the momentum has carried through for a hundred and fifty
years.
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United Nations or the U.S. government declares a war on anything, the
problem gets MUCH, MUCH worse! Who's kidding who? And meanwhile, U.S.
taxpayers are continually bilked to pay for everything. The looting is
astronomical. Just in the past 2-years, the Goldman Sachs criminals on Wall
Street and their buddies who own the Federal Reserve have stolen over 23.7
TRILLION dollars from American citizens.
February 28 at 5:13pm · Like

Dana Horochowski (From Protocol No. 3): "We shall create by
all the secret subterranean methods open to us and with the aid
of gold, which is in our hands, a universal economic crisis whereby
we shall throw upon the streets whole mobs of workers
simultaneously in all the countries of Europe."
February 28 at 5:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski (From Protocol No. 5): "We shall create an
intensified centralization of government in order to grip in our
hands all the forces of the community. We shall regulate,
mechanically all the actions of the political life of our subjects by
new laws."
February 28 at 5:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski (From Protocol No. 2): "It is indispensable
for our purpose that wars, so far as possible, should not result in
territorial gains: war will thus be brought on to the economic
ground, where the nations will not fail to perceive in the assistance
we give the strength of our predominance, and this state of things
will put both sides at the mercy of our international agentur; which
possesses millions of eyes ever on the watch and unhampered by
any limitations whatsoever. Our international rights will then wipe
out national rights, in the proper sense of right, and will rule the
nations precisely as the civil law of States rules the relations of their
subjects among themselves."
February 28 at 5:16pm · Like

Dana Horochowski (From Protocol No. 17): "Freedom of
conscience has been declared everywhere, so that now only
years divide us from the moment of the complete wrecking of that
Christian religion."

(From Protocol No. 3): "The word 'freedom' brings out the
communities of men to fight against every kind of force, against
every kind of authority, even against God and the laws of nature."

(From Protocol No. 4): "But freedom might be harmless and have its
place in the State economy without injury to the well-being of the
peoples if it rested upon the foundation of faith in God, upon the
brotherhood of humanity, unconnected with the conception of
equality, which is negatived by the very laws of creation, for they
have established subordination. With such a faith as this a people
might be governed by a wardship of parables, and would walk
contentedly and humbly under the guiding hand of its spiritual
pastor, submitting to the depositions of God upon earth. This is the
reason why it is indispensable for us to undermine all faith, to tear
out of the minds of the Goyim the very principle of Godhead and the
spirit, and to put in its place arithmetical calculations and material
needs."
February 28 at 6:04pm · Like
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Ardeliza Lim and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblebelievers.org.au
/intern_jew.htm

The International Jew The World's
Foremost Problem
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Abridged version of the Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion published in the Dearborn
Independent

February 28 at 3:04pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.eaec.org/newsletters
/1999/NL1999jul.htm

July 1999 - How the World Government
Rules the Nations
www.eaec.org

"The Beast, The Son of Perdition, the Man of
Sin, the Wicked, the Antichrist, the Abomination
of Desolation, and a Vile Person."

February 28 at 3:04pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski DOES THE BIBLE SUPPORT THE IDEA OF
A WORLD GOVERNMENT?
Any born again believer in Christ, who reads the Bible from Genesis
to the book of Revelation, cannot escape the teaching that God has
written down. God has told us in the Bible, that someday before
Jesus comes back to the earth, there will be a period when the
earth shall be ruled by Satan himself, through a man who is called
"The Beast, The Son of Perdition, the Man of Sin, the Wicked, the
Antichrist, the Abomination of Desolation, and a Vile Person."
February 28 at 3:05pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Knowing these facts from the Bible, we
can now set forth the following definitions for the kingdom of the
Antichrist:

Its leadership and core group must be Jewish.
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They must be able to have their own people in all nations of the world.

They must be working on world control over all commerce.

They must be working on world control over all banking

Somehow they must be able to rule the leaders of all nations in the world.

They must be working to merge all religions in the world into one mega

They will be very hostile to true believers of Christ.

They must develop a military force which no nation can resist and still

Food, energy, water, clothing and shelter must be controlled by the forces of
the antichrist before they can have control over all people on the earth.
February 28 at 3:10pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski FREE us from NESARA 666, VERICHIP,
LAURA EISENHOWER, ANDRE WEBRE, EXOPOLITICS,
DRACOVASSILAS, PROJECT SCAMALOT and HOLLYWOOD.
hollywoodnot - http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodnot.htm

LAURA BRADSHAW MAHON EISENHOWER FAKE MAGDALENE with
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LOCKERS.

SUSAN EISENHOWER- mommy = OBAMA ENERGY ADMIN.

TRAITOR to HUMANITY! SATANIC WHORE!!!

SOUL SCALPED SUCCUBUS ROMA VAMPIRES

NESARA UFO GREYS FALSE RAPTURE AHEAD
http://www.lightparty.com/index.shtml

VATICAN ROMA 666http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles
/blogs/history-of-nesara-2007-2008 /// http://lightworker29501.com
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ATON NATO FALSE CHRIST ---- MICROCHIP
LUCIFER....DESCENDED DISASTERS - NESARA: 2013 Sequence of
Events http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html

SCARY SCARY SCARY GREY DRACO VAMPIRE BULLSHIT WEBRE
EXOPOLITICS LIAR http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=nsMHxre42hg

You Love yo Massa/ I'm killing da Beast Sirius 13 /// MOTHER
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I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art

of those things which thou shalt suffer . . . be thou fait
death, and I will give thee a crown of life. . . . Behold, I will
make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are
Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come
and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved
thee. Revelation 2:9-10, 3:9.
http://www.antichristconspiracy.com/synagogue_of_satan.htm

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like
unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful
outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and of all
uncleanness. Even so ye also outwardly appear righteous unto
men, but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity. Woe unto
you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because ye build the
tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the
righteous, And say, If we had been in the days of our fathers,
we would not have been partakers with them in the blood of
the prophets. Wherefore ye be witnesses unto yourselves, that
ye are the children of them which killed the prophets. Fill ye up
then the measure of your fathers. Ye serpents, ye generation
of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell? Matthew
23:27-33.

Jesus said unto them, If God were your Father, ye would love
me: for I proceeded forth and came from God; neither came I
of myself, but he sent me. Why do ye not understand my
speech? even because ye cannot hear my word. Ye are of your
father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was
a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,
because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it. And
because I tell you the truth, ye believe me not. Which of you
convinceth me of sin? And if I say the truth, why do ye not
believe me? He that is of God heareth God's words: ye
therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God. John
8:39-47.

"Today the Jews rule this world by proxy. They get others to
fight and die for them." Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir
Mohamad, October 17, 2003.
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Morten Emil Faber Great tekst but i see that you blend the two

who, for instance the free masons were created by the real
Illuminati and the war of independence, the civil war as well as the
US constitution were founded by them. Many Jacobian fought on the
side of the people and died to free them from the royal suppression.
Then the other group slowly took over the free masons and changed
their practice. Both George Washington and Abraham Lincoln were
good guys and killed by the other group. Thats why they politically
try to subvert the constitution now. The real Illuminati created the
Russian revolution and Lenin were their man, they wanted to make
people free and equal. Then the other group sent Jesuit trained
Stalin who infiltrated and killed Lenin and took over creating a whole
other type of socialism than intended. The creation was to be a
warning to the world that all socialism is bad which is nonsense.
Napoleon and his brothers belonged to the real Illuminati and fought
to turn over the royal families and the catholic church. They did that
because the royals, Ashkenazim, and the roman families behind the
Catholic church all were draconian their number one enemy. Thats
just a small portion of what have happened between the two
groups. The queen Ishtar who married her own son Nimrod were
Draconians, so long time ago a group knew that secret and formed
the real illuminati to fight them. The group that people refer to as
Illuminati today is the royals, ashkenazim, and the roman families
etc.. But im telling you Weishaupt had nothing whatsoever to do
with that group, he was a grandmaster of the real Illuminati. Also
the Jesuits were formed by the church to fight the real Illuminati
and the church were not infiltrated by them. I hope you get it?
February 28 at 6:35pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblebelievers.com/babylon/

The Two Babylons--Alexander Hislop
www.biblebelievers.com

The Two Babylons by Alexander Hislop. The classic
323-page book detailing the pa...See More
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Dana Horochowski there are 2 TREES in the GARDEN. LILITH
is the QUEEN of the VAMPIRES https://www.facebook.com
/media/set/?set=a.101892026534938.2427.100001424227951&
type=3
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Dana Horochowski LEVAN and LILITH....no mention of them in
the HIStory books??? SINs SISTER is also know as ISHTAR
ISIS..... not INANNA....the BABEL needs to be rewritten. Let the
CHILDREN lead the WAY...not EXOPOLITICS inc
February 28 at 6:44pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski PINDAR???? WHERE is that DRAGON
LORD? What is DAVID ICKE running from? I want the REAL

5d AQUARIUS- 2013 - RED ROAD RITE ROAD 555 7thfire.biz
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Dana Horochowski According to the official Communist paper,
"Pravda," Russia contributed $13,000,000 to the Communist
"Loyalists" in Spain recently. By April of this year (1937) the
communists in the US have raised a half million dollars for the
anarchists in Spain and probably much more. Dubinsky and Hillman
both CIO leaders, have each forwarded $5,000 for the support of the
"Spanish Anti- Fascists." Some of this money may eventually find its
way back to us for the "Loyalists" are offering American aviators
$1500 a month with a bonus of $1000 for every plane shot down. A
photostatic copy of one of the offers is printed on page 25 of the
February, 1937, issue of the National Republic. (The National
Republic is published in Washington, DC.)
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/confuse2.htm

The anarchists in Spain are following the same procedure that they
did in Russia twenty years before. An item from the "Nationale
Dagblatt" in Holland, dated Nov. 17, 1936, states that "A great
number of jewels seized by the Spanish Bolshevik Government from
monasteries, museums and private owners and sent abroad --
chiefly to Soviet Russia -- has now been sold in Antwerp, Paris and
London."

Almost every issue of the Daily Worker (official organ of the
Communist Party) carries appeals for "their comrades in Spain."
Harry Gannes, Associate Editor, has also written a pamphlet
entitled "How The Soviet Union Helps Spain," the closing statement
of which reads, "We must throw all our energy and support behind
the Soviet Union and Spanish Democracy." Democracy! Liberalism!!

In the name of "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity," more than a
million people were slaughtered in the deliberately planned French
Revolution. Incidentally, most of the victims were of the middle
class and peasantry. France, the leading nation of Europe, then
wallowed in chaos and bankruptcy for many years. In the name of
the world "Proletariat" Red Communism has been responsible for
the death of thirty million individuals of all classes. Now Spain is
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February 28 at 6:45pm · Like

https://www.facebook.com/IlluminatiThe?fref=ts ,and here is their
website so you can read what they stand for and their history
http://armageddonconspiracy.co.uk/ . I dont agree with all they say
but i very much dislike their enemy so thats something we have in
common. For instance i belive that the jewish god Yahwe and
Yeshua are two seperate entitities. I belive in Yeshua because he
did no harm but speak of the truth and is the son of man. They think
that Yahwe and Yeshua is the same entity Satan that have fooled
them around since beginning of time.

The Illuminati

Look to the light. Follow the light. Learn from
the light.▲
Page: 601,019 like this

February 28 at 6:46pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski SINs SISTER also ISTAR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JpIvpVpPgs that is the
MOTHER of VAMPIRES....

PINDAR, THE DRACONIAN
REPTILIAN IS BACK BURP BURP
BURP
www.youtube.com

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/
videos/evitapendragon/ 6 -FREE us
from the 3d ...See More

February 28 at 6:47pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski know them by their FRUIT.... if they rape
women and children and defile NATURE...they gotta GO
February 28 at 6:47pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.aasorlando.org/hetheru.htm
SHAMANISM goes back to the GODDESS tradition....MONEY is
not needed here....sharing is a way of life

HET HERU
www.aasorlando.org

All that strikes us as being "beautiful" – harmoniously juxtaposed
forms – in th...See More

February 28 at 6:50pm · Like · Remove Preview

Morten Emil Faber Yes here it is, the story of the great seal
and other things: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pQ-
Pz5zdMQ&list=PLEE2D27B4FBF7DB48&index=6

Secret Mysteries of America's
Beginnings Volume 1 pt.1/17
www.youtube.com

Secret Mysteries of America's
Beginnings Volume 1, The New Atlantis,
unfolds the...See More

February 28 at 6:51pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski THULE SOCIETY has already tried to KILL
me...I say IGNORE them and print your OWN 2 ROW WAMPUM
like MANLY P HALL stated. http://thule-society.org/666.html

Red program is to continue, one nation after another will follow the same

Facts are stubborn things and in this particular instance they concern
terrible things, not only of the past but for the future. These same forces,
backed by the same line of financiers, also have for their object the
overthrow of the US Government and subjection of its people. Your church is
to be next! Your children are to be next! In fact, YOU ARE TO BE NEXT!

The Background of the Illuminati
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Portrayal of events leading up to WWII its substance is equally applicable
to to...See More

February 28 at 2:57pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.eaec.org/dove.htm
FORMATION OF A WORLD GOVERNMENT
In previous articles of The Dove, I have documented how the Jewish
Cabalistic leaders were able to establish a control over all world
banking through the Rothschild family, and how the political power
was captured through the work of Adam Weishaupt. Here is how it
was done: Meyer Amschel (a rabbinically trained German Jew who
later took the name Rothschild) was firmly established in the
German city, Frankfurt am Main, with an emerging banking house as
early as 1764. The leader of the Cabala at that time, Jakob Frank (a
Polish born Jew with the family name of Leibowicz) lived in the
German city of Offenbach (just south of the city of Frankfurt) from
1773. Johann Adam Weishaupt (from a Jewish family that had
converted to the Roman Catholic Church) was at Ingolstadt in 1770,
a German city in Bavaria. With these three men, the stage was set
to ignite a hell fire that would forever bring changes to the world.

At this point in time, it is not known who "supervised" these three
Jewish men, but it is obvious that someone directed their efforts.
On May 1, 1776, just two months before the declaration of
Independence in America, the Order of Illuminati was founded by
Weishaupt. At this time Weishaupt was 28 years old, Amschel was
32 years old and Frank was 50 years old. Meyer Amschel financed
Adam Weishaupt and Jakob Frank laid the cabalisic theological
foundation for the Order of the Illuminati.

The Dove magazine - Resource Center -
European American Evangelistic Crusades
www.eaec.org

February 28 at 3:27pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski But as is the custom with all Jewish
people, it did not matter in what nation they lived, their loyalty
was to themselves and Judaism.

The following information is going to be a "shock" to all Roman
Catholics. In 1491 San Ignacio De Loyola was born in the Basque
province of Guipuzcoa, Spain. His parents were Marranos and at the
time of his birth the family was very wealthy. As a young man he
became a member of the Jewish Illuminati Order in Spain. As a
cover for his crypto Jewish activities, he became very active as a
Roman Catholic. On May 20, 1521 Ignatius (as he was now called)
was wounded in a battle, and became a semi-cripple. Unable to
succeed in the military and political arena, he started a quest for
holiness and eventually ended up in Paris where he studied for the
priesthood. In 1539 he had moved to Rome where he founded the
"Jesuit Order," which was to become the most vile, bloody and
persecuting order in the Roman Catholic Church. In 1540, the
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Prophet of The Lovely Star

The Lovely Star

February 28 at 6:53pm · Like · Remove Preview

Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Be well. Thanks.
February 28 at 6:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski ISIS as ISHTAR SINs SISTER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUmL0PBGL38 8 MIN in-
MARDUK changed the RECORDS...this is according to the BLUE ETs

The Terra Papers - Robert
Morningsky - The Real Star Wars
www.youtube.com

The sound for about the first 20
seconds is a bit lame,However you get
past it q...See More

February 28 at 7:11pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski INANNA and UTU are the SHINING ONES
February 28 at 7:03pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski Next in importance to the creating deities
were the three sky deities. They were known as Nanna, the god
of the moon; Utu, the sun god; and In-anna, the queen of heaven.
In-anna was also the goddess of love, procreation, and war. It is
said that Nanna was the father of Utu and In-anna
http://www.angelfire.com/pa3/holytestament/satan1.html

SATAN the Devil
www.angelfire.com

February 28 at 7:07pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski the SHETU - children of the LIZARD serve
LILITH the MOTHER of VAMPIRES
February 28 at 7:08pm · Like

Dana Horochowski HOPI PROPHESY is for the CHILDREN of
the FAETHER. Not the Children of the LIZARD
February 28 at 7:09pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Aether feather ?
February 28 at 7:10pm · Like

Dana Horochowski 1954 - Eisenhower met with the greys and
was offered certain secrets in return for the use of people for
research and experimentation. They informed the president that
they were a dying race and needed help to get their bodies stronger
and healthier. An agency MJ-12 was brought into effect, to monitor
this programme of experiments and implantations.

Negotiations were completed and treaty was signed in California. In
Florida another body of Aliens arrived, called by Robert Morningsky,
as the Blues. They offered other advice, not to deal with the greys,
it would only lead to disaster, but to follow your own path. They
would teach with peace and harmony if men would disarm and
listen. The military said no deal! So they left, but a few decided to
remain and stayed in Northern Mexico and Arizona and made a
treaty with the Hopi Indians. These Aliens are known by the Hopi as
Star Warriors. The greys left an ambassador called Krill and adopted

were more than 1000 members in the Jesuit order, located in a number of

system, so that no one in the order was safe. If there was any opposition,
death would come swiftly. The Jesuit order not only became a destructive
arm of the Roman Catholic Church; it also developed into a secret
intelligence service. While the Popes relied more and more on the Jesuits,
they were unaware that the hardcore leadership were Jewish, and that
these Jews held membership in the Illuminati Order which despised and
hated the Roman Catholic Church.
February 28 at 3:30pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski HOW SATAN MOVED IN THE CENTURIES
A baby boy was born on February 6, 1748, in Ingolstadt, a city in
the German state of Bavaria, 192 years after the death of Ignatius
Loyola. His parents were crypto Jews. The name of the boy was
Joseph Johann Adam Weishaupt. The Father of Adam held a
position of professor at the city university. Adam was educated in
the Jesuit Order where he was exposed to the Jesuit organization
and its political agenda. Here is a young Jew, who from early
childhood learned that he had a secret allegiance to the Talmud and
the Cabala, but outwardly he was a dedicated Roman Catholic.

In 1773, the 25 year old Adam broke all ties with the Jesuit Order
and three years later formed the Bavarian Illuminati Order. In 1773,
Pope Clemens XIV dissolved the Jesuit order, but 41 years later, in
1814 under Pope Pius VII, the Jesuit Order was reinstated,
becoming the most powerful institution, next to the Knights of
Malta, in the Roman Catholic Church. (This incident alone should
forever destroy the doctrinal lie that a Pope is infallible and that a
papal edict can never be changed).

The name of the new order Adam founded was "Orden Der
Perfektibilisten." Around 1779 the name was changed to "Orden Der
Illuminaten," and its members would bring hell and destruction to
the world, the death of millions, the destruction of nations and the
formation of the coming "New World Order."

COPYING THE JESUIT ORDER
It is hard for a born again Christian to understand how evil operates.
A truly born again Christian does not have a "Criminal Mind Set ."
The Jesuit Order is not just bad, IT IS A VERY EVIL
ORGANIZATION, hidden from the public. Its first publicly known
terror project took place in South America in 1609, when the Jesuits
created a slave state in what is now known as Paraguay. For 158
years the Jesuit Order ran a brutal slave encampment of more that
150,000 Guarani Indians who were divided into 30 concentration
camps, called "reducciones." Indians were lured to the settlements
where they were received with festivities, music and plenty of food.
Once the free Indians had entered the area to be entertained by
these friendly Jesuits, the trap was sprung and they were
overpowered by soldiers. They were then chained and taken to the
camps, where they lost all freedom and had to work for no pay to
produce for the Jesuit order. In 1767 enough information had filtered
back to Europe to cause a political backlash. The Spanish king, Carl
III, issued a decree and drove the Jesuits out of all Spanish
colonies. The brutal murders, the rape of the women and the
terrible working conditions were part of the daily routine in these
concentration camps. If the reader has any doubts that this really
took place, he should first do some research and then come to an
intelligent conclusion.
February 28 at 3:33pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski ALL in BED TOGETHER
http://www.elsewhere.org/journal/archives/2002/11
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Force became the Delta Force and was formed to study the greys. Two

the purpose of monitoring the Blues. The Blues had to flee the reservation
and go into hiding, a few of the Elders went with them.

The Hopi legend is that there were two races, the children of the feather
who came from the skies, and the children of the reptile who came from
under the earth. The children of the reptile chased the Hopi Indians out of
the earth, these evil under-grounders were also called two hearts. The
government has signed a treaty with the children of the serpent. The Hopi
have signed a treaty with the children of the feather. The greys want a
perfect body, for a long time, there have been cattle mutilations. Always
missing, were the organs of elimination. The grey's bodies are always cold,
and they feed on our energies, our fears, our out of control energies. (Sort
of psychic vampires???) When you are fearful and out of control, the greys
use and feed on that energy. What we need to do is know that it is o.k. to
feel fear, but to flow with it, then control it by redirecting it into a positive
event. http://www.v-j-enterprises.com/hopigrey.html

Star Warriors - The Hopis & the Greys
www.v-j-enterprises.com

I found this interesting series of information that had
been reposted on the New...See More

February 28 at 7:13pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski MOTHER of VAMPIRES
https://www.facebook.com/media
/set/?set=a.101855173205290.2411.100001424227951&type=3

EARTHMOTHER2B

TREEE-TONYA KANE
By: Tonya Kane
Photos: 200

February 28 at 7:14pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Hmm. weird.
February 28 at 7:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Tonya KANE MOLOCHs LILITH is the
ROMA ILLUMINATI. Hitlers granddaughter, has a kid BABY
LUCIFER with MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT 666, and had Trinity
Marion and Tiffany HOnholt involved in Sex slavery. Trinity Marion
sold her 3 children to PLAY the FAKE HATHOR is PHOENIX
ARIZONA. You BET HOLLYWOOD is a PROBLEM. Start talking about
this one...
February 28 at 7:18pm · Like

Dana Horochowski WHAT ABOUT SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and
her prior involvement with Tonya Kane...now she is RUBBING
Brian GOLIGHTLY MARSHALLS fake PHALLUS
February 28 at 7:19pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
ha
February 28 at 7:19pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
golden? Pindar?

Mystery School Bogosity (or: What the hell’s

www.elsewhere.org

Cam and I picked up some flyers from a woo-woo
yoga/healing/spiritual center las...

February 28 at 3:37pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum
/thread430292/pg1

Rocky Mountain Mystery School, page 1
www.abovetopsecret.com

February 28 at 3:39pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblebelievers.org.au
/przion1.htm

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Zionist plan for world conquest through Jewish world government

February 28 at 10:05pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 28

I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art
rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are
Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. Fear none
of those things which thou shalt suffer . . . be thou fait
death, and I will give thee a crown of life. . . . Behold, I will
make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are
Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come
and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved
thee. Revelation 2:9-10, 3:9.
http://www.antichristconspiracy.com/synagogue_of_satan.htm

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like
unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful
outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and of all
uncleanness. Even so ye also outwardly appear righteous unto
men, but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity. Woe unto
you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because ye build the
tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the
righteous, And say, If we had been in the days of our fathers,
we would not have been partakers with them in the blood of
the prophets. Wherefore ye be witnesses unto yourselves, that
ye are the children of them which killed the prophets. Fill ye up
then the measure of your fathers. Ye serpents, ye generation
of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell? Matthew
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Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com

ISIS Black Moon Raising 21 12
2012
www.youtube.com

NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN
in the ABYSS with SHERRIE LEA LAIRD
and DISNEY M...See More

February 28 at 7:20pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JKvoUyAzKY4

TO MASONS JESTERS SHRINERS,
ALL SECRET SOCIETYS ORDERS
FRUM THE TREEE
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

February 28 at 7:25pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgS-
Led-SyE

THULE SOCIETYS TRINITY
MARION CHIARA-MISSING
MURDERED
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

February 28 at 7:26pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3BTa8ba08xU

TO THE CHILD ABUSE PREDATORS
DISNEY-PRESCOTT-HONHOLT
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

February 28 at 7:26pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski BLACK ROSE on BOOB is BLACK DEATH
like LAURA MAHON BRADSHAW EISENHOWER.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBXIrrhaUco

THULE SOCIETYS MICHAEL NOEL
PRESCOTTs PLANS TO KIDNAPP
TRINITY MARION DANGER
DANGER YouTube
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

me: for I proceeded forth and came from God; neither came I
of myself, but he sent me. Why do ye not understand my
speech? even because ye cannot hear my word. Ye are of your
father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was
a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,
because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it. And
because I tell you the truth, ye believe me not. Which of you
convinceth me of sin? And if I say the truth, why do ye not
believe me? He that is of God heareth God's words: ye
therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God. John
8:39-47.

"Today the Jews rule this world by proxy. They get others to
fight and die for them." Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir
Mohamad, October 17, 2003.

777sealstrumpetsvials - http://7thfire.biz
/777sealstrumpetsvials.htm
Tribulation 7 Seals 7 Trumpets 7 Vials Judgement
CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE nesarablackpope -
http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm
5d AQUARIUS- 2013 - RED ROAD RITE ROAD 555 7thfire.biz
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Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others

March 2 at 1:39am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski TELEPATHY is the way we use to
communicate before being re-ENGINEERED by the SHETU
February 28 at 7:29pm · Like

Friends with Roland White and 2 others
No doubt, the systems of words are prone to possible
manipulation, eh?
February 28 at 7:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=11L97Z0K6vw

THE REPTILIAN ILLUMINATI -THE
DRAGON RACE
www.youtube.com

6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS
MICROCHIP 666
molochmadne...See More

February 28 at 7:32pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblebelievers.org.au
/przion1.htm

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Zionist plan for world conquest through Jewish world government

February 28 at 10:04pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
I gotta go out, and find the bag of cat food these cats are
hungry. C ya maybe, maybe not it's up to U.
March 2 at 9:07am · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Little Kitty in heat time, O gawd, lol, take care, y'all, hear?
March 2 at 9:08am · Like

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Daria Nekrasova and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Dana Horochowski Jewry was whipped into shape by the
organizing of its liberal constituency. Modernism was fed to
Protestantism by members of the Aufklarung and Illuminati and the
poison is almost fatal to Christendom today. Lessing, one of the first
so-called "higher critics," was an ardent supporter of the Illuminati
and introduced Mendelssohn into the literary world. Subversive
finance had worked its way into Catholicism by the infiltration of its
agents into the Jesuit Order and when the Jesuits were suppressed
by Papal decree in 1772 this seemed to have been the signal for the
unleashing of operations with such force that the momentum has
carried through for a hundred and fifty years.

The Wilhelmsbad Congress of 1782 made it possible for the
revolutionary tool of the Asiatic financiers to control the continental
set-up. The headquarters for illuminized Freemasonry was moved to
Frankfort and such items as the death of Louis XVI and the French
Revolution were arranged.

The Illuminati, under the renegade Weishaupt, became in time an
openly destructive satanic society, with everything in its doctrines
and rituals the exact antithesis of Christianity. Enticing its victim
into the first initial degrees by the most beautiful altruistic and
fraternal ideals and noble aspirations, it gradually wove a net of
murderous satanism about them, implications in ritual murders at
length binding them securely to the organization with chains of
steel.

As Mrs. Webster has shown in her book, "World Revolution," p. 22,
the ideals of Illuminism were:
1. Abolition of Monarchy and all ordered Government.
2. Abolition of private property.
3. Abolition of inheritance.
4. Abolition of patriotism.
5. Abolition of the family (i.e., of marriage and all morality, and the

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

what goes around comes around ROMA BURNS 2013 - KARMA
TIME....Tribulation 7 Seals 7 Trumpets 7 Vials Judgement
CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE http://7thfire.biz
/777sealstrumpetsvials.htm

777sealstrumpetsvials - http://7thfire.biz
/777sealstrumpetsvials.htm
Tribulation 7 Seals 7 Trumpets 7 Vials Judgement
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6. Abolition of all religion.

Committee, p. 4, they are:
1. Hatred of God and all forms of religion;
2. Destruction of private property, and inheritance;
3. Absolute social and racial equality; promotion of class hatred;
4. Revolutionary propaganda through the Communist International, stirring
up communist activities in foreign countries in order to cause strikes, riots,
sabotage, bloodshed and civil war;
5. Destruction of all forms of representative or democratic governments, . . .
.;
6. The ultimate and final objective is by means of world revolution to
establish the dictatorship of the so-called proletariat into one world USSR,
with the capital at Moscow.

The attack against Christianity, while inspired by Satan, is also a necessary
feature of the Asiatic International racket for control of the world's wealth
and its people. It is "good business." Robinson, writing in 1798, in his book,
"Proofs of a Conspiracy," p. 209, says that "Their first and immediate aim is
to get possession of riches, power, and influence, without industry; and, to
accomplish this, they want to abolish Christianity; and then dissolute
manners and universal profligacy will procure them its adherence of all the
wicked, and enable them to overturn the civil governments of Europe."
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/confuse2.htm

The Background of the Illuminati
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Portrayal of events leading up to WWII its substance is equally applicable
to to...See More

February 28 at 2:52pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski DOES THE BIBLE SUPPORT THE IDEA OF
A WORLD GOVERNMENT?
Any born again believer in Christ, who reads the Bible from Genesis
to the book of Revelation, cannot escape the teaching that God has
written down. God has told us in the Bible, that someday before
Jesus comes back to the earth, there will be a period when the
earth shall be ruled by Satan himself, through a man who is called
"The Beast, The Son of Perdition, the Man of Sin, the Wicked, the
Antichrist, the Abomination of Desolation, and a Vile Person."
February 28 at 3:06pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski God began to speak to the prophet Daniel
about this coming time on the earth some 550 years before
Christ (Daniel 11:21-39). From the writings of Daniel we are given
some insight on this last world ruler. He will be of Jewish descent
and a practicing homosexual. Jesus tells us that this wicked ruler
shall descend upon Jerusalem, and that he will occupy a Jewish
temple in that city (Matthew 24:1-24). This is detailed by the
apostle Paul in II Thessalonians 2:1-12. Since the temple in
Jerusalem that Jesus visited when he walked in the flesh on the
earth was destroyed in 70 AD, we know that one of the signs of the
Antichrist will be that a new Jewish temple will once more be built
in Jerusalem.

The kingdom of the Antichrist will be a political alliance of many
nations that will give their power to this evil man (Revelation
17:1-18). Its financial strength will come from global trading
(Revelation 18:23). The Man of Sin will receive his power from
Satan, he will use war to enforce his rule; he will mandate Satan
worship as the state religion and there will be total control over all
business so that no human being can buy or sell without having
taken the mark of the Beast in their forehead or right hand

http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Craig Dagenhart and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 28

KARMA TIME....Tribulation 7 Seals 7 Trumpets 7 Vials
Judgement
CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
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February 28 at 3:06pm · Like · 1

July 1999 - How the World Government
Rules the Nations
www.eaec.org

"The Beast, The Son of Perdition, the Man of
Sin, the Wicked, the Antichrist, the Abomination
of Desolation, and a Vile Person."

February 28 at 3:06pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Isaiah 13:11, “And I will punish the world
for their evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; and I will cause
the arrogancy of the proud to cease, and will lay low the
haughtiness of the terrible.”

They sinfully feel it is their job to sterilize young women worldwide
unknowingly, kill off the world's population for the sake of the planet
and create a global Police State to control the public once they
figure out they've been conned. The predatory ruling elite are
sick-minded mobsters who are consumed with tyrannical usurpation
of power. Their selfish greed devours families and the poor. Their
eternal doom will be in the Lake of Fire (Revelation 20:11-15).

There is no tyranny more evil and cruel than that done under the
shield of justice and law. The elite monsters behind every major war
over the past two centuries had alleged good intentions for
murdering 200,000,000 human beings! Over half of those victims
were completely unarmed innocent civilians!!!

The purpose of World Wars One and Two were to progress toward a
New World Order. Albert Pike, the most infamous member in
Freemasonry history, predicted World Wars One, Two and Three
prior to his death in 1892. As I type, World War Three is in the
works. Israel and the Arab nations will go to war and draw the
world into a Middle East conflict. This is exactly what Pike predicted,
and exactly what the Bible teaches.

World War Three is just around the corner. TENS-OF-MILLIONS of
innocent people will be murdered!!! America is becoming a Police
State. This was obvious decades ago and is now coming to fruition.
The merging of the State with corporations is fascism. The United
States is not a Socialist society today; it is Communist. The moral
decay of America is all part of the Communist Subversion of
America. From the lies of Evolution, to the filth of Hollywood
movies, to the lying newsmedia, to the numerous mainstream false
religions in America today, demonic secret societies are behind it
all.

Satan is the spiritual power behind the lying, filthy, rotten, greedy,
murderous, Illuminati-controlled New World Order.
February 28 at 6:17pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblebelievers.org.au
/przion1.htm

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
www.biblebelievers.org.au

Zionist plan for world conquest through Jewish world government

February 28 at 10:05pm · Like · Remove Preview

5d AQUARIUS- 2013 - RED ROAD RITE ROAD 555 7thfire.biz

Share

 likes this.

Seanchai Seance Are there any more Dana's in the House this
woman should be One Billion strong with a Zillion supporters so
get off your Lazy Arse
February 28 at 2:50pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski added 55 photos to the album
NESARA 666, VERICHIP, LAURA EISENHOWER, ANDRE
WEBRE.
February 28

Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Andre Whore Laura Verichip U.S. Babylon Anti-Christ Barack
Obama Barry Seortero !
March 1 at 12:47pm · Unlike · 1
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Dana Horochowski added 37 photos to the album
Manifesting 2013 8thfire.biz.

Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share

Write a comment...

Michelle Beaune-Jones Dana Horochowski
February 28

What do you think of Kevin Annette?

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski VATICAN WHORE who SOLD out to
EXOPOLITICS and now he is STUCK with the DEVIL
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1228Tq-F9fg

Kevin Annett - Exopolitics TV -
07-09-12 - Historic Lawsuit
Against Vatican, UK Queen, Big
Pharma
www.youtube.com

http://www.PrometheanReach.com/
Kevin Annett on Exopolitics TV with
Alfred Webre...See More

February 28 at 1:06pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski EXOPOLITICS = WASHINGTON = NESARA
= 666
February 28 at 1:07pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 28

You must feel frustration
'Cause you mind feels such temptation
And your ways appear a total lack of faith

You may feel elation
At your body's recreation
And that joy you need, restricted by one thought

Are you forever - loss of purpose in a passive life
Are you forever - pale, regarded as a waste of time

High times are courageous
But in truth they suit no purpose
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Can you feel rejection

And the joy you need restricted and delayed

Are you forever - loss of purpose in a passive life
Are you forever - pale, regarded as a waste of time

Write a comment...

February 28

but have always been,
what makes me worthy, a simpleton,
you entertain me, give me joy,
with you I am me, without you I don't exist,
when I learnt to walk you taught me to run,
made me see what I would never imagined,
thy mantle of empathy, comforts me.

Unlike · Comment

You like this.

Write a comment...

Lavender Being shared a link.
February 28

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&
v=5UpB4uLjfv8

2013-02-20 Ever Beyond Special
with Alex Collier
www.youtube.com

A special conversation, out of the usual
routine, with Alex Collier. please listen
and spread far and wide. Please donate
to Alex's funds when you visit http...

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear likes this.

Amj Pear http://youtu.be/CjL4Q1zlFns

February 25 - March 3, Doreen's
Weekly Angel Oracle Card Reading
www.youtube.com

INTENSITY is the theme for this week,
including intense feelings. The cards
show...See More

February 28 at 2:57am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski checking it out now...
February 28 at 9:58pm · Like

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
February 27
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February 27

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Adele 'Delly' Maria like this.

Dana Horochowski I want them FLYING around in the GREEN
HOME DOMES
March 2 at 10:38pm · Like

Write a comment...

numb nuggets! Dreaming is easy peasy lemon squeezy sow

Horochowskiki.. lol ♥ http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=a6CydlrtZI4

Dreamcatcher Seventh Heaven
720p
www.youtube.com

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Kathy Kat like this.

Dana Horochowski soon ....at http://7thfire.biz
begins

SerenityStreetNews Global Network
7thfire.biz

JRGENIUS.BIZ- USURY FREE GLOBAL COOPERATIVE U NITED
FISHER KINGDOMS- (not V KNIG...See More

February 27 at 1:19am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I HAVE FOUND HIM oxox
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAEhCPTQWCA

You Are My Hiding Place (SELAH)
by: Farle Lutian & Sonya Potts
www.youtube.com

May this song provide comfort, strength
and encouragement knowing that God
is our refuge...a shelter in the midst of
life's storm. (WITH LYRICS)

February 27 at 1:41am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0A-
zcVgeso

There is none like You
www.youtube.com

there is none like you by don moen

February 27 at 2:37am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 27

GNOSIS AND CHRISTIANITY: Christos and Sophia Achamoth
Sophia-Achamoth and the belief of the genuine, primitive
Christians. After having produced Ilda-Baoth ... Sophia-
Achamoth suffered so much from the contact with matter, that
after extraordinary struggles she escapes at last out of the
muddy chaos. Although unacquainted with the pleroma, the
region of her mother, she reached the middle space and
succeeded in shaking off the material parts which have stuck to
her spiritual nature; after which she immediately built a strong
barrier between the world of intelligences (spirits) and the
world of matter. Ilda-Baoth, is thus the "son of darkness," the
creator of our sinful world (the physical portion of it). He
follows the example of Bythos and produces from himself six

Mark Anthony
February 26

I am shore yew can can all sea wear this sunny lion is
headingdong Dana HorochowskikitTEN, ninE, ate, seven
goldenderara apples? lol I X I ♥ http://www.youtube.com
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successively recede from their father. With the latter, they all

the middle space, the region of their mother, Sophia-
Achamoth, and ending with our earth, the seventh region. Thus
they are the genii of the seven planetary spheres of which the
lowest is the region of our earth (the sphere which surrounds
it, our æther). The respective names of these genii of the
spheres are Iòve (Jehovah), Sabaoth, Adonai, Eloi, Ouraios,
Astaphaios. The first four, as every one knows, are the mystic
names of the Jewish "Lord God,"(1) he being, as C. W. King
expresses it, "thus degraded by the Ophites into the
appellations of the subordinates of the Creator"; "the two last
names are those of the genii of fire and water."

Ilda-Baoth, whom several sects regarded as the God of Moses,
was not a pure spirit; he was ambitious and proud, and
rejecting the spiritual light of the middle space offered him by
his mother Sophia-Achamoth, he set himself to create a world
of his own. Aided by his sons, the six planetary genii, he
fabricated man, but this one proved a failure. It was a monster,
soulless, ignorant, and crawling on all fours on the ground like
a material beast. Ilda-Baoth was forced to implore the help of
his spiritual mother. She communicated to him a ray of her
divine light, and so animated man and endowed him with a
soul. And now began the animosity of Ilda-Baoth toward his
own creature. Following the impulse of the divine light, man
soared higher and higher in his aspirations; very soon he began
presenting not the image of his Creator Ilda-Baoth but rather
that of the Supreme Being, the "primitive man," Ennoia. Then
the Demiurgus was filled with rage and envy; and fixing his
jealous eye on the abyss of matter, his looks envenomed with
passion were suddenly reflected in it as in a mirror; the relation
became animate, and there arose out of the abyss Satan,
serpent, Ophiomorphos -- "the embodiment of envy and of
cunning. He is the union of all that is most base in matter, with
the hate, envy, and craft of a spiritual intelligence."

After that, always in spite at the perfection of man, Ilda-Baoth
created the three kingdoms of nature, the mineral, vegetable,
and animal, with all evil instincts and properties. Impotent to
annihilate the Tree of Knowledge, which grows in his sphere as
in every one of the planetary regions, but bent upon detaching
"man" from his spiritual protectress, Ilda-Baoth forbade him to
eat of its fruit, for fear it should reveal to mankind the
mysteries of the superior world. But Sophia-Achamoth, who
loved and protected the man whom she had animated, sent
her own genius Ophis, in the form of a serpent to induce man
to transgress the selfish and unjust command. And "man"
suddenly became capable of comprehending the mysteries of
creation.

changes are around the corner! from
the album "We Free Again"

Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Mark Anthony and Margaret Hodoul like this.

Mark Anthony oxox http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=iIWZIHMzWRU

TORAH OF MASHIACH PT12: THE
MESSIANIC SECRET (seven woes)
3/4
www.youtube.com

Two important themes of Mark are the
Messianic secret and the obtuseness of
the ...See More

February 26 at 11:02pm · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony Two important themes of Mark the Lion

February 26 at 11:04pm · Unlike · 2

Dana Horochowski I have my HOMEWORK cut out for ME this
weekend..I'll listen and SPAM along.... with an EAGER EAR
meow dearest deer!
March 2 at 10:44pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UXuQzhL1Zto

THE ARCHONS - YALDABAOTH
AND THE DEMIURGE EXPLAINED
www.youtube.com

Find the images related to this show
here https://new.livestream.com/
astralquest...See More

March 2 at 10:44pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
February 26

Sow far sow gooDana Horochowskiki deep heat honey! :)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ebcsm-VwZrw

The Seven Lords - Tablet VII (Commentary and Read by Josh
Reeves)
www.youtube.com

The Emerald Tablets of Thoth
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man, through his knowledge, had already provided for himself

imprisoned man and woman in a dungeon of matter, in the
body so unworthy of his nature, wherein man is still enthralled.
But Achamoth protected him still. She established between her
celestial region and "man," a current of divine light, and kept
constantly supplying him with this spiritual illumination.

Then follow allegories embodying the idea of dualism, or the
struggle between good and evil, spirit and matter, which is
found in every cosmogony, and the source of which is again to
be sought in India. The types and antitypes represent the
heroes of this Gnostic Pantheon, borrowed from the most
ancient mythopœic ages. But, in these personages, Ophis and
Ophiomorphos, Sophia and Sophia-Achamoth, Adam-Kadmon,
and Adam, the planetary genii and the divine Æons, we can
also recognize very easily the models of our biblical copies --
the euhemerized patriarchs. The archangels, virtues and
powers, are all found, under other names, in the Vedas and the
Buddhistic system. The Avestic Supreme Being, Zero-ana, or
"Boundless Time," is the type of all these Gnostic and kabalistic
"Depths," "Crowns," and even of the Chaldean En-Soph. The six
Amshaspends, created through the "Word" of Ormazd, the
"First-Born," have their reflections in Bythos and his
emanations, and the antitype of Ormazd -- Ahriman and his
devs also enter into the composition of Ilda-Baoth and his six
material, though not wholly evil, planetary genii.

Achamoth, afflicted with the evils which befall humanity,
notwithstanding her protection, beseeches the celestial mother
Sophia -- here antitype -- to prevail on the unknown DEPTH to
send down Christos (the son and emanation of the "Celestial
Virgin") to the help of perishing humanity. Ilda-Baoth and his
six sons of matter are shutting out the divine light from
mankind. Man must be saved. Ilda-Baoth had already sent his
own agent, John the Baptist, from the race of Seth, whom he
protects -- as a prophet to his people; but only a small portion
listened to him -- the Nazarenes, the opponents of the Jews, on
account of their worshipping Iurbo-Adunai.(2) Achamoth had
assured her son, Ilda-Baoth, that the reign of Christos would be
only temporal, and thus induced him to send the forerunner, or
precursor. Besides that, she made him cause the birth of the
man Jesus from the Virgin Mary, her own type on earth, "for
the creation of a material personage could only be the work of
the Demiurgus, not falling within the province of a higher
power. As soon as Jesus was born, Christos, the perfect, uniting
himself with Sophia (wisdom and spirituality), descended
through the seven planetary regions, assuming in each an
analogous form, and concealing his true nature from their
genii, while he attracted into himself the sparks of divine light

Unlike · Comment ·

You like this.

Mark Anthony http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btEsulbxaRs

THE SEVEN MAGIC KEYS
www.youtube.com

From The Kybalion - the magic keys to
understanding the laws governing the
inner...See More

February 26 at 10:52pm · Unlike · 2

Kathy Kat oops.........
March 3 at 10:41pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkpNKoHtMFY

The WAR SCROLL, the True Book
of Eschatological Prophecy 2/3
www.youtube.com

The Book of Revelations is not a Biblical
book of prophecy. It is the *script*
according to which the Vatican is
working. This video will direct you to the

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman and Mark Anthony like this.

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=izAhwNXpJrs

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther
www.youtube.com

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther, jrgenius.com
serenityglo...See More

February 26 at 10:33pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ZtRgXPjZsME

The Kabbalah- What it truly is part
1
www.youtube.com

You probably heard this word just about
everywhere but you don't know what it
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From that time Jesus began to work miracles; before that, he

Ilda-Baoth, discovering that Christos was bringing to an end his
own kingdom of matter, stirred up the Jews against him, and
Jesus was puttodeath.(3) When on the Cross, Christos and
Sophia left his body and returned to their own sphere. The
material body of the man Jesus was abandoned to the earth,
but he himself was given a body made up of œther (astral
soul). "Thenceforward he consisted of merely soul and spirit,
which was the reason why the disciples did not recognize him
after the resurrection. In this spiritual state of a simulacrum,
Jesus remained on earth for eighteen months after he had
risen. During this last sojourn, "he received from Sophia that
perfect knowledge, that true Gnosis, which he communicated
to the very few among the apostles who were capable of
receiving the same."

"Thence, ascending up into the middle space, he sits on the
right hand of Ilda-Baoth, but unperceived by him, and there
collects all the souls which shall have been purified by the
knowledge of Christ. When he has collected all the spiritual
light that exists in matter, out of Ilda-Baoth's empire, the
redemption will be accomplished and the world will be
destroyed. Such is the meaning of the re-absorption of all the
spiritual light into the pleroma or fulness, whence it originally
descended." http://www.wisdomworld.org/additional
/christianity/ChristosSophiaAchamoth.html Mark Anthony Dana
Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska (28 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Del Pittman and Mark Anthony like this.

Mark Anthony Thank you for the crystal horus glass
readingdongs Dananna! Its BeauTiful! I love iT?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG_pry2FNHM

Enigma - Touchness ( Seven Lives
... )
www.youtube.com

Enigma - Touchness

February 26 at 11:38pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

February 26 at 10:46pm · Like · Remove Preview

/watch?v=srsW9cL1mUI

Omar Akram - Seven Secrets
www.youtube.com

~ Inspiring moments ~

February 26 at 10:46pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=jfobAYj4xps

The Kabbalah- What it truly is-
Part 2 (Holy Grail of the Kabbalah)
www.youtube.com

watch part 1...You probably heard this
word just about everywhere but you
don't ...See More

February 26 at 10:46pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski TIME to SHINE....sunSHINE...that is why
they FEAR the LITE. LOVE is the ORDER of the AEONs. FEAR is
the FATE of ROMA.
February 26 at 10:48pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.thecrowhouse.com
/Documents
/Earths%20Forbidden%20Secrets%20Part%20One.pdf
February 26 at 10:48pm · Like

Dana Horochowski FALLEN ANGELS are BELOW HUMANs
....THEY SERVE HUMANITY....not the other way around
February 26 at 10:50pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.infoplease.com/cig/mythology
/night-hunters-artemis-apollo.html

Classical Mythology: Night of the
Hunters: Artemis and Apollo —
Infoplease.com
www.infoplease.com

Greek Goddess Leto's children Artemis and God
Apollo.

February 26 at 10:53pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...
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STEPHANIE WEIR...HOPE to build a TRADING POST with you
SOON...ED CHIARINI is gonna be our BITCH for awhile
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
http://clinemomaurits.blogspot.ca/2010/05/mad-tv-stephanie-

(5 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Kathleen Drummond-Hay, Amj Pear and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski she's cute....didn't offend me at all...but
Steph is 4 inches shorter and MUCH RICHER in MAMMON
February 26 at 10:18pm · Like

Dana Horochowski I am sure she can convert her TALENTS to
the 2 row wampum!
February 26 at 10:24pm · Like

Dana Horochowski TIME is a valuable commodity....worth
more than TEXAS TEA aka GOLD ///BLACK OIL
February 27 at 1:36am · Edited · Like

Mark Anthony Okoalalama bears are incredibly cute with
jumbo parachute jump jet red setters satin black panthers
claws??! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaedSGFXc7c

Amazingly cute koala bear in the
wild
www.youtube.com

This healthy looking koala was in my
garden, you can kinda pet them, but
they growl when I try pick them up ^_^
and they have nasty claws.

February 26 at 10:32pm · Edited · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski ANIMALS get 1000 pts SERENITY SHARES
too... ASSETS to EDEN
February 26 at 11:34pm · Like

Mark Anthony If yew pay peewee wingonzoo nuts, you ghetto
gospel blast chocolate dog droplops!?
February 27 at 12:10am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski I will attract the BUTTERFLIES that want
to be free in SERENITY....no one wants to bow to ROMA's
RULE...MAMMON is going to be redefined in TIME my LION LORD of
the RINGs
February 27 at 1:34am · Edited · Like · 1

1

February 26

There is only one mother of a goddess GOLDana Horochowski
dee! And I swear she wasn't born smiling with goats cheese
grating crocodile teeth!! oxox http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3soIi8bsr5g

The Seven Rejoices of Mary -
Loreena McKennitt ♥ By .Killary
Zen..wmv
www.youtube.com

Que la Luna alumbre tu noche, que La
Madre te acurruque, que los Devas
susurren dulces melodías a tus oídos, y

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and William Edward Tuttle III like this.

Dana Horochowski I SEE that the ONE GOOD SUN SHINES on
us ALL as well ....WHICH IS swell OXOX Mark Anthony
February 26 at 9:21pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=izAhwNXpJrs

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther
www.youtube.com

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther, jrgenius.com
serenityglo...See More

February 26 at 9:22pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony I sense mother earth's milkyway shakes
quickening! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQzp1u1JLss

Peter Marshall's Turkey Part 3
Ephesus Virgin Mary House
Temple of Artemis
www.youtube.com

Whilst at Ephesus, visit the house
where Virgin Mary lived, then move to
the Tem...See More

February 26 at 9:22pm · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony cANADa?

February 26 at 9:26pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski GRANDMOTHER DANU = aDANAc
cANADa http://www.firstpeople.us/articles/Black-Elk-Speaks
/Black-Elk-Speaks-Grandmothers-Land.html

Black Elk Speaks : Grandmother's Land
www.firstpeople.us

Black Elk Speaks : Grandmother's Land

February 26 at 9:29pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
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http://youtu.be/DYg9BFKIj38

LOLOLOLOLOL i ate too much bacon
then i turned into a pig (mad tv owns
everything, i own nothing)

March 2 at 1:44am · Edited · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski She is adorable....I'm IMPRESSED with
STEPHANIE WEIR...never saw MAD TV before...I don't watch TV

March 1 at 4:19pm · Like

Write a comment...

things like DNA comes from DANU aka SOPHIA WISDOM....she

Mark Anthony Gods golden eYe deers hear yew?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MrL4LE-vwM

The Seventh Fire
www.youtube.com

The Seven Fires are Anishinabe-Ojibwe
prophecies. Ojibwe drums, music and
dancer...See More

February 26 at 9:35pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski this CITY GoLive Sault Ste Marie
for the 8thfire.....heaven knows we need some HEALTHY FUN
around here....long overdue....too many white haired freemasons
running the CARTELS around here...Time to FLIP the PYRAMID of
MAMMON
February 26 at 9:35pm · Like

Dana Horochowski MARKHAM has your name on it....! The
INDIANS SHALL be FREE in SERENITY....let the CLEANSE
BEGIN....so be it...and so it is!!!!!!! http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Cathedral_of_the_Transfiguration_%28Markham%29

Cathedral of the Transfiguration
(Markham) - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

The Cathedral of the Transfiguration is a
SlovakByzantine RiteRoman Catholic
for...See More

February 26 at 9:56pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski KALI MAA and ZEUS need an EARTH
PARTY TOO.....long overdue.
http://twistedsportsinternational.com
/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=121&Itemid=190

Hilton Mijovick
twistedsportsinternational.com

Twisted Sports is the Community Entertainment Centre of the
future.

February 26 at 9:41pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I am sick of CRONUS and ROMA....AMOR
and EDEN - ORDER of the AEONs meow love
February 26 at 9:51pm · Edited · Like

Mark Anthony The Gay May $un$ of A bItch can kiss poopeyes
soap life buoy!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r03yk65Bny8

Manly P Hall - Esoteric And
Metaphysical - Sevenfold Mystery
of Love
www.youtube.com

Manly Palmer Hall
/wpcms/

February 26 at 9:46pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ztUIo3andAk

Dana Horochowski
February 26

This is perhaps one of the best demonstrations of the marriage
of the sun symbol with its rays and panels and the rosette as
the eight rayed star). Note that the sun god Shamush is a star
with a hub which is the hub so frequently found on the winged
solar disk. So this symbol of the star combines both Ishtar
(Inanna) and Shamash (Utu) the Sumerian twins. Used
independantly the star can represent the Earth Goddess or the
sun god but here the star shape is clearly the sun.
http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html Mark
Anthony Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
(16 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
February 26

Thank yew sow much for all your succulent seeds of heart
warming wisdom queen sophia! I trust sweet sophia wasn't
weaving gobbledygook gnaw playing with a couple of wet
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www.youtube.com

February 26 at 9:47pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Manly P Hall can 2 row wampum with
me...but the gangbang bugger boys gotta go to the guillotines
February 26 at 9:49pm · Like

Dana Horochowski 4 min WHERE there is LOVE...there will
not be DECEIT.... http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=r03yk65Bny8

Manly P Hall - Esoteric And
Metaphysical - Sevenfold Mystery
of Love
www.youtube.com

Manly Palmer Hall
/wpcms/

February 26 at 9:54pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski INTEGRITY is everything!!
February 26 at 9:54pm · Like

Mark Anthony If yew nail old macdonalds satanic sausage dogs
on the black gammon line, along with all the sandy hookers,
fuckushrimp flat 101 bin laden liners, and faithless fishy stinkers!
Seek God thirst and foreplay moist bee four actungsten lalalike the
second sUn Playingyang KingU James Last trumpetalisman!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmWPsbvUm1g

Essene Gospel of Peace - Book 3,
The Sevenfold Vow The Essene
Worship The Angel of Sun, Water,
Air
www.youtube.com

http://SupremeMasterTV.com/
the Essene Gospel of Peace - Book 3
The Seven...See More

February 26 at 10:12pm · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony Are yew singing with angels of awakening
illuminating plato's crystal cave cupid! http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=iuE3uc2cBCk

Echo And The Bunnymen Seven
Seas
www.youtube.com

Echo And The Bunnymen Seven Seas

February 26 at 10:22pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski HURRICANE RAPHAEL was later named
sherry SANDY or HURRICANE with the SANDY HOOK killings for
the fallen angels...like EOS succubus Alicia UNIX LINUX OCCUPY
NAZI NWO ROMA WHORE 666 PROJECT LUCIFER idiot SWEDEN.
February 26 at 10:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry
Sandor Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY,
BANKSTERs, HOLLYWOOD, WALLSTREET. aliciasatanoccupy -
http://7thfire.biz/aliciasatanoccupy.htm

up your poetic passage paved with GOLDana Horochowskiki

Ephesus 3 of 3: Library of Celsus,
Stadium, and Causeway
www.youtube.com

The ancient city of Ephesus.

Share

Dana Horochowski STONEHEDGE ....Michelle Santos needs to
DELIVER the EGG to the BLUE DRAGON.... keeping her
accountable...
February 26 at 9:11pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 26

MARDUK RA is the PROBLEM RElegions RAlegions of GREY
IGIGI LIZARDS from the MIDDLE EARTH. THE GREYS are going
to BURN in 3d...KARMA is coming home to ROOST on the
TARES of ROMA http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin
/esp_sitchin_0.htm

7,400 B.C.
As the era of peace continues, the Anunnaki grant Mankind
new advances; the Neolithic period begins. Demi-gods rule
over Egypt.

3,800 B.C.
Urban civilization begins in Sumer as the Anunnaki reestablish
there the Olden Cities, beginning with Eridu and Nippur.

Anu comes to Earth for a pageantful visit. A new city, Uruk
(Erech), is built in his honor; he makes its temple the abode of
his beloved granddaughter Inanna/lshtar.

Kingship on Earth

3,760
Mankind granted kingship. Kish is first capital under the aegis
of Ninurta. The calendar begun at Nippur. Civilization blossoms
out in Sumer (the First Region).
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/10152569035035556?comment_id=40959661&ref=notif&

Friends with Steve Rockefeller, Stanely North, Wade Booth, John Latrelle,
Michelle Santos, and the Whole NWO AGENDA.

Stay away from THOSE VAMPIRE WHOREs. ALL ROTHCHILD ROCKEFELLER
WHORES for the MICROCHIP.

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor
Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA,
OCCUPY, BANKST
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc pdfAQUARIUS
20137152128JAN 7 2013152131 Luna
2013DE...See More

February 26 at 10:41pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Babylon "Gateway of the Gods." The "Tower of Babel" incident.

His coup frustrated, Marduk/Ra returns to Egypt, deposes
Thoth, seizes his younger brother Dumuzi who had betrothed
Inanna. Dumuzi accidentally killed; Marduk imprisoned alive in
the Great Pyramid. Freed through an emergency shaft, he goes

years of chaos end with installation of first Egyptian Pharaoh in
Memphis. Civilization comes to the Second Region.

2,900
Kingship in Sumer transferred to Erech. Inanna given dominion
over the Third Region; the Indus Valley Civilization begins. (21
photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Daria Nekrasova, Roland Mingan Hugihard, Marcus Dunlap and 2 others
like this.

Dana Horochowski good riddance VAMPIRES !
February 26 at 8:58pm · Like

2

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
February 26

Are you silver surfing under a blue mooN crossing seven seals
of love Dana Horochowski!? IDK! Sow lets start hear shall wee
dear ones!! oxo http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=iD9oyYDdvVw

Seven Wonder of The Ancient
World-Temple of Artemis
www.youtube.com

Seven Wonder of The Ancient World-
Temple of Artemis

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski I sent you a silver sweetie SAC of AGAPE
LOVE via military post this day....cheap.. so expect the STORK
from YORK in a few WEEKs from across the SALTY waters from
GRANDMA cANADa alma MAATer moi MANNAman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alma_mater

Alma mater - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Alma mater (UK/ˈælməˈmeɪtər/ or
US/ˈɑːlməˈmɑːtər/; Latin: "nourishing mother")
w...See More

February 26 at 8:39pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski 7,400 B.C.
As the era of peace continues, the Anunnaki grant Mankind new

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 26

7 -SUN- SUNNY SOL SOUL SUE SIOUX SOO TRAIN -
http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

- Hop on the SOO SUE SIOUX train- I want a REFUND from all
the LIARS, EDUCATION, CHURCHES, GOVERNMENT, FEDERAL
RESERVE, MARITIME COURTS of LAW and ANYONE else who
WASTED my TIME, destroyed my HEALTH, ripped me off in
my LIFE, for their OWN SELFISH GAINS.
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History Timeline According to Sitchin
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

10,500 B.C.9,780 B.C.9,330 B.C.8,970 B.C.the First
Pyramid War8,670 B.C.the Second Pyramid War8,500
B.C.7,400 B.C.3,800 B.C.

February 26 at 8:46pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski UTU and INANNA .....time to rock the
PLANet BABY!
February 26 at 8:47pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://firstlegend.info
/themarriageofadamandeve.html

The Marriage of Adam and Eve
www.firstlegend.info

I have been working on this site for a number of years and have
wondered on and ...See More

February 26 at 8:48pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&index=1

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit
www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

February 26 at 5:25am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.texemarrs.com/Merchant2
/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&
Product_Code=bboa_synagogue_of_satan

Power of Prophecy: Synagogue of Satan (The):
The Secret History of Jewish World Domination
www.texemarrs.com

  Rothschild draws up plans for the creation of the
Order of the Illuminati and entrusts Adam Weishaupt
with its development. (page 32)

February 26 at 5:27am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.antichristconspiracy.com
/synagogue_of_satan.htm

Synagogue of Satan
www.antichristconspiracy.com

Synagogue of
SatanHomeSheepish WolvesWhich
Bible Is God's Word?The Israel
 of God...See More

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKyNIY9oMnw

Lisa Thiel - Song to Inanna
www.youtube.com

May Goddess enlighten your path.
Brightest Blessings)0( & Enjoy the
music!

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://7thfire.biz
/777sealstrumpetsvials.htm

CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA
WASHINGTON NAZI VATICAN BLACK
POPE FAKE RAPTURE nesarablackpope -
http:
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
AQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
L...See More

February 26 at 3:21am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Danusia Horochowska http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=yNE3po3VcTM&feature=youtu.be

5d AQUARIUS- 2013 - RED ROAD
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Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com

THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN
(JewISH, Slaves, Deception,
Masons, And Etc.) GOCC-Radio
www.youtube.com

This Video Will Have You Thinking On A
Different Level. Big Deception Going
On! ...See More

February 26 at 5:28am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski "I know thy works, and tribulation, and
poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of
Satan" (Rev 2:9)

"Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say
they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to
come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved
thee. (Rev 3:9)
February 26 at 5:30am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.overlordsofchaos.com
/html/illuminati_conspiracy__synagog.html

Illuminati Conspiracy: Synagogue of Satan
www.overlordsofchaos.com

Unfortunately for the people of the world
everything is going according to the N...See More

February 26 at 5:31am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski "Beware of false prophets who come to
you in the clothing of lambs, but underneath they are predatory
wolves." - Matay (Matthew) 7:15

"I know your works and your labour and your endurance that you
are not able to tolerate the evil, and you have tested those who
refer to themselves as emissaries and are not, and you have found
them to be liars." - Gëlyäna (Revelation) 2:2

"I require you, my brothers, to warn about those who have a
different opinion, and who are inventing errors outside of the
doctrine you have learned, therefore stay away from them. For
those who are like this do not serve our Master Yeshua the
anointed, but rather their own appetite. And with sweet words and
with blessings they seduce the hearts of the gullible." - Rhomaya
(Romans) 16:17

"Therefore take care concerning yourselves and concerning all the
flock for which you were raised up, by the Spirit of Eminence, as
watchmen to shepherd the community of the anointed one which he
acquired by his blood. I know personally that after I am gone
tenacious wolves will enter among you having no affection for the
flock. And even from among your own, men will rise up speaking
perversely so as to seduce away disciples to follow after them. For
this reason you should watch and be mindful." - Åbädëa d'Shliħa
(Acts of the Apostles) 20:29-31 http://www.natzraya.org/Articles
/Synagogues-of-Satan/Synagogue-of-Satan.html

The Synagogue of Satan
www.natzraya.org

www.youtube.com

FAKE RAPTURE nes...See More

February 26 at 4:46am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.facebook.com
/dana.horochowski/posts
/216283091851378?comment_id=905746&notif_t=share_comment

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/
216283091851378?comment_id=9057
46&notif_t=share_comm
www.facebook.com

February 26 at 5:22am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UI8w5g2tKqU

Clash of the Gods: Zeus
www.youtube.com

The very first Clash of the Gods is the
battle between the Olympians and the
Titans as Zeus challenges his father for
control of the universe. Some experts
b...

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance likes this.

Dana Horochowski ZEUS JEWpeter vs SATURN SATAN Cronus
MOLOCH https://www.youtube.com
/playlist?list=PL37AA19F3328452CF

clash of the gods - zeus vs cronos
www.youtube.com

"clash of the gods - zeus vs cronos", a
playlist created by DrSmartAzze

February 26 at 2:40am · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_seals

Seven seals - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

The Seven Seals is a phrase in the Book of
Revelation that refers to seven
symbo...See More

February 26 at 2:52am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.facebook.com
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followers about?

Dana Horochowski More HOMEwork for the LOST SOUL called
Winston Smith
February 26 at 5:33am · Like

Dana Horochowski Webe Ufobelievers may like this one too
February 26 at 5:33am · Like

Dana Horochowski Exopolitics Denmark Bertrand Exopolit
Exopolitics Belgium Exopolitics Brazil Exopolitica Argentina
Exopolitics Chile
February 26 at 5:35am · Like

Dana Horochowski Exopolitics Denmark Exopolitics Portugal
Exopolitica Argentina
February 26 at 5:36am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.iamthewitness.com/books
/Andrew.Carrington.Hitchcock/Synagogue.of.Satan
/0740-1818.htm

The Synagogue of Satan 740-1818.
www.iamthewitness.com

In 740 A.D. in a land locked between the Black Sea
and the Caspian Sea, known as...See More

February 26 at 5:37am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://gracethrufaith.com/selah/prophecy
/those-who-claim-to-be-jews-but-are-not/

Those Who Claim To Be Jews, But Are Not. |
GraceThruFaith
gracethrufaith.com

With the worldwide rise in anti-Semitism, it's
interesting to see all the differ...See More

February 26 at 5:38am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.israelect.com/reference
/WillieMartin/Modern_Jews.htm

Why the Modern Jews Are Not God’s Chosen People
www.israelect.com

World history reveals a remarkable story in which one group of
people assumed th...See More

February 26 at 5:39am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

/216283091851378?comment_id=905746&notif_t=share_comment

46&notif_t=share_comm
www.facebook.com

February 26 at 3:19am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQSgXoIkdBE

the "black pope" rules the world.
www.youtube.com

the jesuit general. rules the world

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=4YsFkDWa_XY

ROMAN EMPIRE rules today DVD1
- FULL - jesuits & black pope !!
www.youtube.com

IT IS THE JESUITS AND THE BLACK
POPE ! ! ! VATICAN AND
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
!!!...See More

February 26 at 2:13am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=_Byj8e82_68

the black pope:the most powerful
man on earth
www.youtube.com

Adolfo Nicolas, the new Black Pope of
the Jesuit Order, the 30th Superior
Genera...See More

February 26 at 2:14am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=qLLpJgcQLCM

RICHEST MAN on Earth - he
Controls Presidents, Kings &
Rulers
www.youtube.com

RICHEST MAN on Earth - he Controls
Presidents, Kings & Rulers Richest man
= NWO ...See More

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 26

You’ve gotten familiar with the role played by, for instance, the
Khazarian Zionists (who invented the word “Jew” to disguise
their adopted heritage, as distinguished from the biblical
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Dana Horochowski JEWpeter https://www.youtube.com

Peter of Rome--The Last Black
Pope?
www.youtube.com

The surprising and unprecedented
resignation of Pope Benedict XVI has
opened up ...See More

February 26 at 2:16am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=w85MNxRA0B8

Is Petrus Romanus The Next
Pope? "Peter the Roman"
www.youtube.com

Is Petrus Romanus The Next Pope?
"Peter the Roman" At 1:22 on the time
line, you...See More

February 26 at 2:16am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=RhrwvATwV7s \

The Final Pope is Here. Petrus
Romanus. Pope Benedict XVI
steps down 2/11/2013
www.youtube.com

Update: Pope Benedict XVI steps down
2/11/2013 Will the next pope be Peter
the R...See More

February 26 at 2:17am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Romulus_and_Remus

Romulus and Remus - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Romulus and Remus are the twin brothers and
central characters of Rome's
foundat...See More

February 26 at 2:18am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Romulus and Remus are the twin brothers
and central characters of Rome's foundation myth. Their mother
is Rhea Silvia, daughter to Numitor, king of Alba Longa. Before their
conception, Numitor's brother Amulius seizes power, kills Numitor's
male heirs and forces Rhea Silvia to become a Vestal Virgin, sworn
to chastity. Rhea Silvia conceives the twins by the god Mars, or by
the demi-god Hercules; once the twins were born, Amulius has
them abandoned to die in the river Tiber. They are saved by a series
of miraculous interventions: the river carries them to safety, a
she-wolf finds and suckles them, and a woodpecker feeds them. A
shepherd and his wife find them and foster them to manhood, as
simple shepherds. The twins, still ignorant of their true origins,
prove to be natural leaders. Each acquires many followers. When
they discover the truth of their birth, they kill Amulius and restore
Numitor to his throne. Rather than wait to inherit Alba Longa, they
choose to found a new city.
February 26 at 2:19am · Like

(Council on Foreign Relations), the Trilateral Commission, the

so-called “elite” families)—the Rothschild’s in England and
Rockefellers in America and Bronfman’s in Canada, and on and
on, comprising the physical power structure of the New World
Order puppets under the direction of darkly motivated, other-
dimensional “master deceivers” commonly known as Lucifer or
Satan and their “fallen angel” cohorts.

While all of those details contribute to understanding the
Larger Picture, what you are about to read fills in a most
important Missing Link in this entire structure. And I don’t mean
a little side issue; I mean a link so central—yet so well hidden
from general public view, and for so long—that even the most
studied of “conspiracy theory” scholars probably have not put
together much of the information that is going to be presented
here.

CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE
- http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Michelle Beaune-Jones and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Dana Horochowski literally, all aspects of global control by the
Jesuits, dating back to 1540. I would like to begin our
conversation with a very important point of clarification so that our
readers have something to hold onto while reading the historical
narrative we are about to present.
February 26 at 2:05am · Like
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RHEA

/wiki/Rhea_%28mythology%29

Rhea (mythology) - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Rhea (pron.:/ˈriːə/; Ancient Greek: Ῥέα) was
the Titaness daughter of the sky go

February 26 at 2:22am · Like · Remove Preview

Morten Emil Faber So what the history tell, is that they were
all a bunch of draconian's.
February 26 at 2:33am · Edited · Like

Morten Emil Faber Maybe the opera "The magic flute" is
prophetic concerning Rat-singer, and near events to unfold.
Because the guy in the opera is a Rat-singer, and when he play his
flute the rats follow him. I cant remember what happens to him in
the opera? and what follows?
February 26 at 2:42am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=9ivXyKKhuAw or bats and spiders and snakes eh ?
Morten Emil Faber

2013 HUGE SPIDERS FALLING
FROM SKY (TRUTHLIVES)
www.youtube.com

http://DAUGHTEROFGOD.org/
Spiders Falling From The Sky In Brazil!
BeePeeO...See More

February 26 at 2:45am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

assassination to the hands of the Jesuit Order. The Jews, as with

February 26 at 2:05am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.serenitystreetnews.com
/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES
/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ $$$$$$$$$$

Index of /HERSTORY CRAMNOTES/DANA
HOROCHOWSKI vs JESUITS
www.serenitystreetnews.com

February 26 at 2:05am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Jrgenius sCOOLs are going GLOBAL on a 2
ROW WAMPUM....from TORONTO 5d
February 26 at 2:06am · Like

Dana Horochowski Jews aligned with the Pope who published
the Protocols. Well, I tend to feel that it was just the Jesuits
themselves because they, and they alone, were the ones who were
able to bring this to pass.

They’re the ones in the government. They’re the ones behind
professional sports. The owner of the Pittsburgh Steelers is a Knight
of Malta. The owner of the Detroit Lions is a Knight of Malta. All
your top owners of these ball clubs, for the most part, are Knights of
Malta, getting the people whooped up in this hoopla over games and
sports, while they’re busy creating a tyranny. So, that was one of
the things in the Protocols—that they would create “amusements”.

Another one they used was Walt Disney, 33rd-degree Freemason
—Disneyworld, Disneyland. Another one was Milton Hersey, with
Hersey Park. They create all of these amusements and games and
pastimes to get the people drunk with pleasure, while they’re busy
overthrowing the Protestant form of government.
February 26 at 2:07am · Like

Dana Horochowski Phelps: Las Vegas, well, for the most part,
is controlled by the Mafia. But all the high Mafia families are
Roman Catholic, and they are ALL subordinate to the Pope or to the
Cardinal of New York, which is Cardinal O’Connor—because the
Commission, the Mafia Commission resides in New York.

Frank Costello was a member of the Mob Commission, and he was
intimate, personal friends with Knight of Malta, Hollywood mogul,
Joe Kennedy. And that has not changed.

So, the High Knights are good, dear brothers with the High Mafia
Dons—the Gambinos, the Lucchese, the Columbos, all of them. And
they control Hollywood, not the Jews. It’s only Jews who are
front-men who are involved in Hollywood and working for the Mafia
and for the Cardinal, just like in politics it would be Arlen Spector.
Arlen Spector was Spelly’s [Cardinal Spellman’s] Jew in the
assassination [of President Kennedy], and he would never say a
word about it.
February 26 at 2:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://warningilluminati.wordpress.com
/the-most-powerful-man-in-the-world-the-black-pope/

The Most Powerful Man In The World ? "The
Black Pope" ?
warningilluminati.wordpress.com

So, you thought you were pretty well informed by
now about all of the main playe...See More

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 26

What people are not understanding is that the Jesuits
command the White Pope and the Vatican City, Obama
/Bush’s/ Clinton’s / Blair’s / Peres/ Rudd / Jintao / Sarkozy /
Medvedev (and frankly every government on earth) including
the the evil Council of Trent, CFR, Illuminati, the Zionists, the
Bilderberg group, the Freemasons, the Knights of Malta, the
Knights of Columbus, the Knights Templar, Council of 300, and
every intelligence organization in the world all have ties to the
Jesuit Order and more specifically, the Superior General of the
Jesuits known as The Black Pope Adolfo Nicolas who as of
January the 19th, 2008 succeeded Peter-Hans Kolvenbach as
the 30th Superior General of the Jesuit Order.
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February 26 at 2:09am · Like · Remove Preview

February 26 at 2:09am · Like

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Amanda Adnama, Michelle Beaune-Jones, Jack Parsons
this.

Dana Horochowski Jesuits.
Who are the Jesuits you may ask? Arent they just missionaries,
priests and general do-gooders who establish schools, universities
and pride themselves in being pillars in the community? If so, then
why was The Jesuit Order abolished in over 80 countries in 1773?
J.E.C. Shepherd states that “Between 1555 and 1931 the Society of
Jesus [i.e., the Jesuit Order] was expelled from at least 83
countries, city states and cities, for engaging in political intrigue and
subversion plots against the welfare of the State, according to the
records of a Jesuit priest of repute [Thomas J. Campbell]. Practically
every instance of expulsion was for political intrigue, political
infiltration, political subversion, and inciting to political insurrection.”
They are overlords of chaos. In a nut shell the Jesuits are Warlords,
Assassins, Teachers, Infiltrators, Tyrants. They tried their hand at
global domination with the “League of Nations” but it failed, now
they are trying again, under a new name…The United Nations, and
its about to work!
February 26 at 1:52am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski JESUIT EUROPEAN WARLOCKS aka JEWS
askaNAZI
February 26 at 1:53am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Ashkenazi_Jews

Ashkenazi Jews - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Ashkenazi Jews, also known as Ashkenazic Jews or

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

the BLACK POPE still holds the purse strings of the WHORE in
NEW YORK...St Patricks Cathedral...

CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE
- http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm

Like · Comment · Share

David Lewis, Roland Mingan Hugihard and Jack Parsons like this.

Dana Horochowski http://warningilluminati.wordpress.com
/the-most-powerful-man-in-the-world-the-black-pope/

The Most Powerful Man In The World ? "The
Black Pope" ?
warningilluminati.wordpress.com

So, you thought you were pretty well informed by
now about all of the main playe...See More
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ethnoreligious group who trace their origins to the indigenous
Israelite tribes of Canaan in the Middle East, and probably began
settling along the Rhine in Germany, from Alsace in the south to the
Rhineland in the north, during the early Middle Ages.[9]

The name Ashkenazi derives from the biblical figure of Ashkenaz,
the first son of Gomer, and a Japhetic patriarch in the Table of
Nations (Genesis 10). In the rabbinic literature, the kingdom of
Ashkenaz was first associated with the Scythian region, then later
with the Slavic territories,[10] and, from the 11th century onwards,
with northern Europe and Germany.[11] The Jews living in these
regions associated with Ashkenaz's kingdom thus came to call
themselves the Ashkenazi.[11] Later, Jews from Western and
Central Europe also came to be called Ashkenazi because the main
centers of Jewish learning were located in Germany.
February 26 at 1:55am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.jesusbelievesinevolution.com
/demiurge_creator.htm

"Demiurge Vs Jesus Christ - A Christian Theory
on Evolution"
www.jesusbelievesinevolution.c

Ancient Christian texts speak of a struggle between
Jesus and the stupid retarded god who created this
universe, who is called the demiurge.

February 26 at 1:56am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski These were the beliefs of most ancient
Christians called Gnostics. The Gnostics asserted that the creator
of the human species was the chief of the angels who created the
world, and that he was a fool. This chief is commonly called the
"demiurge." He was not the Almighty God. Rather, the creator was
a blind idiot. The Gnostic and creationist factions disagreed sharply
on the subject of origins. Gnostics believed that the universe was a
pathetic mistake, because it was created by the foolish demiurge
and his blundering angels. On the other hand, creationists accepted
the literal truth of Genesis 1, and therefore maintained that the
universe was created by a perfect God.

Christians who did not agree with these ideas nevertheless
admitted that they existed from a very early date. The late 2nd
century and early 3rd century saw a flourishing of Christian
literature, which, among other things, included extremely verbose
and detailed explanations of what the "heretics" believed. Among
these Christian historians were Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria,
Hippolytus, and most notably Irenaeus.

Hippoylutus and Irenaeus described the beliefs of a Christian leader
named Saturninus as follows: Based in Antioch, the oldest Christian
community outside of Palestine, Saturninus asserted that the phrase
in Genesis 1:26 "Let us make man in our image," was not really God
talking, but actually the angels conversing with each other on how
they would create humans – hence the plural "us."[6] Although
Irenaeus and Hippolytus criticized this doctrine, Saturninus actually
taught it a century before these two, and was therefore closer to
the apostolic age than were his critics.

Evolutionary history is comprised of a meaningless series of vicious
flesh eating animals, one right after another, who have no
knowledge of the God of Love. It is wholly incongruous, even

Dana Horochowski Black Pope Adolfo Nicolas, Superior

1. The Superior General of the Jesuits The Black Pope, Adolfo
Nicolas and his 6 generals control the “White Pope” Pope Benedict
XVI and the Vatican.
2. The Illuminati, Zionists,globalist Elites, Council on Foreign
Relations, Bilderberg group, Freemasons, Council of 300 and the evil
Council of Trent.
3. The Jesuits control the Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus and
the Knights of Malta.
4. The CIA, FBI, NSA, ASIO, MI5, MI6, NCIS, FSB, DGSE, Mossad
and every intelligence agency in the world are masonic and
controlled by the Jesuits.
5. The Jesuits have infiltrated all governments & Leaders like
Obama, Rudd, Blair, Jintao, Sarkozy, Peres are only puppets that
carry out Jesuit orders.
February 26 at 1:46am · Like

Morten Emil Faber Then why will Antichrist destroy the city on
the seven hills, as mentioned in the bible? And why does the
prophecies state that after the church is destroyed, the remnants of
it will be continued by those in black robes?
February 26 at 1:57am · Like

Dana Horochowski CATHOLIC CHURCH is being destroyed
from WITHIN since it is the WHORE of BABYLON with its roots in
WASHINGTON and LONDON and ISRAEL.... the BEAST rises with
NESARA http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html

NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events
insights2.org

NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events - perhaps the most historic
year of all time

February 26 at 2:00am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski MORON MORMON capital is SALT LAKE
CITY UTAH
February 26 at 2:01am · Like

Dana Horochowski LET the BEAST CONSUME itself....go
fishing with the INDIANs instead
February 26 at 2:01am · Like · 1

Morten Emil Faber Okay i was just provoking you. But why is
the Mormon prophecy then, that it will be a Mormon leader that
will fight and resurrect the US, after it has almost totally fallen.
February 26 at 2:05am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 26

CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI
VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE - http://7thfire.biz
/nesarablackpope.htm Dana Horochowski Maya Portal Agape
Amor Danusia Horochowska (18 photos)
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creator who put in motion such barbaric savagery for all these millions of

Christians accept.
February 26 at 1:57am · Edited · Like

Winston Smith you are demiurgic dana...a co-opter of truth , a
distorter of facts

fuck you witch
February 26 at 3:06am · Like

Dana Horochowski I am up for the CHALLENGE Winston Smith
what is your BEEF... COWBOY???
February 26 at 3:13am · Like

Dana Horochowski VATICAN got your DONG?
February 26 at 3:13am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski PISS on your SATANIC DOG GOD Winston
Smith
February 26 at 3:14am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wbfo-
2ARb3k&list=PLZl1xK7kwArG71hQv8dExG5xO09YmRhlk&index=1
KARMA coming to medUSA whore of BABYLON

The HATE in the USA.
www.youtube.com

speaking on the HATE in the USA and
the HATE inside people of the USA...

February 26 at 3:15am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=J2ZJxu7uDSY&
list=PLZl1xK7kwArG71hQv8dExG5xO09YmRhlk

Draco is the President of the USA
& world.
www.youtube.com

speaking on rituals and why there is no
presidency but only a
ADMINASTRATION

February 26 at 3:16am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I'm hanging with the CHILDREN of the
LITE !!! not NESARA ROMA!
February 26 at 3:16am · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=wKyNIY9oMnw

Lisa Thiel - Song to Inanna
www.youtube.com

May Goddess enlighten your path.
Brightest Blessings)0( & Enjoy the
music!

February 26 at 3:18am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski BURN you JESUIT PEDOPHILES!!!
NAMASTE!
February 26 at 3:18am · Like

Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard likes this.

Dana Horochowski The Jesuit General rules the world through
his provincials. And the provincials then, of course, rule the lower
Jesuits, and there are many Jesuits who are not “professed”, so
many of the lower Jesuits have no idea what’s going on at the top.

 no concept of the power of their Order.

It’s just like Freemasonry. The lower have no idea that the High
Shriner Freemasons are working for the Jesuit General. They think
that they’re just doing works and being good people. But the bottom
line is that the high-level Freemasons are subject, also, to the Jesuit
General because the Jesuit General, with Fredrick the Great, wrote
the High Degrees, the last 8 Degrees, of the Scottish Rite
Freemasonry when Fredrick protected them when they were
suppressed by the Pope in 1773.

So, you have the alignment with the Jesuit Order and the most
powerful Freemason they had in the craft, Fredrick the Great, during
their suppression. That is an irrefutable conclusion. And then, when
you see the Napoleonic Wars, the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic Wars carried out by Freemasonry, everything Napoleon
did, and the Jacobins, whatever they did, completely benefited the
Jesuit Order.
February 26 at 2:10am · Like

Dana Horochowski Their ultimate goal is the rule of the world,
with the Pope of their making, from Solomon’s rebuilt Temple in
Jerusalem. That’s their ultimate goal.

Martin: And why is Solomon’s Temple rebuilt so important?

Phelps: Because the Jesuits have always wanted that. When
Ignatius Loyola first started the Order, one of the first things he did
was, he wanted to go to Jerusalem and set up the Jesuit
headquarters there. So, he went there, he tried to do it and failed,
came back, went to school, started his Latin studies, etc. Maybe it
might be a good idea to just review a little bit about Ignatius Loyola.
February 26 at 2:11am · Like

Write a comment...

Amj Pear shared Hibiscus Moon Crystal Academy's
photo.
February 26

My chakra bath stones for tonight...Sweet crystal dreams
#crystalhealing #crystalhotties
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meegwetch

BALLroom off Winston Smith http://www.youtube.com
/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=9xFnLdPw5yU

Dr. Booker T. Coleman Science of
the Sun
www.youtube.com

Dr. Kaba Kamene giving us some
scientific knowledge.

February 26 at 5:10am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fge-
Z3ja77I

Dr Phil Valentine The Entering of a
New Galaxy & Solar System 1212
www.youtube.com

Dr Phil Valentine.Talks on 2012 an the
upcoming events

February 26 at 5:14am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Revelation 3:9►
I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim
to be Jews though they are not, but are liars--I will make them
come and fall down at your feet and acknowledge that I have loved
you.
February 26 at 5:16am · Like

Dana Horochowski "I know the blasphemy of them which say
they are Jews, and are not, but are the Synagogue of Satan."
Revelation 2:9

0ne group and one group alone is responsible for virtually all wars
and bloodshed on the face of this planet. This evil cabal is few in
numbers but, like a deadly octopus, its tentacles reach out to grip
and strangle untold multitudes of innocent victims. The initiates of
every secret society and internationalist organization, from the
Council on Foreign Relations and the Jesuits to the Bilderbergers
and the Order of Skull & Bones, obey the dictates of this sinister
group and tremble when standing before its leaders.

The cabalist group I refer to is the Synagogue of Satan, an ancient,
yet modern, elite so politically powerful and so fabulously wealthy
that even past history has been twisted, reshaped, and revised to
meet its preferred version of humanity's gloomy, totalitarian future.

Religious in nature, the Synagogue of Satan is, at its essence, a
grotesque, satanic cult. It's high council is composed of High Priests
of Lucifer; these are men who literally worship death while
practicing sexual magick and occult rituals of the blackest nature.
http://www.texemarrs.com/032007
/synagogue_of_satan_article.htm

Synagogue of Satan
www.texemarrs.com

One group alone is responsible for virtually all
wars and bloodshed on the face of this planet.

February 26 at 5:18am · Like · Remove Preview

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski good....drink sun charged rose quartz
WATER to raise your vibration too
February 26 at 12:37am · Edited · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Michelle Beaune-Jones
February 25

Dana Horochowski Here's one for ya

Lost Walt Disney UFO
Documentary: Full Uncut Version
2013 HD
www.youtube.com

This documentary was only broadcast
once in five US states in 1995, then it
was shelved and never broadcast again.

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Michelle Beaune-Jones like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=S_T246RQAk8 just finishing this one....wow

Sex Cult - Britney Spears,
Madonna & Anna Nicole
www.youtube.com

http://freemantv.com/ Join Freeman for
a discussion of current events involving
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fanatical in their support of the Synagogue of Satan. They go by the
name, "Zionists." Other Jews provide the Cabal with only token,
often nominal, support.

The millions of Zionist Jews are joined in their zealous embrace by a
great number of Gentiles who are also boastful of being Zionists.
While these Gentile supporters are, on the whole, woefully ignorant
of the horrific, ultimate goal of the Synagogue of Satan, their
support and service to the cause of Lucifer helps drive the global
Synagogue of Satan's never-ending successful campaigns of
revolution, war, famine, financial calamity, and bloodshed.

Thankfully, there are a few Jews—but only a few—who have been
able to escape the almost irresistible spiritual impulse to ally
themselves with the Synagogue of Satan. Their escape has been
made possible due to their faith in the only One who has the power
to resist the Evil One's grip. I refer, of course, to Jesus Christ our
Lord, Deliverer of Israel. But, watch out! I have discovered that
many Jews who claim to be "Christians" are actually Zionist
deceivers. Masquerading as "Messianic Jews," in fact they are
covert propagandists for the Synagogue of Satan. "By their fruits ye
shall know them."
February 26 at 5:19am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&index=1

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit
www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

February 26 at 5:21am · Like · Remove Preview

Michelle Beaune-Jones You should feel great to be called a
witch! Wow Joan of Arc was too. Listen, I love your passion for
searching, to me it's divine. Often we may not agree but you debate
with me like a good neighbor. You have never bashed me if my
opinion was different and I want to thank you for showing us how to
search! Searching drives us into the abyss and often this can give us
PTSD! Seeing the devil up close is not joke. Keep searching and
thanks for all you research! If they tried to burn you at the stake I'd
bring over the hose honey lol
February 26 at 8:02am via mobile · Unlike ·

Winston Smith you are a fraud dana

lets see those ears ... stephanie weir
February 26 at 8:55am · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Don't they look like a mafia? lol I love
Jesus and His bride but something has changed in the church and
yet GOD NEVER CHANGES....so who did?? The men my friends.
February 26 at 10:32am via mobile · Unlike ·

Winston Smith michelle. kill yourself you delusional cunt
February 26 at 10:49am · Like

Dana Horochowski spoken like a true JESUIT EUROPEAN
WARLOCk Winston Smith ...I say we MICROCHIP your peewee
brain so that you don't bugger more little children. ASSHOLE!

February 25 at 10:30pm · Like · Remove Preview

HOLYWOOD.....grandmother land CANADA
February 25 at 10:52pm · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Thanks
February 25 at 10:52pm via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski set up a trading post...I'll barter with you

February 25 at 10:52pm · Like · 1

Michelle Beaune-Jones Trying to get it together but no one is
backing me--frustrating!!!
February 25 at 10:53pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski just create products in your busy day....
share them freely with others... I will back you and I am
connected to ALGONQUIN territory and OTTAWA...but I am my own
LOCAL TRADING POST.... and I trade with those I choose...
February 25 at 11:00pm · Like

Dana Horochowski let me know how I can help from here....
February 25 at 11:01pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski we are just starting the tribulation
period...so these goons are going to show up soon....
February 25 at 11:02pm · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones No shit, going to suck not being online
with you. lol
February 25 at 11:03pm via mobile · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones We'll have to train a dove to send
messages lol
February 25 at 11:04pm via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski CANADA is going to be FINE....don't think
we are going off line...we are going to RUN the PLANet from
TORONTO
February 25 at 11:05pm · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Hope so!!
February 25 at 11:07pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Michelle Beaune-Jones I'm a rainbow warrior
February 25 at 11:08pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Michelle Beaune-Jones Got to sleep to kill the pain lol night
night warrior woman
February 25 at 11:09pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski PAIN? nothing to FEAR in CANADA...we
are going off the lizard leash..
February 25 at 11:18pm · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=VMtktjhrPww

Eagle and Condor
www.youtube.com

The legend of the Eagle and the Condor
goes back a very long time in the Andes
a...See More

February 26 at 12:40am · Like · Remove Preview
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Dana Horochowski Winston Smith is a NAZI SATANIST for

February 26 at 12:47pm · Like

Karen Hornyak All judgment aside, you (Dana) never fail to
provide food for thought and interesting concepts to research. I
don't get the haters...ultimately it's up to each of us to decide the
truth for ourselves.
February 26 at 12:54pm · Like · 1

Winston Smith you're out of your fucking mind
February 26 at 2:39pm · Like

Winston Smith http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-
iOmBh5SQw
February 26 at 2:46pm · Like

Winston Smith do normal people talk like Dana ?
February 26 at 2:46pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
You're still living in the 20th century (1984) hahaha
February 26 at 2:47pm · Like

Winston Smith http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=yTXrhB-GHbc
February 26 at 2:59pm · Like

Winston Smith http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=9aV0yHWcPQk
February 26 at 3:03pm · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones Dude you are so mean I don't even
want to watch your videos. Next time stop the hate if you want
to prove a point, that just makes people defensive.
February 26 at 5:44pm via mobile · Like

Winston Smith you blamed men as a whole for the corruption
of the church .... you are a naive cunt.

oh mean LOL good. now go slit your wrists you useless cunt
February 26 at 5:46pm · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones I'm out of this conversation.
February 26 at 5:46pm via mobile · Like

Michelle Beaune-Jones men meaning mankind
February 26 at 5:48pm via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski castration is a good OPTION for you
Winston Smith
February 26 at 7:13pm · Like

Winston Smith only if I get to cut off your tits first you
disgusting anti male witch
February 26 at 7:14pm · Like

Dana Horochowski BLAME is on the ROMAN PATRIARCHY of
LEVAN and LILITH which is going to BURN real SOON
February 26 at 7:14pm · Like

Dana Horochowski MALES.....I am still trying to define what
you are Winston Smith Are shetu LIZARDS like you defined as
such? I thought that tiny tool was for PEEING ONLY
February 26 at 7:15pm · Edited · Like

Winston Smith a gay homosexual patriarchy is NOT a

Virginia Burshaw shared a link.

What do you think about this?

Final Verdict is Rendered in First Common Law Court Case
against the Vatican and Canada for Genocide

Final Verdict is Rendered in First Common Law Court Case against the
Vatican and Canada for Genocide Final Verdict is Rendered in First

Like · Comment · Share

View 18 more comments

Amj Pear 25 years jail for crimes against humanity, sounds fishy
to me.

March 2 at 1:53am · Edited · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski narrow road and FEW WILL FIND IT....they
want us to get the CHIP... let them live by their OWN LAWS and
DIE by their OWN LAWS... I am going SOVEREIGN CHIP FREE...just
watch me
February 26 at 12:29am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=VMtktjhrPww

Eagle and Condor
www.youtube.com

The legend of the Eagle and the Condor
goes back a very long time in the Andes
a...See More

February 26 at 12:40am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA
WASHINGTON NAZI VATICAN BLACK POPE FAKE RAPTURE
nesarablackpope - http://7thfire.biz/nesarablackpope.htm

CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA
WASHINGTON NAZI VATICAN BLACK
POPE FAKE RAPTURE nesarablackpope -
http:
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTs2013 doc2013 pdf
AQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
L...See More

February 26 at 1:20am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 24
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February 26 at 7:16pm · Like

Dana Horochowski haha ED CHIARINI CORN HOLE hat trick
for the BUSH REGIME ....easy to see your rotting fruit tree
Winston Smith ....STUPID is a compliment for a TARE of YOUR ILK
February 26 at 7:18pm · Like

Dana Horochowski CHIP the LIZARDs.....FREE the WOMEN
and CHILDREN from the RAPISTS of ROMA
February 26 at 7:19pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.blavatsky.net/magazine
/theosophy/ww/additional/christianity/InTheBeginning.html
EASY ANSWER to the STUPID VAMPIRE TRASH who keeps
degrading WOMEN....

Pagan Roots: In the Beginning
www.blavatsky.net

WITHOUT going very far into antiquity for comparisons, if we only
stop at the fo...See More

February 26 at 7:26pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Stephanie Weir is 5'6
https://www.google.ca/search?q=stephnie+weir&hl=en&
client=firefox-a&hs=daB&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aofficial&
channel=fflb&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&
sa=X&ei=7FItUaKTOKii2AXpt4G4CA&ved=0CEoQsAQ&biw=1116&
bih=500#hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=xbB&rls=org.mozilla:en-
US%3Aofficial&channel=fflb&tbm=isch&sa=1&q=stephanie+weir&
oq=stephanie+weir&
gs_l=img.12...0.0.2.60056.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0...0.0...1c..4.img.T846
mglRcFk&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.&
bvm=bv.42965579,d.b2I&fp=c018460ccb5488f4&biw=1116&
bih=500

stephnie weir - Google Search
www.google.ca

February 26 at 7:30pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.google.ca/search?hl=en&
sugexp=les%3Bcappsweb&gs_rn=4&gs_ri=psy-
ab&tok=WZMV9Cl4944HABQArYu1Hg&cp=8&gs_id=3b&xhr=t&
q=dana+horochowski&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.&
bvm=bv.42965579,d.b2I&biw=1116&bih=500&um=1&ie=UTF-
8&tbm=isch&source=og&sa=N&tab=wi&ei=nVMtUdCmK-
rY2AXLsICQBA

dana horochowski - Google Search
www.google.ca

February 26 at 7:30pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski NEXT....
February 26 at 7:30pm · Like

SOLUNA69 ALTAR MANIFESTATION for 2NITE...

Danusia Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Seanchai Seance Ty Dana I changed my photo cover to suite
The special Ceremonial occasion

February 24 at 6:40pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
R U set up for Kalli Maa chanting, here, Dana or what?
February 28 at 1:37pm · Like

Dana Horochowski I don't need KALI MAA.... SOPHIA is my
DIRECT CONNECT
February 28 at 1:59pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski likes a document.
February 24

HAPPY SOL SUNNY DAY FULL LUNA MOONA TUNA TONITE
PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION http://8thfire.biz/

HAPPY SOL SUNNY DAY FULL LUNA MOONA
TUNA SOULuTION 7thfire.biz
www.scribd.com
MOON Time to SHINE the LITE on the RED RITE ROAD
to NATURE, TRIBES and COMMUNITY AGAPE LOVE
7sun8moonfire - http://7thfire.biz/7sun8moonfire.htm
Prophecy of ...
See More

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...
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CRASH....survival of the FITTEST....CANADA has a strong

Dana Horochowski EDEN is all ABOUT GREAT SEX !!!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLg8_3d-Vck

Eva Wanna Have Sex On The
Garden Of Eden
www.youtube.com

Eva Wanna Have Sex On The Garden Of
Eden but what she found just a
motherfucker fag

February 26 at 7:45pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski NO PEDOPHILES is EDEN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9MZJlKIGl8

Sex: The Secret Gate to Eden
www.youtube.com

See the universal wisdom hidden in the
heart of all religions. Alchemy,
Kabbalah...See More

February 26 at 7:47pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski VATICAN BURNS...the END -
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican29.htm

"Anyone who attempts to construe a personal view of God which
conflicts with Church dogma must be burned without pity." - Pope
Innocent III

The Horrors of The Church and its Holy
Inquisition
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

Pope Gregory IXthe Inquisition under the control
of the DominicansGuilhem Pelhis

February 26 at 8:30pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Michelle Beaune-Jones You are loved.

February 28 at 10:33am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UUZw8lOqMZ4 JUDGEMENT DAY is DAWNING on
ROMA PEDOPHILE PEEWEE inc

42Laws of Maat/ 42 Ideals of
Maat & More
www.youtube.com

speaking on the Divine Principles of
Maat and the
Universe......http://www.claritydaily.co
m/http://www.bodyraq.com/

March 1 at 5:02pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski the MORE THEY PANIC and attack
me...the more it CONFIRMS that CANADA will soon be printing
its own 2 row wampum with the AMORs not ROMA. HOPI
urAMERIca HERE WE CUM!!!!!
March 1 at 5:04pm · Like

Dana Horochowski 555....ED CHIARINI is getting the OBAMA

February 24 via Scribd

HAPPY SOL SUNNY DAY FULL LUNA MOONA TUNA TONITE
PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION http://7thfire.biz/

HAPPY SOL SUNNY DAY FULL LUNA MOONA
TUNA SOULuTION 7thfire.biz
www.scribd.com
MOON Time to SHINE the LITE on the RED RITE
ROAD to NATUR...

 likes this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 24

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlWdvWO0jKU

QLIPPOTH: The Babylonian Q-ABBALAH PT1
www.youtube.com

QLIPPOTH: The Babylonian Q-ABBALAH PT1 is the First step into a
Very Detailed Series in which I will attempt to COMPLETELY unveil the
Demonic Hierarchies of ...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski QLIPPOTH: The Babylonian Q-ABBALAH
PT1 is the First step into a Very Detailed Series in which I will
attempt to COMPLETELY unveil the Demonic Hierarchies of the
Fallen Lords of DAATH. If we are for real going to Win this War on
the Consciousness of Mankind then you Need to know what we are
REALLY Facing inderdimentionally on a METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL
and ETHIRIC LEVEL. In this Series I will EXPOSE The Kingdom of
Satan-Moloch..,

There is Much Disinformation out there concerning the Truth of
what KABBALAH really is. It is the FRUIT-THOUGHT-
CONCIOUSNESS of THE TREE OF LIFE. TRUE Kabbalah has nothing
to do with The QLIPPOTH other than the Fact that the Kabbalah
Warns us of The Qlippoth and NOT to engage in "Eating" of It's
Fruit-Thought-Conciousness just as THE KREATOR did with Mankind
before Their Fall into MATERIAL Universe-World-Dimension of
MALKUTH=The Earth.

ASSAIAH is where we exist in the Limitiation and Chaos of TIME
and SPACE the 4th -Sub-World Dimension which is
Interdimensionaly Linked to The QLIPPOTH and the Hierarchies of
the Fallen Lords of DAATH. The Universal Realm of Solids, Liquids,
Gases and Frequency has been their Play Ground for AEONS.

QLIPPOTH is the Fruit-Thought-Consciousness of The TREE of the
KNOWLEDGE of GOOD and EVIL (Duality created through Human
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am SUEING everyone for DAMAGES....

run our cars on MAGNETS and CRYSTALS. DAMN VAMPIRES are
going to BURN this time....NOT THE WOMEN!
March 1 at 5:08pm · Like

الندی المطر means daughtry nillmn hrt goes mus trind ad yos to
si prop ky tala sa mga bes lik performing in al tife ar ceo al calling
amin ang allah one cleanliness much inside ,
March 1 at 5:40pm via mobile · Like

Terry Steward Yes they may command the white pope ...but I
AM MIXED.. I AM BRONZE ..MIXED with all people....please
understand there power beyond men.. ...

March 1 at 8:57pm · Like

الندی المطر wow sixie benexdistos rise up d z
March 2 at 4:19am via mobile · Like

Write a comment...

Words The INVERTED TREE OF DEATH and CHAOS is the System in which

A Secret Q-abal of ELITE Sorcerers and Ceremonial Black Magick Witches
are in Direct Correspondence with the Fallen Lord of DAATH and The
QLIPPOTH. The Arch Demons (in which there are 10 which is explained in
PT2) their Overlords and Demonic Hierarchies. First Established Through the
Linage of Kain who's Descendants were and are STILL the Seed line of the
Bic-Phalas Fallen Lords taking the Women of Kains Tribe, impregnating them
who then Gave Birth to the NEPHILIM.

Through, By Them and Ruling over Mankind in the Shadows as they have for
AEONS This Hidden Knowledge is Now being Exposed for the First time here
on my Channel. They have Ruled out of the Empires of Atlantis, Sumeria,
Egypt, Babylon, The Olmec, Mongolia, Greece-Macedonia, Rome and still
today after 2000 years which was RE:Named THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
CHURCH via The VATICAN-VATICAN CITY who work in Correspondence
with The City of London via- The German-British Rothschilds and the Royal
Bloodlines of Europe and ALL BLACK LODGE Secret Societies.

GET READY!! There is Much more to come in this series.., PT 2 COMING
SOON!!
February 24 at 12:41am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=YqeTAmXHdeo

Transitions
www.youtube.com

Transitions: Commentary with Sethikus
of Boza: BlackEarth Productions

February 24 at 12:45am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=es1Q9fa0AgU

Twin Flames 144,000 and The
Dark Lords of Daath pt1
www.youtube.com

Twin Flames 144,000 and The Dark
Lords of Daath pt1

February 24 at 1:06am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hsz_yQNKN_A

Twin Flames 144,000 and The
Dark Lords of Daath pt2
www.youtube.com

Twin Flames 144,000 and The Dark
Lords of Daath pt2

February 24 at 1:16am · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
...Just step out of the 12 and go into the 13!?
February 24 at 12:27pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 23

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkZkekS8NQU

ERA - Ameno
www.youtube.com

ERA - Ameno

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 23

2 TREES in the GARDEN ...BE CAREFUL....
EDEN-NARROW GATE and FEW will FIND IT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=318qHgEERB4

Tree of Life -vs-The Qlippoth pt2
www.youtube.com

Tree of Life -vs-The Qlippoth pt2:
Commentary with Bear Heart and The
Grand Order of Draco Slayers The Grand
Order of Draco Slayers is a Magickal
Order of Sp...

Like · Comment · Share
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Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others

time.
February 23 at 6:22pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=RkZkekS8NQU

ERA - Ameno
www.youtube.com

ERA - Ameno

February 23 at 6:27pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski look at the FRUIT
February 23 at 6:27pm · Like

Dana Horochowski allow the 85% service to SELVES....to
destroy their OWN SOULS....the NARROW ROAD is a SELFLESS
one....that will ENDURE in ETERNITY
February 23 at 6:30pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
OK

February 23 at 6:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski ALLOW them the FREEDOM to choose 3d
and get trapped in the ABYSS....I am DONE
NAGGING....OBVIOUS which road leads to EDEN
February 23 at 6:31pm · Like

Morten Emil Faber The path is measured upon if you do harm
onto others (those that are innocent) and less if you are selfless.
There are 4 paths where two of them leads to abyss, and two to
eden, some quicker that the others. Seldom have a path been taken
without a combination thereof. Buddha said the middle-way is the
best one; it consist of the two paths that leads to eden. Taking care
of self and working for the greater good.
February 24 at 10:16pm · Edited · Like · 1

Write a comment...

February 23

Maat as a goddess
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maat
Maat was the goddess of harmony, justice, and truth
represented as a young woman,[20] sitting or standing,
holding a was scepter, the symbol of power, in one hand and
an ankh, the symbol of eternal life, in the other. Sometimes
she is depicted with wings on each arm or as a woman with an
ostrich feather on her head.[21] Depictions of Maat as a
goddess are recorded from as early as the middle of the Old
Kingdom (c. 2680 to 2190 BCE).[22]

In the Duat, the Egyptian underworld, the hearts of the dead
were said to be weighed against her single "Feather of Ma'at",
symbolically representing the concept of Maat, in the Hall of
Two Truths. A heart which was unworthy was devoured by the
goddess Ammit and its owner condemned to remain in the
Duat. The heart was considered the location of the soul by
ancient Egyptians. Those people with good and pure hearts
were sent on to Aaru. Osiris came to be seen as the guardian
of the gates of Aaru after he became part of the Egyptian
pantheon and displaced Anubis in the Ogdoad tradition.

The weighing of the heart, pictured on papyrus in the Book of
the Dead typically, or in tomb scenes, shows Anubis overseeing
the weighing and the lioness Ammit seated awaiting the results
so she could consume those who failed. The image would be
the vertical heart on one flat surface of the balance scale and
the vertical Shu-feather standing on the other balance scale
surface. Other traditions hold that Anubis brought the soul
before the posthumous Osiris who performed the weighing.

Like · Comment · Share

Leon Brooks, Jack Parsons and 2 others like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 23

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz244ZWPvh4

Eat Healthy or get Super STDs' &
All Meats
www.youtube.com

meats killing you and only thing good is
all natural foods. or get STD from eating
MEATS.

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance

Dana Horochowski
February 23
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February 23 at 4:57pm · LikeConquering Child. She has several titles, including the "Queen

Starry Heaven". Nuit represents the infinitely-expanded circle
whose circumference is unmeasurable and whose center is
everywhere (whereas Hadit is the infinitely small point within
the core of every single thing).
it is the interaction between these two cosmic principles that
creates the manifested universe similar to the gnostic syzygy.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nut_%28goddess%29

"Come forth, o children, under the stars, & take your fill of

"For I am divided for love's sake, for the chance of union." (AL
I:29).
For there are therein Three Grades, the Hermit, and the Lover,
and the man of Earth. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of
the Law." (AL I:39-40).
"For pure will, unassuaged of purpose, delivered from the lust
of result, is every way perfect." (AL I:44).
"Invoke me under my stars! Love is the law, love under will.
[...]" (AL I:57).
"I give unimaginable joys on earth: certainty, not faith, while in
life, upon death; peace unutterable, rest, ecstasy; nor do I
demand aught in sacrifice." (AL I:57).

In The Equinox of the Gods (ch. 7, section 6),[2] Crowley
writes of Nuit in comparison to Christianity:

"Nuit cries: "I love you," like a lover; when even John reached
only to the cold impersonal proposition "God is love." She woos
like a mistress; whispers "To me!" in every ear; Jesus, with
needless verb, appeals vehemently to them "that labour and
are heavy laden." Yet She who can promise in the present,
says: "I give unimaginable joys on earth," making life worth
while; "certainty, not faith, while in life, upon death," the
electric light Knowledge for the churchyard corpsecandle Faith,
making life fear-free, and death itself worth while: "peace
unutterable, rest, ecstasy," making mind and body at ease that
soul may be free to transcend them when It will."

The following are quotes from Crowley's commentaries to The
Book of the Law.[3]

"Note that Heaven is not a place where Gods Live; Nuit is
Heaven, itself."
"Nuit is All that which exists, and the condition of that
existence. Hadit is the Principle which causes modifications in
this Being. This explains how one may call Nuit Matter, and
Hadit Motion."

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 23

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski he's gonna get CANDIDA for sure
February 23 at 4:22pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 23
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sacrament of life is not only so from the point of view of the

Main article: Nut (goddess)

In Egyptian mythology, Nut was the sky goddess. She is the
daughter of Shu and Tefnut.

The sun god Ra entered her mouth after the sun set in the
evening and was reborn from her vulva the next morning. She
also swallowed and rebirthed stars. She was a goddess of
death, and her image is on the inside of most sarcophagi. The
pharaoh entered her body after death and was later
resurrected.

In art, Nut is depicted as a woman wearing no clothes, covered
with stars and supported by Shu; opposite her (the sky), is her
husband Geb. With Geb, she was the mother of Osiris, Horus,
Isis, Set, and Nephthys. (4 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Jack Parsons, Roland Mingan Hugihard and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski Myths are set in these earliest times, and
myth sets the pattern for the cycles of the present. Present
events repeat the events of myth, and in doing so renew maat, the
fundamental order of the universe. Amongst the most important
episodes from the mythic past are the creation myths, in which the
gods form the universe out of primordial chaos; the stories of the
reign of the sun god Ra upon the earth; and the Osiris myth,
concerning the struggles of the gods Osiris, Isis, and Horus against
the disruptive god Set. Events from the present that might be
regarded as myths include Ra's daily journey through the world and
its otherworldly counterpart, the Duat. Recurring themes in these
mythic episodes include the conflict between the upholders of maat
and the forces of disorder, the importance of the pharaoh in
maintaining maat, and the continual death and regeneration of the
gods. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_mythology

Egyptian mythology - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Egyptian mythology is the collection of myths
from ancient Egypt, which describe...See More

February 23 at 4:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski So flexible were Egyptian myths that they

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Amj Pear like this.

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 23
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creation of the world and the movements of the sun occur in

sun god Ra.[33] Separate deities could even be syncretized, or
linked, as a single being. Thus the creator god Atum was combined
with Ra to form Ra-Atum.[34]
February 23 at 4:35pm · Like

think laura dubi dam2 time after stllh the one.
February 24 at 1:07am via mobile · Like

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Seanchai Seance and Roland Mingan Hugihard

Amj Pear Oh deer

February 24 at 8:57pm · Like

Dana Horochowski beautiful....makes life worth living
March 1 at 5:11pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 23

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 23
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Like · Comment · Share

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 22

Sweetgrass Hydrosol is one of the most powerful hydrosols to
clear energetic space. The burning of Sweetgrass for
ceremonial purposes has been part of the native culture in
North America. Sweetgrass was once used in Europe as a
strewing herb where it was laid at the entrance to churches -
especially on saints’ days. It is believed that the practice of
using the grass in European churches gave rise to the botanical
name Hierochloe or Holy grass. Sweetgrass is distilled purely
for the hydrosol, as no essential oil is produced from the
distillation.

Therapeutic and Energetic Uses of Sweetgrass Hydrosol:

Uplifting and extremely energetically protective
Powerful for space clearing and smudging
Excellent for removing old energeric debris and energies on all
levels
Use as an invocation spray to "set and call in new energies"
Beautiful deodorizer for rooms and cars alone or blended with
essential oils
May be helpful for sore throats

Omar Cameron shared a link.
February 22

You've mentioned this too many times to count, and if they do
not believe you, show them this link.
http://www.godvoter.org/mormon-jesus-satan-brothers.html

JESUS AND SATAN BROTHERS? | Satan Is The
Brother of Mormon Jesus
www.godvoter.org

Jesus And Satan Brothers? Do Mormons really teach
Jesus and Satan are brothers? Here is proof that Jesus
and Satan are brothers in Mormonism. And as brothers
go, the 'Jesus and Satan brothers' lie ...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski the SHETU FREEMASONS created the
RELIGIONs ...children of the REPTILE....IGIGI
February 22 at 10:40pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski GREYS are excellent at reprogramming our
MEMORIES.
February 22 at 10:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.goodmorals.org/mormons
/index.asp?poetlist=ChapterFour.htm
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shar.es

Sweetgrass Hydrosol is one of the most
powerful hydrosols to clear energetic space. The
burning of Sweetgrass for ceremonial purposes
has been part of the native culture in North
America. Sweetgrass was once used in Europe

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Amanda Adnama, Nico Giorgio and 3 others

Dana Horochowski Hydrosols Are:
Hydrosols are floral waters, hydroflorates… flower waters or
distillates are products from steam distilling plant materials.
Hydrosols are like essential oils but in far less of a concentration.
Hydrosols are the pure natural water that is produced during the
distillation process.

The plant material is placed into the retort (still) or distillation tank.
The steam hits the plant, softening the scent or secretory cells
releasing the essential oil that is contained within as a vapor. This
essential oil vapor mixes with the steam and is separated again as
the steam cools in the condensing tank. As the steam cools, the
essential oil molecules separate from the steam (now as cooled
water) and float on the water (except for the very few of them
which sink) and the water, now is called the hydrosol, or
sometimes, the hydrolat is syphoned off.

The highest quality hydrosols come from the devoted artisan
distillers who, with artist like precision steam the floral and plant
material strictly to produce a hydrosol. Hydrosols contain all of the
essence of the plant in every drop, just like essential oils but in a
milder form; making them suitable for all manner of applications
where essential oils would be too strong. They are wonderful to use
with children and pets!
February 22 at 10:00pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Sweetgrass Essential Oil
(for candles, soap or incense)
Ingredients:

- 6-10 braids of fresh
sweetgrass
- Almond or Grape-
seed oil
- Jar with lid
- Nylon stocking

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING ESSENTIAL OILS
1. Using a glass jar, place 6-10 braids of fresh sweetgrass into a
glass
container.
2. Add a base oil, like almond oil or grapeseed oil to create a
fixative.
Pour oil
into the jar until it covers all the sweetgrass.
3. Place in cool dark place for several weeks. The longer you leave
the
scent, t
the more powerful it becomes.
4. When the scent has been removed from the sweetgrass, remove
the

www.goodmorals.org

February 23 at 4:45pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Omar Cameron shared a link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rED-YiDYG00

jesus is satan
www.youtube.com

Basically why would satan allow jesus
to steal his glory in church's everyday
,and in talk radio everyday if satan is
mentioned as the God of this world!
sat...

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear gobbledygook. You posted a video that has twice as
many dislikes as likes. Is this some sort of a joke!

February 22 at 9:00pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear Jesus was the alleged good guy (but the name was
changed).
February 22 at 8:46pm · Like

Amj Pear The "body and blood" sacrifice corrupted Catholic
Sunday rituals are the Luciferian thing.
February 22 at 8:48pm · Like

Amj Pear ...sacrificing the Good Guy, drinking His blood, eating
His flesh!
February 22 at 8:49pm · Like

Amj Pear Thanks for posting so that we could clear this thing
up, and expose those vampires!
February 22 at 8:50pm · Like

Amj Pear Peace. Love.

February 22 at 8:50pm · Like

Dana Horochowski J is for JESUIT
February 22 at 10:01pm · Like

Dana Horochowski ENGLISH is CURSED and so is cursive
writing
February 22 at 10:02pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski recycleable KITTY LITTER = all the JESUIT
VATICAN BOOKS
February 22 at 10:03pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski To me MOLOCH is SATAN is SATURN...
February 22 at 10:13pm · Like
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particles out of the oil by pouring the oil through the stocking material.

http://www.indiadivine.org/showthread.php/1104483-A-Recipe-
for-Sweetgrass-Oil

A Recipe for Sweetgrass Oil
www.indiadivine.org

Discussion forums focussing on all aspects of Hinduism
and Hindu culture. Sections on Yoga, Meditation, Vedic
Scriptures, Hindu Gods, and Tantra.

February 22 at 10:51pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I tried this with BASIL and OLIVE OIL...
but I am not sure what I created...
February 22 at 10:52pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.cajuncandles.com/how-to-
make-soy-candles.html FUN FUN FUN

How-To Make Soy Candles | Soy Candle
Making Instructions
www.cajuncandles.com

Learn how to make amazing votive candles out
of Soy Wax with our free How-To
Ste...See More

February 23 at 12:05am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.voyageursoapandcandle.com
/Natural_Rebatch_Soap_Bases_s/258.htm

Natural Rebatch Soap Bases
www.voyageursoapandcandle.com

Natural wholesale rebatch soap bases - make natural
homemade soap making easy - ...See More

February 23 at 1:14am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

HYBRID HUMAN. snake in the GARDEN...got the DNA from the

Dana Horochowski MARDUK RA created the RELIGIONS with
the GREYS...still pushing the SAME BULLSHIT for 1000s of years
and laughing at the BENNY HINN WARshippers from MIDDLE

February 22 at 10:15pm · Like

Dana Horochowski GODDESS TRADITION HET HERU.....goes
back WAY further than the BABBLING WORD of the DEMIURGE
February 22 at 10:16pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NgNxlrzWm10

Jesus Christ is Really The Devil
PT.1 Bobby Hemmitt
www.youtube.com

http://blackhistorychannel.org/ from
the tape what if the god u serve is the
devil

February 22 at 10:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://etheses.bham.ac.uk/663/1
/Konis10PhD.pdf
February 22 at 10:33pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear Ironically (?), Jupiter starts with a "J" too (?)
February 23 at 11:25am · Like

Amj Pear Joel Osteen, is the guy/televangelist who's picture is
on the billboard next to the big church along interstate I-75 in
town, here. Yup, him and that woman; and the billboard says
something about preparing for the 2nd coming.
February 23 at 10:00pm · Unlike · 1

Amj Pear We have flying saucers in the area, too (lol). not so
much lately, in the colder weather. There might be an upcoming
big project blue beam show about to happen, here. Probably in
farmer's field next door (along the east-west ley lines). ..
February 23 at 10:06pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Write a comment...
Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 21

FREE us from NESARA 666, VERICHIP, LAURA EISENHOWER,
ANDRE WEBRE, EXOPOLITICS, DRACOVASSILAS, PROJECT
SCAMALOT and HOLLYWOOD. hollywoodnot -
/hollywoodnot.htm

LAURA BRADSHAW MAHON EISENHOWER FAKE MAGDALENE
with DR DREAM draco CREAM + KROLLs CREW to MARS MEAT
LOCKERS.

SUSAN EISENHOWER- mommy = OBAMA ENERGY ADMIN.

TRAITOR to HUMANITY! SATANIC WHORE!!!

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 21

MOTHER NATURE is going to destroy the BEAST and who ever
WARships the BEAST 666 http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=5MviooySvDI

You Love yo Massa/ I'm killing da
Beast Sirius 13
www.youtube.com

speaking on Karma and the Natural
state of Being
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NESARA UFO GREYS FALSE RAPTURE AHEAD

VATICAN ROMA 666http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net
/profiles/blogs/history-of-nesara-2007-2008 ///
http://lightworker29501.com/2012/11/01/nesara-
announcement-expected-in-2012/

ATON NATO FALSE CHRIST ---- MICROCHIP
LUCIFER....DESCENDED DISASTERS - NESARA: 2013 Sequence
of Events http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html

SCARY SCARY SCARY GREY DRACO VAMPIRE BULLSHIT WEBRE
EXOPOLITICS LIAR http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=nsMHxre42hg

You Love yo Massa/ I'm killing da Beast Sirius 13 /// MOTHER
NATURE is going to destroy the BEAST and who ever WARships
the BEAST!

FREE us from NESARA 666, VERICHIP, LAURA EISENHOWER,
ANDRE WEBRE, EXOPOLITICS, DRACOVASSILAS, PROJECT
SCAMALOT and HOLLYWOOD. hollywoodnot -
http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodnot.htm

LAURA BRADSHAW MAHON EISENHOWER FAKE MAGDALENE
with DR DREAM draco CREAM + KROLLs CREW to MARS
MEAT LOCKERS.

SUSAN EISENHOWER- mommy = OBAMA ENERGY ADMIN.

TRAITOR to HUMANITY! SATANIC WHORE!!!

SOUL SCALPED SUCCUBUS ROMA VAMPIRES

NESARA UFO GREYS FALSE RAPTURE AHEAD
http://www.lightparty.com/index.shtml

VATICAN ROMA 666http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net
/profiles/blogs/history-of-nesara-2007-2008
http://lightworker29501.com/2012/11/01/nesara-
announcement-expected-in-2012/

ATON NATO FALSE CHRIST ---- MICROCHIP
LUCIFER....DESCENDED DISASTERS - NESARA: 2013
Sequence of Events http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html

SCARY SCARY SCARY GREY DRACO VAMPIRE BULLSHIT
WEBRE EXOPOLITICS LIAR http://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=5bJ4OXBG5EE&noredirect=1 he's on a ROLL !

Dark Matter/Atoms from Sirius
Sun, The Message 4 Sept/Oct
www.youtube.com

speaking on upcoming events and the
world and its problems.

February 21 at 8:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski SCARY SCARY SCARY GREY DRACO
VAMPIRE BULLSHIT WEBRE EXOPOLITICS LIAR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsMHxre42hg

SIGN THE WORLD PEACE TREATY
Online
www.youtube.com

SIGN THE WORLD PEACE TREATY
Online http://
www.thepetitionsite.com/645/589/720
/si...See More

February 21 at 8:40pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski NESARA 666 on its WAY.....VERICHIP via
EISENHOWER and DRACOVASSILAS PROJECT SCAMALOT
February 21 at 8:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski NESARA UFO GREYS FALSE RAPTURE
AHEAD http://www.lightparty.com/index.shtml

The Light Party New Political Paradigm
and Health Care
www.lightparty.com

THE LIGHT PARTY, a wholistic proactive, new
political paradigm party, is a synth...See More

February 21 at 8:42pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski VATICAN ROMA 666
http://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/history-
of-nesara-2007-2008

History of NESARA 2007-2008
www.ashtarcommandcrew.net

http://lightworker29501.com/2012/11/01/nesara-
announcement-expected-in-2012/

February 21 at 8:44pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski ATON NATO FALSE CHRIST ----
MICROCHIP LUCIFER....DESCENDED DISASTERS
http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html

NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events
insights2.org

NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events - perhaps the most historic
year of all time

February 21 at 8:44pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...
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NATURE is going to destroy the BEAST and who ever
WARships the BEAST! Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear likes this.

Dana Horochowski spamming the BLACK ROSE SUCCUBUSs
ASS all weekend
February 21 at 10:13pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski FREE us from NESARA 666, VERICHIP,
LAURA EISENHOWER, ANDRE WEBRE, EXOPOLITICS,
DRACOVASSILAS, PROJECT SCAMALOT and HOLLYWOOD.
http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodnot.htm

FREE us from NESARA 666, VERICHIP,
LAURA EISENHOWER, ANDRE WEBRE,
EXOPOLITICS, DRACOVASSILAS, PROJEC
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 21 at 10:13pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski HOLLYWOOD is gonna BURN with the
FEDERAL RESERVE 666
February 22 at 12:24am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski PEOPLE who FALL for WASHINGTON
NESARA INVASION get what they deserve. TOO STUPID for
EDEN
February 22 at 12:27am · Like

Dana Horochowski I did an EMAIL GRABBER on the VATICAN
and all the LINKS are MEDIA .....ALL MEDIA

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

I love this GUY. According to the ETHIOPIAN CALENDAR, we
are in 2005....that means tribulation 7 years, THEN PEACE and

http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Rm6JPcWJERE

You Repeating in a cycle from 1 to
12 in fake 2013
www.youtube.com

speaking on New Years Ritual of so call
2013 and the people stuck in a cycle of
repeating with the beast in his ICE
KINGDOM

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Amj Pear and Del Pittman like this.

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
WOMAN. You are the LIGHT showing us the way out of this
mess!
February 23 at 6:52am · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
I BELIEVE THAT HE HIT A NAIL SQUARELY ON THE HEAD,
HERE.
February 23 at 11:08am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
... All the talk about "2012," and all the "12" system of, um, just
about everything.
February 23 at 11:09am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
A while back, I had thought about there having to be some kinds
of time systems conversion factors. This video was a great reminder
of that.
February 23 at 11:13am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 21

11 min - BEHEADING for the OBAMAnation666
DECAPITATE and....they will stick your head on a ROBOT and
operate you like a DRONE...if you don't WAKE UP!!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0FkHx8xpjU

Dark City & Draco Beast on Earth
www.youtube.com

speaking about this Movie call Dark City, Its a good movie from 1998
that everybody should watch, Get an over-standing what is going on
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Dana Horochowski The MEDIA is getting SPAMMED

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=135644409931970&
set=o.364058543683623&type=1&theater
February 22 at 7:16pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
I thought that everybody liked Ike!
February 22 at 8:55pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Well, I WAS thinking about watching another one of those
Medusa Techno-blabble videos . ..

February 28 at 5:39pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Re; all that. took the Epitol Sunday morning. This is Thu.
afternoon. Just about weaned off of that now.
February 28 at 5:41pm · Like

Write a comment...

 likes this.

Dana Horochowski 10 min in actually
February 21 at 5:57pm · Like

3 mutual friends

February 21 at 6:46pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 21

FULL MOON Feb 2013 BAWATING BARTER MANIFEST prep

ANISHINABE WAMPUM, book of love oxox, pure silver coins,
my auric candle and healing bundle with the MOTHER
GODDESS

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 21

FULL MOON Feb 2013 BAWATING BARTER MANIFEST prep

FULL MOON Feb 2013 BAWATING BARTER MANIFEST prep
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Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear likes this.

Maya Portal February's full Moon is traditionally called the Full
Snow Moon because usually the heaviest snows fall in February.

Hunting becomes very difficult, and so some Native American tribes
called this the Hunger Moon.

Other Native American tribes called this Moon the "Shoulder to
Shoulder Around the Fire Moon" (Wishram Native Americans), the
"No Snow in the Trails Moon" (Zuni Native Americans), and the
"Bone Moon" (Cherokee Native Americans). The Bone Moon meant
that there was so little food that people gnawed on bones and ate
bone marrow soup.
February 21 at 3:31pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

February 21 at 3:27pm · Like · 2

Maya Portal February’s name is derived from Latin meaning
purification. It was the last month of the year in the early Roman
calendar. Because February is such a short month it is the only
month that can go without a full moon, or a first quarter (half)

s month’s full moon is commonly known as the Snow Moon.
Other names include the Hunger Moon, Opening Buds Moon, Storm
Moon, The Trapper’s Moon, and Snow Blinding Moon. The Lakota
Sioux called it the Moon of the Dark Red Calves. February’s full
moon was known as the Big hoop and Stick Game Moon by the
Cheyenne. Technically the full moon is only a moment in time. That
moment occurs at 1:27 PM MST on Feb 25
February 21 at 3:34pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony sow eye sea! xox http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=5BGINqsTRwE

BUDDHA BAR -✿- SECRET VOICES
II -✿- Morfou Remix 2012
www.youtube.com

Buddha Bar is the Most Relaxing Music
Ever! SIT BACK AND ENJOY MY NEW
SECRET VOI...See More

February 25 at 10:28pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski VESICAPISCES meow EDENgrover OVER
here?? Mark Anthony ...http://www.halexandria.org
/dward097.htm

Vesica Pisces
www.halexandria.org

February 26 at 12:35am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 21

getting my ALTAR ready to MANIFEST the BAWATING BARTER
on the FULL MOON oxox
http://8thfire.biz/
my HOMEstead SOO SIOUX SAULT CENTRAL oxox
Agape Amor and 2 others. (13 photos)

Dana Horochowski became friends with Maya Portal.
February 21

Maya Portal
See friendship

Like · Comment
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Amj Pear and Del Pittman like this.

Write a comment...

Amj Pear shared Amj Pear's photo.
February 21

This is, some of, the gist of it, but there are some good links, in
some of the other comments, that are on Will Bason's timeline.
We really seem to have been "out on a limb," here. It seems
the system is set up that way! What a "bumpy roll
ride!" THE MESSAGE HERE IS THAT PEOPLE CAN STAND UP
FOR THEMSELVES, THEIR COMMUNITIES AND HUMANITY. If
GOVERNMENT or someone else won't fix the situation, HERE IS
PROOF THAT PEOPLE CAN LOVE AND CARE FOR ONE
ANOTHER, AND FIX THINGS, THEMSELVES, IF THEY HAVE TO!
PEACE, LOVE, NAMESTE! ♥

Will Bason - 11 hours ago
I have been imagining an alternative economic/social safety
net in which community gardens and kitchens are set up and
nemployed folk who can work growing food and cooking
nutritious meals for those who need them.
urban farm with adjacent cafeteria with take out service
given in reusable containers. This would feed a sense of
community and personal self respect as well as feeding
people a diet higher in nutrition and lower in energy
consumption when compared to standard supermarket
shopping.

Eben Adiyiah
February 20 via Family Feud & Friends

Eben Adiyiah invites you to play Family
Feud & Friends!
www.ludia.com
Eben Adiyiah wants to play Family Feud & Friends for
iOS/Android with you. Join the fun by getting the

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 20

Women of wisdom
Women of power
Women of strength
Women of grace
Lioness of courage

She who spins weaves and cuts the way
She who occupies sacred space
She who spins weaves and cuts the way
She who occupies sacred space
Stand up Shiv Shakti take your stage
Stand up Shiv Shakti calm their rage
Stand up Shiv Shakti turn the page
Take what is yours
Claim what is ours

Woman take one and all of your powers
Woman of peace, take war from the world.
Woman of silence, this song is yours.
Woman of glory, woman of mercy.
Woman of love, woman of love.
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Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear People CAN stand up for themselves, their
communities and humanity.If GOVERNMENT or someone else
won't fix the situation, HERE IS PROOF that people can love and
care for one another, and fix things themselves, if they have to!
Peace, Love, Nameste!

February 24 at 8:45pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski we are doing it here already...the SOUP
KITCHEN has its OWN GARDEN/ FARMLAND.
February 21 at 3:25pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski we need to extend all the services and
give credit to those who PUT IN THEIR TIME
February 21 at 3:26pm · Like

Dana Horochowski medUSA has a WAY OUT of
ARMAGEDDON https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2HJ-
Vo7cT0&noredirect=1

War scroll 6/6 - children of light
www.youtube.com

I explain in this video which countries
will make up the army of children of
lig...See More

February 21 at 5:49pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

She who spins weaves and cuts the way,

Stand up Shiv Shakti take your might
stand up Shiv Shakti take the flight
stand up Shiv Shakti take God’s light.

Take what is ours, claim what is yours.
Woman take one and all of your powers.

http://www.tumblr.com/tagged
/divine%20feminine?language=de_DE

The moon, the stars, the forests, the mountains… the music
and the dance… they are my temple, they are where I feel at
peace more than anywhere else. Fleeing to the world of
nature was something I did when highly emotional from a
very young age… now… it is second nature.

Learning the tales and beliefs of those who recognize the
Divine Feminine in the world just as much as the Divine
Masculine provides me with a sense of feeling at home. I am
proud to be a woman… I am equal to men… there is a speck
of the divine in me… and I found a world rich with symbolism
that I could relate to and find meaning in… not a religion that
forced me to fit into a box, nor a religion that I made up as I
went along, but rather a spirituality that was a reflection of
who I really am.

I sing to the Goddess within my heart
http://www.tumblr.com/tagged
/divine%20feminine?language=de_DE Agape Amor Dana
Horochowski Danusia Horochowska

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 20
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Like · Comment · Share

Ogunmola Joseph Tope, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance like this.

Ogunmola Joseph Tope The Sacred Feminine...
February 20 at 5:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski the problem is....WOMEN are at WAR with
each other and that MUST CHANGE
February 21 at 10:54am · Like

Ogunmola Joseph Tope Yes, they must undrstnd their true
place in the nature of creation...so as to stop this conflicts!
February 21 at 2:08pm · Like · 1

1

Write a comment...

Daughter of the thunder

Daughter of the dawn
And daughter of the light
Daughter of the stars
And daughter of the night

Daughter of the earth
And daughter of the trees
Daughter of the storms
And daughter of the breeze

Daughter of the moon
And daughter of the seas
Daughter of the winds
And daughter of the leaves
http://www.tumblr.com/tagged
/divine%20feminine?language=de_DE

The moon, the stars, the forests, the mountains… the music
and the dance… they are my temple, they are where I feel at
peace more than anywhere else. Fleeing to the world of
nature was something I did when highly emotional from a
very young age… now… it is second nature.

Learning the tales and beliefs of those who recognize the
Divine Feminine in the world just as much as the Divine
Masculine provides me with a sense of feeling at home. I am
proud to be a woman… I am equal to men… there is a speck
of the divine in me… and I found a world rich with symbolism
that I could relate to and find meaning in… not a religion that
forced me to fit into a box, nor a religion that I made up as I
went along, but rather a spirituality that was a reflection of
who I really am.

I sing to the Goddess within my heart
http://www.tumblr.com/tagged
/divine%20feminine?language=de_DE Agape Amor
Horochowski Danusia Horochowska

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 20

The other fascinating thing about Inanna? Her symbol is a star,
and her number is 7… I wear a heptagram—seven-pointed
star—as my pendant of choice. Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Shadow,
Radiance, Vitality…. http://mirrorofisis.freeyellow.com
/id428.html

The moon, the stars, the forests, the mountains… the music
and the dance… they are my temple, they are where I feel at
peace more than anywhere else. Fleeing to the world of
nature was something I did when highly emotional from a
very young age… now… it is second nature.
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Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Del Pittman and Seanchai Seance like this.

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Pretty girl!
February 24 at 9:58pm · Like

Write a comment...

Divine Feminine in the world just as much as the Divine

proud to be a woman… I am equal to men… there is a speck
of the divine in me… and I found a world rich with symbolism
that I could relate to and find meaning in… not a religion that
forced me to fit into a box, nor a religion that I made up as I
went along, but rather a spirituality that was a reflection of
who I really am.

I sing to the Goddess within my heart
http://www.tumblr.com/tagged
/divine%20feminine?language=de_DE Agape Amor Dana

Danusia Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Danny Guzman, Elaine Nowell and 2 others like this.

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
nice legs!

February 23 at 8:44am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 20

The moon, the stars, the forests, the mountains… the music
and the dance… they are my temple, they are where I feel at
peace more than anywhere else. Fleeing to the world of nature
was something I did when highly emotional from a very young
age… now… it is second nature.

Learning the tales and beliefs of those who recognize the
Divine Feminine in the world just as much as the Divine
Masculine provides me with a sense of feeling at home. I am
proud to be a woman… I am equal to men… there is a speck of
the divine in me… and I found a world rich with symbolism that
I could relate to and find meaning in… not a religion that forced
me to fit into a box, nor a religion that I made up as I went
along, but rather a spirituality that was a reflection of who I
really am.

Amj Pear shared Unbelievable facts's photo.
February 20

320 i know i'm right. ;)

check your basic maths.
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Dana Horochowski Danusia Horochowska (20 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Potentissimus Deus, Amj Pear, Del Pittman and 3 others

Seanchai Seance Beautifully and well said MiLady
February 20 at 2:10pm · Like

Write a comment...Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Danny Guzman 16
February 21 at 12:35am · Like

Amj Pear Math hierarchical structure is: operations are
performed from left to right. When parentheses () are used, the
operations enclosed inside the parentheses are calculated
separately, first (from left to right, inside the parentheses...
February 21 at 2:53am · Like

Amj Pear Since there are no parentheses, here, the operations
are performed left to right.
February 21 at 2:54am · Like

Amj Pear 4x4=16 16+4=20 20x4=80 80+4=84 84-4=80 80x4=
320. The answer is 320.
February 21 at 10:48am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 20

WOW http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHAg25Ndk_k
Mark Anthony Tony Paim Andrew Peterson Amj Pear
Seance Gurmeet Singh Doug Plumb

UNLIMITED FREE ENERGY
IDENTIFIED
www.youtube.com

The best source of clean, hugely
abundant free electricity, that is
everywhere on the planet. Finally, a
great riddle has been solved. Thanks to

Like · Comment · Share

Nate Nova and Del Pittman like this.

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
I'll check it out.
February 20 at 1:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski KEY to FREEDOM ROAD....don't wait for
the microchip....get off the GRID
February 20 at 1:47pm · Like

Dana Horochowski get rich while doing it....create your OWN
COMMUNITY CURRENCY if you have something of VALUE to
TRADE and you have INTEGRITY
February 20 at 1:47pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski it is the ARTIST in all of us that will free us
from the SYSTEM....get creative...that impresses chicks too
February 20 at 1:48pm · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance You of all should know I don't need their
women and they have already proven they don't need me
Implying a King-born should ever beg for an audience if I were in my

Amj Pear shared Hibiscus Moon Crystal Academy's
photo.
February 20

I ordered her book (paperback) It's on the way.

A little something to encourage you...my latest blog post.
CLICK here to read: http://hibiscusmooncrystalacademy.com
/something-that-will-encourage/
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February 20 at 2:02pm · Like

Article on laser crystals, rods, slabs, disk,
neodymium, ytterbium, erbium, thulium,
holmium, cerium
www.rp-photonics.com

Encyclopedia article on laser crystals, rods, slabs, disk,
neodymium, ytterbium, erbium, thulium, holmium,
cerium, titanium, chromium

February 20 at 2:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski I'm showing my TOMBOY tendencies ... lol
February 20 at 2:04pm · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance He/She Gaia-Od female gods of Middle Earth
If their royal presence was not here on Midgard the planet would
already be toast
February 20 at 2:07pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Quite SIMPLY, each wheel of a car can be a motor or generator.
Then it would take very little energy of some other sort (i.e.
gasoline engine), to keep the batteries charged up!
February 21 at 10:53am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Even rolling down hill would regenerate some of the lost energy
(that was dissipated as heat, (because machines like that are not
100% efficient).
February 21 at 10:55am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
I am sure lots of gas is being burned up to keep the big petrol
companies highly profitable.
February 21 at 10:56am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
This is the 21'ST CENTURY. I had thought we'd have magnetic
levitating, flying, or electric cars as normal transportation, by now!
What happened!?
February 21 at 10:59am · Like

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=OeZ2DT1yqh0

What Happens If You Do Or Don't
Ascend?
www.youtube.com

There are 3 questions I get asked on a
very regular basis: 1. What will happen
t...See More

February 20 at 3:28pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Amj Pear shared Boycott the Mainsteam Media
February 20

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 20

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK206oAmF_M&
feature=PlayList&index=0&playnext=1&
list=PL6993D91E3D68D213

Free Energy - John Hutchison's Crystal Battery
www.youtube.com

Free energy playlist: http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=oMp4bGLZtc4&feature=PlayList&p=A4D0401C766DFC14&
playnext_from=PL&index=0&playnext=1 Crystal Energy Playl...
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Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Elaine Nowell like this.

Write a comment...

Like ·  · Share

 likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JcCLIwlbhLc

"Free" Energy - The Infinite Battery
www.youtube.com

To discuss this topic in more detail with the ability to post links
etc please v...See More

February 20 at 1:24pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=P8PGxeXPYEU&list=PL6993D91E3D68D213

Free Energy from Crystals (1/2)
www.youtube.com

Free energy playlist: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oMp4bGLZtc4&feature=PlayLis...See More

February 20 at 1:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=UWZOiyCUZp0

Free Energy from Crystals (2/2)
www.youtube.com

Free energy playlist: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oMp4bGLZtc4&feature=PlayLis...See More

February 20 at 1:29pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski fun fun fun Amj Pear
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PDeK6rprA4

Free Energy Magnet Motor
(Engine)
www.youtube.com

http://free-energi.com/

February 20 at 1:35pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 20 via YouTube

MY BEAUTIFUL FRIEND in TAMWORTH ONTARIO.... oxox

Quartz Crystal Pendulum - How to
use a pendulum
http://www.friendlycrystals.com/quartz-
pendulum/ What are Quartz Crystal
Pendulums? Learn how to use a pendulum

Like · Comment

Amj Pear, Seanchai Seance and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski Marguarita taught me how to improve my
orgone crystals. SO SHAME on Sherry Shriner
http://thecrystallotus.com/crystal-healing-retreats/

Crystal Healing Retreats | The Crystal Lotus
thecrystallotus.com

The need for crystal healing retreats is in demand
as we evolve in present times

February 20 at 2:44pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski recommends an article on
Commenting for Montreal Gazette.
February 20

CLEAN UP MY COUNTRY oxox meegwetch
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crystals are actually activated.

NO.....but they blocked MINE http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=65ZC4UV2dd8

OrgoneMasters.info how to make
and why by Jrgenius.com
www.youtube.com

http://www.jrgenius.com/
orgoneinfoandproducts.htm
the Universal Life f

February 20 at 3:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Quebec&#8217;s anti-corruption squad fanned out

headquarters of the former ruling party, Union Montreal.

Share

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 20

Mark Anthony Gurmeet Singh
the laser lights in the dollar store are GONE....because they are
a healer and defence against the greys
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkuVRV_MlcA

Laser Light through a Crystal - St.
Mary's Physics Online
www.youtube.com

Diffraction Through a Crystal
http://www.stmary.ws/highschool
/physics/home/notes/waves
/Diffraction.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony, Seanchai Seance and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=oBqFJknNyLQ

Quartz crystal & high power green
laser
www.youtube.com

Shining laser & LED light through quartz
crystal @ Sonic Temple in North Van.
BC 2010

February 20 at 12:38pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski good BARTER PRODUCTS to make just
like here... I am going to get busy again....now that my PASSION
has been reignited. http://www.orgonecrystals.com/store/

Orgone Crystals
www.orgonecrystals.com

February 20 at 12:42pm · Like · Remove Preview

Sonny Ochu Dana Horochowski
February 20

Happy birthday

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski thanks oxox
February 20 at 1:44am · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 20

Dana, or Danu as many know her, is the Primal Irish Mother
Goddess, and the Matron of the Tuatha De Danann. She is the
head Matriarch of the Irish Pantheon and is considered by
many to be the Celtic representation of the Earth Mother
Goddess found in many other Myth Cycles & Pantheons (Gaia,
Hera, Juno have all been linked to her).
http://greenwitchgoddess.blogspot.ca/

Having read the NOD chapter on Dana, and looking at the
three outlined general orientations to seeing her, I need to
answer these questions:

What way, or ways of seeing Dana, makes the most sense to
your own sensibilities? What is being 'tended' or needs 'tending'
in your life? How can you open yourself up to Dana as a way of
being tended?

First of all, let us look at the three ways of seeing Dana/Danu
and evaluating each one.
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of a B-type baby Blue star so we'll have a much greater defense

Dana Horochowski THEY are gonna fry.... Emergency blankets
are GONE from the dollar store too...need those on the windows
February 20 at 12:43pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski BLUE LASERS have the highest
frequencies. I can't find much on the web but I remember from
mystery school that disperse light on the PALM, FOOT or the
diseased area, thru a quartz crystal, HEALS
February 20 at 12:45pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Red has the slowest wavelength...but the
SUN is the most powerful INDEED
February 20 at 12:46pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski PHOTONS are ADDED thru the DISPERSE
LIGHT. PHOTONS (+) neutralize NEGATIVE ENERGY (-)
February 20 at 12:47pm · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance I'm unlocking the Carbon-Carbon cycle it
seems we were lied to about the most basic thing we take for
granted we're not breathing or should not be breathing the way they
do but the blue flames of Pleaides,Orion, and Rigel will correct all
that just don't stare directly at the Sun much like a Welder doesn't
stare at the blue flame intensifying
February 20 at 12:48pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski SUN GAZING heals DISEASE though
February 20 at 12:58pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski the INDIANs are RICH. Their LAND is
covered in CRYSTALS.....fire up the LASERS and BURN out the
GREYS
February 20 at 12:59pm · Like · 1

Seanchai Seance I mean the few short seconds the Sun will
super charged itself before and after we're Kool
February 20 at 12:59pm · Unlike · 1

Seanchai Seance You make me laugh Dana..Tell them Greys to
go ahead and make your day
February 20 at 1:00pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski smudge with sweetgrass sage and cedar
for extra PHOTON effectiveness....Tobacco prayers to the
CREATOR always creates FREE ENERGY HEALING and RETURN
February 20 at 1:11pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=tDXiGrcyeZ4

Rose Quartz Crystal and The
Power of Love
www.youtube.com

Read Articles by DJEHUTY MA'AT-RA:
http://goo.gl/RxnAv
this ...See More

February 20 at 1:13pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=WuZLO2pRpbs

Quartz Crystal Resonator -
Magnetic Field Effect

Land, in both its most literal sense, as well as being the energy

enlivens the natural world.''
And that by perceiving Dana/Danu this was ''...may be a way of
relating to the sensuous earth as aliving experience''.

So this way of perceiving Dana/Danu, The Mother Goddess
principle, is that she IS the Earth on which we live, as well as
the living energy within it which exists in all living things on

This way of looking at her probably mostly connects her to the
'Gaia' principle. That she is the Earth- Mother Earth- but also
that every living thing on the Earth, whether Plant, Mineral,
Animal etc is made up of Her also. We call her Dana/Danu to
personify that energy and to give the Earth a more humanazied
image which enables us to connect easier with her.
Something we can more easily recognize and understand
because we cannot truly grasp the idea that the Earth itself is
alive and has a consciousness.

Dana, Danu
The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertility. But
like all the Celtic Goddesses, She is not totally evil or good.
She is a balance. Like the Greek Goddess Athena, the
Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called
upon by warriors, and if She agrees with their battle and
motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm
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www.youtube.com

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tCAeCLJDQr4

February 20 at 1:14pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Amj Pear you can build these from your
apartment
February 20 at 1:14pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=-x0UsRRYwok

ISIS LASER USEING AN ISIS 5
POINT QUARTZ CRYSTAL
www.youtube.com

February 20 at 1:14pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JlmejG6LXgU

Using Quartz Laser Wand Crystals
- Tips and Guidelines
www.youtube.com

Anthony and Moeawhi take you through
a tutorial regarding some of the ways to
use of Quartz Laser Wand crystals

February 20 at 1:15pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Seanchai Seance Oh so that's why King Solomon wanted as
much Cedar wood to adorned The erected Temple of The Most
High one of the Elements to deter the unholy and fallen
February 20 at 1:16pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Elaine Nowell, Amj Pear, Roland Mingan Hugihard and 3 others like this.

Dana Horochowski This way of seeing Dana/Danu is one
which requires us to form a bond with the Earth on which we live
and to connect to the Goddess through our care of the Planet and
the actions that we take to tread lightly upon her. To connect with
Dana/Danu in this form is to spend time in Nature, feeling her close
by going to her sacred places and by feeling apart of the greater
web of life by realising that we are a small speck of her Energy and
that everything we see, touch, feel, hear and smell, is part of Her.

The Second way of seeing Dana/Danu is the idea of what the NOD
article calls DanaSpirits.
This is the idea that every living thing on this planet has a soul and
conciousness just as we do, though it may display it in different
ways. It is the idea that Dana is the conciousness that exists in all
of these things. She is not a separate entity with Her own
conciousness. She IS the conciousness in all of us.
This is perhaps a little harder to get our head around. She is the
Creater then, but not a separate energy that creates and feeds the
energies of all that lives on the Earth. She is not the Earth on which
we live, but she is the conciousness that exists within EVERYTHING
on that Earth. She cannot therefore be personified.
This makes it harder for us as humans to 'see' her, and form a
relationship with Her. We can connect to the Bee, the Flower, the
Tree.... which are formed from her Conciousness, but she is not the
Mother. She is the Soul of the Mother, but not the Body. The Light,
but not the Flame.

The third and final way of seeing Dana/Danu given in the article, is
the idea that She is like the Tao or Chi from Eastern traditions. The
Force from Star Wars if you will. She is the energy. ALL energy. An
energy force that we can call upon and use, that we can direct for
our own will. An energy that we are made up of, both molecularly
and consciously. http://greenwitchgoddess.blogspot.ca/

Black Cats & Broomsticks

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 20

Danu, also known as Anu, Dana, Don, and Danube is one of
the most ancient of all the Celtic Goddesses, as well as being
one of the greatest Mother Goddesses of all time. Danu is also
known as the Mother of the Gods, and as the ancestress o
Tuatha De Danaan, which are the children or people of Danu.
Danu's influence was so powerful that her worship spread
widely, not only throughout the British Isles, but throughout
most of Europe as well. In fact, the Danube and the Don Rivers
are both thought to have been named after her. Danu has also
been considered to be a Patroness of rivers, water, wells,
prosperity, wisdom and magick.
http://www.angelfire.com/journal/ofapoet/danu.html
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February 20 at 1:20am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

3 mutual friends

February 23 at 12:01am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Danaan, and since she was also the mother of its leader, the

named after her.

The Tuatha De Danaan consists of a race of divine beings,
extremely well versed in both magick and Druid lore. They are
believed to have been the last Gods and Goddesses to rule,
before the Milesius, the ancestors of the modern Irish, invaded
Ireland. Some time later the Gaels also invaded, and they
drove the Tuatha de Danaan underground, deep beneath the
hills, where it created its own magickal kingdom: Tir Na Nog, or
the “Land of the Forever Young.” It was there, in that
underground world, that the Tuatha De Danaan first gained
immortality, and it is because of that immortality that the
Goddess Danu will continue to live on forever.

Once underground, the Tuatha De Danaan became known as
the Faeries, the Fairy Folk or the Fae, and they are believed to
inhabit mounds known as sidhe, which exist throughout the
Irish countryside. The sidhe has been described as a magickal
place where its immortal inhabitants enjoy their lives, hunting,
feasting and playing. This underground world of the Faeries is
the magickal opposite of the human world, and time there runs
at a completely different pace. In fact, what might actually
seem like a few hours in the world of the faeries could, in
reality, span several hundreds of years in the world of men.

Dana, Danu
The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertili
like all the Celtic Goddesses, She is not totally evil or good.
She is a balance. Like the Greek Goddess Athena, the
Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called
upon by warriors, and if She agrees with their battle and
motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

Many people believe that Danu’s original name was Anu, and
that she is the primary Earth Goddess; she embodies the earth,
fertility, fruitfulness and well-being, and she represents all of
our cycles: life, death, and rebirth, which is beautifully reflected
in the cycles of the earth. (1) Danu is also closely associated
with rivers and streams, and her name means “Waters of
Heaven” in Sanskrit. According to Celtic Myth and Magick, by
Edain McCoy, Danu/Dana was the first great mother Goddess
of Ireland, and she was later renamed or absorbed by the
goddess Brigid. Many pagans (especially Celtic pagans) believe
she was the first mother; the goddess who birthed all of
creation into being. Danu is closely associated with the Greek
goddess Demeter, and the Welsh goddess, Modron
http://www.paganspace.net/group/enchantedgardenofdanu

Dana, Danu
The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertility. But
like all the Celtic Goddesses, She is not totally evil or good.
She is a balance. Like the Greek Goddess Athena, the
Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called
upon by warriors, and if She agrees with their battle and
motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm
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Like · Comment · Share

Elaine Nowell, Amj Pear and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski In rural areas of Ireland, Scotland and
Wales, some farmers, still believe in these magickal beings, who
are well known for having the ability to shape-shift and dart quickly
through the air. Many of these farmers still leave offerings to these
Gods, in the hope that they will use their magick to control the
weather, thereby granting their crops and cattle prosperous yields.
Throughout the countryside, a wide variety of Faeries exist. Some
will only leave their sidhes once the sun has gone down, to walk the
green hills in the evening moonlight; while others have been known
to fly so quickly through the air, that they disappear in just the blink
of an eye.

Since so many different kinds of Faeries exist, they have been
divided into various categories. Among them are the wood spirits,
the water spirits, and the air spirits, as well as other elemental
spirits that exist within each particular area. It was because of this
wide diversity, that the sidhes all joined together in the ancient
cross-symbol, the cross-quartered circle, which represents the
uniting of male and female energies. This cross has been used in
many different cultures to represent the four directions, and the four
elements, as well as to signify male energy. The circle, on the other
hand, represents the whole, which is the womb of Mother Earth,
and it signifies female energy. This pattern can be seen, even today,
in a variety of earth-based or nature-based religions or belief
structures such as the Wiccan, Neo-Pagan, and Druid Religions. A
cross inside a circle, similar to the cross-quartered circle, is also
used in Voodoo to represent the meeting, or coming together of the
two worlds: the Divine World, also known as the Natural World, and
the World of the People.

The ancient holiday of Samhain, which is the Celtic New Year, is
celebrated on October 31st. Samhain is a very sacred time, where
people show their respect for those who have departed this world
before them. It is on Samhain, that the veil that separates the spirit

Like · Comment · Share

Elaine Nowell, Amj Pear and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski River stones are well known stones to
associate with Danu; however, while working with Mother Danu,
I have found that the following stones resonate well with her: moss
agate, moonstone, emerald, and amber. Her fairies (respectfully
called “Good People” or “People of Peace”) love quartz crystals with
rainbows in them and quartz clusters. We can honor Danu by
working with the Fae and with elementals.
February 20 at 1:11am · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 20

DANA, MOTHER OF THE GODS
http://merlin8888.blogspot.ca/2011/11/dana-madre-
de-dioses.html

It also llamaddana-celta.jpga mother Danu, Ainu or Aine. It is
the predecessor of the Tuatha, considered the mother goddess
from which all others descended. From it are born the Tuatha
De Danann, which together are the most important gods of the
Celtic pantheon. It is the oldest goddess Celtic pantheon.
Although the man was important in ancient Celtic society, the
mother goddess seems to have been the dominant deity. If you
received the due worship to flourish earth and brought
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for people to communicate with the dead. It is known as well, that on a few

Today, there appears to be a great resurgence in the belief in Faeries, and
in the realization by mankind of its great responsibility to honor and protect
the Earth, and through it the Goddess Danu. If you choose to follow in
Danu's path, you will soon discover that magick truly does exist. All you
have to do is open your heart, and allow your spirit and imagination to do
the rest.
February 20 at 1:14am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.angelfire.com/journal/ofapoet
/danu.html

Danu, Goddess of the Faerie Ways - A
JOURNAL OF A POET - THE GODDESS AS MY
MUSE
www.angelfire.com

Danu's influence was so powerful that her worship
spread widely, not only throug

February 20 at 1:15am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

guide, and the serpent, as fertilizing force. It is associated with

the tribes fundamental consiguieran much of your food with
your hunt. The folk tales the fairy queen considered and
dwarves, to whose care they were entrusted enormous
underground wealth. Some legends accounts that could appear
as a dreadful-looking old woman, a relentless witch but also a
benefactor did not deny aid to anyone in need, provided that
they have demonstrated good heart. Dam of: Govannon, Llud,
Amaethon, Gwydion and goddess Arianrod

The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertility. But
like all the Celtic Goddesses, She is not totally evil or good.
She is a balance. Like the Greek Goddess Athena, the
Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called
upon by warriors, and if She agrees with their battle and
motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Angela Story likes this.

Dana Horochowski http://the-kundalini.com/the-celtic-tuatha-
de-danann-history/

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 20

Dana was considered the Mother of the Gods , having given
them his name. There are various interpretations of his name,
one of which is " Wet Earth "and more poetic," Water from
Heaven . "
You must pause to remind you that the Celtic peopl
strong connection with all that was beautiful and those who
had the gift of writing (few) figures were considered blessed by
the Gods. Thus, it is very common to use the poetic to revere
their Gods. Many of his prayers as consisting of verses and
rhymes have pleasant to hear and others have pace and can
easily be sung.
Danu is one of Dea Matronae Ireland and the Goddess of
Fertility. Its symbol is a magic wand.
Though I prefer not to make references to Christianity, must
open an exception here, since the mystical figure of Dana was
Christianized in the figure of St. Anne, mother of the Virgin
Mary, for their existence comes from an ancient Indo-European
deity. http://dankzij.blogspot.ca/2013/01/danu-deusa-
mae-celta.html

Dana, Danu
The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertili
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heart be troubled~John 14:1 - The Kundalini

terreni, as with the Bo...See More

February 20 at 1:17am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called

motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Elaine Nowell, Amj Pear, Chico Pono Ouiji and 2 others

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

Also known as Danu, is the largest Mother Goddess of Celtic
mythology. His name " Dan "means knowledge, having been
preserved in Welsh mythology as the goddess Don, while other
sources equated it to the goddess Anu . In Iberia , the supreme
deity of the Celtic pantheon is considered to be the mistress of
light and fire. It was she that guarantee the protection and
justice. Dana or Danu is also known by other names: Almha ,
Becuma , Birog or Buan-ann , according to their place of
worship.
An old " spell "Celtic sent a coin freeze, doing a spell to protect
the gains and avoid spending. They say it worked.
The descendants of Dana and her consort Bilé (Beli) were
known as the " Tuatha Dé Danann "(people descendant of the
Goddess Dana, revered by the Celts), a variation of Nordic
Diana, who was worshiped in groves of oaks sagrados.O name"
Dana "is derived from the Celtic word Dannuia or Dannia.
The connection to the Celts with their Goddess Dana was very
intense, just check the name given to the river where the Celtic
civilization developed: Danube. The Celtic connection with the
Danube River valley is also expressed in his original name. "
The children of Danu , "or" Sons of Don .

Dana, Danu
The major Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the
Tuatha De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last
but one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle.
Basically, She is a Goddess of battle, strife and fertility. But
like all the Celtic Goddesses, She is not totally evil or good.
She is a balance. Like the Greek Goddess Athena, the
Morrigan often steps in to wage justifiable war. She is called
upon by warriors, and if She agrees with their battle and
motives, She aids them. http://www.coven-of-cythrawl.com
/Deities_of_Witches.htm

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 20

As always, the return journey back to our Source has to begin
with a free will choice that each and every one of us makes on
our own. The first step of that incredible journey home occurs
when we become aware of our divine connection and
grow spiritually. That will happen when we awaken to who we
really are and then begin living it. At that moment, a very
important cosmic signal is released. It not only provides the
soul with a very clear direction, but it also lets the soul know in
no uncertain terms that we now desire reunion with our twin.
The universe will pick up this signal and do all in its power to
bring the two twins together. http://www.fromthestars.com
/page121.html
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Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear, Elaine Nowell and 2 others like this.

Seanchai Seance Alright Dana I love it when you do Mythology
on your namesake
February 20 at 1:02am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski "The Calling of Danu" I am the Great
Mother. Mother of Earth. Mother of the Tuatha Dé Danann.
Mother of you.

Stop molding the earth to suit you.
Mold yourself to suit the earth.
Sink your toes into Me and feel My pulse.
Breathe with Me and seek My nourishment.

I will feed you, heal you, build you
Into what you want to be...
For you already are
My magnificent Daughter.
February 20 at 1:12am · Like

Seanchai Seance Ain't that the Truth
February 20 at 1:13am · Like

1

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Ogunmola Joseph Tope likes this.

Dana Horochowski Keep in mind that making the decision to
grow spiritually is not enough. Living your decision is the crucial
part. Why? Because that is how we start to prepare ourselves for
the twin reunion. All of the preparation for a lasting relationship
with our twin has to take place inside of us. Much of that inner work
has to do with the ego and the imperfections that come with it.
Over many lifetimes we have had many opportunities to do this with
our soul mate relationships. All soul mate relationships eventually
lead to God-centeredness and lasting twin reunion. That is why they
exist. That is why God created them.
February 19 at 11:03pm · Like · 2

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Mark Anthony's photo.
February 19

"Leo - The Lion - Age of Leo - Lion King - approximately 13,000
years ago - the time the energies supposedly moved into a

Dana Horochowski
February 19

Saturn is the malevolent god of time, representing the period
of chaos and severity that precedes Jupiter, the god of
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"We are presently ending a century, a millennium, and now

equinoxes. That was the time of the great flood. That was the
Age of Leo....Many ancient Star clocks depict the age of Leo.
The Flood happened somewhere in the beginning to the middle

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear likes this.

Dana Horochowski The Judge,' 'The Lord Who Cometh
Quickley'; Zosma, meaning 'The Shining Forth,' the 'Epiphany' (or
manifestation, as when Christ shall come again); Minchair al Asad,
meaning in Arabic 'The Punishing' or 'Tearing of Him who Lays
Waste''; Al Defera, meaning 'The Putting Down of the Enemy.' Here
indeed is a vivid picture of the wrath of the Lamb; the coming forth
of Christ in final judgment and victory over His foes.
February 19 at 10:13pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://watch.pair.com/

WATCH UNTO PRAYER
watch.pair.com

This is my Web site.

February 19 at 10:15pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Opposite traits can cause a seesaw effect
or create balance. For this relationship to work, there has to be
an anchor that will help it realize its ideals. Leo has to take things a
lot less personally and lighten up on the possessiveness. Although,
both of these signs value independence, Leo values their own and
can be quite possessive of a partner, while Aquarius values
independence for all and is not possessive. This is a happy

present social order. At mid-Tribulation, Jupiter (the

Catholic Pope and Church) in a global court of law for crimes
committed during the Inquisition and the Holocaust. In a fiery
judgment, Jupiter (the Merovingian Beast) will overthrow
Saturn (the Great Whore of Rome). This cataclysmic event is
first mentioned in Revelation 14 and described in vivid detail in
chapters 17 and 18:

And there followed another angel, saying, Babylon is fallen, is
fallen, that great city, because she made all nations drink of
the wine of the wrath of her fornication. - Rev. 14:8

And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven
vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will
shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth
upon many waters: With whom the kings of the earth have
committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have
been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. So he
carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a
woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and
decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a
golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her
fornication: And upon her forehead was a name written,
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman
drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the
martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great
admiration. And the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou
marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the
beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten
horns. The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall
ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and
they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were
not written in the book of life from the foundation of the world,
when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are
seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth. And there are
seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet
come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short space.
And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and
is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. And the ten horns
which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no
kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the
beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and
strength unto the beast. These shall make war with the Lamb,
and the Lamb shall overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and
King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and
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Both are outgoing and love company and are at their best in the midst of

Aquarius Astrology Comaptibility - Aquarius
with Leo - Earthlore Astrology
www.elore.com

An introduction to the compatibility of Aquarius the
water bearer, the eleventh ...See More

February 19 at 11:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Fire and Air, air fans fire, so we have a lot
of hot air or ideals unrealized. Two people living in never, never
land. Ideal without the ability to integrate into practical execution.
These are opposite signs, each looking for what it lacks in the other.
Leo is an 'up close and personal' type, while Aquarius is friendly and
aloof, prefers the group to the one-on-one. Leo, who is warm and
emotional, may mistake this super friendliness for real warmth.
Lions need to keep in mind that regardless of surface appearances,
Aquarius is always cool and rational emotionally.
February 19 at 11:31pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Leo
The Lion is the most dominating, opinionated and flamboyant
celestial sign. They are natural born leaders who need and give
great recognition. They are very proud, arrogant, ardent
creatures.Most of all, they are extremely loyal to those they have
put to the test and trust. Leo is a "fix it" sign and are able to move
mountains. Leos have a fiery determination and the desire to be
important often rules their lives. They usually pursue their goals and
use their charisma to sway others to their cause. Open and honest,
Leos tend towards the philosophical and tend to hold great
idealisms about how things should be. They are often lovers of the
finer things in life.

Greatest Gift: Confidence, Passion
Birthstone: Peridot, Ruby
Gemstone: Peridot
Colors: Gold, Orange, Yellow
Metal: Gold
Flower: Gladiolus
Zodiac Symbol: Lion
Zodiac Element: Fire
Zodiac Quality: Fixed
Planet: Sun
House: 5 th House
Chinese equivalent is the Monkey
Your Daily Horoscope: Leo
February 20 at 12:02am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Medical Astrology

Medical astrology, traditionally known as Iatromathematics, is an
ancient medical system of healing connecting the body and disease
with the twelve astrological signs. Each astrological sign, along with
the sun, moon, and planets are associated with different parts of
the human body that correlate to disorders of its associated
muscles, nerve systems and organs.

Leo - heart, chest, spine, spinal column, upper back

The planets are also associated with certain portions and functions
within the body:

Sun - heart, spine, and general vitality. With a robust love for life

multitudes, and nations, and tongues.

shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked,
and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire. For God hath put
in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their
kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be
fulfilled. - Rev. 17:1-17

Then shall commence the Great Tribulation—the reign of terror
of the Beast.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski Today, the New Age Movement and other
elements of the New World Order have infiltrated the Bible-
believing churches and are posing as Christian ministries. According
to New Age author, Jeremy Rifkin, their expressed goal is to use the
Evangelical Church as the primary instrument to bring the New
World Order with its One World Religion to birth. As a result of this
conspiracy, many sincere Christians are being led into deception by
the abundance of false teachers and prophets on the Christian
scene and organizations that have the appearance of doing good
works, but are apostate in their doctrine and practice.
http://watch.pair.com/

WATCH UNTO PRAYER
watch.pair.com

This is my Web site.

February 19 at 10:21pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The reader may naively assume that the
majority of professedly Christian leaders could not possibly be
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your nature to push yourself and go all the way. The king of the jungle has

caution should be taken when lifting heavy objects, working out in the gym
or overdoing it at work. You must exercise smart, eat regularly and sensibly
and seek fresh air and sunshine as much as possible.

Your healing color is orange.
February 20 at 12:07am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Sun represents the conscious ego, the self
and its expression, personal power, pride, and authority;
leadership qualities; and the principles of creativity, spontaneity,
health, and vitality, the sum of which is named the "life force".
February 20 at 12:08am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Aquarius
The Water Bearer stands for independent, friendly, inventive and
ingenious. This unique nature makes them progressive, a "know it
all" and therefore, unpredictable. They can be detached, logical and
considered "the rebel". Aquarius is unconventional, detached,
intellectual, objective, individualistic, tolerant, rebellious,
sophisticated, future oriented, friendship oriented, humanitarian,
cause oriented and believes in groups and society. The Aquarius
individual is often perverse, seeking to do things their own way even
if that happens to be more difficult than the normal way of doing
things.

Greatest Gift: Gratitude, Joy
Birthstone: Garnet, Amethyst
Gemstone: Aquamarine, Lapis, Amazonite, Carnelian
Colors: Light Blue, Yellow, Orange, Purple
Metal: Brass
Zodiac Symbol: Water Bearer
Zodiac Element: Air
Zodiac Quality: Fixed
Planet: Saturn (or Uranus)
House: 11 th House
Chinese equivalent is the Tiger
Your Daily Horoscope: Aquarius
February 20 at 12:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski Third Subdivision / Decanate of Aquarius
(20 degrees to 30 degrees)
From February 11th to February 19th:
Ruler: Uranus
Sub Ruler: Venus
Attributes: People-oriented, team-player, critical, interested in
travelling, flirt
February 20 at 12:11am · Like

Dana Horochowski Uranus is associated with the principles of
genius, individuality, new and unconventional ideas, discoveries,
electricity, inventions, and the beginnings of the industrial
revolution. Uranus governs societies, clubs, and any group dedicated
to humanitarian or progressive ideals. Uranus, the planet of sudden
and unexpected changes, rules freedom and originality. In society, it
rules radical ideas and people, as well as revolutionary events that
upset established structures.
February 20 at 12:15am · Like

Write a comment...

a more Scriptural perspective on this matter, we recommend reading “THE

“The false prophets were strong, not only in their own numbers, but in their
popularity with the people. This told heavily against the true prophets; for
the people could not believe that the one man, who was standing alone,
was right, and that his opponents, who were many, were wrong. The seats
and the trappings of office always affect the multitude, who are slow to
come to the conclusion that the teachers under whom they find themselves
in providence can be misleading them... If they are going wrong, they will
generally get the majority of the people to follow them. So completely may
this be the case, that by degrees the popular taste is vitiated and will not
endure any other teaching than that to which it has been accustomed,
though it be false. There is no sadder verse in all prophecy than the
complaint of Jeremiah, ’The prophets prophesy falsely, and My people love
to have it so.’ Like prophet, like people; the public mind may be so
habituated to what is false, and satisfied with it, that it has no taste or even
tolerance for the true. Jeremiah could not gain a hearing for his stern and
weighty message from ears accustomed to the light and frivolous views of
the false prophets; and to Baruch, his young coadjutor and amanuensis,
who was starting on the prophetic career with the high hopes of youth, he
had to deliver the chilling message, ’Seekest thou great things for thyself?
seek them not.’ The path to popularity and eminence was not open to
anyone who did not speak according to the prevailing fashion.”
February 19 at 10:23pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
Throw a curve fast fireball at em?
February 28 at 1:47pm · Like

Write a comment...

Danny Guzman shared a link.
February 19

http://youtu.be/M56WUlnOGbo

Babylon in the Bible.
youtu.be

Matthew 25 13 Watch therefore, for ye
know neither the day nor the hour
wherein the Son of man cometh.
Revelations 18 19 And they cast dust on
their heads, a...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski Matthew 25 13 Watch therefore, for ye
know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man
cometh.
Revelations 18 19 And they cast dust on their heads, and cried,
weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas that great city, wherein
were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her
costliness! for in one hour is she made desolate
February 19 at 10:32pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=JysNJE5FzW4
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when the destruction comes? 2 of 3

places for a few chosen people? Are there safe
refuges?

February 20 at 12:19am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Toronto is considered an Alpha World City:
As Canada’s economic capital, Toronto is considered an alpha
world city by the Globalization and World Cities (GaWC) study
group[6] and is one of the top financial centres in the world.[7][8]
Toronto’s leading economic sectors include finance, business
services, telecommunications, aerospace, transportation, media,
arts, film, television production, publishing, software production,
medical research, education, tourism and sports industries.[9][10]
The Toronto Stock Exchange, the world’s eighth largest in terms of
market value, is headquartered in the city, along with the most
Canadian corporate headquarters of a major Canadian city.
Toronto’s population is cosmopolitan and international,[11]
reflecting its role as an important destination for immigrants to
Canada.[12] Toronto is one of the world’s most diverse cities by
percentage of non-native-born residents, as about 49% of the
population were born outside of Canada.[11][12][13] Because of
the city’s low crime rates, clean environment, high standard of
living, and friendly attitude to diversity, Toronto is consistently rated
as one of the world’s most livable cities by the Economist
Intelligence Unit[14] and the Mercer Quality of Living Survey.[15]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toronto
“Toronto is an Indian word. It means “meeting place”. There are
many theories as to where it got it’s name but the one I believe
because it was formerly called York, is it was named in honour of
the Indian Chief Toronto, who helped the Canadians fight against
the British and the name was changed from York to Toronto about
150 years ago.”

Toronto - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

Toronto (/tɵˈrɒntoʊ/, locally/ˈtrɒnoʊ/) is the
largest city in Canada and the pr

February 20 at 12:23am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

KEYS's photo.

Compassion for Yourself allows you to have true Compassion

As you Observe you lesson the grip of the Ego.

As you are Now Observing and staying Present, Add your
Breath Awareness and Focus in on Your Heart Space, yes

eart as OFTEN AS Possible.

You will begin to Shift into Greater Harmony.

And Like the Movie “Beautiful Mind” you will lessen the Voice of
the Power the Ego has OVER You.

And very soon since ALL is FREQUENCY you will Live in YOUR
Heart and Be the Love and Union You Desire.

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman, Ogunmola Joseph Tope and Seanchai Seance like this.

Seanchai Seance I get it now it's sinking in and soon the
Oracles will see it too in their dreams, runes, feathers,
crystals,tea leaves and Salts from the deep blue sea
February 19 at 3:46pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 19

“Reality Show” is run by and through your mental body. This is
the OLD Program. Your DNA and Cellular Consciousness are
Shifting!

The Increase in pain as YOU Resist the “Moving out of the Ego”
may seem to increase. The very nature of the E
and Resistance.

So How can you move out of this with Ease?
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your life.

Very Easily. First Begin to Observe your Reactions. What you
hold on to and what you resist.

Be the Observer of YOU.

You may be surprised what you see in yourself, STAY
Observing. Love all of YOU with Great Compassion.

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Del Pittman and 2 others

Seanchai Seance Alright
February 19 at 3:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Within the soul, only two fragments of light
energy, one male and one female, will vibrate at the same speed
or frequency. These two, identical halves of the same soul are
called twin souls, twin flames or twin rays.

Another way to say this is that each soul contains many twin
pairings, but only one pair, within all the pairs, have the same
frequency of light and are considered twins. Forever. You are one
half of a pair.

During the Fall of mankind many aeons ago, twins separated from
one another in a moment of weakness to become physical man and
physical woman. Since that time, each set of twins have been
searching for their other half. And the Age of Aquarius will be the
time when they find one another for permanent reunion.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

I will say again, This Shift involves your DNA and Cellular
Consciousness Shifting to Love, Union and Harmony, 5th

What does this mean in practical terms?

The awareness of existing in the Flight or Fight responses of
nd Ego ARE Leaving…they are not Part of the 5th

Dimension Frequency.

If you are wanting to Know if you exist in your Ego more than
your Heart, Ask yourself the following questions:

Do You React to situations?

Do you feel life is unfair to You?

Do you base your relationships on how well they are treating
you based on your expectations?

Does everything seem Not Right.

Do you judge people?

Do you feel people are your enemies?

If you answered YES to any of the Above, and STAY in the
RESPONSE you are EXISTING more in your ego.

http://iamthequeenoflight.com/category/5th-dimension-
the-age-of-aquarius/

Before we find true love, loving oneself seems like the
obvious thing to do. It’s impossible to love someone else, if
the feeling of love is not within ourselves first.

Today, finding true love has become a full-time search in our
modern society. Keeping or maintaining your true love is
even harder. How come? What do we wrong?

There is an old saying: ”Truly loving someone is setting them
free.”

http://cliviavogel.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/true-love/
We all know we can never own someone else, but we still do
that. It is impossible, and this is where we go wrong. Living
this fact of knowing we can never own our loved ones, that’s
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Soulmates

mate or twin soul relationships, know something about
our own souls...

February 19 at 10:46pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Regardless of who your twin might be this
lifetime around, you will feel a closeness to that person that is
usually very, very strong and goes way beyond all others. The
strongest attraction will be felt between lovers.

Who your twin is during any given lifetime depends upon the choices
the both of you made prior to incarnating. Your twin may not be in
body at this time; perhaps he or she is serving as your loving guide
to help you through your challenges while here on Earth.
February 19 at 10:47pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

make any effort to love them and impress them. We will be

As humans we tend to want that what we can’t have. Setting
them free does not mean we must let go of them, it means
we create a space in our mind and hearts for an unattached

Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska Mary
Lori Willmott Lorina Zappacosta Lesley Belleau Michelle

Traci Seibly Calvert

Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Del Pittman and 2 others like this.

Seanchai Seance
February 19 at 3:32pm · Like

Dana Horochowski What is important to keep in mind is that
as we begin to walk the path back home to God, it appears that
three very important things must happen. The first is that we
awaken spiritually and become aware of our divine connection. The
second is that we balance the masculine and feminine energies
within ourselves. And the third is that we reunite with our twin to
form a spiritually mature and lasting partnership.
February 19 at 10:49pm · Like · 1

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 19

“Women are emotional in order to feel the divine energy at the
highest levels and be supreme healers and lovers and mothers.
Not to drive men insane. Her deep spiritual connection to
feelings is to inspire a man to his spiritual heights as well. She
is not a nag, she is an oracle.”
— Raja Khan

THE FIRE OF TWIN FLAME LOVE~

As the Sparks
of the Fire…
of our Soul..

flicker and glow………

our cherished
and desired embrace..

ignites ..

the deepest passion
and ecstasy..
felt

Dana Horochowski
February 19

Before we find true love, loving oneself seems like the obvious
thing to do. It’s impossible to love someone else, if the feeling
of love is not within ourselves first.
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Heart Centre…

taking us
to the tips
of the flames..
of the Fire..

of Creation
itself!

We are aglow….

In our Divine Reunion
of the
purest…
Unconditional Love…

Transcended
from the mundane
of duality

We have arrived
My Beloved

Finally

HOME

In this blissful
expression
of
euphoric
Oneness

Every cell
and fibre
of our beings
Is awash
with
Ecstatic Light

modern society. Keeping or maintaining your true love is even

There is an old saying: ”Truly loving someone is setting them

http://cliviavogel.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/true-love/
We all know we can never own someone else, but we still do
that. It is impossible, and this is where we go wrong. Living
this fact of knowing we can never own our loved ones, that’s
exactly the time we set them free. When this happens, a
natural feeling of want arises for our loved ones. We will make
any effort to love them and impress them. We will be creative,
with a lightness in our step and a happy smile on our face.

As humans we tend to want that what we can’t have. Setting
them free does not mean we must let go of them, it means we
create a space in our mind and hearts for an unattached love.
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska Mary
Lane Lori Willmott Lorina Zappacosta Lesley Belleau Michelle
Beaune-Jones Traci Seibly Calvert (8 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Michelle Beaune-Jones, Elaine Nowell, Danny Guzman and 6 others like
this.

Seanchai Seance Ty Dana wisdom is hard to find but easy to
keep
February 19 at 3:18pm · Unlike · 2

Angela Story Totally. I really learned this years ago with a guy
that I loved who would not be my boyfriend ! We had a great
relationship though  now I totally believe in freedom and being
voluntarily present , no commitments per say , just doing what you
feel
February 19 at 3:30pm via mobile · Unlike · 5

1

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 19
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Outshining

in existence

My Beautiful Beloved

I Love you

I Cherish you

I Adore you

We are ONE

Eternally……………

by Liora..... copyright 2011 www.twinflame1111.com

Artist Dennis Potokar

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 19

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 19
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Like · Comment · Share

Roland Mingan Hugihard, Del Pittman, Ogunmola Joseph Tope
others like this.

Seanchai Seance Amen

February 19 at 3:31pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Thank you, Liora!
February 19 at 5:45pm · Like

Ogunmola Joseph Tope Truly, women are oracle d pure
energy giver at d right settings...thru d mother d baby recieves
his or her energy...
February 19 at 6:03pm · Like

Dana Horochowski According to the all-perfect, divine plan,
the soul divisions that have taken place all the way down to the
individual level will, at some point, begin to reverse themselves.
First the twins will reunite as one, complete, spiritually aware soul.
Reunited twins will then group together to reestablish the family of
souls from which they came, and so on.

Each rejoining carries with it more and more love, joy, happiness
and ecstasy. The rapture we will experience with each reunion will
intensify more and more as original soul groups coalesce with one
another. The more we coalesce the more we will experience love
and joy. Most of this will take place in higher realms and dimensions
of experience and feeling. Ultimately, we will all reunite as ONE with
our Source, as it was in the beginning.
February 19 at 10:51pm · Like · 2

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Amj Pear like this.

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 19
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You like this.

Write a comment...

His outlook on life is friendly. He is friendly not only to persons,
but also to objects and conditions. It is by this attitude of
friendship that a person expands and breaks d
which keep him in prison. And by breaking down the walls he
experiences at-one-ment with the Absolute. This at-one-ment
with the Absolute manifests as the music of the spheres, and
this he experiences on all sides in the beauty of nature, in the
color of flowers, in everything he sees and in everything he
meets. In the hours of contemplation and solitude and in the
hours when he is in the midst of the world, the music is always
there; he is always enjoying harmony.
http://createyourhealth.com/the-month-of-aquarius-2013/

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 18

TWIN FLAMES ASCENDING By LIORA
As we balance our Inner divine masculine with our Divine
Feminine and complete the alchemical marriage/union
between the Two , we are embodying our true balance of
union within. Due to this vibrational embodim
ent of conciousness of the inner union, we have no egoic
desires to need anyone to complete Us. Our foremost purpose
individually and collectively is to become ONE within with
ALL-that-IS and "return" to our original monadic source self and
complete the planetary ascension still physically embodied as
divine ecstatic beings of pure Divine Love. The longing for any
outside missing part is merely a projection of limitation in the
third dimensional consciousness. Letting go of this
misconception is a premise to embrace the wholeness within
and become true embodiments of unity consciousness. It is at
this place of vibrational balance and wholeness, that the
potentiality for the Divine to orchestrate the SACRED Reunion
of pure Divine unconditional Love with our Beloved Twin
Flame. THE SACRED TWIN FLAME REUNION is DIVINE TRUTH
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Elaine Nowell, Mark Anthony and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski The ruler of Aquarius is Uranus. Its symbol
represents water, a universal image which dates back into
prehistory. This will also be recognized in the Egyptian hieroglyph
representing the same. The association in Aquarius is that of the
servant of humanity pouring out the water of knowledge to quench
the thirst of the world. These symbolic waves of water, share the
dual expression of vibrational waves of electricity or parallel lines of
force.

Aquarians are interesting and attractive people. They can be shy,
sensitive, gentle and patient; or enthusiastic and lively with a
tendency to be exhibitionists. Both types are strong willed and
forceful in their own way. Very opinionated with strong convictions,
they fight for what they believe in. They will argue vehemently for
what they believe to be true, however, if you can show them facts
to the contrary, they have little trouble altering their opinion.
http://www.elore.com/Astrology/Study/aquarius.htm

Lore of Astrology: Aquarius Sun Sign 'Study Element' -
Earthlore Explorations
www.elore.com

An extensive introduction to Aquarius the Water Bearer, the
eleventh sign in the...See More

February 19 at 11:18pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

and sacredness as the Divine created us. To fully understand

soul rememberance. THE SACRED TWIN FLAME REUNION, the
ONE soul reunited to ascend together, if that is in the destiny
path of the lifetime. ♥ ♥ LOVE LIORA www.twinflame1111.com
for Twin Flame Soul Alchemy Sessions for the deepest SOUL
understanding and clarity of Twin Flames for the IAM presence
NAME shared~THE KEY!! Beyond words of a limited
consciousness... to the sacredness of SOUL vibration.

TWIN FLAMES ASCENDING By LIORA
As we balance our Inner divine masculine with our Divine
Feminine and complete the alchemical marriage/union
between the Two , we are embodying our true balance of
union within. Due to this vibrational embodim
ent of conciousness of the inner union, we have no egoic
desires to need anyone to complete Us. Our foremost
purpose individually and collectively is to become ONE within
with ALL-that-IS and "return" to our original monadic source
self and complete the planetary ascension still physically
embodied as divine ecstatic beings of pure Divine Love. The
longing for any outside missing part is merely a projection of
limitation in the third dimensional consciousness. Letting go
of this misconception is a premise to embrace the wholeness
within and become true embodiments of unity consciousness.
It is at this place of vibrational balance and wholeness, that
the potentiality for the Divine to orchestrate the SACRED
Reunion of pure Divine unconditional Love with our Beloved
Twin Flame. THE SACRED TWIN FLAME REUNION is DIVINE
TRUTH showing us Creation of duality. We share the exact
vibrational frequency of our Twin Flame, our IAM NAME, in
such beauty and sacredness as the Divine created us. To fully
understand this DIVINE truth is from a higher consciousness
of Unity and soul rememberance. THE SACRED TWIN FLAME
REUNION, the ONE soul reunited to ascend together, if that is
in the destiny path of the lifetime. ♥ ♥ LOVE LIORA
www.twinflame1111.com for Twin Flame Soul Alchemy
Sessions for the deepest SOUL understanding and clarity of
Twin Flames for the IAM presence NAME shared~THE KEY!!
Beyond words of a limited consciousness... to the sacredness
of SOUL vibration.

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18
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Amj Pear and Seanchai Seance like this.

Dana Horochowski the type of connection enjoyed by Twin
Flames is so profound and unbrakeable that it defies the
undermining of the ego and resists the effects of the veil of
separation, in matters of communication and subtle guidance. The
two of you still operate as one, defying the vibrational differences,
and resistant to the many interferences from the toxic Earth
environment which the incarnated Twin is subjected to. Whatever
the arrangement, Twins of all types share an invisible etheric cord
which binds them together. It runs from high-heart to high-heart,
and is eternal and thereby cannot be severed.
http://www.channelcast.tv/galactic-twin-flames-and-the-spiritual-
law-of-attraction-declan-of-the-pleiades/1238459/

Galactic Twin Flames and the Spiritual
Law of Attraction - Declan of the Pleiades
www.channelcast.tv

I greet you this sunny morning, with my heart
full of joy and hopeful anticipati...See More

February 18 at 7:11pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski ou labor hard and need to feel loved. Set
your expectations for experiences like this higher and higher, as
the days wear on. The coming-together of the Twin Flames is not a
fairy story but a bona-fide upcoming encounter based in truth.
Blessed indeed are the folks who came into human incarnation
together, and have subsequently found each other. Despite the
inevitable rocky beginnings most of these couples have had to work
through, it’s been a blissful time for them. Post-disclosure, the same
reward awaits those now in Human/Galactic Twin Flame unions,
also.
February 18 at 7:12pm · Like

Write a comment...

is so filled with the Presence of God that it is set on fire with

becomes, or is, a pyre of flame—a 'Pyramid'. And in becoming a
pyre of light, it moves, it becomes active. The Throne becomes
a Chariot. The motionless Temple becomes a living Flame.
http://watch.pair.com/virgo-antichrist.html

"Just as a flame enables light to be manifested as a blazing orb
or sun of radiant light, so the perfect Soul enables the Spirit to
become fully manifest as the Christ Child. Just as the central
orb of light sits enthroned in the midst of the flame, shining its
radiance or glory all around, so the Christ Child sits as a King of
Glory upon His Throne: Horus sits upon Isis; Jesus sits upon
Mary; the Christ Consciousness sits upon man's soul. Then, just
as the flame becomes identified with the light, swallowed up
by its glory, so the Mother becomes identified with her Child,
'assumed' and 'married', as it were to her Son... In Christian
symbology, Jesus seated upon the lap of his Mother, or Jesus
enthroned in the centre of the Vesica Piscis (the 'flame-vessel
of the Fish'), mean the same. It is the revelation of the
Supreme Mystery or Gnosis; the revelation of Christ, the Son or
Light of God; the revelation of the Divine Idea or Divine
Consciousness, which is Truth.
"The Christ Child is the Sun-King, and his Throne or Mother is
the Kingdom of Heaven, the Empire of Peace and Plenty that is
bathed in the golden glory of Christ Consciousness. It is, or can
be, both individual and universal, Jerusalem (meaning 'the
Great Peace') is another name for the Kingdom. Old Jerusalem
is the Mother—the psyche; New Jerusalem is the Mother with
Child—the 'heavenly' or beautiful Soul that has attained Christ
Consciousness." (902:70)

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.
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Sopheriel Koah and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

Isis represents the dynastic seat of authority whose offspring
are destined by their birthright to rule as kings. ISIS is THE

http://watch.pair.com/virgo-antichrist.html
Danusia Horochowska Dana Horochowski

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Dana Horochowski
February 18

Meymac, Correze, France
"Notre Dame de Meymac, also known as the Black Madonna of
Meymac is believed to have been carved sometime during the
11th century. The Black Virgin has very large hands and a red
cloak; and has been called one of the strangest and most
interesting Black Madonnas to date. The Child is dressed in red
with bare feet, and sits between the Madonna's knees, holding
a closed book in his left hand.
"This Black Virgin was once part of the 11th century treasure of
Benedictine priory of Saint Andrew, originally a hermitage in
and during the Merovingian Dynasty...
"This is one of the Madonnas of the Fisher Kings, the
Merovingian line of Mystic Kings, keepers of the Grail Bloodline.
"Black Madonnas are believed to be pre-Christian archetypes
whose child-nurturing focus is the embodiment of the
pre-historic Great Mother.
"A very powerful and important Madonna, She regally sits an
impressive 8.5 inches tall. This gothic style icon is found in the
French village of Correze.:- 925 http://watch.pair.com/virgo-
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meaning throne or seat of authority. Isis was the embodiment of
authority, and divine right to rule was by her authority. Osiris reborn
is often depicted as an infant on the lap of Isis, where she is the
literal personification of a throne. - 918
"As a later identity of Isis with Horus, she shows how papal and
kingly thrones all hark back to the lap of Isis upon which sits
enthroned the child-god. Each gave birth to savior gods who would
die and be reborn in annual cycles (a parallel to the Demeter/Kore
myth), and our modern festivals of Christmas and Easter
re-celebrate this primeval human rite. Depicted as black virgin, this
Madonna incorporates aspects of Kali. Medieval cathedrals (called in
France 'Notre Dame'—literally, 'Our Lady') are venerations of the
ancient Great Goddess' majesty." - 928
February 18 at 6:48pm · Like

Dana Horochowski "Isis was the embodiment of authority,
and divine right to rule was by her authority... papal and kingly
thrones all hark back to the lap of Isis." The divine right of kings
would explain the longevity of the cult of Isis and her esteem among
royalty who believe themselves to be descendants of a divinity.
Lewis Spence wrote in Ancient Egyptian Myths and Legends, the
cult of Isis has survived from the dynastic period of Egypt through
the Classical period and Holy Roman Empire and is, today,
principally carried on in Paris, the location of the Prieuré de Sion.

"Isis, or Ast, must be regarded as one of the earliest and most
important conceptions of female godhead in ancient Egypt. In the
dynastic period she was regarded as the feminine counterpart of
Osiris, and we may take it that before the dawn of Egyptian history
she occupied a similar position... No other deity has probably been
worshipped for such an extent of time, for her cult did not perish
with that of most other Egyptian gods, but flourished later in Greece
and Rome, and is seriously carried on in Paris to-day." (995)
February 18 at 6:49pm · Like

Dana Horochowski "The Enthroned Lady or Heavenly Queen is
the ancient title of Isis, the virgin mother of Horus, as also of
Mary, the virgin mother of Jesus. The hieroglyphic symbol of Isis
used by the Ancient Egyptians was that of a throne—Isis being the
actual throne or seat upon which the child Horus sits as King of
Light (the Sun King). The same symbol is employed in Christian
iconography, and Mary is pourtrayed as the 'throne' or 'seat', with
the Christ Child seated in her lap, his head aligned with her heart. It
is a carefully constructed and important symbol, revealing many
mysteries.

"In the Hebraic cabbala, the Throne is described as the Merkabah or
Throne of Glory—the perfect dwelling place of the Lord. It is the
supreme and pure Tabernacle or Temple in which the Messianic
Presence of the Lord God may dwell and be manifest. That is to say,
it is the perfect form of divine manifestation, the virgin Soul, Bride to
the Spirit. The sublime union of the receptive, responsive Bride with
the active, creative Spirit produces (i.e. gives birth to) the Messiah
as the Christ Child, the living embodiment of Light (which is what
the word Jesus or Horus means). In biblical terms it means that the
'living soul', Adam, becomes a 'life-giving Spirit', Christ: the former
being a receptacle of life, the latter being a creator of life, in the
same symbolic sense that a moon may become a sun, or a light-
receiving vessel may transform itself into a light-producing star. Out
of the cosmic form of Nature are born the shining Sons of Light.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski "Whoever the enigmatic Black Virgin may
be, she holds a powerful attraction for her millions of devotees
around the world. Her sacred sites stand on highly charged earth
energy centers, enhanced by megalithic ley-lines and sacred
architecture.

"From ancient times to present, people have undertaken pilgrimages
to her shrines as a way to explore her mysteries and to enable her
to do her miraculous work of healing, transformation and inspiration.
France has more than 300 Black Virgin sites, with over 150 Black
Virgins still in existence."
February 18 at 6:35pm · Like

Dana Horochowski "Like the goddess Isis, who found and
restored all of the lost pieces of her husband, Osiris, many are
restoring the unity of all life, bringing together the separate parts of
humanity—different races, religions and cultures." - 42:62
February 18 at 6:36pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 18

"Our ancient, battered, much-loved, little-understood Black
Virgins are a still-living archetypal image that lies at the heart
of our civilization and has a message for us.... The light of
nature tells us that life is a pilgrimage, a journe
along the Milky Way, her hero-path, a voyage across the great
water in which she is the ship, rudder, and guiding star.
"There is clearly no return to the twelfth century, the third
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February 18 at 6:52pm · Like

These are farsighted people with an eye and ear to the new and
innovative. They are generally without prejudice and quite tolerant
of the point of view of others. They have an interesting side to their
nature that allows them to see a valid argument even when they
disagree with it. They are quite objective folk and never get waylaid
by being too close to an issue or person.

Lore of Astrology: Aquarius Sun Sign 'Study Element' -
Earthlore Explorations
www.elore.com

An extensive introduction to Aquarius the Water Bearer, the
eleventh sign in the zodiac. Explore a profile of the Aquarius
character, learn the correspondences to this Sun sign and
discover the stories and lore surrounding its mythic origins. Lore
of Astrology is an Earthlore immersive exploration t...

February 19 at 11:20pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Regardless of type, Aquarius is truly a
humane, human being. Known to be frank and outspoken, a 'on
my mind, on my mouth' type, Aquarius makes for a serious and
genial companion. Refined and idealistic, romantic but practical,
they are personable and likable people. Quick in mind and quick to
respond, Aquarians love activity and are quite reasonable, though
difficult to get close to. They cherish and guard their independence,
and are a strange mixture of caring concern and cool detachment.
They will go out of their way to help when needed, but never get
involved emotionally.
February 19 at 11:20pm · Like

Write a comment...

available as living realities for us today. There are signs that

truth through the law written in our hearts, rather than in
temples built with hands. One old truth is that man and
woman, though different, are equal parts of a consciously
androgynous whole that is each person's potential reality. Many
people, shown photographs of the Black Virgin for the first
time, comment on how masculine some of them look." (Ean
Begg, The Cult of the Black Virgin) - 272:13,134
http://watch.pair.com/virgo-antichrist.html Shayna Rivelle
Thompson Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia
Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski "I AM Nature... The universal Mother,
Mistress of all the elements, primordial child of time, sovereign of
all things spiritual, Queen of the dead, Queen also of the immortals,
the single manifestation of all gods and goddesses that are. The
primeval Phrygians call me Pessinuntica, or Cybele, Mother of the
gods; the Althenians, sprung from their own soil, call me Cecropian
Artemis; for the islanders of Cypress I AM Paphian Aphrodite; for
the archers of Crete I AM Dictynna, for the trilingual Sicilians,
Stygian Persephone, and for the Elusinians, their Ancient Mother of
the Corn, Demeter.
"Some know me as Juno, some as Bellona of the Battles; others as
Hecate, others again as Rhamnusia, Nemesis, But both races of
Aethiopians, whose land the morning Sun first shines upon, and the
Egyptians who excel in ancient learning and worship me with
ceremonies proper to my god-head call me by my true Name,
namely, Queen Isis." - 925
February 18 at 6:38pm · Like

Dana Horochowski
February 18

Biblical' astrologers inform us that "Spica, which has the
ancient meaning of 'The Branch'," is "a picture of the coming of
Christ." Now in the ancient zodiacs, Spica, the 'branch,' was
portrayed as a serpent. Note that in the sculpture of Hathor
(right), the goddess is holding the ears of grain and a serpent!
This 'serpent' (Spica) is the 'branch' or 'coming son' of the
Egyptians. Hathor stands upon a lion (Leo) and, as the woman
who rides the beast (Rev.17), is representative of the Mother
Goddess--Virgo, Eve and Isis:
http://watch.pair.com/virgo-antichrist.html

"Eve or Hawwah is explained by Robert Graves as possibly
being the Hebrew version of Heba, Hebat, Khebat, or Khilba.
She is depicted as riding a lion in a sculpture. She was
worshipped in Jerusalem. Her Greek name was Heba, Heracles'
goddess-wife.
"Eve is similar to Demeter or Ceres as the grain goddess, or
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Ish-ish, meaning 'she who weeps'. Ezekiel 8 can be understood

an untimely death. Then he brought me to the door of the gate of
the LORD'S house which was toward the north; and, behold, there
sat women weeping for Tammuz. - Ezek. 8:14
February 18 at 6:40pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Isis is the Greek form of more ancient
Egyptian names; originally, Isis was known as Aset, or Eset
which, in Egyptian, means 'Throne or Seat'. Black Virgins are
traditionally seated on thrones in a manner similar to icons of the
Egyptian Isis. Isis is typically represented as a woman wearing on
her head the hieroglyphic symbol of her [Egyptian] name, which
represents a throne or seat. Her original headdress was an empty
throne chair belonging to her murdered husband, Osiris.
February 18 at 6:42pm · Like

Write a comment...

Tsemech or 'branch'. This name is symbolic of a coming son or

cometh' and is associated with a grape gatherer (Noah) who
would redeem man from the curse of the earth by giving us

Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska Dana

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony likes this.

Dana Horochowski Hathor as Qadesh the Syrian fertility
goddess with phallic Min. Note the Hathor crown and headdress.
She stands on a lion, holding a serpent and ears of grain
February 18 at 6:01pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski From the 5th to the 8th centuries, the
Merovingian dynasty of kings ruled Europe and, from the Middle
Ages until the present day, most of Europe's monarchs have been of
Merovingian lineage. In 679 A.D., the Roman Catholic Church
collaborated with the Carolingian dynasty to assassinate the
Merovingian King, Dagobert II. Dagobert's nephew, Childeric III,
was deposed in 751 by Pepin III, the first of the Carolingian dynasty.
The removal of the Merovingian kings culminated with the
coronation of Charlemagne, who became the Holy Roman Emperor
in 800. Ironically, Charlemagne and the Carolingians married
Merovingian wives in order to guarantee the continuation of their
dynasty. This would account for the perpetuity of the Merovingian
bloodline in the royalty of Europe.
“In the [8th] century the Merovingian Dynasty of France was
overthrown by the mayors of the Merovingian Palaces, the
Carolingians (741). But Carolingians were also a major part of the
Jesus–Magdalene heresy, as we shall soon see. They took
Merovingian wives to assure that the heretical 'divine' bloodline was

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18

on the feast of Beltane, the sacred marriage rite was
performed by King Arthur with his half-sister, Morgaine, who,
as the sacred 'sister-bride' embodied the Celtic Moon Goddess
and goddess of Nature, Cerridwin. (In the movie, Mists of
Avalon, Morgaine, as the young priestess of Avalon was
disguised with a mask and tattoos.)

http://watch.pair.com/gemini.html
The sacred marriage ritual, which was performed at the festival
of Beltane, produced the Celtic Christ, Modred. Gardner hastens
to explain that this degenerate act was not really incest, but a
holy rite in honor of the androgynous Father-Mother in heaven.
"Writers have sometimes deemed Arthur's sexual relationship
with his half-sister Morgaine to be incestuous--but this is not
the way it was regarded in Celtic Britain. At that time, the
anciently perceived dual nature of God prevailed, as did the
equally ancient principle of the 'sacred sister-bride'--so revered
in the holy ritual of Mesopotamia. In this regard, the Prayer of
the Celts began, 'Our Father-Mother in the heavens'. In
conjunction with this, specifically defined rites were performed
to denote the mortal incarnation of the 'dual male-female
entity'. As the earthly manifestation of the goddess
Cerridwin,...Morgaine represented the female aspect of the
duality. Arthur was her true male counterpart in the established
royal tradition of the Pharaohs. On the festival of Beltane (the
spring equinox), Arthur was apprehended as a god in human
form and obliged to participate in a ritual of sacred intercourse
between the twin aspects of the incarnate Father-Mother.

In view of Arthur and Morgaine's supposed divinity during this
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Empire under Charlemagne who became the first Emperor, a huge coup.” -

had himself married a Merovingian princess." - 936

False Gospel in the Stars: Antichrist in Virgo
watch.pair.com

This is my Web site.

February 18 at 6:03pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski "The original start of the Prieuré de Sion
appears to have been the idea of a number of powerful
bloodlines, and included various descendants of the Merovingians,
including the House of Lorraine, the House of Guise, the Medicis,
Sforzas, the Estes, the Gonzagas, and the St. Clairs (Sinclairs). The
Medicis are tied to the Black Nobility.
"From the beginning the Prieuré de Sion has been committed to
Hermetic Magic... René d' Anjou, a descendant of the Merovingians
persuaded Cosimo de Medici to establish in c. 1444 a non-church
library at San Marco where Plato, Pythagorean works, and books on
Hermetic Magic were translated. Up until this time, the Catholic
church had control of all the libraries. It was from Cosimo de
Medici's library that the spark of Greek and Egyptian teachings set
off what developed into the Renaissance, which was a revival of
humanism and the occult. It appears that during the Middle Ages,
witchcraft and the mystery religions had seriously dissolved to the
point that these modes of thought had to be relearned from the
ancient writings. Interestingly, the Middle Ages when witchcraft and
paganism were dissolving have been branded the 'Dark Ages' by the
establishment, and inaccurately painted as a time when learning
went out." - 77:79
February 18 at 6:13pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The prophecies of Nostradamus included
"...a number of detailed prophecies concerning Hitler (whom he
calls Hisler), naming him as the 'second antiChrist'."

Was Anne Lea Hisler really Anne Lea Hitler??? Is it possible that the
wife of Pierre Plantard de Saint-Clair was related to the infamous
Adolf Hitler???

The Templar Revelation confirms other reports of that Pierre
Plantard de Saint-Claire at least had Nazi sympathies:
"Born in 1920, he first came to public notice in the Occupied France
of 1942 as the editor of a journal called Vaincre pour une Jeune
cehvalerie (Conquest for a Young Knighthood)—which was markedly
uncritical of the Nazi oppressors, and which was actually published
with their approval. This was officially the organ of the Order Alpha
Galates, a quasi-Masonic and chivalric society, based in Paris, of
which Plantard became the Grand Master at the age of just twenty-
two...Vaincre is now [1998] the title of the Priory's internal bulletin,
which Pierre de Saint-Clair edits with his son Thomas." (242:43)
If Anne Lea Hisler was a relation of Adolf Hitler, Pierre Plantard de
Saint-Clair would be related by marriage to the House of Rothschild
(See: Mystery Babylon: The Zionists) and his children would be
Rothschilds. The surname "Rothschild," in fact, stands for "Ruth's
Child," signifying the House of Rothschild's presumption to the
Messianic lineage of David and entitlement to redeem the land of
Israel. (See: Heeding Bible Prophecy: New Israel)

Two observations are in order:

this, although Arthur was destined to become the prominent

highest spiritual position: he was designated Christ of Britain;
the ordained Archpriest of the Sacred Kindred, and an anointed
Fisher King.... Contrary to all myth and legend, it was the dying
Archpriest Modred (not Arthur) who was carried from the field
by his mother Morgaine's Holy Sisters." (29:205-6)

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.
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Hitler may be credited with creating the demand for and populating the

place on the throne of the coming world kingdom someone other than one of

February 18 at 6:20pm · Like

Dana Horochowski According to Marjorie Reeves' Joachim of
Fiore and the Prophetic Future, a second Charlemagne will arise
whose surname begins with 'P'.

"It was a Burgundian World Emperor that [Johann] Lichtenberger
expected to arise as a Second Charlemagne. His hint as to who this
will be is quite plain: 'And it is said in the book of the kings of the
Franks that from the stock of King Charles of France [Charlemagne]
will arise in the last days an Emperor, 'nomine P.', who will be the
monarch of all Europe and reform Church and clergy. After him there
shall be no ruler.'" - 823:110-111
February 18 at 6:21pm · Like

Dana Horochowski In addition to conditioning the masses to
believe their New Age propaganda, another objective of
best-selling New Age books such as Holy Blood, Holy Grail is to
covertly communicate secret information from the Prieuré de Sion to
a specific audience—the global network of secret societies and New
Age cults, all of which eagerly await the end of the Age of Pisces
and the beginning of the Age of Aquarius. At that point in time, the
much despised Church Age will come to a close and Lucifer, in the
person of the Antichrist, will reign over a Golden Age, having
destroyed the Harlot Church which no longer serves his purposes.
February 18 at 6:22pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Will Thomas Plantard de Saint-Clair be
revealed as the reincarnation of Horus, i.e. Nimrod, who will at
last unite the world under Lucifer? Recall that the myth of Horus is a
distortion of the Genesis account of God's judgment on the Tower of
Babel. Not happy with this arrangement, New Agers anticipate the
return of Horus as the reincarnation of Nimrod who will at last unite
mankind in a victorious rebellion against God. (Gen. 10 and 11)
http://watch.pair.com/virgo-antichrist.html

False Gospel in the Stars: Antichrist in Virgo
watch.pair.com

This is my Web site.

February 18 at 6:37pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski In preparation for the occult New Age of
the Spirit, the high level initiates who have infiltrated the
Laodicean Church will attempt to palm off Lucifer as the Holy Spirit,
in accordance with the Manichean tradition that the Holy Spirit is
the transformed Lucifer. Eventually, the Virgin-Bride (Isis) is
'married' to the Christ Child (Horus), who is the incarnation of her
husband/brother, Osiris, aka Lucifer, the Spirit with whom she
united:
February 18 at 6:53pm · Like

Mark Anthony Surely, horus is the reality, and god is the pope's
gravy train driver!!
February 18 at 10:56pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Write a comment...

Seanchai Seance Apollo loves Athena

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18

The sacred marriage of the Gemini Twins produces the divine
androgyne, whom the occult perceives as God. Androgynes
have both male and female sexual characteristics and organs,
and may also be called hermaphrodites, a term derived from
the Egyptian god, Hermes Trismegistus. Many occult symbols
express this duality: the two-faced Janus, two-headed eagle,
and the symbol of the Gemini Twins (`), which is eerily
reminiscent of the Twin Towers:

http://watch.pair.com/gemini.html

"The pillars of Hermes, or those of Hercules, or the so-called
Jachin and Boaz columns of the Cabala, are all symbols
deriving from the great myth of the Gemini... The Gemini
represent creative Nature (Natura naturans) and created
Nature (Natura naturata), and this duality is sometimes
illustrated in tales by a being that wears a mask [cf. sacred
marriage rite], or by a Protean capable of turning into a giant,
a man or an animal... At times, two different conceptions of the
Gemini can be distinguished (as in the parallel myths of the
primordial and androgynous being): the 'Heavenly Twin',
expressive of opposites, fused together and integrated into
Oneness (represented by the spherical or perfect being); and
the 'Earthly Twin' displaying the break, the split (as in
two-headed Janus, or tri-form Hecate, etc.), that is, opposites
in conflict or at least in dissidence... According to the
megalithic conception...the mountain of Mars (or Janus) which
rises up as a mandorla of the Gemini is the locale of inversion -
the mountain of death and resurrection; the mandorla is
another sign of the Inversion and of interlinking, for it is formed
by the intersection of the circle of earth with the circle of
heaven. This mountain has two peaks, and every symbol or
sign alluding to this 'situation of Inversion' is marked by duality
or by twin heads. Two-headed eagles and cocks are also found
in this context, the general symbolism of which is that of
alternating contradiction: positive/ negative, or low/high-
pitched. All these are symbols of the harmonious ambiguity of
'thesis and antithesis, paradise and inferno, love and hate,
peace and war, birth and death, praise and insult, clarity and
obscurity, scorching rocks and swamps, surrounding the
fountains and water of salvation'." (48:116)
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are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous

influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Like · Comment · Share

Mike Lee and Jamie Duval like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.

The Mother, who is the feminine aspect of the Qabalistic
godhead, is sometimes called the Shekhina, a concept that
turns up in pseudo-Christian teachings as the Holy Spirit. For
example, based on the Gemini sign in the Egyptian Zodiac,

h looks like a sacred marriage, and Joseph Seiss' various
translations of the word Gemini, and the false gospel in the
stars, one Gnostic monk deduces that the Holy Spirit must be

http://watch.pair.com/gemini.html

“When we move forward and consider the witness of the stars
where no man’s hand can make alterations, the feminine
gender of the Holy Spirit becomes more likely. Moses, in
writing the book of Genesis, proclaims that the luminous
celestial bodies in the darkness of night’s heaven and the sun’s
brilliant light are for signs. Signs are symbols that point to
something beyond themselves. Half of the major constellations
are named with Hebrew words that are feminine. In fact,
within and in proximity to many of these major constellations
are signs that point to a male-female interrelation. Bob
Wadsworth’s newsletter of January 2001 says that the two
figures in Gemini, according to the Zodiac of Dendra, are not
identical twins but those of a man and woman walking hand in
hand. He goes on to say, when quoting from Joseph Seiss’ book
The Gospel of the Stars, the word Gemini in the original
Hebrew, Arabic and Syriac does not carry so much the idea of
two brought forth at the same birth as it does the idea of a
long betrothal brought to its consummation in perfect
marriage. The old Coptic name of this sign signifies 'the
completely joined'. The constellation of Virgo, which represents
the woman about to bring forth, has above it in the sky the
constellation Bootes that is named with a masculine noun.
Peter, in his second epistle, calls light in darkness and the
dawning sun a “more sure word of prophecy” than even the
voice from heaven heard on the Mount of Transfiguration. (II
Peter 1:19)” (917)

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18

Qabalah (also spelled cabala, kabbala, kabbalah) is a system
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Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they

to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...

century, whence it spread to Spain. With the expulsion of th

spread like a revival throughout Europe. Qabalah represents
various Jewish mystical traditions which coalesced in the 12th
and 13th centuries to form a coherent system of mystical
doctrine and practice. A complex system of numerology,
letters, signs and symbols was devised to communicate the
secret doctrine. For example, the occult trinity Father, Mother
and Son, is expressed in the Tetragrammaton (IHVH) and
Sephirot.
http://watch.pair.com/gemini.html

"Horus is the child, or 'V' in the Tetragrammaton, IHVH. Again
he is Microprosopus, represented by the fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, eighth, and ninth Sephiroth. ...the tenth Sephira [is]
Malkuth, mankind, the earth, the lesser world, the bride, the
queen, the wife of Microprosopus...
"The final aspect of the Qabalah, the creation, the earth, the
daughter of the goddess, the lower 'H' in the Tetragrammaton,
IHVH, Malkuth is the natural soul. It is called the Microcosm,
whereas the rest of the Qabalah, being the universe, the god
and the goddess, is the Microcosm. S.L. MacGregor Mathers
wrote concerning Malkuth in The Qabalah Unveiled: 'The
number 10. ...It is called MLKVTH, Malkuth, the Kingdom, and
also the Queen, Matrona, the inferior Mother, the Bride of
Microprosopus; and SHKINH, Shekinah, represented by the
Divine Name Adonai, ADNI, and among the angelic hosts by
the kerubim, KRVBIM. Now each of these Sephiroth will be in a
certain degree androgynous for it will be feminine or receptive
with regard to the Sephira which immediately precedes it in the
sephirotic scale, and masculine or transmissive with regard to
the Sephirah which immediately follows it...'
"Mathers presents Malkuth as a reflection of the goddess, or
mother. He wrote: 'The bride, the inferior H, He, is said to be a
reflection of the mother, the supernal H, He, in the
Tetragrammaton; just as Microprosopus is said to be the
reflection of the Macroprosopus. By analogy, the son and his
bride are the same as the god and goddess...'
"Malkuth is the creation, specifically the people, according to
occultists. The son wants to marry his bride and carry her back
up the Qabalah. It is the son becoming one with the mother,
then reverting back to his role as father in Chokmah, becoming
one with Binah and drawing her back into Kether, the godhead
and universe complete in one." (982:236-9)

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 18

It is ironic that the occult brotherhoods, which are beleaguered
with internal conflicts and power struggles, think they know the
way to peace for the rest of the world. One occultist, whilst
recognizing the fact that initiation does not change character,
opines that this is only true of Western systems, whereas
Eastern occultism incorporates yoga to purify and perfect
character.

"The rise and fall of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn is
thought, by some, to portray the history of many occult groups.
They attract members of high intellectual and mystical caliber,
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Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.

are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear and Seanchai Seance like this.

Write a comment...

the character of the members. Basically the talented and

talents and achievements, but there is no elimination of the
defects and weaknesses of others which will inevitably weaken
the organizational structure. Here a comparison of Eastern and
Western initiations may be made. The Eastern initiations
incorporate various yoga systems which purify and perfect the
individual; whereas, Western initiations do not include this
essential preliminary training. A.G.H." (1004)

If it true that Eastern yoga produces character, then how is it
that Aleister Crowley, who wrote Eight Lectures on Yoga and,
according to Israel Regardie "mastered most technical forms of
spiritual growth," taught his disciples, "Do what thou wilt shall
be the whole of the Law"? Compare:

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is
the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto
it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two
commandments hang all the law and the prophets. - Matt.
22:37-40 http://watch.pair.com/gemini.html

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18

8 MOON Time to SHINE the LITE on the RED RITE ROAD to
NATURE, TRIBES and COMMUNITY AGAPE LOVE 7sun8moonfire
- http://7thfire.biz/7sun8moonfire.htm

Prophecy of the 8th Fire JRgenius interNATIONalsCOOLs
8thfirescool -- http://8thfire.biz/8thfirescool.htm
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and transformation. While the earth is entering the

to be evoked, honoured and called to start the
“womb”-process.This can be done by reinstalling the
moon-temples, ancient places of gathering, circles of men and
women who contain in their genetics the codes of the old
wisdom. By connecting the codes the original blueprint of the
paradise-matrix will be initiated. One of the most powerful
moon-temples, initiated by the Atlantians at the end of their
civilisation used to be around Jericho. Here the seeds were laid
out for the next phase of civilisation, but unfortunatly most of
the feminine power got distorted, abused and finally neglected
and forgotten.

Call the goddess, create the moon-temple, invite the Christ,
restore the wisdom-book of the Jewish people, and unite the
three religions in their original house of God. Thus the new
Jerusalem will be able to connect male and female, heaven
and earth, time and space, man and God. - Ton van der Kroon,
medium and author http://www.healing-conference.com
/09-the-moontemple-of-jericho/
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
Zappacosta Mary Lane Shawna Sinclair Michelle Beaune-Jones
Lori Willmott Traci Seibly Calvert Kath Stutland

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and
influence of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins
are not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric,
but stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need
to be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin.

Dana Horochowski
February 18

twin soul relationships will only endure when two God mates
are spiritually mature and ready for it. There is an enormous
amount of energy associated with twin pairings. And this kind
of partnership is very susceptible to the presence and influence
of the ego.
http://www.fromthestars.com/page121.html

Spiritually mature individuals know how to deal with the ego.
And their partnerships are stable because of it. If two twins are
not spiritually advanced, their relationship will be electric, but
stormy. Eventually it will end.

Soul mate couplings are extremely important, because they
prepare us for eventual twin reunion. That is why they need to
be blessed. If you have not yet reached a stage of serious
spiritual maturity, you can have a far more rewarding soul
mate affair than one with your twin. (28 photos)
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Amj Pear and Seanchai Seance like this.

Seanchai Seance
February 18 at 5:37pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Aquarians are usually intelligent, cool,
clear, logical people. They have good imaginations and are quite
intuitive. Aquarius is drawn to and inspired by great causes. In the
midst of such a crusade they can be so completely devoted, that
they drive themselves to the edge of complete exhaustion. This trait
can be disheartening to those near and dear, for they get caught up
with a cause in a way they never would with another person.

"You only grow when you are alone. " —Paul Newman, born January
26, 1925 '
February 19 at 11:22pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Whether the retiring or the outgoing
Aquarian, both types appreciate opportunities to be alone. To
Aquarians, being alone has nothing to do with being lonely. They
enjoy their own company and are recharged by this quiet time.
Rarely content being followers, they are more often society's trend
setters. They do not take kindly to interference by others, even if it
is well intended. Most Aquarians appreciate beauty and balance,
possessing an excellent sense of aesthetics. This is often expressed
by interests that can span drama, music, art, and science.
February 19 at 11:23pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Among the faults, which are typically
Aquarian, are extreme eccentricity, and an unwillingness to
participate in any standard of protocol. When angered, they become
seriously rude, alternating between deafening silence and sudden
outbursts of temper. Quite capable of sustained anger and hard
feelings, they will tune out the perceived offender, and retreat to
their own private world. When Aquarius is good and ready, you will
be granted the honor of their company again.
February 19 at 11:24pm

Share

Seanchai Seance, Lucy Massengill and 3 others like this.

Angela Story I want to meet a soul mate. He won't be a selfish
mean jerk will he ? Cuz if so I already met him
February 18 at 1:48pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

3 mutual friends
I'm pretty sure that the 1st one was neither my soul mate nor
twin flame, hence it was all 3d, and not bad. Got to a rocky stage
where one or the other started looking outside of the relationship,
then it was over quick.

February 18 at 4:10pm · Unlike · 1

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Food for thought, my brother-in-law and sister-in-law, on her side
of the family got married the catholic way. As, my older brother, and
my older sister met their spouse and got married the Catholic way. I
was the black sheep (lol). The father in law was always preaching
that we were "living in sin." We usually didn't go to church. Funny
point, here, is it seems that all those Catholic type marriages are
lasting longer.
February 18 at 4:19pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski If you are in your 40's, you usually have 3
soul contracts. INDIGO CRYSTAL KIDS have ONE SOUL
CONTRACT. The older folks have KARMA to LEARN THRU
February 18 at 4:34pm · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Roland White and 2 others
then there are the "black sheep" ones - just saying

February 18 at 4:39pm · Like

Dana Horochowski We are entering a new time of prophecy. It
is the Prophecy of Peace. 6-6-12 is the Time of the Turning of the
Key and the lifting of the veil of the Holy City of Jerusalem because
she has been veiled. She is a sacred mother, waiting for the veil to
be ... See More

JERICHO: 07. Prophecies
www.healing-conference.com

Healing Conference Jericho

February 18 at 4:41pm · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Between june 6th, 2012 – the moment of
the Venus Transit - and december 2012 -The end of the Maya
calender- there is an opening in the framework of time. It is like a
vulva of time that is opening up so the newborn child can come into
this world. This is the message of Venus: Open the Gate, starting
june 6th, connect humans across the world to hold the space.
Ton van der Kroon, medium and author
February 18 at 4:42pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The feminine energies of creation are the
initiators of change and transformation. While the earth is
entering the birthingstage of the new humanity, the goddess-energy
needs to be evoked, honoured and called to start the

1
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depressions in business. Always America has emerged from

—Thomas Edison, born February 11, 1847

Aquarians work best in group projects, but must be recognized as
having a leading role. They are akin to nature, and are seekers after
knowledge and truth. They make excellent researchers and
admirable scientists, especially astronomers and natural historians.
They may lead the field in photography, computer technology.
Radiography, electronics or anything connected with the electronic
communication industries. Aviation is also a natural vocation for
Aquarians, as it was for Charles Lindbergh.

In the arts and humanities, their progressive talents are expressed
well in writing, particularly poetry, and in broadcasting. In the
theater, they make good character actors, and are natural mimics.
Possessing an affinity for rhythm and timing, many Aquarians make
fine and progressive musicians. In the service fields, they can be
effective welfare workers or educators. In any endeavor, an
Aquarian will always be found on the cutting edge of whatever
career they choose. These are the trend setters of the zodiac,
capable of seeing what is coming long before their contemporaries.
February 19 at 11:26pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Aquarians are an enigma. On one hand
they are warm, kind, and outgoing, the sort to make friends
easily and willingly. On the other hand, they are quite aloof people,
who do not actively seek out relationships, and resent any
infringement on their time or resources. They are engaging, yet
unreachable. They can be fascinating and dynamic, while lacking
any real warmth or endearing qualities. Enigmas.
February 19 at 11:27pm · Like

Write a comment...

places of gathering, circles of men and women who contain in their genetics

to be around Jericho. Here the seeds were laid out for the next phase of
civilisation, but unfortunatly most of the feminine power got distorted,
abused and finally neglected and forgotten. Call the goddess, create the
moon-temple, invite the Christ, restore the wisdom-book of the Jewish
people, and unite the three religions in their original house of God. Thus the
new Jerusalem will be able to connect male and female, heaven and earth,
time and space, man and God.
Ton van der Kroon, medium and author
February 18 at 4:43pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 18

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Amj Pear "I promise you, I won't go lusting after Marilyn," said
the famous Mr. Ed?
February 18 at 10:03am · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 18

Unlike · Comment · ShareGurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
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You like this.

Gurmeet Singh The wrath burns inside..
February 18 at 5:33am · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 18

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivDLoSGXEv4

Surviving 2012-2013 & The
Coming Years In North America,
Europe & The Rest Of The World
www.youtube.com

(PLEASE NOTE) for people commenting
that its nearly the end of 2012 & nothing
big has happened yet please read the

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance likes this.

Joe Michael Kelly The Sky is Falling -AGAIN.
February 18 at 8:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJcByPvy98M

Oshkimaadziig 7th Fire and 8th
Fire Prophecy Emblem
www.youtube.com

Giibwanisi explains the official
Oshkimaadziig 7th Fire and 8th Fire
prophecy emblem.
http://oshkimaadziig.org/

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Dana Horochowski 8 MOON Time to SHINE the LITE on the
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LOVE http://7thfire.biz/7sun8moonfire.htm

COMMUNITY AGAPE LOVE 7sun8m
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 18 at 3:31am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=YLNfVGCvGM0

The 8th Fire Gathering 2008
www.youtube.com

On September 12-14, 2008, Sacred
Earth Network organized an event in
northern Ma...See More

February 18 at 3:34am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ExShpoinW60

The Seven Fires Prophecies of the
Anishinaabe
www.youtube.com

The first 6 prophecies of the
Anishnaabe have been fullfilled. The 7th
prophecy ...See More

February 18 at 3:36am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=I22DiiRNIAE

The Turtle Lodge with Elder Dave
Courchene (2002)
www.youtube.com

The Vision received by Dave Courchene
(Nii Gaani Aki Inini - Leading Earth
Man),...See More

February 18 at 3:39am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hKjBjUI3YyA

Idle no more is the 7th Fire
Prophecy
www.youtube.com

I wanted to take this time to recognize
all our 3 Elders n 2 sisters who are on
...See More

February 18 at 3:51am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=B7qax5MK8rM

2012: The 7th Fire
www.youtube.com

For the Rose

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5swJwqGO5tk

2012 Pole shift Are you in the
right place
www.youtube.com

Use these seven steps to determine a
safe location. If you like this video come
visit my page http://www.youtube.com
/user/encrypt777?feature=mhee All

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.

Seanchai Seance I hope so Dana
February 18 at 2:42am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Sbznq8I9KXs

NEW WORLD MAP AFTER 2012
www.youtube.com

SEVERAL VARIATIONS OF THE NEW
MAP OF THE WORLD 2012. I ASK THAT
YOU MOVE TO A RE...See More

February 18 at 2:42am · Like · Remove Preview

Seanchai Seance Well just in case I'm brushing up on how
Ancient Lemurians and Atlanteans survived long periods under
water unlike The Hyperboreans
February 18 at 2:46am · Like

Dana Horochowski ASTEROID DA14 for UK???
February 18 at 2:47am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.guardian.co.uk/science
/across-the-universe/2013/feb/15/asteroid-2012-da14

How to spot Asteroid 2012 DA14
www.guardian.co.uk

Stuart Clark: On Friday evening asteroid 2012
DA14 skims closer to our planet than any other
known asteroid

February 18 at 2:47am · Like · Remove Preview

Seanchai Seance I'm not gonna end up a pancake anchovy not
on my watch
February 18 at 2:48am · Like

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=jExlXy5_Enw

According to Cayce & Scallion's
Predictions, Japan WILL sink!
www.youtube.com
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Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com

Spark of the seventh Fire; Idle No
More Part 2 Must See
www.youtube.com

Not for profit- I don't own all the rights
to the material presented other than
...See More

February 18 at 4:07am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=zTjU9oGl-Qg

Idle No More - Message from
Colombia to First Nations
www.youtube.com

Idle No More. Nasa people support First
Nations From our ancestral territories,
...See More

February 18 at 4:11am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=bYrcGHR3Y_s

Idle No More - Saints Are Coming -
Inspirational Video - December 21,
2012 - World Wide Revolution
www.youtube.com

IF ANYONE KNOWS HOW TO GET RID
OF THOSE STUPID ADVERTISEMENTS,
PLEASE LET ME KNO

February 18 at 4:14am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

IS SINKING INTO OCEAN -- EVACUATE

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TytJIoCZABg

STARS will fall!!! Wormwood 2013
MUST SEE!!!
www.youtube.com

Come and see The Truth!!! Read A little
scroll of Great Tribulation at
YAHUWAHandYAHSHUAsave.wordpress
.com Facebook.com / search YAHUWAH

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=8dzEiFcg04w

Abraham Hicks on Earth Changes,
2012, Joyous Survival, Storing
Food...
www.youtube.com

I asked Abraham about the topic of
Earth Changes and 2012 back in 2004.
They pro...See More

February 18 at 2:12am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=kzCTHuQvtec

Wormwood: Prophecy is
absolutely amazing (revised and
expanded version)
www.youtube.com

If you have ever wondered what on
earth could cause what John witnessed
in the B...See More

February 18 at 2:16am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1k_5AfmfkIM

I Saw America Flash Before My
Eyes
www.youtube.com

Vision and Dream from Y'HOVAH - April
6, 2012 Isaiah 7:11 "Ask you a sign of
Y'H...See More

February 18 at 2:17am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski 11 “Ask the Lord your God for a sign,
whether in the deepest depths or in the highest heights.”

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JW-yt3B5la0

POLE Shift 2013 MUST SEE!!!
Returning back to the days of
Noah
www.youtube.com

Come and see The Truth!!! Read A little
scroll of Great Tribulation at
YAHUWAHandYAHSHUAsave.wordpress

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=IM3kfINjMoE

2012 2013 Eden to few Death to
Billions PART 1
www.youtube.com
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12 But Ahaz said, “I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to the test.”

February 18 at 2:29am · Like

Dana Horochowski 21 In that day, a person will keep alive a
young cow and two goats. 22 And because of the abundance of
the milk they give, there will be curds to eat. All who remain in the
land will eat curds and honey. 23 In that day, in every place where

... See More

February 18 at 2:29am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblegateway.com/passage
/?search=Isaiah+7-11&version=NIV

Bible Gateway passage: Isaiah 7-11 - New
International Version
www.biblegateway.com

The Sign of Immanuel - When Ahaz son of Jotham, the
son of Uzziah, was king of J...See More

February 18 at 2:30am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Isaiah 7-11 (New International Version)

The Sign of Immanuel

7 When Ahaz son of Jotham, the son of Uzziah, was king of Judah,
King Rezin of Aram and Pekah son of Remaliah king of Israel
marched up to fight against Jerusalem, but they could not
overpower it.

2 Now the house of David was told, “Aram has allied itself with[a]
Ephraim”; so the hearts of Ahaz and his people were shaken, as the
trees of the forest are shaken by the wind.

3 Then the Lord said to Isaiah, “Go out, you and your son Shear-
Jashub,[b] to meet Ahaz at the end of the aqueduct of the Upper
Pool, on the road to the Launderer’s Field. 4 Say to him, ‘Be careful,
keep calm and don’t be afraid. Do not lose heart because of these
two smoldering stubs of firewood—because of the fierce anger of
Rezin and Aram and of the son of Remaliah. 5 Aram, Ephraim and
Remaliah’s son have plotted your ruin, saying, 6 “Let us invade
Judah; let us tear it apart and divide it among ourselves, and make
the son of Tabeel king over it.” 7 Yet this is what the Sovereign Lord
says:

“‘It will not take place,
it will not happen,
8 for the head of Aram is Damascus,
and the head of Damascus is only Rezin.
Within sixty-five years
Ephraim will be too shattered to be a people.
9 The head of Ephraim is Samaria,
and the head of Samaria is only Remaliah’s son.
If you do not stand firm in your faith,
you will not stand at all.’”
10 Again the Lord spoke to Ahaz, 11 “Ask the Lord your God for a
sign, whether in the deepest depths or in the highest heights.”

12 But Ahaz said, “I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to the test.”

13 Then Isaiah said, “Hear now, you house of David! Is it not
enough to try the patience of humans? Will you try the patience of
my God also? 14 Therefore the Lord himself will give you[c] a sign:

What is the worst thing that can

Dana Horochowski https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ntZXAHTcxhw

2012 2013 Eden to few Death to
Billions PART 2
www.youtube.com

2012 2013 Eden to few Death to Billions
PART 2 What is the worst thing that
can...See More

February 18 at 2:05am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18

Nuclear explosions over Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August
6-9, 1945

Now in order to understand the Crabwood crop picture, and
what Quetzal and his friends have been doing recently, we
must jump far forward in time to the mid-20th century.
...See More

Quetzal lived and taught in central or south America, during
the same general period of time as when Jesus was teaching
in Israel. Furthermore, he taught very similar precepts to
early Christianity. Could Quetzal and Jesus have been part of
the same group? Jesus referred to his mission in a plural
sense in John 3, 11: "We speak of what we know, and we
testify to what we have seen, but still you people do not
believe us." Later he said in Revelation 22, 16: "I am the root
and offspring of David, and the bright Morning Star." The
latter is a reference to planet Venus, which was also a
symbol for Quetzalcoatl in central America, halfway around
the world. Quetzal never claimed to be any more than a
teacher and prophet, whereas Jesus was the Messiah. But
could they have belonged to the same group?
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2007o.html
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Immanuel.[f] 15 He will be eating curds and honey when he knows enough

people and on the house of your father a time unlike any since Ephraim
broke away from Judah—he will bring the king of Assyria.”

Assyria, the Lord’s Instrument

18 In that day the Lord will whistle for flies from the Nile delta in Egypt and
for bees from the land of Assyria. 19 They will all come and settle in the
steep ravines and in the crevices in the rocks, on all the thornbushes and at
all the water holes. 20 In that day the Lord will use a razor hired from
beyond the Euphrates River—the king of Assyria—to shave your head and
private parts, and to cut off your beard also. 21 In that day, a person will
keep alive a young cow and two goats. 22 And because of the abundance of
the milk they give, there will be curds to eat. All who remain in the land will
eat curds and honey. 23 In that day, in every place where there were a
thousand vines worth a thousand silver shekels,[g] there will be only briers
and thorns. 24 Hunters will go there with bow and arrow, for the land will be
covered with briers and thorns. 25 As for all the hills once cultivated by the
hoe, you will no longer go there for fear of the briers and thorns; they will
become places where cattle are turned loose and where sheep run.

Isaiah and His Children as Signs

8 The Lord said to me, “Take a large scroll and write on it with an ordinary
pen: Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz.”[h] 2 So I called in Uriah the priest and
Zechariah son of Jeberekiah as reliable witnesses for me. 3 Then I made
love to the prophetess, and she conceived and gave birth to a son. And the
Lord said to me, “Name him Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz. 4 For before the boy
knows how to say ‘My father’ or ‘My mother,’ the wealth of Damascus and
the plunder of Samaria will be carried off by the king of Assyria.”

5 The Lord spoke to me again:

6 “Because this people has rejected
the gently flowing waters of Shiloah
and rejoices over Rezin

and the son of Remaliah,
7 therefore the Lord is about to bring against them
the mighty floodwaters of the Euphrates—
the king of Assyria with all his pomp.
It will overflow all its channels,
run over all its banks
8 and sweep on into Judah, swirling over it,
passing through it and reaching up to the neck.
Its outspread wings will cover the breadth of your land,
Immanuel[i]!”
9 Raise the war cry,[j] you nations, and be shattered!
Listen, all you distant lands.
Prepare for battle, and be shattered!

Prepare for battle, and be shattered!
10 Devise your strategy, but it will be thwarted;
propose your plan, but it will not stand,
for God is with us.[k]
February 18 at 2:34am · Edited · Like

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony wooled those colleaguess bee the mad hatters
sun dogs on HeaT wave radio gagargoyle?! I guess those first
conTacT lens flares transmitten an SOS to flash gore donkey brown
cowpattacake miX is a moron saul of tartarustle have long since
lalanded in the blood red red wine tap lap top dance of the feeT
bullfrogs prawn stardust devils!! lol http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hV8kLUEgyqI

Virgin Fang - The Sun, The Moon &
The Stars
www.youtube.com

Artist: Virgin Fang Title: The Sun, The
Moon & The Stars Director: Baris
Azman C...See More

February 18 at 7:39pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=qStEIMc3pSU

scorpion ufos, mark, prepare
www.youtube.com

I have question for not only yourself but
so many others claiming to have these
...See More

3 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 18
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that KROLL is gonna give her SUM GREY MR. DREAM CREAM up

Quetzal lived and taught in central or south America, during
the same general period of time as when Jesus was teaching
in Israel. Furthermore, he taught very similar precepts to
early Christianity. Could Quetzal and Jesus have been part of
the same group? Jesus referred to his mission in a plural
sense in John 3, 11: "We speak of what we know, and we
testify to what we have seen, but still you people do not
believe us." Later he said in Revelation 22, 16: "I am the root
and offspring of David, and the bright Morning Star." The
latter is a reference to planet Venus, which was also a
symbol for Quetzalcoatl in central America, halfway around
the world. Quetzal never claimed to be any more than a
teacher and prophet, whereas Jesus was the Messiah. But
could they have belonged to the same group?
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2007o.html

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman, Ardeliza Lim and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski Did President Eisenhower meet with two
different groups of extra-terrestrials in 1954?

This next part is highly relevant to understanding Crabwood of 2002,
although at first many people might imagine its subject matter to be
fanciful or even ludicrous. For those too young to remember, the

February 18

same general period of time as when Jesus was teaching in
Israel. Furthermore, he taught very similar precepts to early
Christianity. Could Quetzal and Jesus have been part of the
same group? Jesus referred to his mission in a plural sense in
John 3, 11: "We speak of what we know, and we testify to
what we have seen, but still you people do not believe us."
Later he said in Revelation 22, 16: "I am the root and offspring
of David, and the bright Morning Star." The latter is a reference
to planet Venus, which was also a symbol for Quetzalcoatl in
central America, halfway around the world. Quetzal never
claimed to be any more than a teacher and prophet, whereas
Jesus was the Messiah. But could they have belonged to the
same group? Mark Anthony Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2007o.html
(21 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony and Patty Wahlquist like this.

Dana Horochowski "Ixtlilxochitl, an Aztec historian, later said
that Quetzalcoatl even reverenced the 'cross', which later
become a symbol of Christianity. Is any wonder then that
16th-century Aztecs were not surprised when Cortés entered their
country in 1519 AD? That was a year One Reed or a potential time
for Quetzalcoatl to return as he had once promised. Cortés was
similarly tall, bearded and light-skinned. With him were Spanish
priests carrying crosses."
February 18 at 12:25am · Like

Dana Horochowski see www.martinkeitel.net/cropcircles
/articles/alien3.html):

"In the dream, I am with a group of people, and feel connected to
them. We are discussing how certain children will be prepared for
an upcoming spiritual change in the world, although Earth
governments will not support it. Then a woman starts to talk. She
says we need to listen to the Mayans. It is very important. What
about the Mayans? The Feathered Serpent? A return of the Mayan
ancestors who supposedly came from space?"

Crabwood Alien
www.martinkeitel.net

I just realised something and i had to add it
here immediately. On 19th of Augus...See More
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persisted all through the 1960's, especially after a so-called "swamp gas"

What happened immediately after those Washington UFO encounters of
1952 is not openly documented, but here is one well-researched account
(see www.american.edu/salla/Articles/Exo-SP-8.htm) that I have edited for
brevity and clarity:

"On the night of February 20, 1954, President Eisenhower was allegedly
taken to Edwards Air Force Base for a secret meeting with human-like
extraterrestrials of tall, blond appearance and blue eyes. That astonishing
event (if it occurred) will experience its 50th anniversary in February of
2004. An earlier incident, the Washington UFO sightings, reached their 50th
anniversary in July of 2002.

First those human-like extra-terrestrials warned us against any possible
alliance with the greys, who had just flown aggressively over Washington
D.C. Then they offered to help us with our spiritual development. They
required first that we dismantle our nuclear weapons, especially in light of
the horrific events of 1945. Furthermore, they refused to provide any new
military technologies, saying that we were spiritually unable to handle even
the technologies that we already possessed! They said also that we were
on a path to self-destruction, and emphasized that we must stop killing each
other, and stop polluting the Earth. Nuclear disarmament was not
considered to be in the best interests of the United States back in 1954,
during a Cold War with Russia (or even today). So those tall, blond extra-
terrestrials of spiritual demeanour (author: the Feathered Serpent?) were
effectively spurned.

Yet a treaty was signed later with a different set of extraterrestrials called
'greys'. They had just over flown the White House, and did not seemingly
exhibit the same reluctance to share military technologies with us. A deal
was struck that, in exchange for new military technologies, we would allow
them to abduct a small number of people and harvest some livestock, so
long as they provided us with a list of people abducted. That was a very
uneven deal. Why did Eisenhower ever agree to such terms? Phillip Corso
from Eisenhower¹s National Security Council said, 'We negotiated a kind of
surrender with them, so long as we couldn't fight. They dictated the terms,
because they knew what we most feared was disclosure." By 1955, it had
become clear that those grey aliens had deceived Eisenhower. We got less
than the technologies we had bargained for, while the number of people
abducted exceeded what we had agreed to, and there was no list. Douglas
Macarthur noted in October 1955: "We speak now in strange terms of
harnessing cosmic energy, and of conflict between a united human race and
the sinister forces from another planet. The nations of our world will have to
unite, for the next war will be an interplanetary one."

1966-Michigan Swamp Gas Case
ufos.about.com

In the 1966 Michigan Swamp Gas case, a series of
documented sightings occurred

February 18 at 12:41am · Like · 4 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski SUSAN EISENHOWER ....LAURA's MOMMY
works for the ENERGY ADMINISTRATION for the
OBAMANATION.
February 18 at 1:12am · Like · 3

Dana Horochowski "the meeting between President
Eisenhower and human-like extraterrestrials. They were willing
to give us technologies to cure disease and to produce cheap
non-polluting energy, but we had to make concessions regarding
atomic warfare. Eisenhower replied that his government was not
ready for disarmament, while cheap energy would only disrupt the

Dana Horochowski

Among the Nahuas he was known as Quetzalcoatl,
the Plumed Serpent, Lord of the Land of the Dead, Ehecatl, the
God of Wind, and the personification of the planet Venus, the
Lord of Dawn. He is the god of life and fertility. He is the

tor of man, for whom he created agriculture, and to whom
he gave the calendar. He gave mankind maize corn, having
stolen kernels of corn by changing into an ant, and stealing
them from the ants that had hidden them. He is worshipped by
many Mexican and Central American cultures, including the
Aztecs and the Maya. He is the patron of priests and twins,
being a twin god himself. Dana Horochowski Mark Anthony
Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska

http://maninthemaze.blogspot.ca/2011/07/myth-
of-quetzalcoatl.html (19 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance and Mark Anthony like this.

Dana Horochowski Quetzalcoatl's Nahuatl name derives from
two words:
quetzal - a rare, brilliantly green bird found only in the highlands of
Chiapas and Guatemala; and coatl - serpent; literally "the plumed
serpent." But coatl, says Nicholson, is a combination of the generic
Maya term co, for serpent, and the Nahuatl word atl, for water.
Caso states that quetzal feathers were a symbol of something
precious and coatl also means "twin brother," so that Quetzalcoatl
may also be translated as the "Precious Twin," another of his names
which may also allude to the fact that the morning and evening
stars are the same planet, Venus.
February 17 at 11:13pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski Of the many gods [of the pre-Spanish era
in the Americas], Quetzalcoatl stands out alone as the most
warmly human, divinely inspired, and mysteriously unknown.
.
Quetzalcoatl, says Spinden, was "the greatest figure
in the ancient history of the New World." Writes Sejourne,
"His image, the plumed serpent, had for pre-Columbian peoples the
same evocative force as has the Crucifix for Christianity."
.
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or www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgxxclNQXjY&feature=related

Why would those grey aliens wish to abduct humans, while at the same
time harvesting livestock?

UFO July 1952/July 2002 US Capitol
www.youtube.com

UFO July 1952/July 2002 at the US Capitol.
Photographer WG Allen captures on
fil...See More

February 18 at 1:13am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony Free energy my rhythm stick!!
February 18 at 1:16am · Like

Mark Anthony Its bright and early in the morning glory here, I
need to call it a diamond knight nurse!
February 18 at 1:18am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://serenitystreetnews.com
/Laura%20Magdalene%20Eisenhowerfriends.pdf
February 18 at 1:53am · Like

Write a comment...

the Fifth Sun and gave it movement, who as a white, bearded, culture-hero

February 17 at 11:14pm · Like

Dana Horochowski There are two principal myths about
Quetzalcoatl in the
Codice Chimalpopoca. According to the one recorded by Sahagun,
he was the ruler of the Toltec capital of Tollan. Deposed because he
was opposed to human sacrifice which was upheld by the followers
of Tezcatlipoca, he fled to the east coast and sailed away on a raft
of snakes after prophesying his return in the year of his birth, Ce
Acatl. This is the most common myth about him and the reason that
Cortes was hailed as the returning Quetzalcoatl when he arrived in
the year of the god's prophesied return. This is the myth so
dramatically illustrated by the famous mural paintings of Diego
Rivera. It is still believed by thousands of Indians in Mesoamerica;
and his prophesied return from across the great salt water in the
direction of the rising sun, under the Hopi name of Pahana (from
Pasu - Salt Water), is still anticipated by the Hopis of Arizona. This
may illustrate the old belief that Latin America will fulfill her true
destiny only when the plumed serpent learns to fly.
February 17 at 11:16pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Who the original Quetzalcoatl was is not
known.
Volumes of conjectures have been written in attempts to identify
him as an actual person: an errant Norseman, the Irish St. Brendan,
a Buddhist priest from the Near East or from China as postulated by
Mertz, St. Thomas or St. Paul. The early Spanish historians
Torquemada and Clavigero describe him as a man white-skinned, of
ruddy complexion, with a long beard, clothed in black linen robes.
He is reported to have appeared on the west coast of Mexico, at the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, on the east coast at the mouth of the
Panuco, also in South America.
.
Attempts have been made to link him with concepts in ancient
Greece and Egypt. He may have been indigenous, an early religious
concept originating on the east coast of Mexico as suggested by
Caso; elaborately carved "apotheosis" statues of him dating from
about A.D. 1000 have been found among the Huastecs on the
northern Gulf coast.
February 17 at 11:27pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic
/Quetzalcoatl.aspx

Quetzalcoatl Facts, information, pictures
| Encyclopedia.com articles about
Quetzalcoatl
www.encyclopedia.com

Quetzalcoatl [Nahuatl,=feathered serpent],
ancient deity and legendary ruler of the Toltec
in Mexico. The name is also that of a Toltec
ruler,...

February 17 at 11:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Quetzalcoatl (kĕt´sälkôät´əl)
[Nahuatl,=feathered serpent], ancient deity and legendary ruler
of the Toltec in Mexico. The name is also that of a Toltec ruler, who
is credited with the discovery of corn, the arts, science, and the
calendar. It is unclear whether the ruler took his name from the god
or as a great ruler was revered and later deified.

Quetzalcoatl, god of civilization, was identified with the planet

Dana Horochowski
February 17

A thunderous ‘sonic boom’ shattered windows, rocked buildings
and interrupted mobile phone networks.
Almost 1,000 people were injured by flying fragments of glass
and rubble – at least 112 seriously.
Footage taken by ‘dashcams’ – dashboard cameras common in
the cars of Russians in case of accidents on winter roads or
disputes with corrupt traffic police – mean the supersonic blaze
has been captured, and shared with the world, in
unprecedented detail.

More...
Close shave for Earth as asteroid is set to whizz by INSIDE orbit
of communication satellites
CNN anchor suggests meteor hurtling toward Earth could be a
result of global warming
The burst of light and thunderous sound were caused by a
40-ton meteor penetrating the Earth’s atmosphere at a speed
of at least 33,000mph.
As it raced through the sky, the 50-foot wide chunk of space
rock compressed the air ahead of it, creating the enormous
temperatures that meant it exploded in a fireball somewhere
between 18 and 32 miles above the ground at around 9.20am
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against those of evil and darkness, which were championed by Tezcatlipoca.

by divine fire, his ashes turning into birds and his heart becoming the
morning star. Another version has him sailing off to a mythical land, leaving
behind the promise of his return. Adopting the name, the Aztec linked it
with the worship of the war god Huitzilopotchtli and applied it to some of
their ranking priests. Montezuma viewed the Spanish invaders as the
returning hosts of Quetzalcoatl. There is a great pyramid in honor of the
deity at Cholula, and the sky-serpent motif in the mosaics at Mitla probably
represents Quetzalcoatl. The famous Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacán
is now regarded by some authorities as having been consecrated to a

It is likely that the figure who gave rise to the legendary Quetzalcoatl was
an ancestor of his Maya counterpart, Kulkulcán. The Toltec of Tula moved
southward, settled in SW Campeche, and in the 10th cent. under the
leadership of Kulkulcán, a historical figure, occupied Chichén Itzá and
founded the cities of Uxmal and Mayapán. Although probably assimilated
into the Maya culture by this time, the invaders still employed Mexican
architectural motifs (especially the feathered serpent) extensively. After the
death of Kulkulcán he became the patron deity of Chichén Itzá, and most of
the temples were dedicated to him. The symbol for both Quetzalcoatl and
Kulkulcán, the serpent with quetzal feathers, has an obvious connection
with serpent worship.
February 17 at 11:32pm · Like

Dana Horochowski It thus followed that Quetzalcoatl would
be connected to a wide range of phenomena. He was the god of
twins, the god of lightning (because lightning appears in the sky in
the form of a giant snake), the god of learning, and by extension of
the priesthood, and more.
Because of how ancient this god was (according to some sources,
the first known drawings of him dated back to the early Olmec
civilization), he played an active part in Aztec history. For example:
He was one of the four gods who created the world from the
primordial chaos;
He created the current generations of people. Following the prior
populations of humans, he is said to have descended into the
Underworld to bring up the shattered human bones, and then
brought life into the bones using the blood from his penis. In a
telling phrase by Friar Diego Duràn, he was the “father of the
Toltecs and the Spaniards, inasmuch as he predicted the coming of
the latter”;
He had also harbored a destructive streak, helping his brother Black
Smoking Mirror destroy some of the Suns, or historical eras;
February 17 at 11:41pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Another common translation would be that
of the “Precious Twin”. Legend has it that Quetzalcoatl had a
twin called Xolotl, depicted in a canine form. Xolotl was said to have
curated Venus when it became the Evening Star, and during whose
time human sacrifices were thought to have happened.
Of course, the name could also be translated as “Precious Serpent”,
which would be an obvious extension of the “Quetzal” significance.
February 17 at 11:42pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The Florentine Codex described him as
“the guide, the road sweeper of the rain gods, of the masters of
the water, of those who brought rain”. As such, he was deeply
connected with the agriculture, and with summoning rainfalls.
It was said that Quetzalcoatl invented self-sacrifice by way of
drawing one’s own blood as part of religious worshiping or
meditation. Later on, that practice was extended and grotesquely
distorted to include the actual killing of animals and people.

water and steam’ and creating a 20-foot-wide crater, the

created by the meteor breaking the sound barrier and then
exploding.

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2279020
/Russian-meteor-shower-Fireball-outer-space-1-000-injured-
40-ton-meteor-travelling-33-000mph-explodes-terrified-
town.html#ixzz2LDaqxMPI
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance and Robert Watkins like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2279629/Thats-meteor-American-weapon-test-Russian-
politicians-bizarre-claim-10-ton-space-rock-Cuba-claims-hit-earlier-
week.html

'That's no meteor, it's an American
weapon test': Russian politician's bizarre
claim about 10 ton sp
www.dailymail.co.uk

Vladamir Zhirinovsky, leader of the far-right
Liberal Democratic Party, is conte

February 17 at 10:48pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski NUMEROLOGY very very OCCULTIC for the
ROCKEFELLER ROTHCHILD ROMA SORCERERS of NASA SATAN
INC ----------- 2013 meteor
Main article: 2013 Russian meteor event
Shortly after dawn on 15 February 2013, a meteor descended at
over 55,000 km/h (33,000 mph) over the Ural Mountains, exploding
at an altitude of 25–30 km (16–19 miles) in a momentary flash as
bright as the sun and generating a shockwave that injured more
than 1,000 people. Fragments fell in and around Chelyabinsk.
Interior Ministry spokesman Vadim Kolesnikov said 1,100 people had
called for medical assistance following the incident, mostly for
treatment of injuries from glass broken by the explosions. One
woman suffered a broken spine.[12] Kolesnikov also said about 600
m2 (6,000 sq ft) of a roof at a zinc factory had collapsed. A
spokeswoman for the Emergency Ministry told the Associated Press
that there was a meteor shower, but another ministry
spokeswoman was quoted by the Interfax news agency as saying it
was a single meteor.[13][14][15]
February 17 at 10:54pm · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski 2 3 6 9 10 11
February 17 at 10:55pm · Like
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controlled and secretive cult seem to have formed around him in the old

The high priests would normally carry the name Quetzalcoatl as part of their
full title, regardless of the actual deity they were dedicated to.
The place traditionally associated with Quetzalcoatl was Cholula, where
many temples were built in his honor. Because he had mostly been the god
of wind, his temples were usually rounded, so that the wind could whisk

February 17 at 11:42pm · Like

Mark Anthony Tezla cat lip ocarina!? http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Ocarina

Ocarina - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

The ocarina (/ɒkəˈriːnə/) is a wind instrument
in the category of vessel flutes....See More

February 17 at 11:45pm · Edited · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Political and Christian Influences

Cortes Worshipped as Quetzalcoatl
Sadly, most native accounts of Quetzalcoatl were destroyed in the
fire of the conquest by the vigilante priests. They had wanted to
eradicate what they saw as the influences of the Devil; or, said
more simply, trying to eradicate the history of the ancient people
they had vanquished.
It appears that some ten or twenty years following the conquest, an
idea took hold that the Mexica thought that the invading Spaniards
were none other than the returning disciples of Quetzalcoatl. Some
had even quoted Aztec’s firm conviction that Hernán Cortés was
none other than Quetzalcoatl himself, and that the conquistadors
were “gods”.
Such beliefs fed comfortable and tantalizing theories popularized by
Western historians. William H. Prescott, for example, thought that
naive, backward natives were awed by the superior technology and
knowledge of the “godly” Europeans. And when Europeans
committed some atrocities, it would be because of some among
them who were medieval Catholics — and not enlightened
Protestants.
Those kinds of theories don’t seem to have found traction however
among contemporary historians. Cortés had never talked of himself
as being a god, and recorded opinions by natives soon after the fall
of the Mexica Empire did not refer to him in those terms either.
February 17 at 11:46pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The myth of Returning Quetzalcoatl was
most likely created by the native nobles after the conquest to
justify the apparent inaction of Montezuma. The Spanish priests
endorsed those views as proof of the inevitability of the Christian
victory.
Another interesting interpretation is found in the Book of Mormon,
where an opinion was put forward that Christ had visited the
pre-conquest America and had taught the same truths there that he
had done in the Old World. Some scholars linked Quetzalcoatl to
either such a Christ figure, or to Saint Thomas.
This idea seems to trace back to the writings of the early Spanish
priests who had come to Mexico during the conquest. They had
suggested that the natives might have been one of the lost tribes of
Israel whose true convictions had been horribly distorted by the
Devil.
The native Mexicans continued to worship Quetzalcoatl even during

Nibiru?

"CNN anchor suggests meteor hurtling toward Earth could be a
result of global warming" Yeah, like they know what they are talking
about. Was it the girl in the red slacks?

February 17 at 11:01pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
"2 3 6 9 10 11" huh?
February 17 at 11:05pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
ja ya yah la la la https://www.facebook.com
/photo.php?fbid=10151225183734669&
set=a.10150536619099669.425858.598064668&type=3&theater

Cover Photos
RATNA,
TAKEN SEP 2012

By: Gill Rickelsford

February 17 at 11:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Ouch!

February 17 at 11:15pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Where's M.A.? No one else is commenting.
February 17 at 11:17pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
Good night.
February 17 at 11:17pm · Like

Amj Pear · 3 mutual friends
It's official: 2012 is happening in 2013 ?
February 17 at 11:27pm · Like

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony
February 17

And I thought diamonds were my golden girl guides best friend
In heart felt knead and divine deeds of engagement dear
Horochowskiki deeP!? Hobow wow!! Americarnage!! laland of
brave hearts, and free spirits of the god of ALL creation!!
OMG! All you sunny truth seeking souls need to save this for
your suns and daughters of the light!? Simply incredible giant
sleep walking zombie vegetables!! Yew karnak bee sirius?
WTF!? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hD0GM35G-WQ

We are ALL Screwed - Get on your knees now!
www.youtube.com
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found inside many a Christian church around the Mexican capital, hidden

Dana Horochowski http://heavenawaits.wordpress.com
/quetzalcoatl-the-god-behind-the-mayan-prophesies-for-2012/

Quetzalcoatl - the god behind the Mayan
prophesies for 2012
heavenawaits.wordpress.com

- People wonder about the date 2012, which
came from the Mayan calendar.
Attach...See More

February 17 at 11:50pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Quetzalcoatl also abolished human
sacrifice and decreed that henceforth sacrificial objects be
limited to snakes, flowers and small birds. It’s at this point that the
line becomes blurred between the historical and the legendary
Quetzalcoatl.

Though the priests were undoubtedly annoyed by his outlawing of
human sacrifice, accounts of the actions attributed to them are
obviously the work of myth makers rather than of responsible
historians.

According to this version, the priests summoned an ancient god
named Texcatlipoca to help them get rid of Quetzalcoatl.
Texcatlipoca was an evil god, and he and the pro-human sacrifice
priests obviously looked on Quetzalcoatl as some sort of
bleeding-heart liberal. (The only bleeding hearts they wanted to see
were the ones torn out of victims and laid on altars.)

Deciding on a ruse, Texcatlipoca crept into Quetzalcoatl’s sanctuary
with two minor gods, also evil, and frightened him by demonstrating
a new invention: the mirror. Feigning friendliness, they disguised
him by covering his body with red paint, feathers and a mask.
February 17 at 11:51pm · Like

Dana Horochowski They served him a delicious meal and
Texcatlipoca persuaded Quetzalcoatl to drink a beverage of
pulque mixed with honey. The concoction made him drunk and the
conspirators then slipped a beautiful dancing girl into his room. He
awoke the next morning with a hangover and the horrible realization
that he had broken his priestly vow of chastity.

Tormented with remorse, Quetzalcoatl wandered in self-imposed
exile for twenty years and then ended up near what is today the
Gulf port of Coatzocoalcos.

There he said goodbye to a loyal band of weeping disciples,
promising to return at some future time.

He sailed for Yucatan, where he became equally admired by the
Maya, who called him Kulkulcan. Finally, some thirty years later, he
died by immolating himself on a self-made funeral pyre.
February 17 at 11:52pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony ocarina! http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=wJrQDe_mBHA

Legend of Zelda Medley on STL
Ocarina - Lena Leclaire
www.youtube.com

An Ocarina from STLOcarina.com This
video was recorded in September 2012.

http://www.youtube.com/channel

Unlike · Comment ·

You, Maya Portal and Laurie King like this.

Dana Horochowski DIAMONDS are for MAMMON MAIDENS
.....EDEN is flowing with MILKnHONEY HONEY
February 17 at 9:48pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony I recall a wonky tare runts trent muck hennana
donkey d'arby argy bargy onion bunion ringer minger rose putty
panting rarattle kiss and fortune tell sweet FA rubber duck and
chicken LiquorICE $nake$ skirtingting boredrum bummingerbilly
rebel yellow mellow bullfrog wind flapping tommy tankh engin
number nine slappering raracerN tawit tap woo two!! Isle dig up the
dumb dog and dead funny bone plants for yew? The dingdonkey
hotepid that IsIs!! http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=e2i2whKMdQ0

The Real Truth about our Future
www.youtube.com

What will our future bring? Tribulation?
Rapture? WW3? Pandemic? FEMA
camps? Ali...See More

February 17 at 9:49pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony Don't kidd yaw god self cupid! Yew can jolly well
say that agAIN?
February 17 at 9:50pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski STARGODS looks really calcified....I don't
know if he is thinking straight
February 17 at 10:00pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony Neither do I! The plant plot thickens like the
dogs gravy! You need to join the dots and croSS products of
satan! Keep your happy head screwed oN!?
February 17 at 10:03pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski PLEDGE QUETZALCOATL

(Do not confuse this teacher BROTHERS WITH JESUS NO historical
basis that relates to Quetzalcoatl with Christianity)

Hear me, brethren, I, Quetzalcoatl, pen stained with blood of
snakes, I'm reborn. I myself did in battle, there, where the waters
ensanchasen and time is stopped. So I became my own father, and
got to know the cycles of fate.

I just came to prepare a way, now I have to leave. But fear not, I
will forever hear my voice forever. Do not cry for the party prince,
because I've left my words and my jewelry.

Alegrence! A new day is coming, the day a magnificent, radiant
beauty, when my face has to return.Then I see! On that day
understood the divine reasons, and pick up my seed sown crop.
Then the animal is gone forever and you can walk malignant alone.

And he opened the doors of gold and marriage come in the peoples
of the earth to the temple of the four corners, where they are asked
not to remove their shoes. And shall appear the sign of the unit in
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February 17 at 11:53pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

of the morning star and his twin brother, Xolotl was the evening

As the morning star he was known under the title
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, which means literally “the lord of the star of

Remember that the name Lucifer also is an ancient name that
means Venus, the morning star.
February 17 at 11:54pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Lord of Healing and magical herbs, known
as a symbol of thought and learning, of the arts, poetry, and all
things good and beautiful. Lord of Hope and Lord of the Morning

February 17 at 11:56pm · Like

Mark Anthony Don't you mean the dogs pie eaters!?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-O9cXfK9rHI

The Cumberland Crew (ocarina)
www.youtube.com

http://www.facebook.com/pages/
MountainOcarinas/
109333625809657?sk=app_11952170
14...See More

February 17 at 11:58pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Quetzalcoatl, like some gods in other
mythologies, was part human and part god. Some believe
Quetzalcoatl’s father was the god Mixcoatl, known as Sky Father of
Cloud Serpent. Others see his father as a sun god.

The Aztecs believed that his mother, a virgin named Chimalma,
became pregnant by swallowing an emerald and them giving birth in
the year 1-Reed. Being part human and part god made Quetzalcoatl
grow to be very wise and cultured.

Legends say that Quetzalcoatl was tall and light-skinned, with
blonde hair, blue eyes, and a beard, in contrast to the natives who
were short, dark skinned and dark haired. He is said to have worn a
long, flowing robe. Quetzalcoatl was special because he was a god
of creation.

The Incas believed that he made the sun, moon, stars, and planets.
The Mayans believed that with Tepeu, another god, he helped
create the earth, mountains, streams and all animals. But his final
creation was man because other forms of life could not think about
and worship their creator.

His name translates variously to “plumed serpents,” “green-
feathered-serpent,” or “serpent of precious feathers.” They all
suggest the combination of “quetzal,” a beautiful, green Guatemalan
bird, and “coatl,” meaning serpent.

The serpent is both a fertility and lightning symbol among many
peoples.”
February 17 at 11:58pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Connection to Egypt and Sumeria

Ancient Mexicans and Egyptians who never met and lived centuries

dawn of Ometeotl.

not get your own being.Ascribe devotion to truth, believe in your
power!Should revive the light of their hearts, O brothers! The world will
dawn for those who understand.

The shouting distance, the distance of a day's journey and your man is his
brother, the green of jades, beards and pilgrim's staff.

Welcome him! The time is coming, the hour cometh, mankind is born of the
new Sun Behold your signal now!Erguid the tree!
February 17 at 10:07pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski TARES of the SHETU CROWLIE BOYS?
Revolt
Towards the end of 1899, the Adepts of the Isis-Urania and
Amen-Ra temples had become dissatisfied with Mathers' leadership
as well as his growing friendship with Crowley. They were also
anxious to make contact with the Secret Chiefs themselves, instead
of relying on Mathers.[18] Among the personal disagreements
within the Isis-Urania temple, disputes were arising from Florence
Farr's The Sphere, a secret society within the Isis-Urania, and the
rest of the Adepts Minor.[18] http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Hermetic_Order_of_the_Golden_Dawn

Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn -
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org

OrdersHermetic Order of the Golden Dawn ·
Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor · Hermetic
Brotherhood of Light · Ordo Templi Orientis

February 17 at 10:11pm · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony Je666 IsIs About as real as sugar puff daddy the
magickkk dragon slayer..
February 17 at 10:13pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski HORUS downUNDER is getting less HITS
lately....not much noise from the KANGAROOkingPOO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fp9R4x9z6_g

George Kavassilas - Earth's
Evolution
www.youtube.com

February 17 at 10:17pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski SHIT is going to HIT the FANny of medUSA
soon my dear Mark Anthony http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=hD0GM35G-WQ meegwetch for the LIONsHEAD up babe

We are ALL Screwed - Get on your
knees now!
www.youtube.com

My Main Channel
http://www.youtube.com/
UCNyGCg0gnO7DCaCpcVeCwpA?featur
e=...See More

February 17 at 10:28pm · Like · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony It stinks like one hell of a smelly shit plot
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pyramids and developed a 365-day calendar.

February 18 at 12:00am · Like

Mark Anthony Sow it seems, and then sum?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txafEssMDXM

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF SANDY
HOOK CONNECTED TO
SACRIFICIAL PYRAMID? THE NEW
9/11! (TRAILER)
www.youtube.com

PART 2 RELEASED YESTERDAY & NOW
AVAILABLE! http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=aT-YtO...See More

February 18 at 12:24am · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony The soulless sandy snake shifting nut jobs are
sad tadpoles with a couple of frankenstorm screws loose in the
funNY bone heads and need a kikiCK in the numb nuts with a jolly
hockey stick insect eater! http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=1Bd47MPv9tY

Occult Sacrifice vs. 'Fakery'
Disinfo
www.youtube.com

Everyone is latching on to the idea that
nobody died at Sandy Hook and this has
...See More

February 18 at 12:42am · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony And stonehenge!!!
February 18 at 12:43am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski SHERRY SANDor KELLY???
February 18 at 12:49am · Like

Dana Horochowski SHERRY SANDor KELLY SANDY
HURRICANE  SANDY HOOK OCCUPY SWEDEN RON PAUL NAZI
BLACK SWAN NWO ROMA HITLER JESUIT EUROPEAN WARLOCK
JOHN LATRELLE
February 18 at 1:00am · Like

Write a comment...

angels, what complete and utter insanity! I ask god two stand firm,

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski became friends with Chico Pono
Ouiji.
February 17

Chico Pono Ouiji
See friendship

Like · Comment

Xavier Masterson shared a link.
February 17

what the *bleep* do we know?
FULL MOVIE
www.youtube.com

Documentary. What the Bleep Do We
Know!? is a 2004 film that combines
documentary-style interviews,
computer-animated graphics, and a

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski 47 min is very POWERFUL about RELIGION
...WOW Xavier Masterson and Amj Pear
February 17 at 9:46pm · Edited · Like · 2

Amj Pear ty Xavier Masterson. This looks like it might be an
interesting movie. Me, Little Kitty and her 2 young kittens, and
Pamela, older kitten, are chillin' on the sofa getting ready to watch
it now. This starts out different, then goes into, what appears to be
the, same movie, and has 720p max. resolution (the other is only
360, or 480 for the 1 with title in all caps). Besides that, this version
runs 1 hr 25 min., shortest of the 3 versions, here. Not sure what
parts were edited out. -just an alternative (just saying).
http://youtu.be/B_mBHf-b8L0

*what the bleep do we know *
Quantum Physics, spirituality,
neurology and evolutionary
thought
www.youtube.com

HD - Dolby Digital 5.1 What the BLEEP
Do We Know — First released in
theaters in...See More

Dana Horochowski became friends with Xavier
Masterson.
February 17

Xavier Masterson
See friendship

Like · Comment
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Dana Horochowski you need to manifest a FELINELINE

Xavier Masterson You two Ladies are very welcome

February 18 at 5:00pm · Edited · Unlike · 1

Amj Pear yup, gonna go listen to some more Queen musiic,
now, lol  hee hee

February 18 at 5:04pm · Edited · Unlike · 2

Xavier Masterson Great

February 18 at 5:04pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski BLUE DRAGON QUEEN MUSIC has a better
vibration Amj Pear
February 18 at 5:06pm · Like · 2

Amj Pear throw the red into the abyss?
February 18 at 5:08pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski merge them into ONE....
February 18 at 5:30pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear I hope you mean merge Vol 1 (black cover, picture of
group, red writing) and Vol. 2 (blue cover gold dragon) into 1.
That other red dragon album is a slightly slowed-down version of
Vol. 1 - zzzzz. As long as you get the right one, not the "anti-" one,
then we should be on the right timeline, I think (?)
February 18 at 5:37pm · Like

Write a comment...

Richie van den Kerkhof Dana Horochowski

nobody's listening to me

Dana Horochowski AGAPE AMOR requires no AUDIO... my
dear...just ACTION
February 17 at 2:32pm · Like

Dana Horochowski go to 3:30 message for you dear Richie
van den Kerkhof http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Suutlo0t8Aw&list=PLD5289F95F2BEEC86

Star Warriors The Hopis & the
Greys pt 3
www.youtube.com

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/
indexFeb15to222010.htm
http://www.jrgenius.com/i...See More

February 17 at 3:45pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski WOW.... JEWS GERMany WARLOCKS
HOLLYWOOD SATANISTS ROMA.... http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=gcqNQh7Tv6U

Sirius Sun Messages for you
SLEEPWALKERS
www.youtube.com

Speaking on the Bible,Bib-lilos aka
Helios or Hell and the soul along with
the s...See More

February 17 at 6:20pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.biblegateway.com/passage
/?search=Revelation+9&version=NIV

Bible Gateway passage: Revelation 9 - New
International Version
www.biblegateway.com

The fifth angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star
that had fallen from the s...See More

February 17 at 6:20pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Revelation 9
New International Version (NIV)
9 The fifth angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star that had
fallen from the sky to the earth. The star was given the key to the
shaft of the Abyss. 2 When he opened the Abyss, smoke rose from
it like the smoke from a gigantic furnace. The sun and sky were
darkened by the smoke from the Abyss. 3 And out of the smoke
locusts came down on the earth and were given power like that of
scorpions of the earth. 4 They were told not to harm the grass of
the earth or any plant or tree, but only those people who did not
have the seal of God on their foreheads. 5 They were not allowed to
kill them but only to torture them for five months. And the agony
they suffered was like that of the sting of a scorpion when it strikes.
6 During those days people will seek death but will not find it; they
will long to die, but death will elude them.
February 17 at 6:21pm · Like

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 16

http://bibleapps.com/psalms/54-1.htm
Vindicate Me in Your Might

1Save me, O God, by your name, and judge me by your
strength. 2Hear my prayer, O God; give ear to the words of my
mouth. 3For strangers are risen up against me, and oppressor
seek after my soul: they have not set God before them. Selah.
4Behold, God is my helper: the Lord is with them that uphold
my soul. 5He shall reward evil to my enemies: cut them off in
your truth. 6I will freely sacrifice to you: I will praise your
name, O LORD; for it is good. 7For he has delivered me out of
all trouble: and my eye has seen his desire on my enemies

http://mydelineatedlife.blogspot.ca/2010/10/song-
of-solomon.html

I am the rose of Sharon,
And the lily of the valleys.
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for battle. On their heads they wore something like crowns of gold,

was like the thundering of many horses and chariots rushing into
battle. 10 They had tails with stingers, like scorpions, and in their
tails they had power to torment people for five months. 11 They had
as king over them the angel of the Abyss, whose name in Hebrew is
Abaddon and in Greek is Apollyon (that is, Destroyer).

12 The first woe is past; two other woes are yet to come.
February 17 at 6:22pm · Like

Dana Horochowski 13 The sixth angel sounded his trumpet,
and I heard a voice coming from the four horns of the golden
altar that is before God. 14 It said to the sixth angel who had the
trumpet, “Release the four angels who are bound at the great river
Euphrates.” 15 And the four angels who had been kept ready for
this very hour and day and month and year were released to kill a
third of mankind. 16 The number of the mounted troops was twice
ten thousand times ten thousand. I heard their number.

17 The horses and riders I saw in my vision looked like this: Their
breastplates were fiery red, dark blue, and yellow as sulfur. The
heads of the horses resembled the heads of lions, and out of their
mouths came fire, smoke and sulfur. 18 A third of mankind was
killed by the three plagues of fire, smoke and sulfur that came out of
their mouths. 19 The power of the horses was in their mouths and
in their tails; for their tails were like snakes, having heads with
which they inflict injury.

20 The rest of mankind who were not killed by these plagues still
did not repent of the work of their hands; they did not stop
worshiping demons, and idols of gold, silver, bronze, stone and
wood—idols that cannot see or hear or walk. 21 Nor did they repent
of their murders, their magic arts, their sexual immorality or their
thefts.
February 17 at 6:23pm · Like

Write a comment...

So is my beloved among the sons.

I sat down under his shadow
with great delight,
And his fruit was sweet to my taste.
He brought me to the banqueting house,
And his banner over me was love.

Stay me with flagons, comfort me with apples:
For I am sick of love.
His left hand is under my head,
And his right hand doth embrace me.

I charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem,
By the roes, and by the hinds of the field,
That ye stir not up, nor awake my love,
Till he please. Mark Anthony Dana Horochowski
Danusia Horochowska

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony, Seanchai Seance and Del Pittman like this.

Dana Horochowski The Bride and the Daughters of Jerusalem
1 The Song of songs, which is Solomon's. 1 Kgs. 4.32
2 Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth:

for thy love is better than wine.

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 16

http://youtu.be/uYadKu8IQa8

Detach from Non-sense & Focus
More on self.
youtu.be

speaking on the things people are doing
& not focusing on self still.

Like · Comment · Share

Del Pittman likes this.
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the King hath brought me into his chambers:
we will be glad and rejoice in thee,
we will remember thy love more than wine:
the upright love thee.
5 I am black, but comely, O ye daughters of Jerusalem,

as the tents of Kedar,
as the curtains of Solomon.
6 Look not upon me, because I am black,

because the sun hath looked upon me:
my mother's children were angry with me;
they made me the keeper of the vineyards;
but mine own vineyard have I not kept.
7 Tell me, O thou whom my soul loveth, where thou feedest,

where thou makest thy flock to rest at noon:
for why should I be as one that turneth aside
by the flocks of thy companions?
8 If thou know not, O thou fairest among women,

go thy way forth by the footsteps of the flock,
and feed thy kids beside the shepherds' tents.
February 16 at 6:21pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The Bride and the Bridegroom
9 I have compared thee, O my love,

to a company of horses in Pharaoh's chariots.
10 Thy cheeks are comely with rows of jewels,

thy neck with chains of gold.
11 We will make thee borders of gold

with studs of silver.
12 While the King sitteth at his table,

my spikenard sendeth forth the smell thereof.
13 A bundle of myrrh is my well-beloved unto me;

he shall lie all night betwixt my breasts.
14 My beloved is unto me as a cluster of camphire

in the vineyards of Enge'di.
15 Behold, thou art fair, my love;

behold, thou art fair;
thou hast doves' eyes.
16 Behold, thou art fair, my beloved, yea, pleasant:

also our bed is green.
17 The beams of our house are cedar,

and our rafters of fir.
February 16 at 6:21pm · Like

Dana Horochowski The Bride Confesses Her Love

She1
2 Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth!
For your blove is better than wine;

February 16 at 5:44pm · Like

www.riseearth.com
www.riseearth.com

RiseEarth Only Together We Can Make a
Difference

February 16 at 5:55pm · Like · Remove Preview

Friends with Roland White and 2 others
I don't watch TV, lol, but the smart phone has video cameras on
the front and back. .. (just got that, the other cheaper phone
broke-just saying.)
February 16 at 6:24pm · Edited · Unlike · 1
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Dana Horochowski
February 16

http://mydelineatedlife.blogspot.ca/2010/10/song-
of-solomon.html

I am the rose of Sharon,
And the lily of the valleys.

As the lily among thorns,
So is my love among the daughters.

As the apple tree among the trees of the wood,
So is my beloved among the sons.

I sat down under his shadow
with great delight,
And his fruit was sweet to my taste.
He brought me to the banqueting house,
And his banner over me was love.

Stay me with flagons, comfort me with apples:
For I am sick of love.
His left hand is under my head,
And his right hand doth embrace me.

I charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem,
By the roes, and by the hinds of the field,
That ye stir not up, nor awake my love,
Till he please. Mark Anthony Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska (11 photos)
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your dname is oil poured out;
therefore virgins love you.
4 eDraw me after you; flet us run.
gThe king has brought me into his chambers.
Others
We will hexult and rejoice in you;
we will extol byour love more than wine;
rightly do they love you.
She
5 I am very dark, but ilovely,
O jdaughters of Jerusalem,
like kthe tents of lKedar,
like the curtains of Solomon.
6 Do not gaze at me because I am dark,
because the sun has looked upon me.
My mmother's sons were angry with me;
they made me nkeeper of othe vineyards,
but pmy own vineyard I have not kept!
7 Tell me, you qwhom my soul loves,
where you rpasture your flock,
where you make it slie down at noon;
for why should I be like one who veils herself
beside the flocks of your tcompanions?
February 16 at 6:24pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Solomon and His Bride Delight in Each
Other

He
8 If you do not know,
O umost beautiful among women,
follow in the tracks of the flock,
and pasture your young goats
beside the shepherds' tents.
9 I compare you, vmy love,
to wa mare among Pharaoh's chariots.
10 xYour cheeks are lovely with ornaments,
your neck with strings of jewels.
Others
11 We will make for you2 ornaments of gold,
studded with silver.
She
12 While ythe king was on his couch,
my znard gave forth its fragrance.
13 My beloved is to me a sachet of amyrrh
that lies between my breasts.
14 My beloved is to me a cluster of bhenna blossoms
in the vineyards of cEngedi.
He
15 dBehold, eyou are beautiful, fmy love;
behold, you are beautiful;
your geyes are doves.
She
16 Behold, you are beautiful, hmy beloved, truly idelightful.
Our couch is green;
17 the beams of our house are jcedar;
our rafters are jpine.
February 16 at 6:25pm · Like
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Keys to the Song of Solomon
www.ldolphin.org

Chapter One, Verse 1: The Song of Songs,
which is Solomon's. After David's
adult...

Like · Comment · Share
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http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
the New World Order will suffer major defeats to their
totalitarian one world government/population reduction agenda
(below video.)

The defeats will not be from violent revolution, massive
protests, or people continuing to beg corrupt politicians for
mercy - as if 535 politicians really represent 315,000,000
people. No, the defeats will be attributed to a mass awakening
and a significant portion of the population simply refusing to
take actions that violate their conscience.

The elites only have two primary tools, which are well know to
anyone that reads the alternative media: secrecy and
deception.

Their criminal enterprise will end as millions more, if not
billions, awaken in 2012 Dana Horochowski Agape Amor
Danusia Horochowska (12 photos)
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Dana Horochowski Our couch is green;

made from freshly-gathered boughs and branches signifies a new
(or a renewed) relationship, in its springtime. "The LORD is my
shepherd, I shall not want; he makes me lie down in green
pastures. He leads me beside still waters; he restores my soul..."
(Psalm 23:1-3)

It should not be necessary to mention the implicit holiness and
purity of the lovers' relationship in Canticles. There is no hint of lust
or covetousness or of spiritual uncleanness of defilement in their
relationship. "Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the
marriage bed be undefiled; for God will judge the immoral and
adulterous." (Hebrews 13:4). Does the Song of Solomon apply,
then, only to married couples and not to single men and women?
Certainly not, for the analogy of normal, monogamous, heterosexual
marriage is applied to the nature of the relationship of Christ with
His church in Ephesians 4, and the church is made up of boys and
girls, single as well as married, widowed and divorced, young and
old. Neither is it necessary to be married to be a complete person.
Colossians 2:10 says clearly, "you are complete in Him, who is the
head of all rule and authority." In Yin, Yang, the Tao, and
Wholeness I have attempted to discuss the inner wholeness of each
individual in Christ which is the goal of the process of sanctification
in every individual believer.

The issue of sexual purity whether single or married is of paramount
importance in our generation. Secular, indeed pagan standards of
immorality have inundated the church. Two messages by Ray
Stedman which address this issue forthrightly are True Human
Potential, (Col. 3) and Sexuality and Wholeness (1 Thess. 4).

Amazingly, same-sex "marriages" are even featured on the Saturday
newspaper religion pages these days. It should be clear from the
archetypal images of the Song of Solomon (as well as from
countless other scriptures) that marriage covenants are between
one man and one woman. There can be no such thing as a gay or
Lesbian wedding "marriage." See Aberrant Sexuality in the Bible and
Jesus and the homosexual.
February 16 at 6:34pm · Like

Dana Horochowski Cant.5

[1] I am come into my garden, my sister, my spouse: I have
gathered my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with
my honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk: eat, O friends; drink,
yea, drink abundantly, O beloved.
[2] I sleep, but my heart waketh: it is the voice of my beloved that
knocketh, saying, Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my
undefiled: for my head is filled with dew, and my locks with the
drops of the night.
[3] I have put off my coat; how shall I put it on? I have washed my
feet; how shall I defile them?
[4] My beloved put in his hand by the hole of the door, and my
bowels were moved for him.
[5] I rose up to open to my beloved; and my hands dropped with
myrrh, and my fingers with sweet smelling myrrh, upon the handles
of the lock.
[6] I opened to my beloved; but my beloved had withdrawn himself,
and was gone: my soul failed when he spake: I sought him, but I
could not find him; I called him, but he gave me no answer.
[7] The watchmen that went about the city found me, they smote
me, they wounded me; the keepers of the walls took away my veil
from me.

http://www.jamboree.freedom-in-education.co.uk/real_history

In olden times there ruled a great and powerful king, whose
name was Solomon. All the land of Israel was under his sway,
and there was no one so rich or so honoured on the face of the

Upon succeeding to the throne, Solomon had been filled with
awe at the mightiness of the task before him, and in the
humility of his heart, prayed for the wisdom to govern justly.
“For,” he said, “I am but a little child, and how should I discern
between right and wrong?
His wish was granted and, above and beyond his wealth and
honour, Solomon was famed for his wisdom.

One day two women came before the King. They carried with
them a little baby, which was set down on the floor, at the foot
of Solomon’s throne
“O my lord,” said one of the women, “five days ago I gave birth
to a child. This woman and I live in the same house, and three
days later she also gave birth, but that same night her child
died, and at midnight she arose and, while I was sleeping, took
my son away from me, and laid her dead child in its place.
When I awoke in the morning I thought at first that my son
was dead, until I realised that it was not my child.”
“No,” interrupted the second woman, “she lies, my lord, she
lies! The living child is mine and the dead is hers!”
“No,” cried the first woman, wildly. “No, the dead child is yours,
and the living child is mine.”
King Solomon raised his hand for silence.
“One of you says ‘my child lives and yours is dead ’, and the
other says ‘your child is dead and my child lives’: there is a
simple way to resolve the matter. Bring me a sword.”
A sword was brought, and the assembly waited to see how the
King would proceed.
“Very well,” he said, “ cut the child in two, and give half to one
mother, and half to the other.”
The first woman turned pale.
“O my lord,” she said in a faltering voice. “Pray, give her the
child. I beg you, do not kill it.”
But the other woman’s face remained hard.
“Let it be neither mine nor yours,” she said, “divide it as the
King has ordained.”
Then Solomon arose, and pointed to the first woman.
“The child belongs to her, ” he said. “Give her the child, and do
not kill it. She is its mother.”
Word of this judgement spread throughout Israel, and people
marvelled at the wisdom of the King. Mark Anthony Dana
Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska (12 photos)
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tell him, that I am sick of love.

[10] My beloved is white and ruddy, the chiefest among ten thousand.
[11] His head is as the most fine gold, his locks are bushy, and black as a
raven.
[12] His eyes are as the eyes of doves by the rivers of waters, washed with
milk, and fitly set.
[13] His cheeks are as a bed of spices, as sweet flowers: his lips like lilies,
dropping sweet smelling myrrh.
[14] His hands are as gold rings set with the beryl: his belly is as bright
ivory overlaid with sapphires.
[15] His legs are as pillars of marble, set upon sockets of fine gold: his
countenance is as Lebanon, excellent as the cedars.
[16] His mouth is most sweet: yea, he is altogether lovely. This is my
beloved, and this is my friend, O daughters of Jerusalem.
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/k/kjv/kjv-idx?type=DIV1&byte=2578814

Bible, King James Version
quod.lib.umich.edu

February 16 at 6:35pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Cant.8

[1] O that thou wert as my brother, that sucked the breasts of my
mother! when I should find thee without, I would kiss thee; yea, I
should not be despised.
[2] I would lead thee, and bring thee into my mother's house, who
would instruct me: I would cause thee to drink of spiced wine of the
juice of my pomegranate.
[3] His left hand should be under my head, and his right hand should
embrace me.
[4] I charge you, O daughters of Jerusalem, that ye stir not up, nor
awake my love, until he please.
[5] Who is this that cometh up from the wilderness, leaning upon
her beloved? I raised thee up under the apple tree: there thy mother
brought thee forth: there she brought thee forth that bare thee.
[6] Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm: for
love is strong as death; jealousy is cruel as the grave: the coals
thereof are coals of fire, which hath a most vehement flame.
[7] Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown
it: if a man would give all the substance of his house for love, it
would utterly be contemned.
[8] We have a little sister, and she hath no breasts: what shall we
do for our sister in the day when she shall be spoken for?
[9] If she be a wall, we will build upon her a palace of silver: and if
she be a door, we will inclose her with boards of cedar.
[10] I am a wall, and my breasts like towers: then was I in his eyes
as one that found favour.
[11] Solomon had a vineyard at Baal-hamon; he let out the vineyard
unto keepers; every one for the fruit thereof was to bring a
thousand pieces of silver.
[12] My vineyard, which is mine, is before me: thou, O Solomon,
must have a thousand, and those that keep the fruit thereof two
hundred.
[13] Thou that dwellest in the gardens, the companions hearken to
thy voice: cause me to hear it.
[14] Make haste, my beloved, and be thou like to a roe or to a
young hart upon the mountains of spices.
February 16 at 6:36pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/solomon/

Song of Solomon
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 likes this.
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ESTHER, Bible heroine who saved the Jewish
people
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Esther wins the world's first Beauty Contest. The
Prize? Marriage to a fool, the...See More
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Dana Horochowski http://www.bible-people.info/Esther-bible-
text.htm

ESTHER, Bible Heroine; Bible text from
the Book of Esther
www.bible-people.info

Read the actual words of this dramatic Bible
story: Esther an unknown girl
becom...See More
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"Hiawatha's Childhood" by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow
www.youtube.com

You'd be hard hearted if you didn't find
this charming. Longfellow doesn't get
much respect but at his best he was
wonderful.
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quotes, th...See More

Dana Horochowski Shulamite:

I slept, but my heart was awake.

Shulamite has learned to maintain her walk of faith whether the
King is near at hand or far away on a journey. She sleeps and goes
about normal activities, but with a wakeful, alert heart. "Since all
these things are thus to be dissolved, what sort of persons ought
you to be in lives of holiness and godliness, waiting for and
hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the
heavens will be kindled and dissolved, and the elements will melt
with fire! But according to his promise we wait for new heavens and
a new earth in which righteousness dwells. Therefore, beloved,
since you wait for these, be zealous to be found by him without spot
or blemish, and at peace." (2 Peter 3:11-14)

Hark! My beloved is knocking.

The arrival of the King is sudden and unannounced. He comes in the
middle of the night. "Watch therefore, for you do not know on what
day your Lord is coming. But know this, that if the householder had
known in what part of the night the thief was coming, he would
have watched and would not have let his house be broken into.
Therefore you also must be ready; for the Son of man is coming at
an hour you do not expect." (Mt. 24:42-44)
February 16 at 6:40pm · Unlike · 2

Seanchai Seance God abandons not his children
February 16 at 7:39pm · Unlike · 1
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Posts about Gilgamesh Epic on The Tree
of Life
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Posts about Gilgamesh Epic written by Kim
Graae Munch
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Sault Ste Marie Region Conservation
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Sault Ste Marie is fortunate to have the natural
splendor of Hiawatha Highlands ...See More
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EITHER right Tony Paim ?
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Dana Horochowski http://ushistoryimages.com/hiawatha-
the-indian.shtm

Hiawatha the Indian
ushistoryimages.com

Hiawatha the Indian from U.S. History Images
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Dana Horochowski http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/arts-
entertainment/the-song-of-hiawatha-longfellow-nield-24506.html

An Extract from ‘The Song of Hiawatha’
by Longfellow | Literary & Visual Arts |
Arts & Entertainment
www.theepochtimes.com

In this passage from Longfellow's poem, the
Native all-American hero jumps off the page
clad in his magic moccasins.

February 16 at 3:09pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Hiawatha is seemingly impervious to harm
while wearing his “magic mittens” and “magic moccasins.” He is
titanic and irrepressible.
As if he were a bard weaving a tall tale to a breathless audience
sitting round a camp fire, Longfellow relates that Hiawatha can
shoot a whole quiver of arrows before the first could land back on
the ground—daring us to disbelieve him. Hiawatha can even “smite
rocks” and “grind them into powder.” His moccasins are like seven
league boots in which he strides miles at a time.
February 16 at 3:11pm · Like · 2
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didn't check this out yet but I will nameste "meegwetch."
February 16 at 3:13pm · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski Deganawida didn’t stay in any place for
long; he travelled from one village to the next, always moving
eastwards, telling the people his message of hope.
One day he reached the Mohawk tribe, whose chief was Hiawatha.
Hiawatha was a fierce cannibal, renowned for being the best warrior
in the land. But recently he had felt unable to fight and could not
sleep at nights.
He was not surprised to see Deganawida and quickly called together
his people to hear him speak.
"I come with good tidings from the Chief of the Sky Spirits,"
Deganawida said. "Fighting must cease in the land. The good Spirit
never intended that blood should flow between human beings."
"But if we do not fight," one man objected, "we will be killed by the
neighbouring tribes."
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Deganawida, and Hiawatha’s tribe then accepted his message as well.

words, and has great powers to use against those who do." So saying, he

Hiawatha had three daughters, and in the months ensuing Deganawida’s
departure they all died mysteriously.
Suspecting the evil man he had been warned of, and filled with grief,
Hiawatha abandoned his tribe and home, and left to find Deganawida.
After a long and difficult journey he found him, and Deganawida’s wise and
kind words of consolation, succeeded in dispelling his grief. They spent
many days together, at the end of which Hiawatha pledged to help
Deganawida bring the tidings of peace to the five tribes.
They parted ways, and did not meet again until there was only one man left
who had not accepted the message of peace and power: the evil Onondaga
chief. They journeyed to his mountain together and found him in a cave
above the lake. Hiawatha was shocked to see that he was more of a
monster than a man, with a hideous face and serpents entwined in his hair!
They talked to him for a long time, and after many hours of discussion and
persuasion, he began to smile. "I will accept your plan of peace," he said.
His face lost all traces of ugliness and Hiawatha helped to comb the
serpents out of his hair.
They returned down the mountain where all the tribes were gathered and
began a great meeting. Deganawida proposed that they would form one
nation and he told them the laws they should abide by, which became their
constitution. They would be the Haudenosaunee nation (later known as the
Iroquois Confederacy), and when the meeting was over, they buried all their
weapons. Deganawida planted a tree above, and the tree became known as
the Tree of Peace. Deganawida then left, leaving Hiawatha in his place.

The new nation prospered and was still strong when the Europeans came.
Their constitution and democratic system of government was admired by
the newcomers, particularly Benjamin Franklin, and this, along with its
similarity, has given rise to the belief that the American constitution is
based upon the constitution given to the Iroquois Confederacy by
Deganawida and Hiawatha. http://www.jamboree.freedom-
in-education.co.uk/real_history/hiawatha_deganawida.htm

hiawatha and deganawida
www.jamboree.freedom-in-education.co.uk

February 16 at 3:16pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.jamboree.freedom-
in-education.co.uk/real_history/HM.htm

Real History home page
www.jamboree.freedom-in-education.co.uk

February 16 at 3:23pm · Like · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
Then there is peace on earth!
February 18 at 8:53am · Edited · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
and they all LIVE, happily ever after!

February 18 at 8:52am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and 2 others
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Dana Horochowski wannabe INDIAN
February 16 at 1:25pm · Like · 1

Andy Hororushka L.o.l.
February 16 at 4:49pm · Like

Gurmeet Singh I was wondering if you would get the Indian
connection, but he is a Sioux Indian.
February 18 at 4:14am · Like

Amj Pear nice bird, there.
February 18 at 6:55pm · Like
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Dana Horochowski I love birds
February 16 at 1:26pm · Like
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Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 16

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 16

On February 20, 1954, President Dwight David Eisenhower was
in Palm Springs. He is scheduled to hold a press conference but
cancels it at the last minute. His press secretary advises the
media that he has a tooth ache and can not appear. In reality,
he was whisked away to Muroc Air Force Base (later known as
Andrews).
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien
/esp_vida_alien_63.htm
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and a select few civilians, the President watched as a detail of

moments, the saucer-like disks performed a series of
maneuvers that both stunned and surprised each of the
on-lookers. With a final demonstration of invisibility and 'space-
skipping', the ships suddenly came to a halt.

As the President's contingency continued to watch, from
seemingly nowhere, a door opened in the closest disk and an
intimidating figure moved forward.
The grey Being is nearly six feet tall. His head is an oddity, it is
very large and possesses two large black eyes that dominate
his face. His nose is large, his mouth, ears and chin
disproportionately small.

As he moves forward, he reaches into a small box on his chest.
He removes something from the box and with a simple
gesture, begins to communicate with the President's party.

The Being identifies himself as KRLL, an emissary from another
planet. KRLL advises the President that his people have been
watching Earth for quite some time. Though their race cannot
comprehend our animalistic behavior, they are, nonetheless,
impressed with human beings.

KRLL explains to the President that they are impressed,
astounded, with the genetic make-up of humans. Humans are
hardy and surprisingly adaptable. In addition, they are an
extraordinary species capable of living and breathing in an
atmosphere composed primarily of nitrogen, a poisonous gas.

KRLL has been instructed by his people to come to Earth and
examine human beings, returning with samples of genetic
cellular material. In exchange, he is authorized to offer flying
disk technology and disintegration light weaponry to the
leadership of Earth. It is their hope to identify and isolate the
genetic cellular materials which may help their own race
become stronger.

KRLL continues, explaining that they come from a dying world
and hope to integrate both our genetic materials and theirs to
create a hybrid race which will allow them to endure.

The President is horrified. It is inconceivable to him that he
could permit human beings to be dissected...for any reason! He
immediately refuses the offer.
The tall alien responds. He assures the President that no harm
will come to any human being examined. All individuals
selected will undergo electronic 'nerve-disconnect'. They will
feel no pain.

Dana Horochowski
February 16

“This is the Seventh Sign: You will hear of the sea turning
black, and many living things dying because of it.”
http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-
denouement-2/

“This is the Eight Sign: You will see many youth, who wear
their hair long like my people, come and join the tribal nations,
to learn their ways and wisdom.

“And this is the Ninth and Last Sign: You will hear of a
dwelling-place in the heavens, above the earth, that shall fall
with a great crash. It will appear as a blue star. Very soon after
this, the ceremonies of my people will cease.
Dana Horochowski Agape Amor Danusia Horochowska
photos)
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preventing any trauma to their psyche. As further precaution,

which will mask any memories of the incident, creating the
illusion that any memory that might resurface is just a dream.

Individuals selected for examination will be taken only under
the most discreet situations, the major populace will not be
aware of the abductions. Those who are removed will be
returned to the same location they were taken from, they will
have no memory of the event, only missing time.

The President is still unconvinced. Examination of any human
being without their approval or knowledge seems to be a
violation of their privacy and rights. He again refuses. His
military advisers argue in favor of the Treaty. Debate and
forced quiet arguments continue. Finally, one General makes a
point that decides the issue. If the alien's offer is refused... how
would Mankind prevent the abductions from occurring anyway?

The President can see no alternative.

He asks for one additional consideration to be part of the
agreement: a group of human medical advisors will take part in
every examination. They will observe all clinical procedures
and will be given unrestricted access to any and all aspects of
the abduction process. They will report any violations to both
humans and aliens. Any such violations will terminate the
Treaty. The alien agrees.

The pact is known as the Tri-lateral Treaty. It has an
unparalleled impact on the affairs of the globe. On behalf of
planet Earth, the President of the United States, undeniably the
most powerful man in world affairs, has extended an invitation
for the lizards, now known as the 'GREYS', to participate in our
world's development.

The lizard Empire is legally present on Earth! None of the
principals in world government have memories of earlier
arrangements. A handful become part of the hidden SHETI or
ISHETU government (the 'shadow government').

http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

In 1945, President Roosevelt died, and Truman assumed the
Office of the president. Seventeen days later, Hitler commits
suicide in his now famous bunker. Three months later the
first Atomic Bomb is detonated in the Northwestern areas of
New Mexico; one month after that Hiroshima is the first
victim of the atomic Bomb, and exactly one week later the
Japanese surrender.

Like · Comment · Share

Tony Paim, Andy Hororushka and 2 others like this.

Dana Horochowski ”When the Great Leaders in the Glass
House refuse to open the door to you when you stand before it
that day, [Repeated, again in 1993] do not be discouraged or turn
about on the path you walk, but take courage, determination, and
be of great rejoicing in your hearts, for on that day the White Race
who are on your land with you have cut themselves from you and
thereon lead themselves to the Greatest Punishment at the Day of
Purification. http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-
denouement-2/

Many shall be destroyed for their sins and evil ways. The Great
Spirit has decreed it and no one can stop it, change it, or add
anything to it. It shall be fulfilled!”

The Prophecy of the Hopi; the End at the
3 Days of the Great Purification, 2012
unicorn144.wordpress.com

                      "Vengeance is Mine" saith the
Lord; ...See More

February 16 at 2:42am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The New Home Church Of New Hope.
”For he to whom much is given, of him will much be required;
and to whom much was entrusted, of him more will be required.”

The Instruction of this scribe of God in the Last Day:

The Revealing of the Revelation of St. John the Divine as the Word
of the Living God; the Ark of the Testament itself.

The New Church of New Hope Mary of Fatimah;
Bethlehem Ephraim
In the final analysis it is what we do here as we enter what the Hopi
prophets called the Great Purification and we of the White Race
have seen will be known as the Great Tribulation.

It is how we face this Last Hour where we shall all be tempted in
this Last Day which brings us to the reality of what upholding the
True Standard of Unification really entails: the understanding of the
Word of God and the knowledge of how to overcome the 7 Barriers
of the Old Ego: the Old Serpent.
February 16 at 2:47am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski This is then the Scarlet Beast: the evil
servant; Red China as under Death: and India as Hell on Earth
for his throne: this is the End Tableaux of the Nations But let us
examine the Final Tableaux in the context of 2012; the final division
at which the ecomomic principle or Vine of the earth seen as our
Society on Earth as aFalse Hierarchy finally falls; as with the
judgment of the high ones on high; a Hiearchy in Heaven which is a
Fallen Society.
February 16 at 2:50am · Like
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Some are the result of Hitler’s scientists, some are from

confronted with a new problem... crashed discs and alien
bodies. In the next five years, the wreckage of 16 discs were
recorded, 14 of them in the Arizona/New Mexico area. This
posed the government two immediate concerns, one that
they were in the same relative area where Atomic testing
was taking place, and secondly that human body parts were
found in storage inside the crafts.

In 1948, a live alien was captured. EBE was a member of an
alien race whose bodily functions were plane-like. EBE was
questioned but initially refused to cooperate. In time, his
revelations became a guide book for scientists and in fact, it
is reported that he assisted Dr von Neumann in conquering
Time Travel. In 1952 EBE became ill and died. (The plant-like
alien race will hereafter be referred to as the greens. This is
symbolic only and should not be taken in any literal sense).

In December of 1948, President Truman issued directives to
the CIA that virtually gave them the right to create a secret
government to study and control the Alien problem. In
addition, Project Blue Book was created to debunk any
sightings and not permit real evidence from reaching the
public eye.

Prior to EBE’s death, Project Sigma was created to send out
distress signals to EBE’s race in the hopes of saving him. Also
created was a group later to be known as the Bilderbergers.
It was this group that would carry out, in secrecy, the global
plans for dealing with the Aliens. In that same fateful year,
NSA is created as the agency in America that would handle
the Alien problem. (All of these plans made by Truman were
done in his last two months in office).

New President Dwight David Eisenhower assumes office only
to be suddenly confronted by a new Warfront... the Alien
question. Ten more crashes occur, half in New
Mexico/Arizona area. But more startling events were yet to
come. Later that year, alien space ships took up residency in
a high orbit around the Earth’s equator. In late 1953. Close
Encounters of the Third Kind really happened in California.
Agape Amor, Mark Anthony , Dana Horochowski , Danusia
Horochowska , Amj Pear , Seanchai Seance Lesley Belleau

the Ecnomic reality of it’s descarnate “shadow” of imaginary

attraction: of nothing.; just your own consent that paper and rocks
and stones are valuable: this is the Mark in the forehead: enslaved
to matter; as Materialism; both Rich and Poor; one in an artificial
heaven; but real enough; and the other is an artificial hell: but real
enough to be untold suffering and misery for thousands for ever: as
in India’s caste system: thus having for their society the Vine of the
Earth Itself: the Rod of the Assyrian; the Love of which is the Root
of all Evil: Adam and Eve as the “gold and silver” of the Devil
himself. Who is the Lover of Money? “Capitalism”; the Great Whore
of Babylon; and the Rich live within her Golden Cage; to keep others
out; but in the End; it is they who are kept “within”; as She
becomes their Tomb: the End of “creative Destruction” as the
Organizing principle of the Economic world and the souless ”beasts”
now defined as “people” who are the “corporations”; whose “life” is
to seek and accrue profit; with interest on money as the negative
regenerative principle of Usury itself; which makes a souless
inanimate object like money actually “live” and “breath” by being
able to generate more value by dispersements of time: while human
beings locked in a room or prison accrue nothing; and in comparison
to “money” are therefore economically “worthless”; yet is the
people or “sheep” who are animate creature; with real souls.
February 16 at 2:53am · Like

Dana Horochowski We were then his “Money”; selling to them
who sold themselves “his kingdom” and to those who would not
sell themselves: he kills; as the Saints themselves.
February 16 at 2:54am · Like

Dana Horochowski What then ends is that rule of the
Taskmaster; the scepter of Pluto; Hades: Dis; the god of this
world; who the devil as the prince of this world serves: as the
master of his own self-interest.
February 16 at 2:54am · Like

Dana Horochowski It is for this Principle the Devil fights to
maintain the illusion of Collected Wealth as really existing: we
have but forged invisible bars in our minds that “money” even
exists: it does not; one cannot eat gold or silver; one can only eat
food: money is thus a concept at the level or “let’s pretend”.
February 16 at 2:54am · Like

Dana Horochowski It is the Word who stands in the position
of the Lord of the Second Advent at the End; he who incarnates
this Word is the Messiah; nor is there anyone else who could be
“the Lamb”; for the Lamb would reveal his Own Book when he
comes: or he is not the True Lamb of God.
February 16 at 2:55am · Like

Dana Horochowski As in the days of Noah: the 3 Brothers
entered the Ark of Noah first; thus the 3 Faiths must enter a New
Door: and a New Ark: but the Salvation is the same.
February 16 at 2:56am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://historyofthewhiterace.blogspot.ca/

HistoryoftheWhiterace
historyofthewhiterace.blogspot

- Queen Hetop-Heres II, of the Fourth Dynasty,
the daughter of Cheops, the buil

February 16 at 3:01am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski It is interesting to note the link to the
North African Berbers: some Berber tribes, such as the Riffians of
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Amj Pear and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Dana Horochowski black rose boob SUCCUBUS ALERT
February 16 at 3:39am · Like

Dana Horochowski The lizard Empire is legally present on
Earth! None of the principals in world government have
memories of earlier arrangements. A handful become part of the
hidden SHETI or ISHETU government (the 'shadow government').

The President requests the formation of an alien supervisory board.
Some reports list its name as MJ-12, others assign it a different
name. Its task is to monitor all the abductions and report back to
the President.

Two underground bases are planned. The first will be a large facility
for United States military to use to develop and become familiar
with UFO technology and weaponry. This base is built below a
gunnery range north of Las Vegas.

It is variously called Area 51 and Dreamland. The second base is
built utilizing the caverns under the Four Corners area, near a small
town called Dulce. it is to be used by aliens for the examination of
their human abduction subjects.

Humans and Greys work hand in hand.
February 16 at 3:40am · Like

Dana Horochowski BLACK OPS

Money is needed to finance the development of the newly acquired
weaponry and UFO technology, the so-called 'Black' projects.

The 'shadow government' influences the President and those whose
minds have been sanitized. They argue that the public must not be
told of the alien contact, the panic that would ensue would be
disastrous, particularly if they were to find out the aliens were

they have a percentage of red-haired people which is comparable to that of

symbolic importance. In ancient Egypt, the god Seth was said to have been
red-haired, and redheads were claimed to have worshipped the god
devoutly.
February 16 at 3:04am · Like

Dana Horochowski Afrocentrism

It is the central contention of this study, that Ramesses II was not
only White, but that he was a fair-skinned, fair-haired, racially
Nordish individual. If it were truly possible to prove that Ramesses
was indeed black, this particular point of view would have to be
reconsidered.

The idea that the Ancient Egyptians in general (and their aristocracy
in particular), were predominantly black-skinned, woolly-haired,
essentially African people, was most vigorously promoted by the
Senegalese scholar, Cheikh Anta Diop (1923-1986)
February 16 at 3:06am · Like

Dana Horochowski Egypt,China,Aztecs,New Zealand
http://www.stormfront.org/forum/showthread.php?t=508245

In ancient Egypt, the King (Pharaoh) was the "Chief Worshipper",
who piously intermediated between the Gods and Mankind*. Thus,
in ancient Egypt, the most religious man was made King. Through
his piety, the King created a special connection with the Divine.

Similar Aryan (possibly Celtic) mummies have also been found in
china's Tarim Basin http://library.flawlesslogic.com/china.htm

And the Aztecs mistook the Conquistador Cortes for their god
Quetzalcoatl, who was also a tall white man with a red beard.

Ancient Egyptians were "Aryan like" - Stormfront
www.stormfront.org

The earliest, pre-historic Egyptian chieftains were buried beneath
mounds of ear...See More

February 16 at 3:10am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Quetzalcoatl, a tall white man with a red
beard.
February 16 at 3:14am · Unlike · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_63.htm

Terra Papers - Hidden History of Planet
Earth
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

February 16 at 3:17am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The lizard Empire is still unconcerned.
Wars and political confusion works to their advantage. The
Omnipotent One GOD concept remains unchallenged, their hold on
the world is strong. No one knows they play the role of GOD.

Germanic Power is centralized in Hesse (SSS), one of the most
powerful states in Germany. Charlemagne establishes a secret
society called 'Rosicrucians'. They are an order of the 'Brotherhood
of The Snake' and later become known as the 'Order of the
Illuminati', the 'Enlightened Ones'.
The Church is convinced the threat of the descendants of IESU has
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must come from undetectable sources...and the amounts needed would be

it has no qualms in making a profit. The 'shadow government' principals
suggest turning to an 'ally' of the United States in World War II... the Mafia.
Though a minor protest is made by some high officials, the Mafia is once
again the partner of Uncle Sam. The mobster lords are quick to suggest an
arrangement... in illegal drugs.
February 16 at 3:41am · Like · 3

Dana Horochowski The first phase of the operation
concentrates on existing fields of poppy in Turkey. The Mafia will
be responsible for bringing the drugs to the waters outside the
coastlines of the United States. The CIA will bring the illegal drugs
into the country.

The Mafia finds a young Greek shipping magnate who will bring their
contraband in his ships to American seas. This young man becomes
a tycoon. He is Aristotle Onassis.

The CIA utilizes the talents of an Irish bootlegger, a man who has
Mafia connections and is experienced in moving 'booty' from small
boats at sea to 'friendly' longshoremen on the docks. From there
they are transported on trucks to all major cities. This man is
Joseph P. Kennedy.

The drugs begin to flow, huge amounts of money is split up between
the Mafia and the CIA. Black Ops is funded, the 'shadow
government' holds the reins. Government officials, now connected
to the Mafia, can be black-mailed and easily controlled... or
eliminated.

The drug operations are extremely lucrative, but Black Ops needs
more money, and the 'shadow government' simply is greedy and
wants more money. The 'Golden Triangle ' of the far-east is
targeted. The French have recently lost a high cost war. Without
their presence, planes can be flown into the fields of Cambodia and
Viet Nam, drug smuggling begins.

The success of the drug trade increases, greater numbers of air
flights is too difficult to hide, a cover is needed.

The Gulf of Tonkin is contrived to provide a reason for war. War
demands air flights into the distressed area.

Drugs from the Far East (Cambodia-Viet Nam) are brought in by Air
America, a CIA front. The Viet Nam war is a drug smuggling front.
Body bags are packed with drugs, soldiers are hooked so that a
market will be exist for the payloads. Viet Nam provides the product
and the users.

Black Ops funding increases, the 'shadow government' is not
satisfied, they want more profit. The official government continues
to get in deeper and deeper.
South America is a bounty of drugs. The previous phase which used
smugglers is put into use again. The drug lords of Central and South
America bring their cargoes to a small oil company in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Oil platforms which had been sending nominal amounts of crude oil
in barrels nearly double the number of barrels they send into the
U.S. Crude oil occupies only half of the barrels, drugs are stored in
the others. The most successful operation centers around a young
oil company called Zapata Oil. Its young CEO makes a name for
himself. The operation is so successful the young man becomes

Dana Horochowski Numerous penetrations of ERIDU by Sirian
and Orion crews worries the lizards. Several 'Secret Societies'
have formed under the influence of these crews. The lizards begin
hunts for the 'underground' crews. Though the One God institution
is still strong, too many new 'Enlightened Ones' begin to be
apparent. The lizards cannot take a chance that the 'Truth' a leaks
out.

The Hunt and Inquisition are simultaneous. Sky and earth are
scourged.

Battles in the skies are seen over Europe. Destroyed in the skies,
ships break apart. Chemicals and alien bacteria 'rain down from the
sky. The Black Plague breaks out. Large numbers of UFO sightings
accompany later outbreaks of Plague [in all areas of Europe and
Asia.

The lizard hunt continues for hundreds of years, battles ' result in
the destruction of the Orion and Sirian crews that have tried to work
behind the scenes to break the lizard New Empire. Fall-out from the
war infects the human populations with Black Plague. Over 100
million die in the 400 years of lizard retaliation.

History cannot explain the sporadic and strange sudden
appearances and disappearances of the Plague.
February 16 at 3:25am · Like

Dana Horochowski 1350 A.D.
The Christian Church blames the Jews (IBRU) for the outbreaks
of the Black Plague. They are expelled from Europe. When once the
Hebrew (IBR) persecuted the Christians (NZR), now the Christians
(NZR) persecuted the Hebrew (IBR).

1500 A.D.
The Medici family is given the power to collect dues and fees for the
Church of Rome under Pope John XXIII. They are fast becoming the
most prominent Bankers in Europe.

1600 A.D.
The Bank of Amsterdam is formed. It is the first 'bank' that
institutes the Science of Money, issuing notes against assets held,
oftentimes more notes than asset value.

The 'Glorious Revolution' puts William III of Orange, of the German
House of Orange-Nassau, on the Throne of England. William III is a
Freemason. The German House manufactures a war against
England, then rents hired soldiers to England to fight in them. This
is repeated several times, the English treasury is looted.

The Bank of England is formed under a plan created by a Scotsman,
William Paterson, a Mason. The Bank of France is formed under the
plan created by another Scotsman, John Law. He too is a Mason.

The lizards intend to solidify their hold on the wealth of the planet.
Sirian and Orion crews that sneak in cannot be allowed to possibly
undermine their power base. Banking must be centralized.
February 16 at 3:27am · Like

Dana Horochowski 1700 A.D.
Rag-tag, frustrated Europeans flee to the New World in a
deliberately to leave behind the 'system' that persecutes them and
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advises the FBI, previous to the fateful day, of a 'possible problem' in the

Directorship. The young CEO is named George Bush. (George Bush is
actually a second cousin to the Queen of England.)

'Black Ops' and 'Drug Ops' have become one and the same... the Mafia and
the CIA are indistinguishable... the United States Government and the
'Shadow Government' are enmeshed.

They are the perpetrators of crimes against humanity... we are the victims.
February 16 at 3:41am · Like · 3

Dana Horochowski JFK

Patriarch Joseph P. Kennedy proposes a deal to the CIA-Mafia

If they assist in the election of his eldest son to the Office of the
Presidency, his son in return will obey the dictates of his father. In
effect, the Presidency of the United... See More
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Dana Horochowski Abdul Alhazred THE TRI-LATERAL
TREATY

The lizards have retained control of the Empire. Their utilization of
the United States military forces and wealth has succeeded. But the
take-over attempt by the Orion team had come perilously close to
undoing ... See More

February 16 at 3:32am · Like · 2

Dana Horochowski The residents of ERIDU were originally of
Sirian blood. The seizure of the solar system by the Orion lizards
was an illegal act. Thus, to remain in ERIDU, to have a legal and
proper presence in the system required an invitation by the major
portion of ... See More

February 16 at 3:33am · Like · 2

Mark Anthony Yes indeed my dearest Dana Horochowski
noah full whelp what side of the field of dreams I am standing on
the white star line with you fine ladies birthing the spirit of free love
energy creations sunny side Up the kashmir love puppy junction!"!
Than... See More

PAUL BEGLEY RESPONDS TO MY
VIDEO. WHO KNEW!
www.youtube.com

I'M FULFILLING BIBLICAL PROPHECY
AND HE'S FULFILLING THE
DOWN-THEM-DOWN AGENDA

February 17 at 11:16pm · Unlike · 1 · Remove Preview
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Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 16

Mark Anthony , Dana Horochowski , Agape Amor
Horochowska , Abdul Alhazred , Seanchai Seance ,

In the Last Jihad in India it is this which signals the End; the
One who arrives is called Lord Ishvara;
http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-
denouement-2/

“….Lord of lords; King of kings….”
It is he who rides the White Horse; ...See More

Dana Horochowski
February 16

In the Last Jihad in India it is this which signals the End; the
One who arrives is called Lord Ishvara;
http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-
denouement-2/

“….Lord of lords; King of kings….”
It is he who rides the White Horse; ...See More (11 photos)
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Dana Horochowski
February 16

The large human figure on the left is the Great Spirit. The bow
in his left hand represents his instructions to the Hopi to lay
down their weapons. The vertical line to the right of the Great
Spirit is a time scale in thousands of years. Th
photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski http://earthquake.usgs.gov
/earthquakes/map/

Real-time Earthquake Map
earthquake.usgs.gov

USGS Earthquake Hazards Program, responsible for monitoring,

Dana Horochowski updated her cover photo.
February 16

7 -SUN- SUNNY SOL SOUL SUE SIOUX SOO TRAIN -
http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

- Hop on the SOO SUE SIOUX train- I want a REFUND from all
the LIARS, EDUCATION, CHURCHES, GOVERNMENT, FEDERAL
RESERVE, MARITIME COURTS of LAW and ANYONE else who
WASTED my TIME, destroyed my HEALTH, ripped me off in my
LIFE, for their OWN SELFISH GAINS. — in Sault Sainte Marie.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Daniel Richmond, Ardeliza Lim and Mark Anthony like this.
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February 16 at 1:07am · Like · Remove Preview

Hopi Prophecies - Prophecy Rock -
Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Hopi Elders pass warnings and prophecies from
generation to generation through oral traditions
and reference to ancient rock pictographs and
tablets.

February 16 at 1:08am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=26wjiMCJQ6M&list=PLD5289F95F2BEEC86

Star Warriors The Hopis & the
Greys pt 2
www.youtube.com

http://www.canadastreetnews.com/
indexFeb15to222010.htm
http://www.jrgenius.com/i

February 16 at 1:08am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The end of all Hopi ceremonialism will
come when a "Kachina" removes his mask during a dance in the
plaza before uninitiated children the general public. For a while
there will be no more ceremonies, no more faith. Then Oraibi will be
rejuvenated with its faith and ceremonies, marking the start of a
new cycle of Hopi life.

World War III will be started by those peoples who first revealed
the light (the divine wisdom or intelligence) in the other old
countries (India, China, Islamic Nations, Africa.)

The United States will be destroyed, land and people, by atomic
bombs and radioactivity. Only the Hopis and their homeland will be
preserved as an oasis to which refugees will flee. Bomb shelters are
a fallacy. "It is only materialistic people who seek to make shelters.
Those who are at peace in their hearts already are in the great
shelter of life. There is no shelter for evil. Those who take no part in
the making of world division by ideology are ready to resume life in
another world, be they Black, White, Red, or Yellow race. They are
all one, brothers."
February 16 at 1:09am · Like

Dana Horochowski The war will be "a spiritual conflict with
material matters. Material matters will be destroyed by spiritual
beings who will remain to create one world and one nation under
one power, that of the Creator."

That time is not far off. It will come when the Saquasohuh (Blue
Star) Kachina dances in the plaza and removes his mask. He
represents a blue star, far off and yet invisible, which will make its
appearance soon. The time is foretold by a song sung during the
Wuwuchim ceremony. It was sung in 1914 just before World War I,
and again in 1940 before World War II, describing the disunity,
corruption, and hatred contaminating Hopi rituals, which were
followed by the same evils spreading over the world. This same
song was sung in 1961 during the Wuwuchim ceremony.

The Emergence to the future Fifth World has begun. It is being
made by the humble people of little nations, tribes, and racial
minorities. "You can read this in the earth itself. Plant forms from

children of the FAEther....so we are in LUCK. We don't need

Star Warriors The Hopis & the
Greys pt 6
www.youtube.com

Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys pt
6 http://www.canadastreetnews.com/
indexFe...See More

February 16 at 12:47am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_20b.htm

Star Warriors - The Hopis and the Greys
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

February 16 at 12:33am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski EA is suppose to be the EAGLE....not ZEUS
February 16 at 12:34am · Like

Dana Horochowski Where's my EARTH PARTY
http://twistedsportsinternational.com
/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=121&Itemid=190

Hilton Mijovick
twistedsportsinternational.com

Twisted Sports is the Community Entertainment Centre of the
future.

February 16 at 12:38am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Pahana

The true Pahana (or Bahana) is the Lost White Brother of the Hopi.
Most versions have it that the Pahana or Elder Brother left for the
east at the time that the Hopi entered the Fourth World and began
their migrations. However, the Hopi say that he will return again
and at his coming the wicked will be destroyed and a new age of
peace, the Fifth World, will be ushered into the world. As mentioned
above, it is said he will bring with him a missing section of a sacred
Hopi stone in the possession of the Fire Clan, and that he will come
wearing red. Traditionally, Hopis are buried facing eastward in
expectation of the Pahana who will come from that direction.[26]

The legend of the Pahana seems intimately connected with the
Aztec story of Quetzalcoatl, and other legends of Central
America.[4] This similarity is furthered by the liberal representation
of Awanyu, the horned or plumed serpent, in Hopi and other
Puebloan art. This figure bears a striking resemblance to figures of
Quetzacoatl, the feathered serpent, in Mexico. In the early 16th
century, both the Hopis and the Aztecs believed that the coming of
the Spanish conquistadors was the return of this lost white prophet.
Unlike the Aztecs, upon first contact the Hopi put the Spanish
through a series of tests in order to determine their divinity, and
having failed, the Spanish were sent away from the Hopi mesas.[27]

One account has it that the Hopi realized that the Spanish were not
the Pahana based upon the destruction of a Hopi town by the
Spanish. Thus when the Spanish arrived at the village of Awatovi,
they drew a line of cornmeal as a sign for the Spanish not to enter
the village, but this was ignored. While some Hopi wanted to fight
the invaders, it was decided to try a peaceful approach in the hope
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Effects and Coming Events # 1. This could start a new study of botany if

what makes the Emergence to the next, Fifth World.
February 16 at 1:11am · Like

Dana Horochowski "These comprise the nine most important
prophecies of the Hopis, connected with the creation of the nine
worlds: the three previous worlds on which we lived, the present
Fourth World, the three future worlds we have yet to experience,
and the world of Taiowa, the Creator, and his nephew, Sotuknang."

The Hopi and others who were saved from the Great Flood made a
sacred covenant with the Great Spirit never to turn away from him.
He made a set of sacred stone tablets, called Tiponi, into which he
breathed his teachings, prophecies, and warnings. Before the Great
Spirit hid himself again, he placed before the leaders of the four
different racial groups four different colors and sizes of corn; each
was to choose which would be their food in this world. The Hopi
waited until last and picked the smallest ear of corn. At this, the
Great Spirit said:

"It is well done. You have obtained the real corn, for all the others
are imitations in which are hidden seeds of different plants. You
have shown me your intelligence; for this reason I will place in your
hands these sacred stone tablets, Tiponi, symbol of power and
authority over all land and life to guard, protect, and hold in trust for
me until I shall return to you in a later day, for I am the First and I
am the Last."

The Great Chieftain of the Bow Clan led the faithful ones to this new
land, but he fell into evil ways. His two sons scolded him for his
mistake, and after he died they assumed the responsibilities of
leadership. Each brother was given a set of Tiponi, and both were
instructed to carry them to a place to which the Great Spirit directed
them.

The elder brother of the shining light was told to go immediately to
the east, toward the rising sun, and upon reaching his destination to
start back immediately to look for his younger brother, who
remained on Turtle Island [the Continental United States of
America].

His mission was to help his younger brother to bring about the
Purification Day, at which time all evildoers would be punished or
destroyed, after which real peace, brotherhood, and everlasting life
would be established. The elder brother would restore all land to his
younger brother, from whom the Evil one among the white men had
taken it. The elder brother of the shining light also would come to
look for the Tiponi tablets and fulfill the mission given him by the
Great Spirit.

The younger brother was instructed to travel throughout the land
and mark his footsteps as he went about. Both brothers were told
that a great white star would appear in the sky; when that
happened, all people would know that the elder brother had reached
his destination. Thereupon all people were to settle wherever they
happened to be at that time, there to remain until the elder brother
returned.
February 16 at 1:17am · Like

Dana Horochowski Taiowa is the creator god in the myths of
the Hopi Indians of Arizona. He created Sotuknang and told him
to make the universe. So Sotuknang make Topela, the first world,
with land, water, and air. Inside it he made Koyangwuti (spider

record a short skirmish at Awatovi before the Hopis capitulated. Frank

Tovar [the leader of the Spanish] and his men were conducted to Oraibi.
They were met by all the clan chiefs at Tawtoma, as prescribed by
prophecy, where four lines of sacred meal were drawn. The Bear Clan leader
stepped up to the barrier and extended his hand, palm up, to the leader of
the white men. If he was indeed the true Pahana, the Hopis knew he would
extend his own hand, palm down, and clasp the Bear Clan leader's hand to
form the nakwach, the ancient symbol of brotherhood. Tovar instead curtly
commanded one of his men to drop a gift into the Bear chief's hand,
believing that the Indian wanted a present of some kind. Instantly all the
Hopi chiefs knew that Pahana had forgotten the ancient agreement made
between their peoples at the time of their separation. Nevertheless, the
Spaniards were escorted up to Oraibi, fed and quartered, and the agreement
explained to them. It was understood that when the two were finally
reconciled, each would correct the other's laws and faults; they would live
side by side and share in common all the riches of the land and join their
faiths in one religion that would establish the truth of life in a spirit of
universal brotherhood. The Spaniards did not understand, and having found
no gold, they soon departed.[29]
February 16 at 12:43am · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.crystalinks.com/hopi2.html

Hopi Prophecies - Prophecy Rock -
Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com

Hopi Elders pass warnings and prophecies from
generation to generation through oral traditions
and reference to ancient rock pictographs and
tablets.

February 16 at 12:49am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&index=1

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit
www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

February 26 at 5:25am · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 16

http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

smelly dog - Sherry Beth Sandor is SUCKING on too many
doggy biscuits? doggy boners ? JOKERs ?
Smiles would reveal nice nicotine numnutvampirefangs no
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They made the earth with rivers, seas, and mountains, and kept things in

Twice more, imperfect worlds were created, and both were destroyed. Each
time the good people were spared. Finally a fourth world, called Tuwaqachi
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/arqueologia/gold_gods/gold_gods05.htm

The Gold of The Gods - 05
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

February 16 at 1:25am · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski “Vengeance is Mine” saith the Lord; ” I Will
Repay”

http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-denouement-2/

The Prophecy of the Hopi; the End at the
3 Days of the Great Purification, 2012
unicorn144.wordpress.com

                      "Vengeance is Mine" saith the
Lord; ...See More

February 16 at 1:28am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski It is said that after many years the elder
brother might changethe color of his skin, but his hair will remain
black.
He will have the ability to write, and he will be the only person able
to read the Tiponi.
When he returns to find his younger brother, the Tiponi will be
placed side by side to show all the world that they are true
brothers.
February 16 at 2:12am · Like

Dana Horochowski Then great judgment will take place, for
the elder will help the younger brother to obtain real justice for
all Indian brothers who have been cruelly mistreated by the white
man since he came to Turtle Island.
The transformed elder brother, the True White Brother, will wear a
red cloak or a red cap, similar to the pattern on the back of a horned
toad. He will bring no religion but his own,and will bring with him
the Tiponi tablets. He will be all-powerful; none will be able to stand
against him. He will come swiftly, and in one day gain control of this
entire continent.
February 16 at 2:13am · Like

Dana Horochowski The True White Brother will bring with him
two great, intelligent and powerful helpers, one of whom will
have a sign of a swastika (a masculine symbol of purity), and the
sign of the sun. The second great helper will have the sign of a
celtic cross with red lines (representing female life blood) between
the arms of the cross.
February 16 at 2:14am · Like

Dana Horochowski When the Great Purification is near, these
helpers will shake the earth first for a short time in preparation.
After they shake the earth two times more, they will be joined by
the True White Brother, who will become one with them and bring
the Purification Day to the world.
All three will help the “younger brother” (the Hopi and other

GREYS don't like the SUNNY SOL LITE of SOL

http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

In 1945, President Roosevelt died, and Truman assumed the
Office of the president. Seventeen days later, Hitler commits
suicide in his now famous bunker. Three months later the

omic Bomb is detonated in the Northwestern areas of
New Mexico; one month after that Hiroshima is the first
victim of the atomic Bomb, and exactly one week later the
Japanese surrender.

Through World War II, UFOs are sighted all over the glove.
Some are the result of Hitler’s scientists, some are from
space. Upon the wars end in 1945. President Truman was
confronted with a new problem... crashed discs and alien
bodies. In the next five years, the wreckage of 16 discs were
recorded, 14 of them in the Arizona/New Mexico area. This
posed the government two immediate concerns, one that
they were in the same relative area where Atomic testing
was taking place, and secondly that human body parts were
found in storage inside the crafts.

In 1948, a live alien was captured. EBE was a member of an
alien race whose bodily functions were plane-like. EBE was
questioned but initially refused to cooperate. In time, his
revelations became a guide book for scientists and in fact, it
is reported that he assisted Dr von Neumann in conquering
Time Travel. In 1952 EBE became ill and died. (The plant-like
alien race will hereafter be referred to as the greens. This is
symbolic only and should not be taken in any literal sense).

In December of 1948, President Truman issued directives to
the CIA that virtually gave them the right to create a secret
government to study and control the Alien problem. In
addition, Project Blue Book was created to debunk any
sightings and not permit real evidence from reaching the
public eye.

Prior to EBE’s death, Project Sigma was created to send out
distress signals to EBE’s race in the hopes of saving him. Also
created was a group later to be known as the Bilderbergers.
It was this group that would carry out, in secrecy, the global
plans for dealing with the Aliens. In that same fateful year,
NSA is created as the agency in America that would handle
the Alien problem. (All of these plans made by Truman were
done in his last two months in office).

New President Dwight David Eisenhower assumes office only
to be suddenly confronted by a new Warfront... the Alien
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helpers are designated by the Hopi word for “population,” as if they were

However, it was said that they would succeed if enough Hopi remained true
to the ancient spirit of their people.
February 16 at 2:16am · Like

Dana Horochowski The True White Brother and his helpers
will show the people of earth a great new life plan that will lead
to everlasting life. The earth will become new and beautiful again,
with an abundance of life and food. Those who are saved will share
everything equally.
All races will intermarry and speak one tongue and be a family.
http://unicorn144.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/the-denouement-2/

The Prophecy of the Hopi; the End at the
3 Days of the Great Purification, 2012
unicorn144.wordpress.com

                      "Vengeance is Mine" saith the
Lord; ...See More

February 16 at 2:17am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski The Pahana is the Son of man who
Returns: to “destroy those who destroy the earth”
February 16 at 2:20am · Edited · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski The Hopi also have prophesied that “Turtle
Island could turn over two or three times and the oceans could
join hands and meet the sky.”
This seems to be a prophecy of a “pole shift” -a flipping, of the
planet on its axis. The Hopi call this imminent condition — and that
of society today – ”Koyaanisqatsi”, which means “world out of
balance…a state of life that calls for another way.
February 16 at 2:21am · Like

Write a comment...

come. Later that year, alien space ships took up residency in

Encounters of the Third Kind really happened in California.
Mark Anthony , Dana Horochowski , Danusia

Amj Pear , Seanchai Seance Lesley Belleau

Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Write a comment... Dana Horochowski
February 16

http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm

In 1945, President Roosevelt died, and Truman assumed the
Office of the president. Seventeen days later, Hitler commits
suicide in his now famous bunker. Three months later the first
Atomic Bomb is detonated in the Northwestern areas of New
Mexico; one month after that Hiroshima is the first victim of the
atomic Bomb, and exactly one week later the Japanese
surrender.

Through World War II, UFOs are sighted all over the glove.
Some are the result of Hitler’s scientists, some are from space.
Upon the wars end in 1945. President Truman was confronted
with a new problem... crashed discs and alien bodies. In the
next five years, the wreckage of 16 discs were recorded, 14 of

Danusia Horochowska Tina Casagrande
February 15

Tina Casagrande HI BEAUTIFUL...I miss you ...

oxox
Dana Horochowski
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the same relative area where Atomic testing was taking place,

inside the crafts.

In 1948, a live alien was captured. EBE was a member of an
alien race whose bodily functions were plane-like. EBE was
questioned but initially refused to cooperate. In time, his
revelations became a guide book for scientists and in fact, it is
reported that he assisted Dr von Neumann in conquering Time
Travel. In 1952 EBE became ill and died. (The plant-like alien
race will hereafter be referred to as the greens. This is
symbolic only and should not be taken in any literal sense).

In December of 1948, President Truman issued directives to
the CIA that virtually gave them the right to create a secret
government to study and control the Alien problem. In
addition, Project Blue Book was created to debunk any
sightings and not permit real evidence from reaching the public
eye.

Prior to EBE’s death, Project Sigma was created to send out
distress signals to EBE’s race in the hopes of saving him. Also
created was a group later to be known as the Bilderbergers. It
was this group that would carry out, in secrecy, the global
plans for dealing with the Aliens. In that same fateful year, NSA
is created as the agency in America that would handle the
Alien problem. (All of these plans made by Truman were done
in his last two months in office).

New President Dwight David Eisenhower assumes office only to
be suddenly confronted by a new Warfront... the Alien
question. Ten more crashes occur, half in New Mexico/Arizona
area. But more startling events were yet to come. Later that
year, alien space ships took up residency in a high orbit around
the Earth’s equator. In late 1953. Close Encounters of the Third
Kind really happened in California. Agape Amor
Dana Horochowski , Danusia Horochowska ,
Seanchai Seance Lesley Belleau (16 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski 7 -SUN- SUNNY SOL SOUL SUE SIOUX SOO
TRAIN soosuesatansucks - http://7thfire.biz
/soosuesatansucks.htm

Like · Comment · Share

Tina Casagrande my phone remains the same. you may call
anytime.
February 16 at 9:54am via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski I will ....looking forward to seeing you oxox
February 16 at 12:58pm · Like

Write a comment...

Marcus Des Onia Aino shared a link.
February 15

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYG0olUl98s&
list=PLA11A8BAE24ECE9D1

I love your post.... your vocabulary here is far out.

YESHUA, EMMANUEL, GNOSTIC
BIBLE, Sophia NOT YAHWEH Jesus
www.youtube.com

http://www.canadastreetnews.com
/index0722to312010.htm The top of the
pyramid hierarchy of the occupying
forces is located in Levan (the original

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony and Roland Mingan Hugihard like this.

Dana Horochowski I can't watch my videos....for some
reason...I am very critical ...Thanks
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- Hop on the SOO SUE SIOUX train- I want a REFUND from all the LIARS,
EDUCATION, CHURCHES, GOVERNMENT, FEDERAL RESERVE, MARITIME
COURTS of LAW and ANYONE else who WASTED my TIME, destroyed my
HEALTH, ripped me off in my LIFE, for their OWN SELFISH GAINS.

SUNNY SOL SOUL SUE SIOUX SOO TRAIN
soosuesatansucks - http://7thfire.biz/
soosuesatansucks.htm Hop o
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc pdfAQUARIUS
20137152128JAN 7 2013152131 Luna
2013DE...See More

February 15 at 11:55pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski follow the MAMMON DOG GODS to 666
microchip NWO
February 16 at 12:07am · Edited · Like

Dana Horochowski http://thesantosrepublic.com/

The Santos Republic
thesantosrepublic.com

Your Universal Fusionist Thought Leaders of the
21st Century

February 16 at 12:06am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Mark Anthony That's not what I had planned.
February 16 at 12:33am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski EDEN bound for LION LOINS....Enter thru
the NARROW LIONs GATE love Mark Anthony
February 16 at 12:34am · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski On February 20, 1954, President Dwight
David Eisenhower was in Palm Springs. He is scheduled to hold a
press conference but cancels it at the last minute. His press
secretary advises the media that he has a tooth ache and can not
appear. In reality, he was whisked away to Muroc Air Force Base
(later known as Andrews).
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien
/esp_vida_alien_63.htm

On the runways of the air base, along with his military advisors and
a select few civilians, the President watched as a detail of several
extra-terrestrial ships approached. For the next few moments, the
saucer-like disks performed a series of maneuvers that both stunned
and surprised each of the on-lookers. With a final demonstration of
invisibility and 'space-skipping', the ships suddenly came to a halt.

As the President's contingency continued to watch, from seemingly
nowhere, a door opened in the closest disk and an intimidating
figure moved forward.
The grey Being is nearly six feet tall. His head is an oddity, it is very
large and possesses two large black eyes that dominate his face.
His nose is large, his mouth, ears and chin disproportionately small.

As he moves forward, he reaches into a small box on his chest. He
removes something from the box and with a simple gesture, begins
to communicate with the President's party.

The Being identifies himself as KRLL, an emissary from another
planet. KRLL advises the President that his people have been
watching Earth for quite some time. Though their race cannot
comprehend our animalistic behavior, they are, nonetheless,
impressed with human beings.

Mark Anthony yoU ark sunspot on the golden eye baal baybee,
like sweet music ringing in meow ears love!?  Why not take a
shooting star bright flight of fancy flashing your angels wings at the
wet wet wet dreamers and nail polish the bubbling bullfrogs legs
two jungle jimmy riddles crickET battel axel fOOkin screech owl!! lol

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHyFLRn1Iho

Buddha Bar - Mother Earth ***
Morfou 2012
www.youtube.com

SIT BACK AND ENJOY MY NEW CHILL
OUT MELODY "MOTHER EARTH" The
best ways to relax...See More

February 15 at 9:18pm · Unlike · 2 · Remove Preview

Marcus Des Onia Aino
February 15 at 9:21pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 15

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski adorable
February 15 at 5:12pm · Like

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
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KRLL explains to the President that they are impressed, astounded, with the

KRLL has been instructed by his people to come to Earth and examine
human beings, returning with samples of genetic cellular material. In
exchange, he is authorized to offer flying disk technology and disintegration
light weaponry to the leadership of Earth. It is their hope to identify and
isolate the genetic cellular materials which may help their own race become
stronger.

KRLL continues, explaining that they come from a dying world and hope to
integrate both our genetic materials and theirs to create a hybrid race which
will allow them to endure.

The President is horrified. It is inconceivable to him that he could permit
human beings to be dissected...for any reason! He immediately refuses the
offer.
The tall alien responds. He assures the President that no harm will come to
any human being examined. All individuals selected will undergo electronic
'nerve-disconnect'. They will feel no pain.

In addition, they will have their memories disconnected, thus preventing any
trauma to their psyche. As further precaution, they will be implanted with
'screen memories', a technique which will mask any memories of the
incident, creating the illusion that any memory that might resurface is just a
dream.

Individuals selected for examination will be taken only under the most
discreet situations, the major populace will not be aware of the abductions.
Those who are removed will be returned to the same location they were
taken from, they will have no memory of the event, only missing time.

The President is still unconvinced. Examination of any human being without
their approval or knowledge seems to be a violation of their privacy and
rights. He again refuses. His military advisers argue in favor of the Treaty.
Debate and forced quiet arguments continue. Finally, one General makes a
point that decides the issue. If the alien's offer is refused... how would
Mankind prevent the abductions from occurring anyway?

The President can see no alternative.

He asks for one additional consideration to be part of the agreement: a
group of human medical advisors will take part in every examination. They
will observe all clinical procedures and will be given unrestricted access to
any and all aspects of the abduction process. They will report any violations
to both humans and aliens. Any such violations will terminate the Treaty.
The alien agrees.

The pact is known as the Tri-lateral Treaty. It has an unparalleled impact on
the affairs of the globe. On behalf of planet Earth, the President of the
United States, undeniably the most powerful man in world affairs, has
extended an invitation for the lizards, now known as the 'GREYS', to
participate in our world's development.

The lizard Empire is legally present on Earth! None of the principals in world
government have memories of earlier arrangements. A handful become part
of the hidden SHETI or ISHETU government (the 'shadow government').

Terra Papers - Hidden History of Planet Earth
www.bibliotecapleyades.net

February 16 at 3:40am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
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they are traveling to, and that is when they do the "disappearing

February 16 at 9:14am · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
LOL EXCUSE ME (hA!) "Hitler commits suicide in his now famous
bunker." wHY are those guys like that always hiding in some cave or
some bunker? Why not just sitting at home - at the Superior Grand
Palace or wherever), when they decide to get out the gun and blow
themselves away!? I'm guessing that, in all his lust for power and
control, old Hittie forgot to have any fun in his life!?

February 16 at 10:17am · Like

Dana Horochowski Amj Pear they kill themselves only to JUMP
onto another HUMAN HOST
February 16 at 1:23pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Dana Horochowski It was meant 2B a rhetorical question, but
thanks 4an enlightening answer I haven't read all of the Terra
Papers yet.
February 16 at 2:17pm · Like

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
... yuk, disgusting vile creatures

February 16 at 2:18pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
How do I find out if I'm on the Obama Kill List or not?

February 16 at 2:22pm · Like · 1

Mark Anthony POinT A PIss poT snappy triggerbil of rites
haarpeeweebullfrog wobbling gagatlingham gunderson of a bItch
and POrk crackling popgRunTerD at the stuffed muppets hunknee
monster mooN booT walkers egg head scrambled dairy air duck red
tape wormwood burning queen mary tittering tawit
fookingullibleeding woo woo!!
February 18 at 9:25pm · Unlike · 1

Mark Anthony The life boat kraft werks wonders eve ray time
after time!!
February 18 at 9:26pm · Like · 1

Amj Pear · Friends with Lucy Massengill and
Re; "follow the MAMMON DOG GODS to 666 microchip NWO:"
GRUMPY CAT says NO. Laura's HARE LOCKS system got me TIED
bonded and chained, yet if I start working out enough we can HULK
OUT of our mind-craziness prisons, change the timelines and boot
them off of our beloved planet, then everything will be fine, for
anyone who is still left over (maybe, as long as they have true
friends, but I don't see any in person here, yet, just wire taps all
over the place. The cats are fine and we are reasonably
comfortable, so far.
February 19 at 4:28am · Like

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski not CORN SYRUP... I hope the COOKIE is
made of HEMP OIL, NUT MILK and ORGANIC COCAO
February 15 at 5:13pm · Edited · Like

Write a comment...
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Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Marcus Des Onia Aino like this.

Dana Horochowski did they bite into a jalapeno pepper in the
GARDEN of EDEN
February 15 at 5:13pm · Like

Write a comment...

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Write a comment...

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
February 15

Time to Rock and Roll.

paradise lost - cruel one
www.youtube.com

from the single say just words

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=pw6_VXPwm6U

Kansas Carry on my Wayward son
www.youtube.com

wayward son

Michelle Beaune-Jones Dana Horochowski
February 15

Mama instruct your little followers now. Lets all fast and JOIN
our energies to create a dome of light!!!

Unlike · Comment

You like this.

Michelle Beaune-Jones And prayer!!! It's
Happening!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
February 15 at 9:51am via mobile · Like

Dana Horochowski So be it and SO IT IS.....grassroots revival
my lady Michelle Beaune-Jones
February 15 at 5:15pm · Like

Write a comment...
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February 15 at 5:17pm · Like · Remove Preview

forgiveness and LOVE!

Unlike · Comment

You like this.

Dana Horochowski meteors are from greys and they bring
DISEASE according to the TERRA PAPERS
February 15 at 5:16pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Uapx32Htrso boy is that outdated....KAVASILLAS and
the KROLLS have been exPOSED

Red Race, Ascension, Greys,
Reptilians and Terra Papers 2 pt 1
www.youtube.com

HUMAN, 555, TIME BANKS. EDEN,
8thfire.biz, jrgenius.ca, cyberclass.net
http://8t...See More

February 15 at 5:28pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=IgOhwTstgbU

Star Warriors The Hopis the Greys
pt 1
www.youtube.com

HUMAN, 555, TIME BANKS. EDEN,
8thfire.biz, jrgenius.ca, cyberclass.net
http://8t...See More

February 15 at 5:29pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski HAHA look at the VIEW COUNTERS on all
my VIDEOS....they are reaching ZEROPOINT Yippee. It is a
NARROW GATE ALL RED RITE road.
February 15 at 5:30pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://serenitystreetnews.com
/Warning.pdf
February 15 at 5:34pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eY2gALZ4qf8
WISDOM for YEW YOU U!

13Information13Outformation13
wisdom13Knowledge13Raspect
www.youtube.com

Speaking on everything, from what
some words mean to
government,religion,Illuminati,
spirits,people, humans, animals.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
February 14

time to SPAM ELSEWHERE before they SHUT DOWN MY
ACCOUNT HERE TOO..... but NOT FOR LONG....WE THE PEOPLE
will OWN FACEBOOK SOON. CIA is GOING to the ABYSS for
1000 years. ENJOY your 3d REALITY. BYE BYE

BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - http://8thfire.biz/

Dana Horochowski likes a document.
February 14

SATURNday 02 16 2013 HOUSE of MARS- OCCUPY the ASTRAL
occupyoccupy - http://7thfire.biz/occupyoccupy.htm

Occupy the Astral!!!
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Like · Comment · Share

Paul A Sonnenholzner, Carol Harrison and Chelley Pay like this.

Dana Horochowski FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry
Sandor Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY,
BANKSTERs, HOLLYWOOD, WALLSTREET. aliciasatanoccupy -
http://7thfire.biz/aliciasatanoccupy.htm

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts
/10152569035035556?comment_id=40959661&ref=notif&
notif_t=feed_comment

This soul scalped WHORE was plotting to KILL me.

Friends with Steve Rockefeller, Stanely North, Wade Booth, John
Latrelle, Michelle Santos, and the Whole NWO AGENDA.

Stay away from THOSE VAMPIRE WHOREs. ALL ROTHCHILD
ROCKEFELLER WHORES for the MICROCHIP.

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry
Sandor Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco,
NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY, BANKST
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 14 at 10:08pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://youtu.be/XIWZb4RY0TA

Angry People who use
Religion,Race,Sexual Fetish to
divide people
www.youtube.com

speaking on people who have hate and
leave hateful comments on my page or

2

www.scribd.com

BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME BANKS,
COMMUNITY CURRENCY , ...
See More

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 14

BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - bawatingbarter -
http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME
BANKS, COMMUNITY CURRENCY , UNBEATABLE RATES and
RESULTS.

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners,
homecare...See More

BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - bawatingbarter -
http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME
BANKS, COMMUNITY CURRENCY , UNBEATABLE RATES and
RESULTS.

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners, homecare
petcare, childcare, eldercare, cleaning, odd jobs, construction
workers, cooks, delivery, etc.

RED ROAD RITE ROAD = Spirituality + Respect for EArth =
RITE Road of ONE MIND or the Earth Cannot Survive.

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS and SERVICE TO OTHERS people
WELCOME.

705-254-5823, 416-419-9023

http://8thfire.biz/ , http://7thfire.biz/ , jrgenius@yahoo.com
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February 14 at 10:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor Kelly aka Alicia
Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY, BANKSTERs, HOLLYWOOD,
WALLSTREET. aliciasatanoccupy -http://7thfire.biz
/aliciasatanoccupy.htm

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry
Sandor Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco,
NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY, BANKST
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 14 at 10:24pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski Sherry Beth Sandor bats of a VAMPIRE
FUCK together. You want MAGIC....I'm gonna give you an ABYSS
full of it you WHORE. Happy Bloody Valentine. CHIP you RIGHT in
the FOREHEAD where it BELONGS. NARROW ROAD and FEW will
FIND it
February 14 at 10:26pm · Like

Dana Horochowski OCCUPY OCCUPY- MASONIC MOTHER
FUCKING PEDOPHILES are DAMNED. I won't stop until the
WHOLE BLOODY VAMPIRE HOUSE OF TOILET TRASH BURNS to the
GROUND
February 14 at 10:27pm · Like

Dana Horochowski HOUSE of MARS- OCCUPY the ASTRAL
http://7thfire.biz/occupyoccupy.htm

FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry
Sandor Kelly aka Alicia Ibanez Franco,
NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY, BANKST
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 14 at 10:27pm · Like · Remove Preview

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&
list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&index=1

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit
www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

February 14 at 10:44pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Like · Comment · Share

Marcus Des Onia Aino and Abdul Alhazred like this.

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 14

BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - bawatingbarter -
http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME
BANKS, COMMUNITY CURRENCY , UNBEATABLE RATES and
RESULTS.

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners, homecare
petcare, childcare, eldercare, cleaning, odd jobs, construction
workers, cooks, delivery, etc.

RED ROAD RITE ROAD = Spirituality + Respect for EArth =
RITE Road of ONE MIND or the Earth Cannot Survive.

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS and SERVICE TO OTHERS people
WELCOME.

705-254-5823, 416-419-9023
Dana Horochowski likes a document.
February 14
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HOLLYWOOD, WALLSTREET. aliciasatanoccupy -

This soul scalped WHORE was plotting to KILL me.

Friends with Steve Rockefeller, Stanely North, Wade Booth,
John Latrelle, Michelle Santos, and the Whole NWO AGENDA.

Stay away from THOSE VAMPIRE WHOREs. ALL ROTHCHILD
ROCKEFELLER WHORES for the MICROCHIP.

-a switch from DEMON husband to BABY pic on FACEBOOK
....trying to pull off a NWO FALSE CHRIST Alicia Ibanez Franco ?
I think so.http://www.scribd.com/doc/123127601/UNIX-LINUX-
SHERRY-BETH-SANDOR-ALICIA-IBANEZ-FRANCO-NEWS .
DEMONIC SATANIC OCCUPY NAZI WALLSTREET GENOCIDE
JOKEr http://www.facebook.com/1unix

The RATZINGER ROMA Resignation is going to bring in the
ANTICHRIST.

Ratzinger Resigns – First Pope To Quit Since 1415-
http://www.disinfo.com/2013/02/ratzinger-resigns-first-
pope-to-quit-since-1415/http://www.facebook.com
/photo.php?fbid=485348004845683&
set=a.328985640481921.70607.100001114644449&type=1&
theater

-I'll be spamming your ASS off all week ...to make sure they
CAST YOU ALL INTO the ABYSS when you try to PULL off some
EUROPEAN RUSSIAN SWEDEN NORWAY FAKE GODDESS and
GOD BULLSHIT....I am watching you Alicia Ibanez Franco aka
Sherry Sandor Kelly...sincerely DANA HOROCHOWSKI

SHERRY SHRINER, SHERRIE LEA LAIRD, SHERRY BETH
SANDOR - 3 BLACK SWANS - DRUNKEN with the BLOOD of the
SAINTS blackswanslut - http://7thfire.biz/blackswanslut.htm

OCCUPY LEGIONS of DEMONS funded by ROMA -judging by the
added interest in me, by the alternative media SEWER RATS, I
suspect the EARTH PARTY is soon. Jupiter is not retrograde
anymore. - .UNIX LINUX SHERRY BETH SANDOR ALICIA IBANEZ
FRANCO NEWS

OCCUPY WALLSTREET, ANONYMOUS, INFOWARS, PROJECT
SCAMALOT, LAURA EISENHOWER, TRUTH CENTRAL RADIO,
MICHELLE SANTOS, ROCKEFELLERS, ROTHCHILDS, ROMA,
AMERICAN FREEDOM RADIO all CONNECTED to NESARA, BEAST
BRIBE, and the MICROCHIP. occupycornholes http://7thfire.biz
/occupycornholes.htm

Dana Horochowski
February 14

The WHOLE LIE DAY/Holiday call Valentine’s Day

http://da13thsun.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/the-whole-
lie-dayholiday-call-valentines-day/

February 14, 2013
The Dark Origins Of Valentine’s Day
by Arnie Seipel

Valentine’s Day is a time to celebrate romance and love and
kissy-face fealty. But the origins of this festival of candy and
cupids are actually dark, bloody — and a bit muddled.
Enlarge image
A drawing depicts the death of St. Valentine — one of them,
anyway. The Romans executed two men by that name on Feb.
14 of different years in the 3rd century A.D.
Hulton Archive/Getty Images
Though no one has pinpointed the exact origin of the holiday,
one good place to start is ancient Rome, where men hit on
women by, well, hitting them.
Those Wild and Crazy Romans
From Feb. 13 to 15, the Romans celebrated the feast of
Lupercalia. The men sacrificed a goat and a dog, then whipped
women with the hides of the animals they had just slain.
The Roman romantics "were drunk. They were naked," says
Noel Lenski, a historian at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. Young women would actually line up for the men to
hit them, Lenski says. They believed this would make them
fertile.
The brutal fete included a matchmaking lottery, in which young
men drew the names of women from a jar. The couple would
then be, um, coupled up for the duration of the festival – or
longer, if the match was right.
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OCCUPY, BANKST...
www.scribd.com
http://7thfire.biz/02152013.htm 02 15 2013 FRIAday -
FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor Kelly aka
Alicia Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY,
BANKSTERs,...
See More

Share

— both named Valentine — on Feb. 14 of different years in the

Church with the celebration of St. Valentine’s Day.
Later, Pope Gelasius I muddled things in the 5th century by
combining St. Valentine’s Day with Lupercalia to expel the
rituals. But the festival was more of a theatrical interpretation
of what it had once been. Lenski adds, "It was a little more of a
drunken revel, but the Christians put clothes back on it. That
didn’t stop it from being a day of fertility and love."
Around the same time, the Normans celebrated Galatin’s Day.
Galatin meant "lover of women." That was likely confused with
St. Valentine’s Day at some point, in part because they sound
alike.

Like · Comment · Share

Mark Anthony likes this.

Dana Horochowski everyday is a HOLYday with YOU YEW U
my Mark Anthony mon amore oxoxox
February 14 at 11:27pm · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
February 14

be careful...all my accounts have been blocked cause I am
trying to expose this http://7thfire.biz/aliciasatanoccupy.htm
FREE US from the ANTICHRIST, Sherry Sandor Kelly aka Alicia
Ibanez Franco, NAZI ROMA, OCCUPY, BANKSTERs,
HOLLYWOOD, WALLSTREET. Mark Anthony Agape Amor 'Max
Radico' John KingofthePaupers Turmel Majic Love Angel's
LoveCry Victor Fletcher Dana Horochowski Danusia
Horochowska (9 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Abdul Alhazred likes this.

View 38 more comments

Dana Horochowski I gotta SPAM.... let the MOORS have their
FUN
February 14 at 6:02pm · Like

Dana Horochowski SIRIUS Children of the LITE .....time to
UNITE
February 14 at 6:05pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski SERENITY TIME BANKS HERE WE CUM.....
February 14 at 9:10pm · Like

Dana Horochowski BAWATING BARTER BEGINS -
bawatingbarter - http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME BANKS,
COMMUNITY CURRENCY , UNBEATABLE RATES and RESULTS.

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners, homecare, petcare,
c... See More

Amj Pear shared a link.
February 13
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SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP -

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc pdfAQUARIUS
20137152128JAN 7 2013152131 Luna
2013DE...See More

February 14 at 9:10pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

http://youtu.be/sfD-FRlr0Qc

Final Pledge? Obama vows Afghan
troops pull-out by Feb. 2014
youtu.be

During his first State of the Union
address of his second term Barack
Obama announced 34,000 troops are to
leave Afghanistan by next February. RT

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear Funny some guy thought of this comment:
He told his wife michelle he'd pull out too...
2 daughters later she learned better
February 13 at 11:06am · Unlike · 1

Write a comment...

Mark Anthony shared a link.

Happy Ba Ba Ba Ba Ba BirthDAY meow dearest Danananna.
This song was number one when yoU were born? I don't know
what that says about jesus because I was born 6 months bee
hinU lovE! Don't take the title out of contextURe, its a soulful
song with a well rounded finish at ♥! YoU arrgh ALL righteous
meow darling!? Keepurr the faIth!? :) I X I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_D91NrKeII

The Righteous Brothers - You've
Lost That Lovin' Feelin' (1965)
www.youtube.com

The Righteous Brothers - You've Lost
That Lovin' Feelin' Label: Metronome
1965 Written; B. Mann - C. Weil, P.
Spector Producer; Phil Spector

Unlike · Comment · Share

You like this.

Dana Horochowski BAWATING BARTER BEGINS -
bawatingbarter - http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME BANKS,
COMMUNITY CURRENCY , UNBEATABLE RATES and RESULTS.

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners, homecare, petcare,
c... See More

BAWATING BARTER BEGINS - 8thfire.biz,
SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP -
HOLYHEALTHY, TIME BANKS, COMMUN
7thfire.biz

HERSTORYtable of CONTENTsdoc
pdfAQUARIUS 20137152128JAN 7 2013152131
Luna 2013DE...See More

February 14 at 9:31pm · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

Danny Guzman shared a link.
February 12

http://youtu.be/Y6C7QgSUW7g

Ramones - Happy Birthday! (from
The Simpsons)
youtu.be

Happy Birthday's clip by the Ramones
from The Simpsons' episode "Rosebud",
fourth episode of Season 5 (1F01).

Unlike · Comment · Share

Robert P Aponte Dana Horochowski
February 12

Happy Birthday Dana!
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Amj Pear wrote on your timeline.
February 13 at 10:58am

Yup how r U AliC.I.A. hahahahahahahahaha, conspiracy
research, is a many splendor-ed thing ;)

Omar Cameron wrote on your timeline.
February 13 at 1:17am

Happy Birthday!

Heather Beckett wrote on your timeline.
February 12 at 11:29pm

happy birthday

61 more

Unlike · Comment 11

Unlike · Comment 11

Unlike · Comment 11

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 12

Like · Comment · Share

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 12

Like · Comment · Share Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 12
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February 12

from its mother and faced certain death until rescued by a

The story is that the baby was inconsolable until he was
befriended and nurtured by the white pigeon, an...See More

Unlike · Comment · Share 11

Dana Horochowski
February 12

http://thespiritualvegan.wordpress.com/category/recipes/

Raw Vegan Birthday Cake with pears, dates, and hazelnuts

This raw vegan birthday cake was very easy to make, though a
little time consuming. First we grabbed a bowl which would
make...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's photo.
February 12

Eliminate processed foods, GMO foods, MSG, aspartame, high
fructose corn syrup, bleached flour products, and processed
table sugar. These are all part of the toxic Standard
diet.Eliminate well done red meat. If you are a meat eater,
switch ...See More

Foods To Avoid (also see the cooked food section for more
things to avoid)
http://www.regenerativenutrition.com/dietaryguidelines.asp

As much as possible, avoid cooked food especially cooked
meat , egg and cheese. If consuming any of th...See More
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Like · Comment · Share 62

February 12

What is not presently taught in the education system is that
there is a proven track record of food protocols like the
Macrobiotic diet, Budwig Diet and others comprising whole,
natural, organic, and raw foods which have reversed chronic
di...See More

Foods To Avoid (also see the cooked food section for more
things to avoid)
http://www.regenerativenutrition.com/dietaryguidelines.asp

As much as possible, avoid cooked food especially cooked
meat , egg and cheese. If consuming any of th

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
February 11

Foods To Avoid (also see the cooked food section for more
things to avoid)
http://www.regenerativenutrition.com/dietaryguidelines.asp

As much as possible, avoid cooked food especially cooked meat
, egg and cheese. If consuming any of th...See More (16 photos)

Like · Comment · Share 1212
Mark Anthony
February 11

This ain'T no faint hearted tin mAn can can bob a job swop
shop till you drop your sting ray jewelray jaws for wild steamy
catfish girls aloud! If you can hold your breath for six minutes,
you've got lungs of Iron William Edward Tuttle III

Mark Anthony
February 11

Pow wow how IsIs meow IMmortal Dana Horochowski do winG
wonderfully well thiss EVEning!? I X I ♥
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www.youtube.com

HD HERO2® camera from
http://GoPro.com The Director's Cut
dives deeper into the world of a bird and

Like · Comment · Share

Immortals of the Holy Mountain is a
musical sound elixir by Almine that is
part of the Jubilation, Songs of Praise
CD, which you can find on

Share 12

Mark Anthony shared a link.

Good morning dear Dana and happy happy birthday to you
love!? Its a bright blue moon day? High time two put your
aquamarine genes oN, play too your hearts delight and dance
the blues away with the fairies!! :) ♥ oxox ♥
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngVHtE-iZSQ

Sinéad O'Connor "A New Born
Child"
www.youtube.com

Video for the song "A New Born Child"
performed by Sinéad O'Connor, taken
from the movie THE FIRST CRY's
original soundtrack, composed by

Unlike · Comment · Share 51

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 10

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Migg6pjsiOc

ORIGINAL PEOPLE DNA WILL
CHANGE 2013 - DARK MATTER
ENERGY LEARN POWERS U HAVE
WITHIN
www.youtube.com

Historical Olmecs & Eygptians built
statues and pyramids using there pineal

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski updated her cover photo
February 10

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 10

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1yAJk4bPuk

Fuck McDonalds - Animal Cruelty
www.youtube.com

My first upload. A showreel of how the
animals that are going onto YOUR
plates are treated. I am not a
vegetarian or vegan, I just hate the way
these animals...

Like · Comment · Share 82

Dana Horochowski
February 10

Raw or Cooked Meat

The decision to feed your cat raw or cooked meat and fish is
purely up to you. However there are two strong arguments to
feeding raw food.

Firstly, cats are designed to catch their own food in the wild

Dana Horochowski likes an article on eHow.
February 10

Taurine
Your cat needs taurine in order to metabolize bile acid. Her
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Like · Comment · Share

powder to add to her homemade cat food. Heat from cooking,

According to veterinarian Lisa A. Pierson, although raw meats
may risk contamination from bacteria, there are ways to
prepare the food and make it safer than most commercial

Freezing will destroy many parasites that may be present.
Freeze the meat for at least a week, then thaw and rinse with
clean water before feeding it to your cat. Thaw naturally, as a
microwave will destroy the taurine in the meat.

Vary the meats you give to your cat. Follow chicken one day
with beef or lamb the next. You can also use venison and
turkey. Raw beef heart added to the homemade cat food every
other day will provide the necessary taurine. To satisfy calcium
requirements, give your cat a raw chicken wing, meat and
bone, twice a week.

Cooked Food Diet
Many cats will not eat raw food. In this case, homemade cat
food may be cooked. Grind or chop the meat together with
beef heart. Add egg to hold it together. Rinse eggshells, grind
them and add to the cooked food to meet your cat's calcium
requirements.

You also will need to add a carbohydrate source, often rice,
oatmeal, barley, peas or pasta. Provide fiber with cooked
sweet potato and extra fat with vegetable oil, olive oil or fish
oil. In "Preparing Homemade Cat Food Recipe," Jason Ladock
recommends adding nutritional supplements to your
homemade food. Your veterinarian can recommend a
commercial blend of nutritional supplements. Taurine must be
included in the additives.

Read more: Healthy Homemade Cat Food | eHow.com
http://www.ehow.com/way_5817926_healthy-homemade-
cat-food.html#ixzz2KXh0DMcG

Healthy Homemade Cat Food
Your cat’s diet must contain all the necessary vitamins
and minerals for his health. While most commercial cat
foods do contain the required ingredients, they
o...See More

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 10

OCCUPY WALLSTREET, ANONYMOUS, INFOWARS, PROJECT
SCAMALOT, LAURA EISENHOWER, TRUTH CENTRAL RADIO,
MICHELLE SANTOS, ROCKEFELLERS, ROTHCHILDS, ROMA,
AMERICAN FREEDOM RADIO all CONNECTED to NESARA, BEAST
BRIBE, and the MICROCHIP. occupycornhole...

REVOLUTION ( REINCARNATION.OCCUPY) or CO -
EVOLUTION ( ASCENSION with NATURE) ? -
/revolutionreincarnation.htm

Like · Comment · Share
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February 10

( ASCENSION with NATURE) ? - http://7thfire.biz
/revolutionreincarnation.htm (20 photos)

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski

NEW MOON MESSAGE for the NEW PARADIGM COVENANT
COMMUNITIES TRIBAL COOP -- http://7thfire.biz
/moonieloonie.htm

Like · Comment · Share 331

Laura Kerr Dana Horochowski
February 9

Hello Dana,
Have a wonderful birthday ! I went over last week end and
visited with your mom. She was working hard in the yard as
usual. Everything was looking good ! She is such a hard worker.
She enjoys it tho. I will probably go back tomorrow to visit her.
Take good care of yourself.
Laura

Unlike · Comment

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhb6ADErr5M&
list=UUXT43KBw9d-FS29-LtZNo-Q&index=1

Message for the 144,000
www.youtube.com

Message for the 144000: Commentary
with Ra Imhotep

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear Dana Horochowski
February 9

Does ORGONE/orgonite really WORK? BECAUSE, they've
CHEMTRAILED us again, this morning.

Like · Comment 6

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
February 9

Chill to this..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oA-LbtcjaU

Hampton the hamster-Original Hamster Dance

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
February 9
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This is hampton the hamster with 2:50

Like · Comment · Share 1

www.youtube.com

Trailer #2 "Cats & Dogs 2: The Revenge
of Kitty Galore" Genre: Action / Family
Regie / directed by: Brad Peyton

Like · Comment · ShareGurmeet Singh shared a link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVEinXUrEp0

'Madagascar 3: Europe's Most
Wanted' Trailer HD
www.youtube.com

http://www.hollywood.com Starring:
Ben Stiller, Chris Rock, Jada Pinkett
Smith, David Schwimmer and Sacha
Baron Cohen. Alex the Lion, Marty the

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ycg20TOyO1U&
list=UUeZmsTpAwomhVtgMAUgML-Q

Earthquake Prediction - A
Suppressed Science - The Music of
the Spheres
www.youtube.com

Visit My Site: http://www.ancient-
world-mysteries.com How earthquake
prediction is possible to a highly

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i60CV0bUZAM&
list=UUeZmsTpAwomhVtgMAUgML-Q worth the read....really
WISE youtuber

The Destroyer - Planet X - Nibiru -
Kolbrin
www.youtube.com

A Selection of passages from the Kolbrin
wisdom texts on the passage of The
Destroyer within our solar system; an
exotic celestial body, that some may

Like · Comment · Share 51

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 8

OCCUPY MOVEMENT is NAZI

http://xdisciple.blogspot.ca/2012/04/julian-assange-
is-anders-behring.html
Julian Assange is Anders Behring Breivik
Once again, the mainstream media is outright fabricating
staged events in order to instill fear, take away liberties, and
t...See More

Dana Horochowski
February 8

http://xdisciple.blogspot.ca/2012/04/julian-assange-is-anders-
behring.html
Julian Assange is Anders Behring Breivik
Once again, the mainstream media is outright fabricating
staged events in order to instill fear, take away liberties, and
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Like · Comment · Share

Share 8

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZWD9owC3Cs

VAMPIRES & THE QUARANTINE:
THE DREAM
www.youtube.com

In this video we take a look at how
vampires use the energy that they take
from others and how this relates the the
Earth Quarantine.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
February 8

Hadoriel = 80

http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq

* WORSHIP * AN "ETERNAL AFFAIR" AS REFLECTED BY THE
NUMERIC VALUE - 80 !
a source - theres more than one way to skin a cat
...See More

Like · Comment · Share 12

Traci Seibly Calvert shared a link.
February 7

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccCnL8hArW8

Eva Cassidy - Somewhere Over the
Rainbow
www.youtube.com

Tribute to the Extraordinary Eva Cassidy
~ I discovered the profound beauty and
talent of Eva Cassidy just recently while
recovering from surgery. Laptop sur...

Unlike · Comment · Share
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 7

NEW VIEW for YEW http://www.youtube.com
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In this video, occult researcher Ra
Imhotep, decodes information on the
existence of lucifer in comparison to
satan. For more videos visit
www.13signsastrolo...

Share 151

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ugCSCM4AzY

The Untold Annunaki Story
www.youtube.com

*Correction to video: Enil and Enki are
the son of Anu* Learn the untol story of
the Annunaki and why the made an
alliance with the Dark Terresterial
called ...

Like · Comment · Share
Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski

Like · Comment · Share 17

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 7

Unlike · Comment · Share

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 7

Dana Horochowski
February 7

7 SUN 8 MOON = Tsunami Hits The Solomon Islands After 7
Consecutive Earthquakes
http://www.2oceansvibe.com/2013/02/06/tsunami-hits-the-
solomon-islands-after-7-consecutive-earthquakes/
An earthquake with a powerful 8.0 magnitude occurred
in...See More (13 photos)
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Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQT2NcEmPRA

Buddha Bar \ Deepak Chopra and Demi
Moore - Desire HD
www.youtube.com

Buddha Bar - Desire Deepak Chopra and Demi
Moore Desire - Lyrics A lover knows only humility,
he has no choice. He steals into your alley at night,
he has no...

Like · Comment · Share 71

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOU1EsYNIRY

What food means spiritually
www.youtube.com

For Junoon Executive Chef Vikas
Khanna, the spiritual power of food is to
be taken very seriously. His
grandmother taught him that food has a
higher form of ...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
February 7

http://www.manjulaskitchen.com/2009/07/07/chole-palak-
chickpeas-with-spinach/

Like · Comment · Share 72

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 6

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjXcjdOPBHY

Making Dumplings
www.youtube.com

How to make Chinese Dumplings - Sep
29, 2006. Used by permission of KOMU
TV, Columbia, MO.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski
February 6

tell SHERRY SHRINER that WITCH means WISE WOMAN.
Meegwetch

Sherry Shriner Claims that I sell my ORGONE MASTERS and
that they are HEXED. I do not SELL ORGONE MASTERS.... $$$
I teach you how to make them. If you are cursed like Sherry
Shriner and WARSHIP the DEMIURGE, then you will not

Dana Horochowski shared Tommy UsuryFree
Kennedy's album.
February 6
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Like · Comment · Share

Tamworth Hours...

http://www.numismondo.com/pm/can/local/Tamworth

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski shared a video.
February 6

CANADIAN CORRUPTION- August 22, 2009
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/

I am continuing with my rant. I have spread the word about
what is coming. WE NEED REAL MEN, REAL KNIGHTS-not just a
handful who are close to me. Women can't do it alone. Police
corruption- if I am jailed f..

CANADIAN CORRUPTION- August 22, 2009
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/

I am continuing with my rant. I have spread the word about
what is coming. WE NEED REAL MEN, REAL KNIGHTS-not just
a handful who are close to me. Women can't do it alone.
Police corruption- if I am jailed f...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Tommy UsuryFree
Kennedy's album.
February 6

KEFIR KING KENNEDY

Water Kefir & Water Kefir Crystals (80 photos)
More details: http://buyrealkefir.com/water-kefir-grains-
crystals-for-sale Dana Horochowski shared Eddie Consciousness Levin

photo.
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41

that got COOPTED by NAZIs too.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Tommy UsuryFree
Kennedy's album.
February 6

http://cyberclass.net/

Samples of other usuryfree community currencies
(103 photos)
Seedstock

Dana Horochowski shared Tommy UsuryFree
Kennedy's album.
February 6

http://cyberclass.net/

Usury, Usuryism and the de-Usurization of Society
(189 photos)
Money As Debt II is now available from The UsuryFree
Network. This new set of 2 DVDs is being used as a
fundraiser for the forthcoming "Fifth Annual UsuryFree Week"
- from November 13th to 19th, 2009. For your copy please
forward
$30.00 to The UsuryFree Network, P. O. Box 9333, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1G 3V1

http://usuryfree.blogspot.com/2009/08/money-as-debt-
ii.html
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Like · Comment · Share

11
Dana Horochowski shared Eclectic Esoteric
February 6

http://cyberclass.net/

The *more boring* but legible version for those with poor
eyesight... :/

Dana Horochowski shared Dana Horochowski's album.
February 6

http://cyberclass.net/

2008 Barter Trade Coop Toronto http://jrgenius.ca
(213 photos)
2008 -2009 Barter Trade Coop Toronto Orgone Masters
http://jrgenius.ca/
http://66.49.206.24/orgonemasters.htm
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Like · Comment · Share

Like · Comment · Share 11

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 6

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYuSRXFFYIU

How to make Babi's Ukranian
Pierogies (perogies)
www.youtube.com

Learn how to make Babi's genuine
Ukranian perogies (pierogies). This
video will give you all of the tips and
tricks that cone with Babi's (i.e.

Like · Comment · Share

Seanchai Seance shared a status.
February 6

Some would say that I love pleasure, I'm just making SURE
EA = Pi

Like · Comment · Share
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February 6

This is a delicious bread that was/is very common to every
Native American. It's very delicious and goes with absolutely
anything you want it for:) like salads, pastas, tacos anything!
Very easy to make and very goo...See More

Like · Comment · Share

February 6

1-1/2 tbl spoons baking powder

Like · Comment · Share 1

Seanchai Seance Dana Horochowski
February 6

The Sleeping Tail of Tiamat Awakens

Massive M 8.0 hit Santa Cruz Islands – Tsunami warning in
effect!
Tuesday, February 5, 2013 20:41

inShare
0
(Before It's News)

Massive subduction earthquake, registered as M 8.0
(USGS/EMSC), hit Santa Cruz Islands at 01:12:23 UTC on
February 6, 2013. The epicenter was located at coordinates
10.752°S, 165.089°E, about 81 km (50 miles) W of Lata,
Solomon Islan...See More

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski
February 6

St. Michael kicking the Devil’s ass. Actually it’s Thor versus
Jörmungandr http://hyperborearising.wordpress.com/page/3/

Dana Horochowski
February 6

You’re Already A Pagan, part II
http://hyperborearising.wordpress.com/page/3/
There are some things that are inherently European. If you are
well-read in mythology and ancient religion, you could sniff
these things out. Being impaled on a...See More
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Like · Comment · Share 14

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
February 6

Odin. Next, we get the feeling this isn’t someone to mess with.
We also get the feeling of wisdom and power. Even if we didn’t
know this was depicting Odin, we’d at least see he is some sort
of leader, chieftain or king; he has a great f...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 5

http://7thfire.biz/

Dana Horochowski shared TWIN FLAME SACRED
KEYS's photo.
February 5

http://jrgenius.ca/

New Moon Angel Message~
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Like · Comment · Share 23

Blessings from the highest Angelic Light while embracing you

Allow us to guide you towards the Light of
Creation,...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Amj Pear shared a link via WorldTruth.TV.
February 5

EXCUSE ME, FUCK NO ...WAY IN HELL, SEE Y'ALL IN HEAVEN!

ALL AMERICANS WILL RECEIVE A
MICROCHIP IMPLANT IN 2013 PER
OBAMACARE
worldtruth.tv

A major news story broke on AOL and
countless other mainstream news media
outlets, this past week, that the Obama

Like · Comment · Share 8

Dana Horochowski shared a status.
February 5

http://amightywind.com/whatsnew/lesbianshriner.html

Sherry Shriner Claims that I sell my ORGONE MASTERS and
that they are HEXED. I do not SELL ORGONE MASTERS.... $$$
I teach you how to make them. If you are cursed like Sherry
Shriner and WARSHIP the DEMIURGE, then you will not
L...See More (3 photos)
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Share 1

Dana Horochowski

Sherry Shriner Claims that I sell my ORGONE MASTERS and
that they are HEXED. I do not SELL ORGONE MASTERS.... $$$ I
teach you how to make them. If you are cursed like Sherry
Shriner and WARSHIP the DEMIURGE, then you will not
L...See More

Like ·
Comment · Share

122

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJwEZ_D3ggo

Tony Robbins Reveals Greatest
Secret Ever
www.youtube.com

http://www.tonyrobbins.com - Register
for Tony Robbins events today. Create a
better career, business & life - Create a
New Story :

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3ZBjgAeKrE

11. The Ring of Power - The
Empire [11 29]
www.youtube.com

11. The Ring of Power - The Empire [11
29]

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared Abdul Alhazred's photo.
February 4

meegwetch good timing

GENERAL FEEDBACK

Turn back, Relax, take a break, You've learned enough, here
is a certificate proof, membership in this or that organization,
This is what the Gods of your forefathers have ordained,
Don't mind the [insert relevant player] ...See More Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski

February 4
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Like · Comment · Share 51

Unlike · Comment · Share

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 4

Unlike · Comment · Share 1

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 4
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February 4

Unlike · Comment · Share

Unlike · Comment · Share 1

Seanchai Seance Dana Horochowski
February 3

Happy Birthday Dana I hope you have a wonderful and blessed
day

Like · Comment

Carlton Pogroski Dana Horochowski
February 3

happy birthday Dana Horochowski

Like · Comment

Amj Pear Dana Horochowski
February 3

good morning, just woke up, cold in here this morning I hope U
are well Have a nice day, Dana I think it might've snowed more

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Cw1ng75KP0
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Share 12

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 3

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYzlVDlE72w

Whitney Houston - Greatest Love
Of All
www.youtube.com

Music video by Whitney Houston
performing Greatest Love Of All. (C)
1985 Arista Records, Inc.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41P8UxneDJE

Heart - These Dreams
www.youtube.com

Music video by Heart performing These
Dreams.

Like · Comment · Share 12

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX2anEXG0eE

The Voice by Celtic Women
www.youtube.com

this is the theme song for a character of
mine. I got the pics from some website.
They are not mine but there's

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3HpvJn9FSc

FIRST NATIONS ( LAKOTA PEOPLE
) ♥ Heartbreaking ♥
www.youtube.com

~ THIS VIDEO REPRESENT MY DEEP
RESPECT FOR LAKOTA PEOPLE AND
ALL NATIVE NATIONS OF AMERICA ~
~ With Love ~ ... http://k002.kiwi6.com

Like · Comment · Share 2

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 2

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
February 2
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Unlike · Comment · ShareUnlike · Comment · Share 13

Dana Horochowski updated her cover photo.
February 2

Like · Comment · Share 41

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbQsJyjKYYY&
noredirect=1

Queen - Greatest Hits
(LINKTRACKS) full album
www.youtube.com
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February 2

Unlike · Comment · Share

Like · Comment · Share 215

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 1

This guy is really GOOD http://www.youtube.com
/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=cytVUX2X4wo

Love Never Hurt Anyone
www.youtube.com

Read Articles by DJEHUTY MA'AT-RA:
http://goo.gl/RxnAv Products related to
this video: Full Body Detox
(http://goo.gl/fppjw) Mucus Buster
(http://goo.gl/oKwh...

Like · Comment · Share

Shayna Rivelle Thompson with Angela Valerie and 2
others.
February 1

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZtgqmFjdZg

Relationship Issues: Cheating
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Earlier in 2013

Read Articles by DJEHUTY MA'AT-RA:

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
February 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8jGiPInOI8

In The Beginning/Vampires Dr Phil
Valentine:1Up
www.youtube.com

Get All 3cds at
blackhistorychannel.org........1up on The
Frequency/The Metapysics of
everything...........A must buy for

Like · Comment · Share

 shared The Christian Science Monitor's photo.

Collective Kali Maa meditations and chants needed!

Geraldo running for US Senate? What other public figures
(generals, athletes, entertainers, etc.) can you think of that
succeeded in politics? - http://bit.ly/WFpluQ

Like · Comment · Share 2

Dana Horochowski
February 1

Lesley Belleau-
Wrote: NO: I WILL NOT HIDE THIS:
My sister received a letter tonight addressed to me (as I don’t
live in Garden River). She opened it at my permission and it
was clippings from Sault Star and Sault This Week Interviews
where they interviewed me on the Garden River blockades and
my work within the Idle No More Movement, as well as a cut
out picture of Shawn Atleo: there were drawn

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 29

Friends
2013
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Pillar 4 of 4
www.youtube.com

PLEASE READ BLOG ENTRY
http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspo
t.com/2012/02/de-humanization-
agenda.html Star-chamber proctetion

Share

Write a comment...

Reyanna Senecal Daniel Breen Steve Wildon

John Miller
Grant Edward
Olson Jr. Terry Steward

Photos
2013

Tagged in 8 photos with Agape Amor.
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 28

FOLLOW the ELVES http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=-EQPKuwQoNY&list=PLGlfoA9v-
xOa_BQdXxgSWtW9rrR5t7fDz&feature=player_embedded

Tom J. Kennedy @ Tommy
Usuryfree Kennedy
www.youtube.com

The Usuryfree Resolution:Time Will
Usher In A New Age of Usuryfree Living
- Tom J. Kennedy @ Tommy Usuryfree
Kennedy

Like · Comment · Share 241

Places
2013

Visited 136 Places

Dana Horochowski shared a link via YouTube.
January 27

1 of 2 Responding to Tic Toc's- An
Anonymous Horde: Silencing
Legion In The Church
Added to playlist on www.youtube.com

Tic Toc ministries Monica Dennington
says believers on you-tube, who identify
themselves with anonymous usernames

Like · Comment · Share 23851

Dana Horochowski shared a link via YouTube.
January 26

There are worse then Reptilians - The Gargoyle race? - Red Elk
Added to playlist on www.youtube.com

Likes
2013
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son of a guns.

Like · Comment · Share 51

ThisIsNotAno
nymous

42 Laws of
MAAT

Thinking
Minds

Events
2013

Joined 1 Event

Creative Salads - Cooking Class Instructed by Tina
Colizza
With 16 other guests

Dana Horochowski shared a link via YouTube.

SUPER VOLCANO eruption 2013
MUST SEE!!!
Added to playlist on www.youtube.com

Come and see The Truth!!! Read A little
scroll of Great Tribulation at
YAHUWAHandYAHSHUAsave.wordpress.
com Facebook.com / search YAHUWAH

Like · Comment · Share 131

Timeline
2013

101 friends posted on Dana's timeline.

Seanchai Seance wrote on your timeline.
March 8 at 6:25pm

In case no one caught it they just jump time one hour ahead
without any warning, Like the Republic is saying they will not
recognize the time span between 4pm and 5pm must be a
non-Witch hour or the birth of a formidable Avatar or maybe
it's a Dept of Defense tactic to cripple China's anonymous
Elite hackers Alliance Organizations who knows except " The
One Who Knows

Gurmeet Singh wrote on your timeline.
March 7 at 2:19pm

I was sorry I offended m sister in law, but everything is
relative in humour. As none is intended. Motherhood is a
great spiritual test as attachment is a Greatl obstacle. Even
Marpa broke down and lost to grief, when it came to his son.
My other friends do the same. I feel we all want to be good
individuals, but a little Love for others is good too. As I feel it
will be a good day when no child will have to compete with
another for the opportunity to express their talents.
Attachment also is a wall, it pushes people away. These are
times when people have become commodities, faimilies run
like companies. I was sad to learn that a little guy I saw in
Sao Paulo or nearby a little guy who might not make it as a
pilot, all grown up successful. Polishing shoes to make ends
meet. I've witnessed that Motherhood is more of an

Like · Comment

Alicia Ibanez Franco Dana Horochowski
January 23

im going to disneyland

Like · Comment 13

Dana Horochowski
January 23

New YORK YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII
7thfire.biz (384 photos)
CHILDREN of the LITE WIN, litewinbelialburns - http://7thfire.biz
/litewinbelialburns.htm NEWS FLASH- BELIAL BITCHES BURN in the ABYSS
with SHERRIE LEA LAIRD and DISNEY MARION HITLER INC.
http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm - Sherrie Le...See More  — at Canada's
Wonderland.
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Amj Pear wrote on your timeline.
March 3 at 12:30pm

Hello, Dana Horochowski, These are some serious issues that
you are involved with. Not being psychic, and out on my own,
yet having what I believe to be "common sense," and
rationalization abilities, I can only guess that anything
anyone is saying, on the internet, in YouTube videos...
continued in "comments." Thinking up as I go along, because
"God gave me a brain so I should use it," let's say whether
you believe in that or not. continued...

98 more

Like · Comment

Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share 312

Danusia Horochowska Dana Horochowski
January 23

Alyson MacLeod
Alyson MacLeod .. Not one of my face book friends will copy
and paste (but I am counting on a true familymember or friend
to do it). If you would be there for me no matter what then
copy and paste this. I'm doing this to prove a friend wrong that
someone is always listening. I care. Hard to explain to
someone who has no clue. It's a daily struggle being in pain or
feeling sick on ...See More

Like · Comment
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 22

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bc-GfB2o3iU

Earth is run by Insectilians or
Reptilians
www.youtube.com

speaking on insects who run the planet
under the Ruler ship of a Queen, Yes
the Queen run this world with her
drones,jacks and all her servants to her

Like · Comment · Share 145

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 21

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKnTAbmHSrw

The Book Of Enoch
www.youtube.com

To who so ever will understand, the
history of "mankind" is known to have
begun approximately 4.3 million years
ago. The old testament of the bible is
the "r...

Like · Comment · Share
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 21
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www.youtube.com

Jesus speaks against hipcrisy. The
Pharieses being the center of the
Temple instead of Jehovah.

Share 251

January 20

cyberclass.net idlenomore http://cyberclass.net
/idlenomore.htm
The UsuryFree Resolution - Time Will Usher In A New Age Of
UsuryFree Living

FREE me in SERENITY 555- JRGENIUS.CA- USURY FREE
G...See More  — with Dana Horochowski and Agape Amor
Sault Ste. Marie.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link via YouTube.

hahaha you are going down succubus. I am happy you feel
threatened by me.

DANA HARCHOWSKI BELIEVES IN
BLUE PEOPLE while I EXPOSE
MASONS
Source: www.youtube.com

I've over there at mssherrielea chan
CURING AND EXPOSING CANCER
dumbasses and PEDO's CIA,

Like · Comment · Share 145

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 18

http://www.youtube.com
/watch?list=PLAEWXcfwOPWVppUBnoDY-7HZTJZzCCnRo&
v=0dlbSisdzLs&feature=player_embedded#!

idlenomore Jan 17 2013 Amor vs
Roma
www.youtube.com

Maritime law sucks - http://7thfire.biz
/maritimelawsucks.htm GET THAT
GOLD FRINGE OFF MY FLAG!
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/flag.htm ALL

Like · Comment · Share 2622

Dana Horochowski
January 17

MORE QUEEN JAMES PERVERSIONs of the GOOD WORD. DAMN
VATICAN. LOCK THOSE VAMPIRES UP already.

Danusia Horochowska Dana Horochowski
January 15

The “Great Mystery” of the Delphic E
http://esophoria.org/tag/apollonian-ascension/
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Like · Comment · Share 515

intuition and visions that someone, and maybe a number of

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
January 15 via YouTube

The increase of amoebas and Archons in our fields is due to
their restriction to our planet's surface and lower atmosphere.
The most important work we can do NOW is to blast holes in
their matrix through our Unified Meditation, see below. I AM so
glad Cobra directed us to this site by Cameron Day, he has
been addressing this for a couple of years and has lots of info.
READ THIS FIRST from the Older Entries:
http://www.ascensionhelp.com/blog/page/2/
were attached to us at birth, they are what syphon the
negative energy from humans and they have an impossible
time of it when you stay in your Lightbody.

Meditation practice: Once your Inner Divine Light is expanded
and you are connected to the Earth’s core, imagine that you
are projecting a beam of light from your Divine Inner Core
straight up and into the core of the galaxy. Your light beam will
pierce the Dark Control Grid and arrive at the galactic core
almost instantly. Then say to the Galactic Core, “I am ready to
be a Galactic Conduit” at which point you will receive a “Cosmic
Flush” of galactic energy to transmit its energy directly through
you and into the planet. YOU are the Power that is initiating
the cosmic flush. Cameron's website and YouTube meditations
also offer shielding techniques and how you can contain these
beings and have them permanently removed. Watch the video,
The Cosmic Flush: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=eVm2qJlAndw

LET US ALL PARTICIPATE IN DAILY UNIFIED MEDITATION TO
DO THIS WORK! PLEASE SHARE THIS INFO WITH
LIKE-MINDED LIGHTWORKERS. https://www.facebook.com/
groups/234573276650941/

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 14

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoGwWte7am0

Pat Benatar - I Need A Lover (Live)
www.youtube.com

Music video by Pat Benatar performing I
Need A Lover (Live).

Like · Comment · Share 34

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 11

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&
v=KiMGdcVtrO8&
list=PLEtO2deFGUYHlWA59dzaYZOdG8V3lxe4r

2012 - A message of hope II (2)
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Like · Comment

2012 - Choice Point - The Movie

Like · Comment · Share 11

Dana Horochowski
January 7

OBAMA= ANTICHRIST = ATON = AKENaton
ATON with his wife as Nefertiti
Nationality: Ancient Egypt
Executive summary: Blasphemous Pharaoh

Akhenaton, Pharaoh of the Eighteenth dynasty of Egypt, ruled
some thirteen centuries before Chris...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GdyH2cpmbU

David Icke - The Reptilian Agenda
with Credo Mutwa .
www.youtube.com

http://www.davidicke.com/

Like · Comment · Share 130

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLmLXjut55U&
list=PLEtO2deFGUYHVoz7g4qu8jbgz2s0GDD0l&index=1

Economic Collapse Approaches -
Preppers Shall Inherit the Earth
www.youtube.com

My Blog http://www.newamerica-
now.blogspot.com Follow me on Twitter
at http://www.twitter.com
/newamericanow09 and Facebbok at

Like · Comment · Share 7

Agape Amor shared a link.
January 4

idlenomore http://7thfire.biz/idlenomore.htm

PM, GG given 72 hours to respond to Attawapiskat Chief
Spence’s request or ‘mass demonstrations’ will unfold: aide -

WOman to the REScue OTTAWA T
PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ
www.youtube.com

http://www.ottawastreetnews.com
/indexredroadrightroad.htm EArth Party
will begin after $$$HAARPER$$$
destroys TORONTO and MASS

Like · Comment · Share

Gurmeet Singh shared a link.
January 3

Shania Twain - Ka - Ching
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2012

www.youtube.com

Music video by Shania Twain performing
Ka-Ching!. (C) 2002 Mercury Records

Unlike · Comment · Share 172

January 3

http://youtu.be/PHqVdZmpRgI

Chief Arvol Looking Horse Speaks of White Buffalo Prophecy
youtu.be

Chief Arvol Looking Horse, 19th generation Keeper of the Sacred White
Buffalo Calf Pipe. The leader of the Lakota Dakota Nakota Oyate, the
great Sioux nation...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iovcnjuf2WU

Shrek I need a Hero
www.youtube.com

3000000+ views!!!! Thank you!!!!! The
clips are from all three Shrek movies
and the song, sung by Jennifer
Saunders, is from the second one.
Because everyone...

Like · Comment · Share 1

Paulina Chum
January 2

Jan 2, 2013 8:45pm
A Message from our elder from Mishkeegogamang .Shes telling Harper Off
...its true though — with Alec Oombash and 10 others

Unlike · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
January 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrNhFcEaW38&
feature=youtu.be

treees karma crysal-the ARM OV
dog GOD THE WILL OV red
dragonJESUS
www.youtube.com

EISENHOWER OBAMANATION
washington whore - http://7thfire.biz
/washingtonwhore.htm Or NEW

Unlike · Comment · Share 71

Danny Guzman shared a link.

Now
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Spiritual Warfare and TV
youtu.be

Luke 11 34. The light of the body is the
eye: therefore when thine eye is single,
thy whole body also is full of light; but
when thine eye is evil, the body ...

Share 32

2012

Mary Lane Karen Hornyak Tomek Oliwa

Heather Sirotak
Rachel Michelle
Franco Ruffian Angel

Places
2012

Visited 26 Places

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 22, 2012

12 22 2012 BEGINS. SEPARATION of the WHEAT 555 and the
TARES 666
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2HJ-Vo7cT0

War scroll 6/6 - children of light
www.youtube.com

I explain in this video which countries
will make up the army of children of
light as described in the war scroll. I
also refer to Revelation 4 for
supportin...

Like · Comment · Share 6

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 20, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBwS66EBUcY&
feature=share&list=AL94UKMTqg-9BFl7oZv9AzjO-3L7-4a5xT

Bonnie Tyler - I Need a Hero
(Lyrics)
www.youtube.com

Where have all the good men gone and
where are all the gods? Where's the
streetwise Hercules to fight the rising
odds? Isn't there a white knight upon a

Unlike · Comment · Share 483

Likes
2012

Growing Your
Greens

Astrology.com Lord
Dhanwantri

Events
2012

Joined 2 Events
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 19, 2012
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With 135 other guestsan Ex-Vampire 6 of 9
www.youtube.com

Share 133

Timeline
2012

148 friends posted on Dana's timeline.

Gurmeet Singh wrote on your timeline.
December 31, 2012 at 7:52am

Why is a goat a sign of Satan?

The goat that is being referred to is found on the Satanic
symbol, called the Sigil of Baphomet. This is an inverted
pentagram, the center of the star filled with the head of a
goat.

Early founders of the Christian doctrine sought to eradicate
the ancient pagan religions that the people of the time
believed. These early pagans had a deity named Pan, a God
of nature, the forest, and it's creatures. Pan's physical form
was part goat.

The church founders demonnized the pagan beliefs and gods
and goddesses. Pan, being a major deity, found himself being
transformed from a god to a devil in the eyes of the new
monotheistic religion.

Traci Seibly Calvert wrote on your timeline.
December 27, 2012 at 5:47pm

I See I Do I Teach. Love you Dana! ♥

Michelle Beaune-Jones wrote on your timeline.
December 23, 2012 at 7:47pm

Ho ho hold on the veil is lifting! lol Merry Christmas Dana!!
Love and Light

145 more

Like · Comment

Like · Comment

Unlike · Comment

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 18, 2012

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaGLVS5b_ZY

Céline Dion - A New Day Has Come
www.youtube.com

Music video by Céline Dion performing A
New Day Has Come. (C) 2002 Sony
Music Entertainment (Canada) Inc.

Like · Comment · Share 31

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 17, 2012

Its time to EVOLVE. READY in GoLive Sault Ste Marie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BHRV-RMNvs

Warriors of the Rainbow
www.youtube.com

This video is an updated version of the
original video. It is a story and legend
from the Native Americans about the
Tribe of People that will rise to save t...

Like · Comment · Share 43

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 16, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiMGdcVtrO8

2012 - A message of hope II (2)
www.youtube.com
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http://www.choicepointmovement.com/

Like · Comment · Share 81

December 15, 2012

Who is the 13thsun born into Apostolic Family & 9th boy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_Fi-9RVGIg
da13thsun•454 videos
12 21 2012 - devolve or evolve - 7 year tribulation
comin...See More

Who is the 13thsun born into
Apostolic Family & 9th boy
www.youtube.com

speaking on everything I already spoke
on over my time back to help you raise
your vibrations to 13...Don't hear the
message from the messenger then you

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
December 13, 2012 via YouTube

follow the stinky BLOOD MONEY TRAIL
MEEGWETCH to U YEW U 2 KANATA REPUBLIC high PRIESTS of

http://7thfire.biz/happygrassmyass.htm

A Reminder to Those in the Pulpit....

Like · Comment 12 Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 11, 2012

Queen - 'I Want To Break Free'
www.youtube.com

The official 'I Want To Break Free'
music video. Taken from Queen -
'Greatest Video Hits 2'.

Like · Comment · Share

Danusia Horochowska shared a link.
December 8, 2012

www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/

Occupy the Astral!!!
www.youtube.com

A rally cry! Bear Heart is back. He
introduces his order's long standing plan
of getting humans activated and
occupying the astral. Occupy Astral. You
are a ...

Unlike · Comment · Share 1422

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 7, 2012

http://youtu.be/ZH3TtxoW7qA

The Return of The Aliens (You)
2012..... Yaffa Bey and Bobby
Hemmitt quickly explain....
youtu.be

http://www.blogtalkradio.com
/nukhemit-/2012/07/27/american-
empire-restore

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 6, 2012

I FEEL LIKE SINGING
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apQ6Dk9wG0I

Triple Goddess Chant
www.youtube.com

Honored maiden huntress, Artemis, Artemis, New moon, come to us.
Silver shining wheel of radiance, radiance, Mother, come to us. Honored
queen of wisdom, Hec... Dana Horochowski
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Like · Comment · Share 3
WHAT do you think of the TIM SINCLAIR and DANA

I am 5"10 and TIM SINCLAIR has lots of connections to clean
your DEVIL CLOCKS from WOODBRIDGE.
I think I am due for a SLANDER LAWSUIT. I could use the
EXTRA LAND and WATER. SLAVES too. Ed Chiarini is gonna be
MY BITCH for a while http://jrgenius.ca/

Unlike · Comment · Share

Agape Amor shared a link.
December 2, 2012

http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm

OrgoneMasters.info how to make
and why by Jrgenius.com
www.youtube.com

http://www.jrgenius.com
/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm Orgone is
the Universal Life force, the basic
building block of all organic and

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
December 1, 2012

http://jrgenius.ca/ READY to ROLL the WAMPUM AGAIN and
AGAIN and AGAIN

Warriors of the Rainbow - It Is
Time!
www.youtube.com

When the earth is ravaged and the
animals are dying, a new tribe of people
shall come unto the earth from many
colors, classes, creeds, and who by

Like · Comment · Share 211

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 30, 2012

http://8thfire.biz/

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther
www.youtube.com

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther, jrgenius.com
serenityglobal.com EDEN AVALON
CANADA Holy Grail Orion Snake Queen,

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
November 28, 2012

HEXAGRAM^ * NOTE: "THE LAMB of GOD"! (AS REPRESENTED
by THE STAR of DAVID, STAR TETRAHEDRON). THE
HEXAGRAM or INTERLACED TRIANGLES, SYMBOLIZES a VAST
ARRAY of DIVINE FACTS. COMPOSED of the SYMBOLS for FIRE
and WATER (UNITED) represents the ...See More

Dana Horochowski shared a link via YouTube
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Like · Comment · Share 14938

Twin Flames 144,000 and The Dark
Lords of Daath pt2
Source: www.youtube.com

Twin Flames 144,000 and The Dark
Lords of Daath pt2

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 17, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMaqGBip6mE&
feature=related

Pan-Hellenism, Yahweh, Jesus
Christ, Apollo and Athena,
Draconian, KorAN, BiBAAL July 22,
2010
www.youtube.com

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com
/2009/11/planetary-situation-

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 17, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkZkekS8NQU

ERA - Ameno
www.youtube.com

ERA - Ameno

Like · Comment · Share 13

Agape Amor shared a link.
November 14, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7RIuukDINc

Above All -- Kaitlyn Maher -- 5yo
www.youtube.com

Kaitlyn Maher, the 5 year old who was
the youngest ever Top 10 finalist of the
hit TV show "America's Got Talent"
when she was only 4, sings an original
arra...

Unlike · Comment · Share

Agape Amor shared a link.
November 12, 2012

go to 43 min

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLACEBO
www.youtube.com

If You're a Christian You BETTER WATCH THIS!!! PLACEBO By Howard
Pittman

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 9, 2012

RAINBOW WARRIOR inDIAN CRYSTAL INDIGO STARSEED SUNS
MOONS STARS FAE FEATHER FAIRIES
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Like · Comment · Share 3
MANATAKA AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL- Dedicated to Magdala

...See More

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther
www.youtube.com

Tribe of Danu Tuatha de Danann
Children of the FAEther, jrgenius.com
serenityglobal.com EDEN AVALON
CANADA Holy Grail Orion Snake Queen,

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 9, 2012

Terra Papers 2 pt 4b, Reptilian,
Romans, Egypt, Iesu, Yeshua,
Hindu see
Canadastreetnews.com.flv
www.youtube.com

http://www.canadastreetnews.com
/indexnov22to3009.htm

Like · Comment · Share 31

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 9, 2012

Lilith the Dark Goddess part 3
Astrology Series part VI
www.youtube.com

In part 3 of this astrological series part
VI, Moshe Daniel examines the three
aspects of Demetra George's Triple
Lilith Goddess - namely, Lilith asteroid

Like · Comment · Share 42

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 8, 2012

See you at the Earth Party. Starts when you get there. Little
ROMA, Markham Ontario.

The rest -RESTORE JURISDICTION to First Nations and we shall
be free in SERENITY.

http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Cathedral_of_the_Transfiguration_(Markham)

ADONAI (GOD IS MY LORD) (With
Lyrics) - Avalon
www.youtube.com

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 3, 2012

LIVE STREAM in YOUR FACE! https://www.facebook.com
/dana.horochowski

11 03 2012 - SHAME on ERIC ON PHELPS of VATICAN
ASSASSINS WHITE TRASH SUPREMIST NEWS

whitetrashman http://www.7thfire.biz/whitetrashman.htm

...See More

PRAISE ADONAI (LYRICS)
www.youtube.com

Praise Adonai Paul Balouche Album "Open the eyes of my hearth"

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 3, 2012

http://youtu.be/IyMfuTzSDLw

Deepak Chopra - Way of the Wizard
youtu.be
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sees and knows everything. The wizard

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 3, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&

Fake Aliens - Satanic "Illuminati"
UFO Conspiracy
www.youtube.com

I am Christian (Acts 11:26, Acts
26:27-29,1Peter 4:16) KJV Bible I
believe in One God (Malachi 2:10, Mark
12:32, Romans 3:30,1Corinthians 8:6,

Like · Comment · Share 3

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 2, 2012

http://66.49.206.24/audio4.htm

OrgoneMasters.info how to make
and why by Jrgenius.com
www.youtube.com

http://www.jrgenius.com
/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm Orgone is
the Universal Life force, the basic
building block of all organic and

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
November 2, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yr92Wnl1zM8&
feature=related
The Bible gives many examples of signs that should warn us of
the coming end of the age. Six such signs are given by Jesus,
two characteristics are given by Paul, and eleven other
o...See More

The Book of Revelation----Full Movie
www.youtube.com

The Bible gives many examples of signs that should
warn us of the coming end of the age. Six such
signs are given by Jesus, two characteristics are
given by ...

Like · Comment · Share 621

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 31, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bT54t5JVUA&
feature=share&list=PLZl1xK7kwArH8czqWx9zYbYPlQK7d1lqg

CHOOSE 555 AGAPE AMOR NOW
before Dec 21 2012
www.youtube.com

Kanata, eurostat, dec 21, dec 21 2012,
agape amor, york region, sol, luna, 69,
twin flame reunion, Barter, Trade, Coop,
Time Banks, Serenity, Global. 555 htt...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 31, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEkZQx7RVZI&
feature=share&list=PLZl1xK7kwArH8czqWx9zYbYPlQK7d1lqg

Celtic Woman - The Voice (with lyrics)
www.youtube.com

Disclaimer: No copyright infringement intended. The audio content
belongs to Celtic Women,Lisa Kelly I don't make profit out of this video,

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 28, 2012

Who can say when life is over?
The silver cord breaks
and our breath returns to God
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through valleys deep and wide

Cindy Morgan- Take My Life
www.youtube.com

Album: The Loving kind (Track 11)
Released in 1998

Share 12

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 28, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gtqa92C9vg&
feature=share&list=UL0gtqa92C9vg

Occupy the Astral!!!
www.youtube.com

A rally cry! Bear Heart is back. He
introduces his order's long standing plan
of getting humans activated and
occupying the astral. Occupy Astral. You
are a ...

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 27, 2012

http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.ca/

Occupy the Astral!!!
www.youtube.com

A rally cry! Bear Heart is back. He
introduces his order's long standing plan
of getting humans activated and
occupying the astral. Occupy Astral. You
are a ...

Like · Comment · Share 11

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 26, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKpVR0jqL3w

Barbara Marciniak - Bringers of the
Dawn - FULL.avi
www.youtube.com

Pleiadian messages

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
October 25, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGqO3f63IaM&
feature=youtu.be

BUT BUT BUT it's not God's Plan -
REPTILIAN AGENDA 2012
CANCELLED
www.youtube.com

5dterra-onto /Tori -onto / TORONTO /
7thfire / KANATA / RAINBOW
WARRIOR CENTRAL

Like · Comment · Share 12

Agape Amor shared a link.
October 25, 2012

That was the most HEART WRENCHING video that I have ever
seen. Thank you for sharing Mark Anthony oxoxox I adore you
my darling

The Passion of the Christ--My Immortal,
www.youtube.com

This is a video from The Passion of the Christ, from Mary's point of
view...listen to the words and imagine them as Mary's thoughts about
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2011

Dana Horochowski updated her profile picture.
September 4, 2011

Like · Comment · Share 145

Friends
2011

Andy Mackay

Vickie
Boissineau-
Berlinguette Tanya Pearce

Dolores Ursini
Terry Joseph
Massicotte

Conservatives
Care

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
August 1, 2011 Photos

2011

Tagged in 2 photos with 'Max Radico'.

Places
2011
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Unlike · Comment · Share 32

Gurmeet Singh Dana Horochowski
July 15, 2011

Like · Comment · Share 25

Likes
2011

Jrgenius
InterNATIONal

SerenityStreet
News.com

Sports

Timeline
2011

179 friends posted on Dana's timeline.

Michael Glew wrote on your timeline.
December 24, 2011 at 11:16am

Merry Christmas/Happy Holidays. Wishing you all the best in
2012.

Telepathic Tiger III wrote on your timeline.
December 5, 2011 at 4:02am

Like · Comment
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*.♥...*╗╔╗╔║║║║*♥*

your mission is to paste this on the wall of 8 Wonderful
Friends who deserve it. If you receive more than 3, you are
highly thought of. Because of your kindness, loyalty and

character you've shown .♥♥♥

Gurmeet Singh wrote on your timeline.
October 12, 2011 at 12:58pm

If facebook is not going to let Dana back on. We could set up
our own social network using free source tools. I would call it
www.explciittruth.org

176 more

Like · Comment

Like · Comment

again without 666

Share 92

Dana Horochowski updated her profile picture.
July 12, 2011

Like · Comment · Share 15

Events
2011

Joined 2 Events

Soo LOCKS and the NEW PATHS along the RAPIDS
where the 8th fire will be.
With 4 other guests

Radio Show: The Stealing Of Children By The State
With 66 other guests

Dana Horochowski updated her profile picture.
July 5, 2011

Dana Horochowski
May 31, 2011

ExoPoliTICS will eat your FAMILY, add blood and bones to gold
for their IMMORTALITY http://www.scribd.com/doc/56688840
/Vampire-Bbq-Mayday-Menu-2011-Ottawa-t-Party
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Share 112115

Like · Comment · Share
Dana Horochowski shared a link.
May 30, 2011

GOT YA Meegwetch Robert Morning Sky MY BEARCLAW. Don't
mess with the BEARCLAW. You took his websites down too. Got
something to hide? Trilateral Commission EISENHOWER?
KROLL WORSHIPPER. TRAITOR

Laura Eisenhower KROLL REPTOIDS
UNDERGROUND BASES GREYS
Kavassilas
www.youtube.com

Laura Eisenhower link to KROLL REPTOIDS
UNDERGROUND BASES GREYS Kavassilas
Child abductions murder women sophia christ

Like · Comment · Share 289

Dana Horochowski
May 30, 2011

should have built the NEW PARADIGM, not bitch at me for
building it for FREE with no strings attached. Canadians are not
stupid. THANK GOD most are not in tune to this bullshit. There
is hope here. medUSA is DOOMED!

Unlike · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
May 19, 2011

New Paradigm Panhellenism Here we COME
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexgermainsucksblood.htm
EArth Party will begin after $$$HAARPER$$$ destroys TORONTO and MASS
MURDERS MILLIONS of CANADIANS for the HILTER GREAT SATAN NWO.
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May 29, 2011

The TERRA Papers 11 start 17 18 to get missing link. President
EISENHOWER worked with KROLL and the GREYS. Therefore
Kavassilas and his imposter SOPHIA CHRIST Laura Eisenhower
are working with the GREYS and REPTILIANS, who control the
UNDERGROUND BASES in AUSTRALIA and AMERIKA. MISSING
WOMEN AND CHILDREN of the LIGHT get fed to Dragonians
down there. BLOOD ON YO

Phantoms and Monsters: Paranormal, UFOs,
Cryptids and Unexplained Phenomena
naturalplane.blogspot.com

A daily dose of close encounters, paranormal,
UFOs, cryptids, conspiracies, extraterrestrial and
alternative news

Like · Comment · Share 303

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
May 19, 2011

OSAMA OBAMA HAARPer HAARP NWO DEATH AGENDA
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexgermainsucksblood.htm
CANADA- You have failed to hear the VOICE of your CHILDREN CRYING!
KARMA will discipline you accordingly. You have brought war to your
NATION. You are apathetic and selfish. You wil...See More

Like · Comment · Share

'Max Radico' tagged Dana Horochowski in a note.
April 17, 2011

I need help...
This is my call to help. I need help. I am
asking for it. The only thing I can think of to
do, to help myself, is to ask for the help I
need and help whatever help comes my way
to help me on my way. Make sense?

I am in Love. Although I am...

Continue Reading ...

Like · Comment · Share

Mohammd Frsooni
March 5, 2011

love best friend
gooooo — with Danoosh Ezat and 15 others.

52 friends posted on Dana's timeline on her birthday.
February 12, 2011

Omnipotent Blade wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2011 at 11:50pm
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Share 45

Christie Michele Symons wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2011 at 10:58pm

Happy Bday!

50 more

Like · Comment

Rainbow Shaman
February 2, 2011

Perfect!!! mwah xxxxxxxx (((RAINBOWS))) ALL!!!! Yeha noha
Namaste :O) — with Pat Mills and 28 others.

Like · Comment · Share 1531

Joyphine Snowflake
January 30, 2011

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw8ZESzpL3M
The universe is designed like a stair.
To get to the upper platform, one has to climb.

"However, that said...know that if an individual puts in enough
effort...he could swim the entire length of...See More

Maximilian Sauerzopf and 40 others.

Like · Comment · Share

Indigo Merovingian uploaded a video with Torre Fortaleza
and 24 others.
January 14, 2011
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2010

Like · Comment · Share 2829

Jairon Guerrero Cuesta
December 31, 2010

North Cape — with Become Symbiotic and 37 others.

Friends
2010

+362

Carlos Leite da
Silva Gündoğar Iletişim Gaia Orion

Suz Hayes

Likes
2010
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Like · Comment · Share 23120

Mantracker
Sidekick Phil

NPIEE.org ECETI Ranch

Timeline
2010

90 friends posted on Dana's timeline.

Carly Pearce wrote on your timeline.
December 21, 2010 at 6:01am

Dana, saddened to hear that Robert Morning Sky will no
longer be sharing his knowledge. Thought you should know.
Check out his website.

Carly Pearce wrote on your timeline.
December 2, 2010 at 10:35pm

Dana just wondering if you could share where the immanuel
abductee audios on your website came from as his voice
drops into a trance voice on a few words which intrigued
me... kind regards :)

88 more

Like · Comment

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski updated her profile picture.
August 26, 2010

Like · Comment · Share 22

Dana Horochowski shared a link via RealPlayer.
August 26, 2010

JESUitS!!!!

The torture of Credo Mutwa and the theft of the Necklace of
Mysteries

Groups
2010
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David Icke and I (Bill Ryan) recently met
with Credo Mutwa, the great Zulu
shaman, healer, and keeper of African

Like · Comment · Share 211

"The Garden Of Eden"

Dana Horochowski shared a link.
August 22, 2010

David Icke on the Polish Government
plane crash and the Haiti earthquake
2010
www.youtube.com

Fifth Dimension interviews David Icke about
both recent tragedies.

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
August 8, 2010

Like · Comment · Share 23

Dana Horochowski
July 28, 2010

NESARA is the BEAST BRIBE. WE ARE GALACTIC
ROYALTY
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/index0722to312010.htm
Note- ALEX COLLIER is a man of INTEGRITY. He is NOT A FRAUD. I know
that Alex's timing is off, but everything is delayed. Perhaps our APATHY as a
human race is coming back on us, since w...See More
and 19 others.

Like · Comment · Share

Daniel Richmond, Ak Mc, Del Pittman and 36 others

Louise Mollot · Friends with Melissa Short
i praise thee-master t
July 31, 2010 at 3:41pm · Like

Now! Now!! Now!!! tagged Dana Horochowski in a
note.
February 17, 2010

♥♫☼♫♥ Today and every day, choose to love yourself,
just the way you are!♥♫☼♫♥

♥♫☼♫♥ Today and every day, choose to love
yourself, just the way you are!♥♫☼♫♥

Look yourself right in the eyes (in a mirror of
course, lol!) and say to yourself, "I love you!"
Then add, "You are what my heart wished
for."

Love,
Dayu
...

Continue Reading ...

Like · Comment · Share

Martty Koppelas and 20 others like this.

Roxanne Mather thank you  namaste

February 17, 2010 at 7:26am · Like

Lynda Heng Thank you!

February 17, 2010 at 7:28am · Like

Nicole Ajamè Beauiful...Thanks Love it ...love you...love myself!

February 17, 2010 at 7:52am · Like

Tayyiba Iram Loving it

February 17, 2010 at 8:17am · Like

Laurel Tileston oh how beautiful and colorful love this thank

1821
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truth and bs mix well, and to you that are proud...best of luck in

Simon Reeves Silly nonsense
July 31, 2010 at 4:46pm · Like

Jared Nelson This woman has not read any of the sources of
the information she is trying to spout.
July 31, 2010 at 4:51pm · Like · 1

Dana Horochowski http://www.canadastreetnews.com
/index0722to312010.htm
YESHUA HA Mashiach Immanuel was a JESUIT? NOT

Jesuits(society of Jesus=Militant Group for the VATICAN) Jahbulon
// Vatican Assassins INFO // Black Pope
July 31, 2010 at 4:52pm · Like

Jared Nelson You are metaphysical spam
July 31, 2010 at 4:52pm · Like

Jared Nelson There is and has been much good and bad done
in the name of the One infinite creator. Rethink. Forget doubt.
Erase the cage while you still hold the pencil.
July 31, 2010 at 4:54pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ-ZaU6FHNw&
feature=channel

Educate yourself : part 1 - see rest on u you tube, over 7 hours if
you dig:)....That is thr source, and careful who you are meeting in
your mditations!
July 31, 2010 at 4:57pm · Like

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
www.pharmacratic-inquisition.com

Perspective - use it or lose it  The information is well worth a
look, IMO.
July 31, 2010 at 5:01pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
copi the link dude..
July 31, 2010 at 5:02pm · Like

Ida Dobrescu she makes so much sense. thanks Dana. rp
Blessings!

July 31, 2010 at 5:25pm · Like

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
ewe..this woman gives me the creeps..not sure why..
July 31, 2010 at 5:27pm · Like · 1

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
http://www.pharmacratic-inquisition.com

I often do this from memory, and I'm not at my computer. I'm on
vacation. A thousand pardons  There you go...

July 31, 2010 at 5:31pm · Like · 1

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
WHAT is her motivation..she seems to love to illicit some sort of
panic..or else has panic inside herself..??
July 31, 2010 at 5:32pm · Like

February 17, 2010 at 8:20am · Like

love and light Xxx
February 17, 2010 at 8:30am via mobile · Like

Absolutely. A heart full of love even towards those
that have hurt you, is a great healing property. Thank you Much
love and light Xxx
February 17, 2010 at 8:30am via mobile · Like

Paula Medina Cuza Great message love it thanks...
February 17, 2010 at 8:56am · Like

Ursula Frances Rose Sinclair Thx n take care x
February 17, 2010 at 8:59am via mobile · Like

Martty Koppelas Thank You Dear ;-D
♥▲♥ P※ E ※ A ※ C※ E ※ ♥▲♥
February 17, 2010 at 12:20pm · Like

Hennie Hopkins Beautiful Images from Beautiful YOU.
February 17, 2010 at 6:43pm · Like

Diane Mcleod Dayu  Thank you for these wonderful words of
self love<3

February 20, 2010 at 11:55pm · Like

Now! Now!! Now!!! Most welcome!  Dayu

February 25, 2010 at 2:46pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=57hoLuQw4vs

2012 Lightworkers are nothing
but BIG LIARS
www.youtube.com

speaking on Light-workers and Liars
who was saying 2012 was gonna be
earth ascen...See More

6 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

25 friends posted on Dana's timeline on her birthday.
February 12, 2010

Nick Cepecawer wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2010 at 11:35pm

Happy Birthday Dana Cheers!

Like · Comment
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of.

July 31, 2010 at 5:43pm · Like

Zach Chen · Friends with William J. Schleich
i like her style
July 31, 2010 at 5:51pm · Like

Lynn Cappa · Friends with Darrius Unity and
UUUUUUHHHHHMMMMM???????
July 31, 2010 at 5:52pm · Like · 1

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
Well, regardless of how deep into it we go, if anyone can prove
we are not deep within the sixth mass extinction event on earth, I'd
love to read it. Whether Icke and the like are right or wrong, this
time of mass change is upon us, according to all the research I've
done.
July 31, 2010 at 5:52pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
THANX BRUCE, GOOD INFO TO BUY!
LET ME ASK YOU, CAN I BUY YOU?

I SUPPOSE YOU SAY NO, AND YOU SHOULD!
YOU DO NOT NEED ANY DVD`S OR ANYTHING REMOTELY THE
SAME TECH.....YOU YOURSELF IS A SUPERCONDOCTOR CABEBLE
OF CONNECT ONE ON ONE WITH THE SOURCE, AND THAT IS ALL
I CAN TELL YOU THOUGH YOU ALREADY KNOW THIS, BUT NOW IS
THE TIME TO BELIVE IT!
July 31, 2010 at 6:01pm · Like

Berry Chastain · 15 mutual friends
I am totally creeped out by what this person (I use that word
with care) said in that video. Obviously some sort of fundamental,
coolaid addicted chick who has her own idea about apocalypse. Got
wierd vibes from her within 90 seconds. I wasn't going to wait until
666 seconds.
July 31, 2010 at 6:17pm · Like · 1

Julia Crocker · 3 mutual friends
Okay, that totally confused me... She said everything very fast
and with a lot of ego. I couldn't figure out if she's pro Icke or
against? And if she likes Alex Collier then why is she having a go at
Project Camelot? They love Alex C and vice versa. What's wrong
with the Galactic Federation of Light? They too endorse the work of
Alex Collier. Too many contradictions. It's not enough to start
saying truthers are bad because they didn't help her - Those kind of
accusations need back up.
July 31, 2010 at 6:24pm · Like · 2

Karo Kanye Akamune · 14 mutual friends
... you are witnessing the last vestiges of this reality. It is fading
and fading fast! And the new one is ready to manifest. Change is
ready to burst forth! The world you live in is too unstable to hang
together much longer and its total collapse is imminent. - From
Update by Sheldan Nidle for the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic
Federation, http://www.paoweb.com/sn072710.htm
July 31, 2010 at 6:29pm · Like · 2

Irene Eder Excuse me?????????? upper inflection in the highest
register!!!!!!!!!!!!
July 31, 2010 at 6:37pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
gALACTICEDERATION, TALKING TO EVERYONE NOW, GOTTA

Vanessa Petronelli wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2010 at 9:17pm

Happy Birthday Dana! Blessings to you always :-)
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DEMONS...DO AS YOU SEE FIT!

NOBODY?
THINK...
July 31, 2010 at 6:46pm · Like

Karsten Matthijs Hartog · 21 mutual friends
so zeus and his olympians are coming with the andromedan
starfeelt ahahahahaah

well if they come it could be nice fireworks, I would love to envisage
such a show.
July 31, 2010 at 6:46pm · Like

Teresa Ann Papac I'm feeeling she's *right on* on most info..
Though, imo, Jesus the Christ was a historical figure and
Lightshower.. deserving of much respect, which, of course later
became worship.
July 31, 2010 at 6:52pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
JOSHUA WHAT ARE YOU ON?
iF YOU RIDECULE THAT, WICH BY THE WAY IS UTTER
NONSES..HOW WILL YOU DEAL WITH WHATS COMING FOR REAL?
OUR WORLD IS DYING AND NOBODY TELLS YOU ABOUT IT!
YOUR CHILDREN COULD VERY WELL BE THE LAST
GRANDPARENTS ON THE PLANET!
BUT HEY, THIS IS BULLSHIT RIGHT?
I WISH...!
July 31, 2010 at 6:53pm · Like

Nathan Fiveash Aaahhhhhhhhh! We are the keepers of the
shoehorn of light, we will need to use the sword of power to
protect Castle Grayskull as the darkness of Planet Zorkna and the
minions of Mordor descend on the last of the high vibratory pork
loaves. Their prophecies shall visit upon the new age and the holy
blooming flower people will spit the last of their angelic seed. Take
us back to Zeus and our mother incarnate .. The cult of the pig
fucker will prevail.

Light and Love ,,, Bitches.
Galactic federation of the first church disemboweled bath towel.
July 31, 2010 at 7:00pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
YEAH, THAT IS REALLY INFORMATIVE SHSHANA RA, BUT YOU
DID NOT CONCIDER THE FALSE FLUX CONCERNING THE TIME
CODED IN THE IMMACUALETE REALMS OF THE X- RAY BURST OF
THE STARS COEXISTING WITH GRAVETY DEVELOPED
FROM......CENCORED!
July 31, 2010 at 7:01pm · Like

Nathan Fiveash The X-Rays won't matter because Planet
Zornorf Recticulm will be shooting it's lasers at the Death Star's
main core reactor.
July 31, 2010 at 7:02pm · Like · 1

Nathan Fiveash I mean,,, Sheesh,, Come on man, don't you
know anything?
July 31, 2010 at 7:03pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
NATHAN, YOU STOTYTELLER YOU...GO GET UR RINGS AND
SLEEP!
July 31, 2010 at 7:03pm · Like
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elves. I will live through the great apocalypse.

SURE, WHAT IS YOUR PREFERENCE...CREMATION OR
BARRIEL?
July 31, 2010 at 7:08pm · Like

Nathan Fiveash Cornbread
July 31, 2010 at 7:09pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
WELL GOOD FOR YOU, CAUSE SOMEBODY WILL SURELY CORN
YOU ANYDAY NOW, ENJOY...SOB
July 31, 2010 at 7:11pm · Like

Karsten Matthijs Hartog · 21 mutual friends
we are all going to die, unless we call upon the slumbering
manbearbunnies to activate the portals to oblivion where we can
camp till the worst of the radiation of earth after the great raptiure
has seceded.
July 31, 2010 at 7:20pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
REALL ? SO YOUR ATTEDUDE IS A COVER THEN?
FOR WHAT?
DONT BE AN ASS, TALK TO ME LIKE YOU KNOW YOU SHOULD..
July 31, 2010 at 7:24pm · Like

Nathan Fiveash heh heh, The portals of oblivion.. ahhhhh! we
will need to close them by obtaining the sigils that power them in
the main sigil towers. These sigils will allow us to imbue our items
with powerful energies making it easier to free the realm.
July 31, 2010 at 7:24pm · Like

Karsten Matthijs Hartog · 21 mutual friends
btw Leif, I do care about the earth. Just really, if we cannot even
trust Jesus, then we're pretty much fucked.

and who is the zeus being supposed to be. what's with the greek
version. why not use his egyptian name? or the sumerian version if
it existed.
July 31, 2010 at 7:25pm · Like

Teresa Ann Papac aahhh... kidz !
July 31, 2010 at 7:25pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
AH, THANK YOU TERESA...I NOW HAVE PASS TO HEAVEN!
iF YOUR KIDZ PASS IS VALID THAT IS!
IS IT?
July 31, 2010 at 7:31pm · Like

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=199817485185
July 31, 2010 at 7:34pm · Like

Karen Snow · Friends with Fatima Nunes and
Watch her eyes in the video!! wow who's the reptilian?
July 31, 2010 at 7:46pm · Like · 1

Teresa Ann Papac I do not claim to be a gatekeeper.. Christ
did say, didn't he, "let the little children come to me" ?..
(something to that effect)
Childlike innocence is definitely worthy of Eden/ Heaven /Bliss .
July 31, 2010 at 7:47pm · Like

Karen Snow · Friends with Fatima Nunes and
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July 31, 2010 at 8:00pm · Like · 1

bubble but the annunaki were here before zeus and all that stuff she
was going into. I think lessons in history and the camelot hippies
would do her some justice....
July 31, 2010 at 8:37pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
AGREED...BUT THE FACT THAT REALY MATTERS IS THAT THE
UNDERLYING FACTOR IS THAT WE ARE ALL FUCKED, AND IT IS
TIME TO FUCK BACK!
July 31, 2010 at 8:41pm · Like · 1

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
HIPPIES?
JAPPIES WITH TONS OF MONEY ARE BETTER?
THAT IS DISSEPIONTING FOR ONE THAT THINKS HE CAN SEE IT
ALL...
AND I AM GANDALF THE SPACETRAVELLER
July 31, 2010 at 8:43pm · Like

Christine Brickwood I agree that Alex Collier has a lot to bring
to humanity...I love that he has chosen the life he has - very
courageous! I find questions in my mind about the wording of
Nesara - why encourage 'be positive' as this will only bring the
opposite, why not 'be without judgment'. Casting opinions about
other groups of people like project camelot also doesn't sit well. I
guess that's humanity for us.
July 31, 2010 at 8:50pm · Like · 2

Leif Lunde · Friends with Alison Raffaele and
10-4..CHRISTINE B.
July 31, 2010 at 8:52pm · Like · 1

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
@Leif: I'm not for sale  The truth cannot be copyrighted. The
only Truth is there is no Truth. Upper case means absolute in strict
philosphical discourse.
July 31, 2010 at 9:37pm · Like

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
@Jean: I've only read Sitchin about Sumer, and I suspect he has
more than one gap in his argument, but it still must be given it's due
consideration.
July 31, 2010 at 9:39pm · Like

Bruce IntheFamily Codère · 5 mutual friends
Anyone here know about this site?
http://www.openmindsforum.com/

I've only spent a bit of time there, but it has some great folks and
discussions.
July 31, 2010 at 9:42pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
She has a theory about...who knows what, I find this to be
extremely confusing...no back up, but will attempt to raise my
awareness. Every human being is a world different. Keep an open
mind, but not so open were your brain may spill out.
July 31, 2010 at 10:22pm · Like · 2

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
She doe NOT Like galactic Federation of LIGHT....
I just feel we ned to send some healing Light./Love here..
July 31, 2010 at 10:24pm · Like · 1
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@Cindy where is she finding this information and how...I thought

July 31, 2010 at 10:30pm · Like · 1

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
..yes Michael..do not want to hate.. but..just not feeling GOOD
here...peace, love, LIGHT...
July 31, 2010 at 10:32pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
@Cindy this is interesting because I think that this may be a
prank or an observation...not sure why, maybe to study our reaction
on facebook and see our opinions in knowing our believes and so
forth...what do you think?
July 31, 2010 at 10:41pm · Like

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
hi Michael..yes 4 sure..I've seen this woman on YouTube b4
acting like the sky is falling (end of the world, etc)...I am sure that
ALL is monitored..& Like she's in the "driver's
seat"....ok..whatever...;)).. I believe in LOVE & Unity Consciousness
& Love Her More.........
July 31, 2010 at 10:46pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
Cindy, we nail it.
July 31, 2010 at 10:49pm · Like

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
awe.. Peace to All..
July 31, 2010 at 10:50pm · Like · 1

Michele Gardner I would say that this person has a severe
case of Delusional Disorder, take it from me, I am a mental
health counselor and I've seen this with some of my clients but not
to this degree. Hope she is gettitng help from a psychiatrist! I
wouldn't make fun of her, this woman is truly ill. Either that or she
is trying to make money on sheer Idiocy!!
July 31, 2010 at 10:52pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
@Michele that would be the most obvious and you may be
right...but it's a good way of getting informed and seeing who's who
on fb since people will spill their guts out after what she said for
what ever purposes.
July 31, 2010 at 10:52pm · Like

Xindy TheForce OfTruth · 6 mutual friends
..pushing the envelope..
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFOhvROOMPg
July 31, 2010 at 10:54pm · Like · 1

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
Cindy if this information was presented on a peaceful fashion, if
we knew what this is all about then maybe just maybe I would be
willing to listen and reason whatever it is that she's trying to relate
to, but this is not the way on doing things...I understand all that
stuff about the 3 reactions to the truth,denial, anger & acceptance,
but this is not the way. Never!
July 31, 2010 at 11:00pm · Like · 1

Michele Gardner My comment is not directed to anyone
specific and I do not want to get in the middle of this debate. But
there are many people who have this illness and many go
undiagnosed. Ya, I can see this video triggering some people who
have this disorder, diagnosed or not.
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Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and

July 31, 2010 at 11:15pm · Like

Michele Gardner Ya never know how people process these
kinds of things, people with mental health, do not process
information, any information, doesn't matter how basic, the same
way as everyone else and that is a fact.
July 31, 2010 at 11:18pm · Like · 1

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
Michele, We have much to learn from one another and
recognized these signs.
July 31, 2010 at 11:30pm · Like

Michele Gardner This video reminds me of the movie "The
Mist" out a few years ago. Remember the scenes in the grocery
store and there was this "crazy person"? constantly preaching the
end of the world or something like that and the towns people blew
this person off until things got deperate. This "crazy person" ended
up convincing the towns people and look what happend! That just
goes to how dangerous this can get, not very often mind you but
you'd be surprised of the influence and dangers that it can evolve
into!
July 31, 2010 at 11:38pm · Like · 1

Michele Gardner And it happens all the time around the world.
The masacres in schools, suicide bombings (all for the name of
their religion or beliefs) 911, you name it it's everywhere and the
sad fact is, they can gather support from other "crazy people" and
then we get a catastrophe on our hands. Thankfully though, they
are not the majority!!! They are very rare and far between and I
hope it stays that way for all of our sakes!
July 31, 2010 at 11:47pm · Like · 1

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
It's like they loose a sense of reality and create a theirs...very
informative. I can only send her love and healing.
July 31, 2010 at 11:51pm · Like

Michele Gardner Sorry, got a laugh! LOL!
July 31, 2010 at 11:53pm · Like

Michele Gardner Sending love and healing to the "crazy
people" in Afganistan who are murdering the innocent, just isn't
going to cut it!
July 31, 2010 at 11:56pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
Well if everyone else been reading feel free to laugh your asses
off...at least we got a good laugh. LOL
July 31, 2010 at 11:56pm · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
You got a good point, but that's another issue...those people
aren't crazy they are extremist that believe that the rest of the
world needs to become muslim. I don't think they are ill more like
brain wash wish is what religion is a brain wash.
August 1, 2010 at 12:02am · Like

Michael Babin · Friends with Mark Anthony and
Or it could be that she has a split personality and acts as two
people one as a doctor and another as the patient...truly need much
help.
August 1, 2010 at 12:08am · Like
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to the extremes they go too, murder, slaughter etc. The leaders

Michele Gardner The masacres in schools are not done by
"sane" people. Serial killers, murders, etc
August 1, 2010 at 12:10am · Like

Michele Gardner Well I just hope that she doesn't gather
enough support to do God knows what! Lol!
August 1, 2010 at 12:13am · Like

Michele Gardner Anyways, I think I'm done with this topic not
much more to say on the issue, time to move on, it's been fun
Michael! Take care.
August 1, 2010 at 12:15am · Like

John Walls · Friends with Mark Anthony and
spot on
August 1, 2010 at 12:22am · Like

Mick Moroz · Friends with Bettina Teilmann Ezzell
Skippy: The Extremist Bush Muslim. Bouncing into Jihad in a
cinema near you!
August 1, 2010 at 1:23am · Like

Mick Moroz · Friends with Bettina Teilmann Ezzell
Only once blown over the anti-establishment preconception of
kim beazley, ronald mcdonald discovered Venice. Seen in the
delirium of Cain, bear witness to the ancient Jew; fickle and fallen
only in poverty. Congratulations, 12th million rupee, youve seen too
many the light of day. Indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition
that this goodly frame the earth, seems only fertile promontory for
Captain Planet.
August 1, 2010 at 3:29am · Like

John Wrobel · 4 mutual friends
"Galactic Royalty," that's a briliant new spin but toatally insane!?
I never imagined aliens adhering to the, "Queen Bee" system of
social structure (being so far advanced and all). What brand of glue
are you folks sniffing?

J-
August 1, 2010 at 3:30am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
What what waht??? I love Alex ....I love Astar comand... WTF is
going on.... ignore that all drama look for truth INYOURSELF
August 1, 2010 at 3:54am · Like

Siouxie Ho Maker · Friends with Mack Luke
ok.. clearly this woman has parused a few books, picked up a line
or two and then based a half assed commentary on all the others.
Sitchen.. though a strange fish, has a pretty good idea going on with
his whole annunaki thing. BUT where he gets into how they are evil,
when the epic of creation written by man, clearly states otherwise
is what gets me enfuriated. VonDaniken... I love the guy. I love him
because unlike this strange woman above, in the video, he doesnt
say "this is how it is" he leaves the entire thing into question. This
chick and her shape shifting lizard folk crap is no better than saying
"Santa is real because I said so". she and the rest of the camalot
hippies are a bunch of new age tits worshipping their crystals
throwing the same garbage about left and right. Every bloody year
David Wilcott comes on saying "Disclosure imminent! Disclosure
Imminent!" and every year passes where nothing is remotely
shown. they are attention whores at best feeding off the lot of
people that buy into that crap.. with the exception of RC Hoagland.
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mathematics. Im not a christian but I dont recal ANYWHERE in the bibbles

August 1, 2010 at 4:08am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
Drama, drama, drama, drama,,, mind, mind, mind.,.. thinkik,
concidering, thinking... These are all tricks. Rise above it!

August 1, 2010 at 5:00am · Like · 1

Siouxie Ho Maker · Friends with Mack Luke
dont know where you're from miss braka, but thats hardly drama
August 1, 2010 at 5:08am · Like

Siouxie Ho Maker · Friends with Mack Luke
no prob Justin, now and again, a good dose IS needed
August 1, 2010 at 5:09am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
bracka  Barbara Hi

August 1, 2010 at 5:45am · Like

Ryan BD wow, this all looks like so much fun! How do I play!
August 1, 2010 at 8:53am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
Att justin...
who says about blind acceptation... I wrote there look for trouth in
your self. Knowledge is great, wide horizonts are great,,, as you
say,,, with reponsibility ... This little light of mine I`m gonna let it
shine... so I can see  I like that what Paol wrote. we are all
conected anyway, allway... And as about heart and mind... duality...
nayway we use it together...  Have good sunday

August 1, 2010 at 10:00am · Like · 1

Charles Kafka · Friends with Eli Legend and
pretty interesting watch.
i had a friend who started talking like that. now the state pays for
his apartment, and gives him money for food and clothes.
funny thing though, when i start putting all the pieces together, i
start sounding like that.
August 1, 2010 at 3:22pm · Like · 2

Ryan BD Is just this love, peace, just white light stuff the Hotel
California trick, once you check in you can never leave becasue
after going this way then the rest of the world would seem too
awful to live and bother to exist in?
August 1, 2010 at 7:56pm · Like

MoMo Nash · Friends with Kevin Nadjiwon and
What a piece of work is man.......
August 1, 2010 at 11:51pm · Like

Ak Mc I like the way a lot of people here are claiming shes
nuts,mad or other wise denouncing wot she is saying.And it
seems some of u come to that conclusion having just watched this
one video,and that ur happy to come to that
assumption.Well,assumption is the mother of all fuck ups i would
say.I myself am interested in wot she has to say and have looked
over some of her other stuff.I happened to come across a lot of info
that i had not crossed before.So im happy for that enlightenment
and further knowledge coming to me to have a look at.But i feel i
have to agree with her,all the underground bases and all the alien
galactic fed and people of the light is all part of the con.Many have
been sucked in by all that,its all a bigger part of the control methods
i believe.Anyway,good video
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Ak Mc U know dis Terri and they call Dana nuts.Lmfao!

Laurie Anne King · Friends with Cathy Orser
The answers are always found within... we are moving from a
power dominated consciousness to an ethical one...
The ride is about to get very turbulent! Brilliant!
You can't go to the new world wearing your power or loss of power
suit though (Yes - that means duality)!
Solution?
Connect to your inherent spiritual gifts, express them through your
heart...
Simple.
August 2, 2010 at 12:28am · Like · 3

Ak Mc Lol Terri ;D
August 2, 2010 at 12:33am · Like

Laurie Anne King · Friends with Cathy Orser
You are preaching to the converted my friend! The trick is how to
convince everyone else who is still in lala land... sleep walking -
holding tight to the "Dream" that a saviour is on the way...
Look! The Emperor really has no clothes on!!!
August 2, 2010 at 12:47am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
I don`t think Danna is Mad. I like her video
wide horizonts of knowledge. However you have to pratcise,
meditate... research not only trough web sites but triugh yourself...
Youc an`t denay Danna has power she got as all here:)
August 2, 2010 at 4:11am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
 Justin... difrent events different subjects

about duality, I see it in different way for you is love vs hate... for
me they were always comming together,,,light underline shadow,,,
But i lkie to work on me so that i can keep/hold more light...and
moments of fear and ager,,, moments when i hate are more, and
more rare...I like the idea of acient teachings
August 2, 2010 at 4:30am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
But i like to keep wider background:)
August 2, 2010 at 4:32am · Like

Barbara Bracka · Friends with Ryan BD
Justin, what about far east,,, tai chi, power of nature, youga, chi
koung meditation, regres ... . ... ..
August 2, 2010 at 4:33am · Like

Sharmini Gana · Friends with Gus Mouskos and
WOW, AWEEEESOME!!! Thk U Dana!!! *love, love,love* activate
YOUR heart & shine your light SO BRIGHT!!!!! MUCH LOVE, xo S
August 2, 2010 at 10:53am · Like

Cathy Ford · 32 mutual friends
PLEASE!PLEASE!TOTAL BS!they have a plan alright.have folks to
sit a round waiting to be rescued.see how that works out for ya!hey
hey USA HOW MANY KIDS HAVE WE KILLED TODAY?HEY USA
HOW MANY KIDS HAVE WE KILLED TODAY.WASHINGTON DC
CROWD ARE MURDERING LYING THIEVES ITS SHAKE AND BAKE
AND WE HELP WITH OUR TAX DOLLARS>DONT YA JUST FEEL
PROUD?
August 3, 2010 at 4:52am · Like

Dan Locke · Friends with Kelly Ebsary and 2 others
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October 21, 2010 at 8:14am · Like

Brillio Throughthelookingglass I dont know how much
research has been done by Dana but I've done alot on many
subjects alternative and main stream and had my own 1st hand
experiences and it's very easy to be sure, and very difficult to be
right*
June 12, 2012 at 6:16pm · Like

Dana Horochowski http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=57hoLuQw4vs

2012 Lightworkers are nothing
but BIG LIARS
www.youtube.com

speaking on Light-workers and Liars
who was saying 2012 was gonna be
earth ascen...See More

6 hours ago · Like · Remove Preview

الندی المطر leans sa ah bv heaven sheps in wholes complete
der one big one sml learn is last around i swear
5 hours ago via mobile · Like

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski
January 30, 2010

Canadastreetnews.com January 26, 2010 pt 1
Download Realplayer, link off http://www.canadastreetnews.com/
download and LEARN Robert Morning Sky's Work
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/terrapapers.htm, Alex Collier is not a
fraud. Astar Command is the Fraud. See Kevin Annett's work
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/kevinannett.htm. RCMP are killing our
babies and women and making money on snuff films. Marduk RA/Rockefeller
is playing Antichrist and Cain is Pindar. Ra/shields or Rothchild. They are the
Marduk RA- Pharoahs Phar RA"s. Beware of anyone who is government
funded or RA funded ( US Dollar Bill). They are the Deceivers. Look at
http://www.karlaturner.org/, and Phil Schnieder, Bill Cooper ( heroes that
died to warn us and told the truth.) see Alex Collier. Time is delayed.
Prophecy is a warning. Eden is for those who deserve and honour the EArth.
Secret Societies are accountable. The rich and the guilty must come clean.
Pray for TREEE...and hope she can be at the EARTH PARTY.
http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomroad888. Love you all. Just if you are
bad...I will call you on it. Be DIVINE now. doesn't matter who you were in
the past. It matters who you are NOW! WAMPUM WAY and New World
Disorder straight ahead. Earth changes are coming. Robert Morning Sky,
Antichrist, Pindar, http://www.karlaturner.org/, Phil Schnieder, Bill Cooper ,
Alex Collier, Prophecy, Eden, Secret Societies, TREEE, DIVINE,
canadastreetnews.com, Ashtar Command, RCMP, Kevin Annett
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2009

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
January 30, 2010

January 21, 2010 pt 1 Canadastreetnews.com
Canadastreetnews.com January 21, 2010 pt 1,
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/indexjan8to142010.htm
reverse speech, false prophets for profit, Yaldabaoth, Yahweh, Sherry
Shriner, David Wilcock, Project Camelot, Gnostic Suppressio

Like · Comment · Share

Write a comment...

Dana Horochowski added 69 photos to the album Dana
various pics.
January 6, 2010

Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share 3
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Dana Horochowski

Annunaki are not the Nephilim or Fallen Angels
http://www.canadastreetnews.com/terrapapers.htm

for more on this topic

Like · Comment · Share

Ardeliza Lim keep on Dana! I have been reading your articles
and so many times they shut down your site..thank you! to most
people here may not believe you and your expose...well what to do
because they are all inside the matrix and too afraid to overpass
and step-out beyond the line that was set for them... to learn and
understand more what was hidden from us, what has been done to
the people around the world and what they are doing right now like
all the hoaxes reported and convincing re climate change blaming us
people for what have done to the invironment...NO! its not US..its
them trying to hold us inside the matrix or the net to frighten us and
offer solutions that a certain...... can save us..all those staged
catastrophes,controlled media and news, wars and rumors of
war...chemtrails and specially the emerging diseases that will wipe
out half of the population of earth..
December 29, 2009 at 10:57pm · Like

2

Write a comment...

Friends

+170

Chris Lim Daniel Leinad Amanda Adnama

Cynthia Piroli

Places
2009

Visited 8 Places

Dana Horochowski
December 15, 2009

New World Disorder and Serenity Global NOW NOW
NOW
We need to strengthen the weakest link in society, restore humanity and
EDEN. Let's have a New World Disorder with Usury Free Community
Currency, rebuild the Illuminati Pyramid into a GLOBAL SERENITY EGG and
establish the Serenity Party Political movement, starting in Toronto Centre,
where the Rainbow Warrior energy is.Here we can seed the New Paradigm
that will radiate through out the world through our cultural mosiac and
support, teach/train anyone in need, with life giving skills, truth,
unconditional love, revolutionary knowledge and community currency.

Groups
2009

Joined 48 Groups

NWO IS NOT OK

Timeline
2009

52 friends posted on Dana's timeline.
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Share

December 30, 2009 at 9:16am

Hi Dana, Thankyou for accepting me as your friend. May God
bless you with all happyness. Wtite to me as you wish. you
did not write where you from and where you are living now?
Pl............

Clarence Gomez wrote on your timeline.
December 29, 2009 at 2:31am

Hi Dana, Happy newyear to you.I am from Bangladesh.
Where you from? I like to be your friend if you wish too.
Please reply.

John Wagner wrote on your timeline.
December 23, 2009 at 9:11pm

PEACE BE WITH YOU DANA.

49 more

Like · Comment

Like · Comment

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski
December 14, 2009

2009-2010 Jrgenius.ca ORGONES http://8thfire.biz
(101 photos)
- 555 5 d is the MAYA cloud walk. OJIBWE. no FIAT jurisdictions in first
nations....just AGAPE AMOR with all spirit beings.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-Schools
/261130010582710?ref=hl — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Events
2009

Joined 1 Event

Demonstrate on April 4, 2009 - Canada and NATO out
of Afghanistan!
With 292 other guests

Orgon Chile with Victíoor A. Cárdenas Miralles
others.
December 1, 2009
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Unfollow Post · Share

Like · Comment · Share

David Ontonovich Dana Horochowski
November 28, 2009

Hey you, hope all is well! Haven't seen any of your vids' in a
while. Just scolled down ... seee you're busy with other things.
Will connect from your site. Hope all is well. Cheers!

Unlike · Comment 21

Brenda Harris tagged Dana Horochowski in a note.
November 20, 2009

"Autism - Cut The Crap"
"Autism - Cut The Crap"
Posted Sep 14 2008 6:14pm

Evelyn Pringle, an investigative journalist, writes and excellent article titled,
" Autism - Cut The Crap".
http://www.opednews.com/articles/opedne_evelyn_p_050729_aut
ism___cut_the_cra.htm...

Continue Reading ...

Like · Comment · Share 123

Dana Horochowski
November 7, 2009

Holy Grail, EA/ENKI WAMPUM Solutions
Canadastreetnews.com- Pt3
Holy Grail, EA/ENKI WAMPUM Solutions Canadastreetnews.com- November
04, 2009 Pt 3
Magdalene, Iesu birthday Mar 1, Enlil is Yahweh, EASTER= Ishtar, Lucifera,
Isis/Ra rewrote everything, Peggy Kane, Planet x carries our Iesu, Alien
war, Left ...See More

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
October 31, 2009

Shape of Thing to Come Jrgenius.com and
Canadastreetnews.com
Shape of Thing to Come Jrgenius.com and Canadastreetnews.com - October
30, free tutoring at http://www.jrgenius.com/audio.htm
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Like · Comment · Share 22

Dana Horochowski
October 21, 2009

Black Pope 6
Canadastreetnews.com, BLACK POPE pt 6 pg 23 to 30, Malcolm X, African
American Movement, Masons control Islam, KKK, Karl Marx, White, Anglo
Saxon Celtics, Communism, WW1, Germany, France, Russia, England, FEAR,
House of Cards, Fast food, Po...See More

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski
October 21, 2009

Facebook calls my videos offensive to the reptilian dracos who
control our planet....I find them offensive

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
October 18, 2009

Black Pope pt 5
This is from Vatican Assassins. Urgent missing link in who really runs the
world. All parts are on jrgenius channel in you tube
http://www.youtube.com/user/jrgenius

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 2009

Canadastreetnews.com, Black Pope pt 4
Romanism, NEW WORLD ORDER, NEW AGE AGENDA, Jesuit murders,
Zionism, Canadastreetnews.com, Black Pope pt 4, pg 17 to 21
see http://www.scribd.com/doc/19521699/The-Black-Pope
http://www.torontostreetnews.info/ volume 11 folder see vatican Assassins
pdf there; http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius

Daniel Godismyjudge shared a link.
September 28, 2009

Now
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Share 1

Vaccine- see video

Servicemen again are being used as guinea pigs for BIG
PHARMA and the United Nations World Homocide
Association Genocide Program. Pass this info on- Listen

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski shared a video.
September 1, 2009

Shit is going to HIT THE FAN...Part 2. Lizards hate orgone.
WAKE UP

Canadastreetnews.com Pt 2
Canadastreetnews.com Pt 2, Dana Horochowski,
http://www.jrgenius.com/evitapendragon/, Satan Kumara,
Rocky Mountain Mystery School, Eve of Lucifer, Pindar, Cain,
Draken=Satan, Phoenix, Reptilians will devour humans,
http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian, TREEE is
controlled, being used, Whore of Babylon, orgone burns
reptilians if made correctly, will take down UFO's, JeZEUS,
rapist god, www.orgonemasters.info

Like · Comment · Share

David K Campbell tagged Dana Horochowski in a note.
July 25, 2009

Well then the last 4 since I couldn't decide on which
two... enjoy
Here be dragons and Bush anomic

I saw an old man
humming
outside his own head
and it was only a melody
...

Continue Reading ...

Like · Comment · Share 32

Clarence Gomez Dana Horochowski
July 1, 2009

Like · Comment · Share

23 friends posted on Dana's timeline on her birthday.
February 12, 2009

Kelly Christie wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2009 at 9:09pm
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Show 2000 - 2008

1999

I hope that all of your friends say high to you today.

Lonnie Mowers wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2009 at 8:59pm

Marci Hilferty wrote on your timeline.
February 12, 2009 at 8:12pm

Happy Birthday Dana!

20 more

Like · Comment

Dana Horochowski
December 30, 1999

2000 with Dad — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Places
1999

Visited 27 Places
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
December 9, 1999

Sandi Irwin Jrgenius office KWEEN — with Sandi Irwin
Richmond Hill, Ontario.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
December 9, 1999

1996-2000 My Walk into the LITE BEGINS (180 photos)
RIchmond Hill, Brother Andre, Christianity, Sober Reality begins, WAKING
UP. Jrgenius, I AM search 1996-2000 http://7thfire.biz/ — in Richmond Hill,
Ontario.

Dana Horochowski
December 7, 1999
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Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share 23

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
December 7, 1999

Dana and DAD — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
August 31, 1999

Christian Matchmaker quickie marriage to Robin Nathaniel
Braun. Summer 1999 Bellingham Washington. Didn't file the
papers, didn't consummate the marriage.
That's it. NO MORE ROMA CONtracts for me. BAD LUCK.
Bellingham, WA.
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Show 1990 - 1998

1989

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends
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Started Working at York Catholic District School Board
1989 — High School Teacher (9 photos)
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1988

Dana Horochowski
December 31, 1988

Western Univ 2-4/ Lakehead Yr 1 (72 photos)
1987-89 Science / Honours Bio / B ED http://7thfire.biz/ — in London,
Ontario.

Places
1988

Visited 7 Places

Like · Comment
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Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share 23

Dana Horochowski
December 31, 1988

Mark and Karol Horochowski 1988 — at Sault Ste Marie, ON

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends
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Graduated from Lakehead University
1988
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December 8, 1987

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Outspoken Stoned Monk, Manoj Dhanji, Paul A Sonnenholzner and 2
others like this.

Ron Angell i bet you had no problem with being asked out ever-
smart funny cool
October 11, 2012 at 7:33pm · Like

Manoj Dhanji omg!
October 27, 2012 at 2:52pm · Like

25

Write a comment...
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Graduated from The University of Western Ontario
1987

Grad School — Science/Biology

Like · Comment
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Show 1986

Show 1980 - 1986

1979
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1977

Dana Horochowski

Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski

17 yrs old London Polish Youth — with Danusia Horochowska
London, Ontario.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1977

Gr 7 — with Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1977

gr 7 — with Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON
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1976

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1976

Sheila Tagliabracci Sleep over Gr 6 — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
May 7, 1976

Arrival from POLAND Gr 6 — with Danusia Horochowska
Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends Unlike · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
May 7, 1976

LODZ POLAND Gr 6 with Rysiak and Jadzia, mom and aunt. —
with Danusia Horochowska at Lodz.
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1975

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
December 26, 1975

Chistmas play at Polish Church- Barb, Helen Zelek, Mark, Lydia,
Dana, Teresa ( Children of the LIGHT) Gr 5 — with Danusia
Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
December 7, 1975

Polish Church — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1975

WATCH OUT...I got ANGEL BACK UP BABY
http://8thfire.biz/

Like · Comment · Share

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1975

Dana, Eddie Kozak and Mark Horochowski Gr 6 — with Danusia
Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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1974

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

August 7, 1975

— at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
September 7, 1974

Gr 4 — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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1973

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
May 7, 1973

Mayday
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1972

Like · Comment · Share 1

Dana Horochowski
December 31, 1972

Ela, Helen Zielek, Margret, Eva, Dana, John Zelek, Mark, Gr 3
— with Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1972

Donna Breckenridge, Mark, Dana — at Sault Ste Marie, ON
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Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1972

Dana & Mark — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
August 7, 1972

Lodia and Walter Krus. Mom Mark Dana — in London, Ontario.
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Dana Horochowski added 4 photos to the album
Mark Horochowski ox.
August 7, 1972

Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share

Dana Horochowski
May 7, 1972

Holy Communion Gr 2 — with Danusia Horochowska at Sault
Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski added 3 photos to the album
Mark Horochowski ox.
May 7, 1972
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1970

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends 11 Like · Comment · Unfollow Post · Share

Dana Horochowski
December 25, 1970

Xmas 1970 — with Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie,
ON.

Places
1970

Visited 2 Places
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends 72

Dana Horochowski
December 24, 1970

Christmas 1970 Gr 1 — with Danusia Horochowska
Marie, ON.

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
October 7, 1970

Family and Tom Mazur — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
August 7, 1970
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Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Like · Comment · Share · Tag FriendsDana Horochowski
August 7, 1970

Mackinaw Island Michigan with Teresa, Mom, Mark and Dana.
Age 5 — with Danusia Horochowska at Mackinaw Island.

Dana Horochowski
April 7, 1970

Marks communion — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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Dana Horochowski
February 12, 1970

PARTY TIME Rob Martin, Danny Duffy, Steve Forsale, Dana,
Bonnie Baxter, Barry Hubly, Mark H Age 5 — with Danusia
Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
February 12, 1970

B DAY 5 years with Rob Martin, Danny Duffy, Stephen Forsale,
Bonnie Baxter, Barry, Mark Horochowski — with
Horochowska at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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1968

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
August 7, 1968

Folks from Indiana — with Danusia Horochowska at Sault Ste
Marie, ON.

Dana Horochowski
May 7, 1968

Mark Horochowski Kindergarden — at Sault Ste Marie, ON
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Born

Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends Like · Comment · Share · Tag Friends

Dana Horochowski
March 13, 1965

MARK Horochowski 1963 I can't post before my birthday, due
to FACEBOOK NAZI rules — at Sault Ste Marie, ON.
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Born on February 12, 1965
Hometown — Sault Sainte Marie, Ontario.
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